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w eC‘w'E“ Turbo Pasoa1® so
“For the IBM PC, the benchmark
Pascal compiler is undoubtedly
Borland Internationals Turbo
Pascal,” says Gary Ray of PC
Week. We and more than 500,000
other people around the world
think Mr. Ray got that right.

Since launch, Turbo Pascal has become the de facto
worldwide standard in high-speed Pascal compilers.
Described by Jeff Duntemann of PC Magazine as the
“language deal of the century,” Turbo Pascal is now
an even better deal than that—because we’ve Included
the most popular options (BOD reals and 8087 support).
What used to cost $124.95 is now only $99.95! You now
get a lot more for a lot less: the compiler, a complete
ly integrated programming environment, and BOD
reels and 808’? support—all for a suggested retail of
only $99.95.

Boriand’s Business Productivity Programs:
Reflex: The Analyst" Analytical database manager. Provides complete new look at
data normally hidden by programs like l-2»3" and dBASE.' Best report generator
lor 1-2«3.

“at“ Reflex Workshop" Important new addition to Reflex: The Analyst. Gives you 22
different templates to run your business right.
Side/tick“ Complete RAM-resident desktop management includes notepad. dialer.
calculator and more.
Traveling Sideiticlr" Electronic version at business/personal diaries, daytime
organizers; works with your SideKick tiles; important professional tool.
SuperKey’ Keyboard enhancer. Simple macros turn 1000 keystrokes into 1. Also
encrypts your tiles to keep confidential lites confidential.

Borland’s Electronic Reference Programs:
Turbo Lightning" Works with all your programs and checks your spelling while
you type! Includes 80.000—word Random House” Concise Dictionary and 50.000-
word Random House Thesaurus. Forerunner oi Turbo Lightning Library.
Lightning Word Wizard" includes ingenious crossword solver and six other word
challenges. It you're into programming. Lightning Word Wizard is also a development
toolbox and the technical reference manual for Turbo Lightning.
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“all Turbo Tutor® 2.0

Just released (July ’86), the new
Turbo Tutor can take you from
“What’s a computer?” on
through to complex data
structures, assembly languages,
trees, tips on writing long
programs in Turbo Pascal, and a

high level of expertise. Source code for everything is
included. New split screens allow you to put source text
in the bottom half of the screen and run the examples
in the top half. There are quizzes that ask you, show
you, tell you, teach you. You get a 450page manual—
which is not as daunting as it sounds, because unlike
many software manuals, it was not written by oran-
gutans. (With our all “almostfree” upgrade, you can
upgade to Turbo Tutor 20 by sending us your master
diskettes, proof of purchase, and $10.00, which covers
shipping and handling.) Suggested retail: $59.95.

Turbo Editor Toolbox"
Recently released, we called our
new Turbo Editor Toolbox a
“construction set to write your

—' « own word processor.” Peter
Feldmann of PC Magazine

- covered it pretty well with, “A
- . ‘Write your own word processor’

program for intermediate level programmers, with lots
ofhelp in the form ofprewritten procedures covering
everything from word wrap to pulldown Windows.”
Source code is included,
and we also include
MicroStar, a full-
blown text editor with
pulldown menus
and windowing. It
interfaces directly
with Turbo lightning
to let you spellcheck
your MicroStar files. Jerry Pournelle of BYTE
magazine said, “The new Turbo Editor Toolbox is the
Turbo Pascal source code tojust about anything
you ever wanted a PGoompatible text editor to do.”
Suggested retail: $69.95.

All Eorland products are registered trademarks or trademarks of Borland International. Inc. or
Borland/Analytica, Inc. 1-2-3 is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corp. dBASE is a registered
trademark of Ashton-Tate. Random House is a registered trademark at Random House. inc. Hercules is a
trademark ol Hercules Computer Tech. IBM. AT. XT. and Pe are registered trademarks at international
Business Machines Corp. Copyright 1986 Borland International ill-1067
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Turbo GameWorks"
Also recently released, Turbo
GameWorks is what you think it is:

, “Games” and “Works.” Games you
' can play right away (like Chess,

. Bridge and GoMoku), plus the “
Works—which is how computer . '

‘ ‘ games work. All the secrets and
strategies of game theory are there for you to learn. You
can play the games “as is” or modify them any which way
you want. Source code is included to let you do that, and
Whether you want to write your own games or simply play
the off-theshelf games, Turbo GameWorks will give hours
of diversion, education, and intrigue. George Koltanowski,
Dean ofAmerican Chess,
and former President, - = ' '~ . .
United States Chess
Federation, reacted to
Turbo GameWorks like
this, “With Turbo
GameWorks, you ’re on
your way to becoming a
master chess player,” and . . . . ,Kit Woolsey, writer, author, and twice Champion of the mm“, Spammamns‘TURBO PASCAL 3.0 Minimum memoryzlzeK: includes 8087 and BCD leaiures lor 16-bit MS-DOS and. (L IBlue Ribbon Pairs, WI’O’tB, NOWplBy the world S most CP/M-86 systems. CP/M-so version mininlun memory: 48K; 8087 and ecu lealures nor available
popular Card game—fiidge even pmgt’am your OWH TURBO DATABASE TOOLBOX Minimum memory: 128K. CP/M-80 minimum memory: 48K. Requires

Turbo Pascal 2.0 or later.
bidding 01’ scoring conventions,” Suggested retail: $69.95, runaa GRAPHIK raoLoax- Minimum memory: 192K. Requires PC/MS»DOS 2.0 or later. Turbo

Pascal 3.0, and IBM CGA. Hercules Monoclrome Card or equivalent.
TURBO TUTOR 2.0 Minimum memory: 192K. CP/M-BO version minimum memory 48K. Requires

. m PC/MS-DOS 2.0 or later and Turbo Pascal 3.0.
Turbo GraphJX Toolbox runao EDITOR Toolbox-"Minimum memory: 192K. Requires PC/MS-DDS 2.0 or later and Turbo

Pascal 3.0.
It includes a library Of 911m5 routines for Turbo runao sanswonlrs- Minimum memory: 192K. Requires PC/MS-DOS 2.0 or later and Turbo
Pascal programs. lets even beginningprogrammers Pascal an.
create th_Iwesolqn graphics With 8.11 [BM’ TIIRBO PROLOG' Minimum memory: 384K.

.- HEFLEL' THE ANALYST' Minimum memory: 384K. Requires IBM CGA. Hercules Monochrome Card
HSI‘CUIGS, 0P compa‘mble graphics adapter. 0UP or equivalent. Works with Intel's AboveBoald-PC and -AT; AST‘s RAMpage! and RAMpagel AT;
TUI’bO Graphix Toolbox 11101111168 all the T0015 you’ll Ouadlam's Liberty-PC and -AT; Tecmar's 640 Plus; lBM's EGA and 3270/Pc; Al&l's 6300 and

' ever need for complex business graphics, easy "““Y ""‘9’5-
REFLEX WORKSHOP Minimum memor :384K. Re 'res Reflex: The Anal st. Two d'sk d ' s h dwindowing, and storing screen images to memory. It comes complete disk ,ecommended, y m" y ' ”“3 °' 3'

with source code, readyto 0011113118. Suggested retail $69.95. TURBO LIGHTNING“ Minimum memory: 256K. Two disk drives required. Hard disk recommended.
LIGHTNING WORD WIZARO‘ Minimum nemory: 256K. Requires Turbo Lightning. Turbo Pascal 3.0
required to edit source code.
SIDEKICK' Minimum memory: 128K.
TRAVELING SIDEKICK“ Minimum memory 256K.
SUPERKEY' Minimum memory: 128K.
”For IBM PC, AT, XT. Pe and true compatibles only, running PC/MS-DOS 2.0 or later.

Turbo Database Toolbox"
» A perfect complement to Turbo Pascal, because it
‘ contains a complete library of Pascal procedures

that allows you to search and sort data and build
powerful database applications. Having Turbo

a. . Database Toolbox means you don’t have to reinvent
the wheel each time you write a Turbo Pascal program It comes with
source code for a free sample database—right on disk The databwe can
be searched by keywords or numbers. Update, add, or delete records as
needed Just compile it and it’s ready to go to work for you. Suggested
retail: $69.95.

Recognition tor Bar/and Iniemational has come from business, trade, and media, and includes both product
awards and awards tor technical excellence and marketing. Bar/and was named "Conpany oi the Year" by
PC Magazine; Sidekick, the til best seller lor the IBM PC, was named "Product at the Year" by In/oWortd;
Turbo Pascal was selected one of PC Week’s Top 70 Products tor 1984; SuperKay won one 0/ PC
Magazine '5 “Best 0/ 1985” awards; Rel/ex, The Analyst was recognized in the “Soitware Products 0/ the
Year" awards by tntoWortd; and Rel/ex and Sidekick were both nominated Ior British Micro Awards in 1986.



News from Borland International! Vol. 1 No. 1

e frequently
surprise people
with inventive,

imaginative software,
and people frequently
surprise us with the way
theyuse it.

For example, you’ll
' read on this page how

Michael J. Watkins of the
, r . ; Petroleum Technology
a?” ‘3‘ i "T“ Center in Houston, Texas,

used Turbo Pascalf (and Turbo Graphix Toolbox"
and Turbo Tutore) to cut down the tedium and
time in creating Circular Performance Profile
Charts (CPPCs).

We didn’t know they existed, but you learn
something new eve day!

Applications like CPPCs might not fit your
exact needs, but at the same time they might
stimulate fresh ideas in your mind about how you
can put Turbo Pascal and the Turbo Pascal family
to work for you.

And thank you for your interest in and
support for Borland International.

Philippe Kahn,
President, Borland International

INSIDE STORIES!
l Turbo Pascal 3.0. already described by PC Magazine as “Language
deal of the century.” is now an even better deal than that, because we’ve
included the most popular options (800 reals and 8087 support).
What used to cost $124.95 is now only $99.95!
I Completely new Turbo Tutor 2.0 now available. New software. New
manual. New split screens. New quizzes. Only $39.95, Upgrades
available under Borland‘s "Almost—Free" upgrade plan, Details inside.

LATE NEWS!
I June/July Special Artificial intelligence Issue of The Micro Technical
Journal says, ”Turbo Pro/0g looks like it's going to be a winner, for both
the beginner and professional programmer,”

Turbo Pascal
deliberately
programmed to go
around in circles

Circular charts (or
CPPCs) are used by Michael
J. Watkins of the Petroleum
Technology Center in
Houston, Texas, to plot a
single performance property
for a large number of
elastomers, which have
elastic, rubber-like properties.

Mr. Watkins wrote us
saying, “Because CPPCs
condense a lot ofdata in one
graphic, they can be very
tedious and timeconsuming
to draw.”

What he did to solve
those problems was to write a
Turbo Pascal program for
IBM® personal computers to
“generate these charts
quickly and easily”

He used Turbo Pascal
“because it has a companion
set ofverypowerful graphics
programs (Turbo Graphix
Toolbox) which greatly
simplifies the required
PI’OsTammmg-

Turbo Pascal is not a
difficult language m use and
can be easily learned by
persons who can program in
FORTRAN or BASIC. An
excellent tutorial (Turbo
Tutor) is available for the
novice or experienced
programmer {The Turbo
Pascal products are also very
moderatelypric .”



Stepby-step tutorial, demo programs with source code included.I

Borland’s new Turbo Prolog is the
powerful, completely natural

introduction to Artificial Intelligence
Prolog is probably one of the ‘
most powerful computer program- ,
ming languages ever conceived,
which is why we've made it our
second language—and “turbo . _
charg ” it to create Turbo Prolog." ' 1}.

Our new Turbo Prolog, the natural ” 5}
language ofArtificial Intelligence, “
brings supercomputer power to your
IBM” PC and introduces you step-by-
step to the fascinating new world of
Artificial Intelligence. And does all
this for an astounding $99.95.

Evan ifyou’ve never
programmed before,
ourflee tutorial will

getyou started right away
You’ll get started right away

because we have included a
complete stepbystep tutorial as
part of the ZOOpage Turbo Prolog
Reference Manual Our tutorial
will take you by the hand and
teach you everything you’re likely
to need to know about Turbo
Prolog and artificial intelligence.

For example: once you‘ve
completed the tutorial, you’ll be
able to design your own expert
systems utilizing Turbo Prolog’s
powerful problemsolving
capabilities.

Think ofTurbo Prolog as a
highspeed electronic detective.
First you feed it information and
teach it rules. Then Turbo Prolog
“thinks" the problem through
and comes up with all the
reasonable answers—almost
mstantly.

ifyou think that this is
amazing, you just need to
remember that Turbo Prolog is a
5thgeneration language—and
the kind of language that Blst
century computers will use
routinely. In fact, you can
compare Turbo Prolog to

Turbo Prolog is to
Prolog What Turbo

Pascal” is to Pascal!
Our Turbo Pascal astonished

everyone who thought of Pascal
as “Just another language." We
changed all that—and now Turbo
Pascal is the de facto worldwide
standard, with hundreds of

thousands of enthusiasts
z and users in

universities,
research
centers,
schools,

' and with pro
fessional program-
mers, students,

and hobbyists.
You can expect at least the

same impact from Turbo Prolog,
because while Turbo Holog is the
most revolutionary and natural
programming language, it is also
a complete development environ-
ment—Just like Turbo Pascal
Minimum memory: 584K

“ Turbo Prolog offers
generally the fastest and
most approachable imple
mentation of Prolog.

Damylfluhm,
AIExpert 5, phone call away.

7 III-III...-I I
I want' YES'. the best!

I For credit card orders
I or the dealer nearest you

I
I

call (800) 255-8008 '
in CA call (800) 742-1133

es Product Price TOMS
_ Turbo Prolog 399.95
__ Ilellel' the Analyst 149.95-

. _ Reflex Workshop 59.95-
_ lie/lax, Heller um 199.95-
._ Tuba Pascal 3.9

w/6097 5 BED
_ Turbo Pascal Ior CHM-80
_ Tuba Database Toolbox

I _ Tuba Graphix Toolbox
I _ Tuba Tutor 2n

_ rm Editor Toolbar

3
3
3
3

99.95 3
69.95 3

3
3
3
3
3
3

69.95
69.95
39.95
69.95
69.95
99.95
69.95

_ Tuba GarneWorlrs
I _ rum rimming

_ [Ignoring mu mm
__ Tuba rimming

3

149.95 3
84.95 3

3

3

69.95'
_ SidelOck,

Traveling Sidelficlr
_ Superior

Outside USA add 810 per copy
CA and MA res. add sales but
Amount enclosed
Prices We stopping to all US cities.

,‘ I Care/trig describe your rorrputer systern'
I Mine is‘ _9-liit _16-bil

I use' _PC-DOS _L‘P/M-80 _MS-DOS _ CHM-86
My cormuter's nuns and model is-

125.90' 3
69.95 3

Turbo Pascal the wayyou
could compare Turbo Pascal to
machine language.

You get the complete
Turbo Prolog

medisksileluselsflilé'fiw'fi'flfl'
Payment VISA MC Moneyorder
OeditcardemiraJJMdate _

Cardl

NUT COPY PROTECTED
"MJMY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

programming system
for only $99.95

You get a complete Turbo
Prolog development system
including:
I The lightning-fest Turbo Prolog
incremental compiler and the
interactive Turbo Prolog editor.
I The ZOO-page reference
manual which includes the step
by-step Turbo Prolog tutorm
l The free GeoBase‘“ natural
query language database
including commented source
code on disk—ready to compile.
GeoBase is a complete database
designed and developed around
us. geography. it includes cities,
mountains, rivers, and highways,
and comes complete with natural
query language. Use GeoBase
immediately “as is,” or modify it
to fit your own interests.

80 don’t delay—don’t waste a
second—get Turbo Prolog now.
$99.95 is an amazingly small
price to pay to become an
immediate authority—an instant ;
expert on artificial intelligence!
The Elst century is only one

Died!

I
I

Name:

Shipping AddressI

Zip:

GODS and pa'chase orders WILL NOT!» accepted by Boriarid.
Outside USA nailepayrnentbybankdlalt Payable I'IlUSdallars

I dram on a US Dark.
“Limited Trme Oilermlil Seplermer l, 1906.
"YES, 1/ within Gliders olpurcliaseyoulind dralmisproducl
does not pedorm in accordance with our claim call our
customer service deparnenl and be will gladly arrange

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I a rte/mi. I
Prices Slmiecl (0 change vim notice. I

Turbo Pro/pg 1.0 Technical Spuclllullou:
I L'umpllur.’ Incremental compiler generating native ire/ins code

and lmlrable abject modules. The lrnlnng lomnal Inc/ides a linker
and is contoaIible with the PC-DOS linker. large manory model
support. Cornpiles over 2500 lines per minute on a standard

Ignace-(Ive Edllnn The system includes a powerful interactive
Iexl editor. ll lire compiler detects an error, the edilor
aulomallcally positions the cursor approprialely in the source
code. A! run-lime, Turbo Prolog programs can call the editor,
and view the mnning program's source code.
Type syrlum: A llexlble object-oriented type system is

I supported.
Wludoulng Support: The system supports both graphic and
taxi windows.
Input/output: Full ll0 lacilllies, including lonnatted ll0,
streams. and random assess Iiles.
[lump/Ir Hunger: Integers: —32767 to 32767; Rea/s.-
15—307 In lE-HJOB.
Dobugglng: Complete built-in Irace debugging capdrilllies
allowing single stepping 0/ programs.

I GP6

560773 £441l 01 95066O lAND
NATION/ll.
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If lightning still scares you,
you’re using the wrong file manager.

~\

Be sure. Btrieve.®
Lightning may strike. But it doesn't

have to destroy your database.
Btrieve® file management offers au-

tomatic file recovery after a system
crash. So accidents and power failures
don’t turn into database disasters. Your
Btrieve-based applications will come up
when the lights come back on.

Fast. Btrieve is lightning fast, too. Its
b-tree file structure automatically
balances—you never waste time reor-
ganizing the index. And Btrieve is writ-
ten in Assembly language especially for
the IBM PC. The result: electrifying
speed on file maintenance routines.
Applications that run fast. Users who
don’t waste time waiting.

The standard for networking. When
your application requires multi—user file
sharing, Btrieve/ N (network version)
sets the standard for the industry’s
most popular LANs: IBM’s PC Net-
work, Netware, PC Net and EtherSer-
ies. And now Btrieve sets the standard
for multi—user systems: XENIX, Multi-

n ..¥_

Link Advanced and others. Btrieve/N
offers safe network file management
that coordinates simultaneous updates
and protects against lost data.

Fully-relational data management.
Using SoftCraft’s entire family of
products gives you a complete, fully-
relational database management sys-
tem. RtrieveTM adds report writing
capabilities for generating the reports
you need. XtrieveTM speeds users
through database queries with interac—
tive, on-screen menus—no command
language or special syntax.

For professional programmers.
Btrieve is the fast, reliable answer for
all your application development. In
any development language—BASIC,
Pascal, COBOL, C, FORTRAN and
APL. With multikey access to records.
Unlimited records per file. Duplicate,
modifiable, and segmented keys.

With Btrieve, you can develop better
applications faster. And know they’ll be
safe if lightning strikes.

CIRCLE NO. 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NO ROYALTIES

Suggested retail prices: Btrieve, $245;
Btrieve/N, $595; Xtrievc, $245;
Xm'eve/N, $595; Rtriwe, $145;
Rtrz'eve/N, $345. Requires PC—DOS or
MS-DOS 1.X, 2.X, ur3.X,

Btrieve is a registered trademark and Xtrieve and
Rm'eve are trademarks of SoftCraft Inc.

g
SoftCraft Inc.
PO. Box 9802 #917
Austin, Texas 78766
(512) 346-8380 Telex 358 200
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Compaq Des/epro 286 80 Nine-Track Tape Systems 94 Smooth Curves l 10

OUT FROM THE SHADOW OF IBM / STEVEN ARMBRUST, TED FORGERON, and PAUL PIERCE
IBM is casting a smaller shadow in the 80286 market as more and more companies offer alternatives to the 'PC/AT. With this
issue, PC TechJournal begins its series evaluating these AT compatibles. Theintroductory article offers a detailed explanation
of themethods and. criteria that will be used to judge each machine. The critical items: compatibility and performance. 52

Compatibility andPerformance: COMPAQ DESKPRO 286 / STEVEN ARMBRUST and TED FORGERON
The first entry in our series on PC/AT compatibles evaluates Compaq’s bid in the 286 market and finds that the company lives
up to its reputation for overall quality and IBM compatibility. The Deskpro 286 is intended not as a lowcost substitute
for the AT, but as a competitive alternative with a few extra features. Compaq’s Portable 11 also meets 286 expectations. 80

NINE-TRACK TAPE SYSTEMS / ROGER ADDEISON '
Although nine-track tapes may seem to'be from another time and place when considered in the PC environment, a
time-tested set of standards is the key to their longevity. Eight tape subsystems are evaluated here, each of which offers
consistent performance, control over data storage and transfer, and a strong link between PCs and bigger computers. 94

SMOOTH CURVES / MICHAEL A. COVINGTON .
~ The computer equivalent of a spline is presented in the form of a Pascal program to help users draw curves on the PC

screen without ragged edges, a classic problem in computer graphics. Although written for the IBM Color Graphics Adapter, -
the program can be modified for the Enhanced Graphics Adapter and can be easily translated into other languages. 1 10

SOFTWARE SPRITES / MICHAEL ABRASH and DAN ILLOWSKY
The few, small flickering objects that pass for animation on the PC screen are the result of the PC’s lackof appropriate
hardware. But software emulation of hardware sprite animation capabilities is possible, and with some clever
programming techniques, even the PC can be made to approach the quality of arcade game machines. 125

—
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From Opt-Tech Data Processing

st‘ 4'
REM Opt-Tech Sortl“ ”9r?”[0,)

ALL NEW Version 3.0 features even faster sorting,
record selection, output record reformatting,
dBASE Ill files, comma delimited fields, and much
more. This high performance sort/merge/record
selection utility can be used as a stand-alone program
or called as a subroutine from most languages.
Supports unlimited filesizes, multiple input files and
fixed or variable length records. Many special file types
are supported including Btrieve and dBASE. Up to
nine sort control fields (ascending or descending), all
common data types supported. Output files can be
combinations of full records, keys or pointers, subsets
of the input file fields, and literal values.
Written in assembly language for high performance.
Example: 4,000 128 byte records sorted, to give key
and pointer in 30 seconds. $149.

On-Line Help”
A comprehensive utility for adding help windows to
your programs. It provides efficient utilities and
routines for interfacing your programs with the help
system routines and help message libraries.
Help windows are displayed in a fraction of a second.
You have total control over the contents of the window,
its size and its position on the screen, including the
display and border colors.
On-Line Help can be interfaced with interpreted Basic
and all popular compilers. $149.

Scroll & Recall
Allows you to conveniently scroll back through data
that has gone off the top of your display screen. Up to
27 screens of data can be recalled or written to a disk
file (great for documenting systems operations).
Allows you to easily recall and edit your previously
entered DOS commands and data lines without re-
typing.
Scroll & Recall is very easy to use. It’s a resident utility
that’s always there when you need it! $69.

All programs IBM PC/XT/AT & MS-DOS compatible.
Visa, M/C, AMEX, Check, Money Order, COD

or Purchase Orders accepted.
Quantity and Dealer Discounts Available

To order or to receive additional
Information write or call:

Opt-Tech Data Processing
PO. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

k (702) 588-3737
4 CIRCLE NO. 227. ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Save On New Model of Perisc0pe

”A marvelous debugging tool... " says Peter Norton.

SUMMER SALE.
You don't have to spend thousands, or even hundreds,
of dollars to buy a high—performance debugger.
Through August 31, the new software—only Periscope
II-X is yours for only $95! Periscope II, normally $145, is
only $125!

NEW MODEL.
Periscope 1 includes both a break—out switch for ”spon-
taneous" debugging and a RAM board to protect the
debugger from programs that overwrite memory. Peri-
scope Il includes a break-out switch that doesn’t require
an extra slot to install. And the new Periscope II—X is
Periscope II without the break-out switch. So you can
now get Periscope with no hardware at all!

NEW RELEASE.
The new version 2.1 enhances all models with many of
the features users have requested. Call for details.

CHECK OUT THE REVIEWS.

1’ ”Periscope strikes a balance of power and features that
will please serious PC programmers." — Jeff Dunte—
mann, PRODUCT OF THE MONTH, PC Tech ]ournal, 1/86

V "This symbolic debugger, with its breakout button and
powerful command options, stands unrivaled for its flex—
ibility . . . Periscope’s diverse features, affordable price,
and portability place it in a class by itself.” —Ward
Christensen, "Breaking out with Periscope,” PC Tech journal,
3/86

I! "Periscope represents the finest software debugger avail-
able in its class. " — Andrew Fried, Computer Shopper, 4/86

Other reviews have appeared in Computer Language
(3/86), the Boston Computer Society’s PC Report

I’M CONVINCED PERISCOPE IS FOR ME! Ship to:

Name
I Take advantage of the low sale

Please send me the following:

Company

Address
Periscope II—X_@ 3595* ........—

l prices while they last . . . Order
I your Periscope today! To order, Clip

Periscope II with
Cr Stt Z'

Switch @ $125* ............_ I y/ a 8/ 1p
Telephone

I Periscope I with Board
I & Switch @ $295 ..........._
l Card No.
I Add Shipping Cost (see below) .....—

Expires

PaymentzEl Check enclosed El COD Cl MC B Visa

: the coupon, or call TOLL—FREE

Get Your Programs Up and Running;
I Total Order Amount .............._ Signature

Shipping—$3 UI’S; $5 COD; $8 Canada; $24 Foreign
We accept qualified PO’s in the US.
'Prices good through August 31, 1986 monitor.

PERlSCOPE REQUIRES an IBM PC, XT, AT,
Compaq, or other close compatible; 128K RAM;
DOS 2.0 or later; one disk drive; and an 80-column

Data Base Decisions
14 Bonnie Lane
Atlanta, GA 30328
404/256—3860
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EGA Mode Plantronics Mode

Finally,An EGACar
Responds ToYo

, , EGA works with every pop- monitors between EGA,
Introducing Ihe Paradlse ular PC video mode. And MDA (IBM Mono Text) and
AUtOSWltCh EGA Card. is smart enough to switch to Hercules modes. The

You’ve decided you want the right mode every time Paradise AutoSwitch EGA
an EGA Video Card because you change programs. runs any PC software you
it offers the best quality Automatically want. Immediately.

- - - Automaticall . That’s some-text w1th hrgh resolut10n - . . y
color graphics. The problem Onlfiggngfigs it. thlotgfrdrnary EGA Cards
is that older versions of can 0'
popular software, like Lotus The Paradise AutoSwitch Runs all EGA CGA MDA
1A, (and some current EGA changes video modes and Hercule’s soft’ware
versrons too) won’t work with automatically to work with with true hardware level
the EGA standard. That’s a your software. No Mode com- compatibility.
problem because in the mands. No special software
course of your workday you’ll to run. On RGB monitors it True hardware compatibility
need to use software written “autoswitches’? between makes the Paradise Auto-
for different video modes. EGA, CGA (IBM Color Switch EGA Card different

Paradise has the answer. Graphics) and Plantronics from other EGA Cards. No
The Paradise AutoSwitch modes; on monochrome other EGA Card offers the

Trademarks Paradise, AutoSwitch EGA Card-Paradise Systems. Inc; Lotus l-2-3-botus Development Corporation; Registered trademark: lBM-lntemational Business Machines Corporation.
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CGA Mode Hercules Mode

iThatAutomatically
urEveryMode.
3845 CRT controller included
)n the IBM Monochrome,
BM Color and Hercules
Iards. The Paradise-designed
’EGA video controller chip
as the equivalent of a 6845
nside. That means when
he Paradise AutoSwitch EGA
uns EGA software, it’s an
EGA card; when it runs IBM
Iolor Graphics (CGA) soft-
vare, it’s a CGA card; when it
uns Hercules software, it’s
l Hercules card. No “batch
iles,” special software or
:omplicated installation. N0
ncompatibility hassles.
EGA with true 6845 hard—
vare compatibility.
IRCLE NO, 137 ON READER SERVICE CARD
or more information call 800627-7977 Ext. 356, toll free, From California, 800-822-2020 Ext. 356. Or stop by
bur favorite computer store.

The Simpler the Better.
Paradise’s exclusive Auto- PARADISE
Switch feature and true 6845 5 Y S T E M S . I N C
hardware compatibility
make using the Paradise
AutoSwitch EGA simple and
hassle free. The Paradise-
designed single chip EGA
video controller makes
possible all this functionality
and intelligence on a short
card. In fact, even the users
manual is short. Only 24
pages.

The Paradise AutoSwitch
EGA Card. Just what you
would expect from the inno-
vators in Video Technology.

Y/

:The Parav ' ' h ‘ - Card;
'..., l» l <‘



A'I'RON BUGBIIS'I'ERS
GREASE BORLAND LIGHTNING

“If I were starting a software company again, from scratch, Atron’s AT PROBE T“ would be among my very first
investments. Without Atron’s hardware-assisted, software debugging technology, the flash of Turbo LightningTM
would be a light-year awayf’ Philippe Kahn, President, Borland

HOW BOBLAIIO
DOES SO MUCH,
SO WELL, SO FAST

We asked Borland
International president
Philippe Kahn to share
his secrets for rapidly
taking a good idea and
turning it into rock-solid
reality. How does the a
Borland team do so 0
much, so well, so fast? 7

He begins, “I g
remember when Atron 10 15
used the June 24, 1985 " :3
Wall StreetJournal chart ,3 M
of top-selling software in 14 13
an ad?’ [Note: At that 1: 21‘
time, seven of the top ten 17 to
software packages were :3
created by Atron cus- 20 20
tomers; it’s now now 2" M
nine out of ten.] “Side- 23 3?
Kick was number four, 24 —
and I let Atron quote me 26 3;
in saying that there 27 E25
wouldn’t have been a
SideKick without
Atron’s hardware—
assisted debuggers.

“You might say light—
ning has literally struck
again. Turbo Lightning
made number four on
SoftSel’s Hotlist within weeks of its introduction! And
again, I say we couldn’t have done it without Atron
debugging technology.

“Cleverly written code is, by definition tight, recur—
sive, and terribly complex’,’ he continues. “Without the
ability to externally track the execution of this code,
competent debugging becomes very nearly impossible?

Concludes Philippe, “And after Turbo Lightning was
solid and reliable, Atron tuning software turned our
Probes into performance analyzers. How do you think we
greased our lightning?”

Philippe, along with a couple million or so of your
satisfied customers, we say congratulations on yet
another best—selling product. We can’t wait to see what
awesomely useful technology will come shooting out of
Borland International next.

HOW BUGBIISTEBS KEEP YOU FROM GETTING SLIMED
The AT PROBE is a circuit board that

plugs into your PC/AT. It has an
umbilical which plugs into
the 80287 socket and
monitors all 80286 activity.

Since AT PROBE can
trace program execution in
real time, and display the
last 2048 memory cycles in
symbolic or source-code
form, you can easily answer
the questions: “How did I
get here?” and “What are

those silly interrupts
doing?”

It can solve spooky
debugging problems.
Like finding where
your program over-
writes memory or I/O -
impossible with soft—
ware debuggers.

You can even do
source-level debugging
in your favorite lan-
guage, like C, Pascal or
assembler. And after
your application is
debugged, the AT
PROBE’s performance
measurement software
can isolate perfor—
mance bottlenecks.

Finally, the AT PROBE has its own l—MByte of mem—
ory. Hidden and write—protected. How else could you
develop that really large program, where the symbol
table would otherwise take up most of memory.
LOOK AT IT THIS WAY.

History shows that non—Atron customers don’t stand a
very good chance of making the Top Ten list. Lightning
really does have a way of striking twice!

The PC PROBETM is $1595 and the AT PROBE is
$2495. So call Atron today. You can be busting some
really scarey bugs tomorrow. And maybe, just like
Borland, you can also bust some records.

(150“; m r “
Mammals: ~ .
”$t » .ff‘n
Mimosa-97 Wow
symptom: ~ 4
9.38542 5000 ~
un‘”V""M ”' 3‘

THE OEBUOOER OOMPAIIY
20665 Fourth Street 0 Saratoga, CA 95070 O 408/741-5900

Copyright © 1985 by Atmn Corp. PC PROBEm and AT PROBE” Arron. SideKickm and Turbo Lightning" Borland International, Inc., Adv. by TRBA. 408/258-2708.
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DIRECTIONS WILL FASTIE

Long Live the 286!
We was/9 the 386 would go away, at leastfor a while.

ith this issue PC Tee/9 journal
breaks from a three—year editorial

policy. Until now we have been “true
blue” in that we have limited our cover—
age of desktop computers to those man-
ufactured by IBM. Because IBM was the
majority shareholder in the market for
8088—based machines, a standard
emerged that allowed PC Tech journal
to disperse technical information about
IBM products that was perfectly usable
by developers for end users of other
8086-family desktops.

IBM still dominates the market
with its PC and XT models, but times
have changed. In the process of bring-
ing a new, 80286—based machine to the
market and establishing yet another
standard, IBM stumbled. Within three
months the market responded with 286
machines of higher performance, and
the race was on.

IBM still is the majority share-
holder in the AT market, but it has a
much smaller share than it had in the
PC arena. While most estimates credit
IBM with 80 to 85 percent of 8088-
based PC sales, its AT share is judged to
run from 65 percent to an incredible 50
percent. To pour gasoline on an already
substantial fire, the AT competition
usually has something significant to
offer over the IBM product; this was
less often the case with the PC.

The market is one consideration.
PC Tee/9 journal’s readers are another,
and we wanted to know what they were
up to in this new market. We took
advantage of the extensive research
done by our advertising department
and commissioned a study of our own.
The results, so far, are clear.

First, our audience is moving to
286—based machines much more rapidly
than the market at large. This comes as
no surprise. Those who are developing
software or using desktops in technical
environments always want and need the
best performance per dollar spent. AT-
class machines deliver not only per—
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formance but also great opportunity for
expansion, thus stretching the invest-
ment well into the future.

Second, IBM equipment still is pre-
ferred by our readers, but just barely—
50.7 percent of your companies are
planning to buy IBM and of those, 58.5
percent intend to buy ATs. Another not-
unexpected result: Compaq is a hearty
number two with its 286 machines, and
that does not even include the Portable
11, which was just becoming available at
the time our research was conducted.

The study indicates one more fac—
tor that is not surprising for our au-
dience but different from the world at
large. When asked which brands of AT
compatibles they are considering, our
readers replied with a long list, identify—
ing almost all of the companies in the
market. The less technically inclined
buyer is likely to know only one or two
other brands. This means that our au-
dience, besides being more knowledge—
able, is willing to exploit the advantages
of alternative solutions even if it means
taking a risk. Willingness to take the
risk is also evidenced by the response
to our question about where equipment
would be purchased: an astonishing 40
percent said mail order.

All of this leads up to our decision
to cover non—IBM computers in these
pages, under the aegis of compatibility

and performance. Our audience is cer-
tainly clear on these two points. High
performance is a real draw, but not at
the expense of a machine that is mark-
edly different from the AT.

80 we begin with the superb work
of contributing editors Steven Armbrust
and Ted Forgeron. As is usual for PC
Tee/o journal, the introductory article
(see p. 52, this issue) in our series con—
sists of a description of the methodolo-
gy that will be used to evaluate each
system. Armbrust and Forgeron, along
with Paul Pierce, have devised a suite of
programs that examines the machine’s
degree of compliance with the IBM
specification and analyzes its perfor-
mance. Bob Smith‘s excellent
CPUID.ASM program (see “Chips in
Transition,” April 1986, p. 56, or call
PCTECHline) was used as a starting
point. The performance programs are
noteworthy because they report more
information than is normally considered
when evaluating speed; using these pro-
grams, Armbrust and Forgeron deter-
mined that the Compaq Deskpro 286
ran its memory at 6 MHz even though
the 286 was running at 8 MHz.

Appropriately, the first review in
which these criteria are applied reports
on the Compaq 286 machines (see p.
80, this issue). Forthcoming articles will
review the HP Vectra, the TeleVideo
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Tele-CAT 286, the PC’s Limited 286 se-
ries, the new ITT machine, and others.
With luck we will have several of these
alternatives around our offices for con—
tinuing study.

586: SOONER 0R LATER?
The efforts of the industry to establish
standards for the construction of 386-
based computers are commendable. Al-
though IBM could ruin such attempts
by announcing its own open architec-
ture, serious work by third parties can
only be beneficial If the 386 market
gets off to a good start before IBM gets
into the act, IBM will have to answer for
any design that strays too far from what
its aftermarket (or is it beforemarket?)
is prepared to support. If IBM gets in
faster, perhaps the good work of outsid—
ers will be recognized and integrated. .

The 386 machines will be available
soon, perhaps even by the time you
read this. They will be expensive,
because chips are in limited supply, but
they will be interesting because the 386
has a far better memory management
scheme and better support for serious
operating systems than does the 286.
The extent to which they will influence
the desktop market in the next year is
unclear; my guess is that at least 18
months will pass before the 386 desk—
top is available in large enough quanti—
ties to spur a serious market.

In the meantime, we are not ex»
ploiting the full potential of the 286. It
is now abundantly clear that the 286 is
really two chips in one: an 8086 and an
80286. In the context of DOS, it does
not seem feasible to have an operating
system that can run in both real and
protected modes at the same time. It is
possible, however, to have an operating
system that runs in protected mode and
allows 640KB applications to run if they
obey a few rules and keep their hands
off the hardware. That means there has
to be a decision point at which a user is
willing to shift from one architecture to
the other. The advantage of the 80286 is
that both architectures are present in
the same machine, so no hardware pur-
chases (outside of more memory) are
required. What is necessary—and what
is not available at the moment—is a
DOS—compatible operating system that
allows the transition.

The 386 offers improvements in
architecture that enable an operating
system to become more efficient at de—
livering services. The 286 offers only
increased memory, with limited operat—
ing system support. These are the rea—
sons I hear most often by those who es-

10

A NOTE ABOUT RESEARCH
Most magazines conduct regular re-
search within their audiences. The
reasons are varied, but include analy-
sis of advertising, editorial satisfaction,
future editorial directions, and general
market analysis. Many of you have
been called or asked to return a ques—
tionnaire. From several of your com—
ments, I know some of you believe
that our motives are selfish, designed
solely to sell advertising.

We do have to sell advertising to
bring you this product every month.
Our advertisers need the information
our research gathers not only to de-
cide about media purchases but also
to support their own market conclu-
sions. We make no secret of that.
However, you might not realize some
other aspects about our research.

First, all research reports are
used by the editorial staff. We contrib-

’ veys are done purely for editorial rea-

ute to almost every survey during its
development to be sure it generates
information helpful to us. The results
are extremely valuable to us in assess—
ing your interests and needs and the
state of the market. Second, some sur-

sons and have nothing to do with sell-
ing ads. Because of the way surveys
are constructed, it may be difficult to
sense this as you respond. Finally, not
all the surveys identify PC Tech
Journal as the source. For reasons of
statistical validity, it is sometimes
necessary to conceal our identity.

I know your time is valuable. All
of us appreciate your help with our
research, your time permitting. What
we try to offer in return is an im-
proved PC TechJournal, a magazine
that better serves your needs.

—WF

pouse the 386 solution. Therefore, they
say, ignore the 286 and migrate now.

I disagree. Most users have three
simple areas in which they desire
greater performance and capacity. The
first is raw processor power. There is
little doubt that the 386 delivers more
processing power than the 6-MHz AT;
even 8—MHz systems appear sluggish by
comparison. However, 10- and 12—MHz
286 systems are available today that of—
fer speeds closer to that of the 16-MHz
386. When the 20—MHz version of the
386 becomes economically attainable,
the 286 will become less desirable—but
for now it is acceptable.

The second area is main memory,
both for executing large programs and
keeping large amounts of data resident.
The 386 dramatically improves the
memory situation over the 286 with its
better memory management unit, but
most users should be able to work
effectively in the 286’s 16MB for the
next two to three years.

The third area is disk performance.
The problem with most IBM systems
and their clones is that faster disks
chew up more direct memory access
time and thus reduce the cycles avail—
able for CPU operation. This problem is
inherent in the design of the disk con—
troller and main memory, not the pro-
cessor itself. When main memory is
dual—ported, with the I/O bus on one
side and the CPU on the other, then
real improvement will be possible.

A possible fourth concern of per-
formance buffs is the speed of graphical

operations. To date, the IBM standard
architecture has promoted solutions in
which the processor did all the work; as
the resolution and color capability of
these subsystems rises, so does the
number of CPU cycles necessary to ser-
vice them. The 386 offers no significant
improvement over the 286 for support-
ing graphical operations. Clock rate im—
provements do help, but the number of
bits that must be moved is rising faster
than the performance of the base pro-
cessor. The only real solution is a
graphics adapter board with its own
processor (such as Intel’s 82786 or TI’s
34010). That seems a likely direction for
growth, and it is applicable to any pro-
cessor, even the now lowly 8088.

As far as I am concerned, that adds
up to a lot of life left in the 80286
machines—the ones that are especially
attracting the attention of the PC Tech
journal audience and that we will all
have bought so many of by the time a
viable, cost-effective 386 machine is
available. What we need are some new
and improved hardware subsystems
and, especially, a protected mode ver-
sion of DOS to exploit the in—place
memory capability.

This is an election year. Let’s vote
NO for a 386 until our investment in
286 machines has been returned, or
until they have been fully depreciated,
whichever comes first. And let’s vote
YES for expansion to the outer limits
of 286 functionality.

Please drop me a postcard with
your vote on it. W

PC TECH JOURNAL



“One of the
primary reasons the

Computer Press Association
was formed was to promote
high standards of writing ~
in computer journalism.

Hal Glatzer
Vice President
Computer Press Association
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NowYouKnowWhy
BRIEE is BEST

“BRIEF is simple to learn and use and extremely sophisticated.”
PC Magazine, July 1986

The Program
Editor with
the BEST
Features

Since its introduction,
BRIEF has been sweep-
ing programmers off
their feet. Why?
Because BRIEF offers the
features MOST ASKED
FOR by professional
programmers. In fact,
BRIEF has just about
every feature you’ve
ever seen or imagined,
including the ability to
configure windows,
keyboard assignments,
and commands to
YOUR preference. One
reviewer (David Irwin,
DATA BASED ADVISOR)
put it most aptly,
“(BRIEF). . .is quite
simply the best code
editor I have seen.”

’olutionSystems"

COMPILER SUPPORT
No matter what compiler you have, it will run inside

BRIEF. If errors occur during compilation, the sup—
plied macros place your c‘urso‘r on the line with the
first problem and display the compiler’s message. After
you make your corrections, you skip to the next error
with one keystroke. BRIEF automatically moves your
cursor to the right place, even ifyou've added or deleted
lines.

BRIEF is preconfigured (using the built-in macro
language) for the Microsoft Macro Assembler v 4.0,
and the Microsoft,rC0mputer Innovations, Lattice, and
Wizard C compilers. If you use another product, you
can modify the macros to support it.

Every Feature You Can Imagine
Compare these features 0 Unlimited File Size

with your editor (or any —(even 2 Meg!)
other f0r that matter). 0 Reconfigurable Keyboard
. FAST . 0 Context Sensitive Help
. Full UNDO (N Times) 0 Search for “regular
0 Edit Multiple Large Files expressions"
0 Compiler-specific . Mnemonic Kev

support, like auto Assignments '
indent, syntax check, , .
compile within BRIEF, ' Horizontal Scrolling
and template editing 0 Comprehensive Error
Exit to Dos inside BRIEF Recovery
Uses all Available Memory 0 A Complete Compiled
Tutorial v Programmable and
Repeat Keystroke Readable Macro Language
Sequences 0 EGA and Large Display

0 15 Minute Learning Time Support
0 Windows (Tiled and 0 Adjustable line length

Pop—up) up to 512

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Program Editing
YOUR Way

A typical program editor
requires you to adjust
your style of programming
to its particular require-
ments — NOT SO WITH
BRIEF. You can easily
customize BRIEF to your
way of doing things,
making it a natural ex-
tension of your mind.
FOr example, you can
create ANY command and
assign it to ANY key —
even basic function keys
such as cursor-control
keys or the return key.

The Experts Agree
Reviewers at BYTE,
INFOWORLD, DATA
BASED ADVISOR, and DR.
DOBB’S JOURNAL all came
to the same conclusion —
BRIEF IS BEST!

Further, of 20 top in-
dustry experts who were
given BRIEF to test, 15
were so impressed they
scrapped their existing
editors!

n01 copv PROTECTED I
7

Try BRIEF ($195) for 30 days — If not satisfied get a full refund.
TO ORDER CALL (800-821-2492)

SOLUTION SYSTEMS, 335—P WASHINGTON ST., NORWELL, MA 02061, 617—659-1571 BRIEF is a trademark of UnderWare

CIRCLE NO. 130 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Screen Forms
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INTELLIGENT COMMENTS
Thank you for the excellent review of
Q—PRO 4 by Chris Christian (”A Data
Manager for Intelligent Screen Forms,”
January 1986, p. 126). We appreciate the
work reflected in the depth and accu-
racy of the review. We, along with all
manufacturers, have convinced our—
selves that our products have only good
points. Nonetheless, in all key areas, we
agree with your analysis of the good
and bad points of the product.

The reviewer made the astute ob-
servation that Q-PRO 4's file handler, al-
though suitable for an eight-bit environ-
ment, was not fast enough for large files
under DOS. The review also mentioned
that a new file handler was to be avail—
able soon. Indeed, the new B+ tree file
handler was released in February 1986.
It has proven to increase the product’s
file-handling speed in most cases by an
order of magnitude.

Again, our organization’s sincere
appreciation to Mr. Christian and the
staff for a job well done.

Robert W. Rotb
President

Q-N—E International

STATISTICAL STATIC
I am generally pleased to see articles
on statistics in computer magazines be—
cause the personal computer is an ideal
environment for interactive statistical
analysis. That is assuming, of course, the
user has the appropriate software avail-
able and sufficient training in statistics
to use it correctly.

I was, therefore, distressed to see
the substantial errors included in the
article “Statistical Correlation" by
Thomas Madron in the April 1986 issue
of PC Tecbjoumal (p. 126). I point out
the following examples.

The caption to figure 1 states, ”The
correlation coefficient is the slope of
the ‘best fit’ straight line through these
points.” In fact, the correlation coeffi—
cient equals the slope of the line times
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the ratio of the standard deviations of
the two variables.

On page 128 is the statement, “A
coefficient of i 1.0 implies a completely
causal relation between two variables...”
Of course, a unit correlation implies
only that two variables are perfectly
associated and says nothing about cau-
sal relationships. This is an extremely
significant distinction.

The discussion of the effect of
missing data on page 130 is obscure.
For example, the statement “a correla—
tion coefficient based on these two vari-
ables can have a somewhat different
meaning than if all respondents had an-
swered both questions" is meaningless
since the correlation is computed on
the sample of observations with data
present on both variables.

The description provided for figure
5 is incorrect and incomplete. The title
“Sample Correlation Matrix” is
wrong—figure 5 is a contingency table
display of the frequencies of occurrence
of the responses to the two questions.
While the rows and columns of figure 5
are never described, the text implies
that 5 represents missing data and the
valid responses are 1 and 2. In that
case, Pearson’s product—moment cor—
relation is entirely inappropriate to
describe the association between two
dichotomous variables.

On page 130, the statement
“CORL.FOR is a linear analysis, finding a
linear least—squares fit and performing a
linear transformation to normalize data
around 0” is incorrect—neither correla~
tion nor regression normalizes the data
about anything. To normalize the data
around 0, the user could subtract the
mean and divide by the standard devia«
tion to transrm each observation to a
standard normal deviate.

On page 140 (within listing 3,
STAT.FOR) is the comment “Programs
that calculate significance tests usually
need an estimate of the number of
observations. Subsequent programs use

the lowest number of observations
taken from the lower diagonal matrix as
a conservative estimate since any signifi—
cance tests based on a data matrix with
missing data are suspect." Nonsense. In
the first place, one does not estimate
the number of observations since one
can count them exactly. What the author
probably meant to say was that in
making multivariate tests of an hypo—
theses with missing data, some adjust-
ments may be required to the degrees
of freedom for the particular test. How-
ever, univariate tests of significance on
individual correlations‘with different
numbers of observations are entirely
appropriate and valid.

In addition, while I have not exam—
ined the listings in detail, I strongly rec—
ommend that readers not use these
programs until they have been validated
on some multivariate data sets for
which the results are known. My con—
cern is based on the absence of a dis—
cussion of the substantial numerical
problems involved in multivariate statis-
tical computing. The author even failed
to take the precaution of performing
the operations on sums and sums of
squares in double precision. The poten-
tially disastrous results due to accumu—
lating round—off errors in single preci—
sion (REAL*4 type on page 140) should
not be underestimated.

If you expect your magazine to
have any credibility at all in the statisti—
cal community, you must take stronger
action to ensure that your editorial
process keeps such erroneous infor—
mation from your readers.

Davz'dN. Ilele, PhD.
Denver, CO

It is gratifying to see interest in statisti-
cal applications such as Thomas Ma-
dron’s article “Statistical Correlation."
Unfortunately the choice of algorithm
used to computer the correlations
(formula c on page 129) is not very ac-
curate when applied to large numbers
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and/or large amounts of data. Several al-
ternative algorithms have the desirable
property of requiring only one pass
through the data without incorporating
a final subtraction of very large num-
bers Where much precision is lost. One
such algorithm is desCribed below.

Suppose I were intercorrelating K
variables based on data from N observa—
tions, and X]. is the value on variablej
from observation 1'. First, initialize the
variable sums

(0) (U), . . . .m m k

to 0 and the lower triangular matrix

v‘,?.’fori:1...K,i'=1...i

to 0. Now, at each step, as j = 1 to N
ranging over the N observations, I
would accumulate the following:

m‘l,’ : m"? + X] fori : 1 . . . K

in addition to

(jxy — m‘fi’) (jXU 7 my)

ill—1)
fori:1...Kandi’:1...t

.111 7 ,lj-li 4
‘it' * \ n“ ‘

The second step shown above is

skipped over whenj = 1. After j
reaches N, the mean for variable i is

m‘f'VN

the standard deviation is

(N)
V ii

N—l

and the correlation of the two variables
1' and i’ is as follows:

«wVu

r’ll — 3/ (N) 4N)V n V i'i‘

One other small error (which does not
affect the correlations) is the use of N
rather than N — 1 in the denominator
when calculating the standard deviation
(p. 152). N is correct when calculating
the standard deviation over an entire
population. When analyzing a sample
from the population (as in almost all
applications), the use of N under-
estimates the population value.

Alan Bostrom, PhD.
President

Crunch Software Corporation

Some of the comments by both Mr. Ilele
and Mr. Bostrom are correct and well—

taleen. Mr. Bostrom particularly made
several thoughtful points that should be
considered when doing statistical pro-
gramming. Unfortunately, several of the
problems that were identified by Mr. [/ele
crept into the article during the edito—
rial process. The points on which he is
clearly correct—his comments about
unit correlation, figure 5, and
CORL.FOR—were editorial glitches.

Of more substance are the com—
ments by Mr. Bostrom when he observes
that the choice of algorithm can aflect
the numerical accuracy of the calcula-
tions. An example of this can be found
by compiling the correlation program
in single precision without an 8087
math coprocessor, then running it with
data that are ill conditioned, such as
the so-called Wampler data set, part of
which is reproduced asfollows:

200000 1.00001 0.99999
600000 2.00001 1.99999
1.00000 1.99999 2.00001
1.00000 0.99999 1.00001

The resulting calculation will generate
a —4.0 correlation between variables 1
and 3—clearly a ridiculous result (the
correct answer is 1.0).

soqigéd' WINDOWS FOR DATA”

Windows for Data does the hard jobs
that others can’t — we guarantee it.
Makes standard display and entry tasks
easy. Reliable. Compact. Portable.
DATA ENTRY: The most complete and
flexible data entry system on the market.
Pop»up data-entry windows; field types for
all C data types, plus decimals, dates, and
times; auto conversion to and from strings
for all field types; system and user-supplied
validation functions; range-checking;
scrollable contextsensitive help; required
and must-fill fields; programmer-definable
edit keys, field types, and field masks. Read
field by field or auto-read all fields. Branch
and nest window forms. Virtually every
capability of WFD can be modified
to meet special needs.
WINDOWS: WFD is built upon and in-
cludes Windows for C, the windowing
system rated #1 in PC Tech Journal
(William Hunt, July 1985). WFC now has
more features than ever, including auto»
matic full compatibility with Microsoft
Windows and TopView.

DATA ENTRY WINDOWS MENUS HELP
UNPRECEDENTED FLEXIBILITY

‘ 1 P s

. x l
l: . . ‘ Ell i lJig/f 2;, 7' (trailer: my“...

As many possibilities as Vermont in June.

MENUS: Build multilevel menus in the
format of Lotus 1.2.3‘ Macintosh, or a style
of your own choosing.
HELP: Build context-sensitive or menu-
driven help systems. Display text in pop-up,
scrollable windows.

UNIX, DOS, OR BOTH
WFC and WFD provide source code com-
patibility between PCDOS and UNIX.

OUR CHALLENGE AND
GUARANTEE

If you have an application where no
other tool can do the job, try Windows
for Data. If it doesn’t help you solve
your problem, RETURN FOR A FULL
REFUND. YOU MUST BE SATISFIED.

WINDOWS WINDOWS
FOR DATA FOR C

$295 $195
XENIX-286 $595 $395
UNIX CALL CALL
Call for FREE Demo diskette.
*All popular C compilers; no royalties.

v 21 Elm Ave.
ermont Richford. VT 05476

Creative 802-848-7738
Software ext. 21. ,

MasterCard & Visa Accepted. Shipping $3.50
VT residents add 4% tax.
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Now the biggest name
in C compilers comes in a size

everybody can afford.
Let’s CI“
$75

Introducing Mark Williams’ $75 C compiler Want to explore C progiarnmmg for the first time? Or just
on your own time? Now you can do it in a big way without spending that way. With Let’s C.

This is no little beginners model. Let’s C is a powerful programming tool, packed with all the
essentials of the famous Mark Williams C Programming System. The one chosen by Intel, DEC, Wang

_ _ , and thousands ofprofessional programmers. The one that wins the
mE-Xgligfp%;:§ benchmarks and the reviewers’ praise:

MS-DOS ‘ “(This compiler) has the mostprofessionalfeel ofanypackage we tested. . .”—BY7E
’ F35! 00111113“ “3‘19 plus ”Ofall the compilers reviewed, (it) would be myfirst choiceforproductregister variables n_ . .. m“ Kernighan & Ritchie C development. Davzd W. stb, PC WORLD

and “tensions And now for more big news. Get our revolutionary csd C Source
0 Hill UNIX" compatibility .

and complete libraries Debugger for Just $75, tOO.
0 Small memory model Use this coupon or charge by calling toll-free: You can breeze thl'Oll. Many owerful mimics 1-800—MWC-1700. In 111. call 312-472-6659. debu . g at the C mice

inclu in linker, ‘ .
assemblgr, archiver, cc ORDER NOW! 60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! level ignoring clunky
one-step compiling, egrep,
P“, tail, W Mark Williams Let’s C assembler COdC-

0 MicroEMACS full screen Alfordable, powerful,
editor with source -

' Su ported dozens of debuggable. Mark WilliaIns
third party ibraries Lets C IS the blg name C

compiler at a price you can

I
|
|
I

0 Upgradeable to C :

nmmmmg Sysmm for I handle. Get your hands on
I it now.
i
l
|
|
|
l

Please send me:
copies ofLets C and copies ofcsd (C Source Debugger)

at 575 each. (Ill. residents add 7% sales tax)
El Check El Money Order |:i Visa, MasterCard or

American Express

development
Let’s C Benchmark Done on
an IBM-PCIXT, no 8087.
Program: Floating Point
from BYTE, August, 1983.

Exec Time in Seconds
Let’s C 134.20
M8 3.0 ‘ 347.45

@1985 Mark Williams UNIX isatrademark ofBell labs, CIRCLE NO. 105 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Williams
Company

1430 West Wrightwood
Chicago, Illinois 60614
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At last! - Fast, On-screen

FLOWCHARTS
And Organization Charts

Finally! An on-screen flowchart proc-
essor that knows about flowcharts and
organization charts - not just another
“screen draw" program that makes you
do most of the work.

Interactive EasyFIow is a powerful
full-screen graphics program dedicated
to flowcharts and organization charts.
With this program you can quickly com-
pose charts on the screen. More im-
portant, you can easily modify charts so
they are always up to date.

Features: 0 Text is automatically
centered, character by character, within
shapes as you type it 0 Text formatting
controls allow you to over-ride the auto-
matic formating where desired 0 Lines
are created by specifying the starting
and ending points - the program auto-
matically generates the route 0 Power-
ful editing facilities allow shapes and
even entire rows and columns of shapes
to be inserted or deleted; lines are auto~
matically re-routed as necessary
0 Large chart size (up to 16 shapes

wide by 16 shapes high) allows very
large flowcharts and organization charts
to be handled with ease 0 Charts can be
larger than the screen - the window into
the chart scrolls both horizontally and
vertically as necessary 0 Flexible print-
er interface allows it to work with all

STATUS BAR (not to be
confused with a wet bar) tells
you what Interactive EasyFlow
is doing at all times.

TEXT/MESSAGE
WINDOW used to enter
user text and to display
messages from Interactive
EasyFlow.

It Is entw'ualtd '7']

printers, not just dot matrix printers.
Wide charts can be printed in strips Also
works with Hewlett-Packard 7475A (and
compatible) plotters 0 Twenty standard
flowcharting shapes included 0 Com-
mon shapes supplied in three sizes
0 Extensive manual (125 pages) in-
cludes many examples 0Context
sensitive “help" facility provides im—
mediate assistance at any time 0 Any
number of titles can be placed on a chart
OCommentary text blocks can be
placed anywhere in the chart 0 Fast:
written in 8088 assembler 0 Plus many
more features than we can mention
here.

Requires at least 256K memory, DOS-2
or higher and an IBM or Hercules com-
patible graphics card.

Order direct for only $149.95 + $2.00
S&H (USA/Canada), $10.00 (foreign).
Payment by M0, check, VISA, COD or
Company PO. Rush orders accepted
($15.00 S&H; USA/Canada only). Rush
orders received by noon will be delivered
the next business day (to most
locations).

The sample screen display shown below is typical of
what you see while editing a chart. Other screen dis-
plays are provided for entering titles, changing
options, getting “help" and so on.

CHART WINDOW gives an overview of your chart; this
example shows the “normal" view. “Close-up" view shows a
smaller part of the chart in more detail, “Wide-angle" view
hows a larger part of the chart at reduced size.S

Shape request ~ I16

CURRENT SHAPE
WINDOW - shows the
content of the current
flowchart shape (the one
under the SHAPE
CURSOR) in complete
detail.

Is _
entryovalid

ES
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HavenTree Software Limited
PO. Box 1093—N
Thousand Island Park, NY 13692
(613) 544-6035 ext 48

SHAPE CURSOR shows where you are in
the chart. Cursor keys move it around; chart
window scrolls if you run off the edge of the
window,
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A change in algorithm cannot, by
itself correctproblems generated by
very problematic data. Yhat may be
accomplished in two ways: through the
use of double precision or by the use of
an 8087 coprocessor (or both). An exe»
cutahlefile containing the compiled
correlation program—compiled to talee
advantage of the 8087—is available on
PCTECHline. As a side note, I would
suggest that serious statistical or other
mathematical programming on a
microcomputer must assume the avail-
ability of an 8087. With the 8087, pro-
gram CORL produces resultsfor the
Wampler data that are essentially the
same as major mainframe statistical
packages, such as SAS. A combination
of an 8087 and double precision may
be requiredjust to read and write the
data properly. You should be aware,
however, that most real data are not so
ill conditioned as the Wampler data.

Mr. Bostrom also notes that I cal—
culated the standard deviation for a
population rather than a sample. Very
true. Users may wish to change the
formulafor calculating the standard
deviation in subroutine CORR (p. 140).
Within that subroutine, thefollowing set
of lines appears.-

no so I = 1,uv
mama) = msmuv T

'smm = SORT(R(I,I)/ romwurm
80 continue

The line that begins with STDU) = is
changed so that the loop becomes.-

oo 80 t = Luv
stun) = SORT((R(I,I)-FMEAN(X)**2/T)

2/(T-1.0))
mama) = mama” r

80 commits

This is one among several algorithms
that will accomplish the desired results.

With the foregoing comments said,
I will address the remaining criticisms
from Mr. Ilele. On thefirst point, Mr
I/ele is only partially correct. It is true
that one way to define the correlation
coejficient is as he states it. If however,
correlation coejficient is defined in
terms of ‘istandard” scores (or standard
normal deviates)—where both variables
have been transformed to have a mean
of 0 and a standard deviation of I—
and where the slope of the regression is
based on standard scores, then the defi—
nition as given is correct.

Another common definition is that
the correlation coefficient is the ratio of
the covariation to the square root of the

PC TECH JOURNAL



FOUR STARS
****

Paradox® is the only relational database ever
to earn this honorfrom Software Digest.

In all, 15 relational databases were tested. And when
the results were tabulated, Paradox was the only one to
win high ratings in every category. From ease of learn—
ing through ease of use, error handling, performance
and versatility.

So not only was it Software Digest’s number one
relational database, it’s now the only one ever to earn
their coveted four-star rating. And if you think that’s

good, see our new version, Paradox 1.1. For the name
of the Ansa dealer nearest you, call 800-547-3000,
Dept. 154; in Oregon, 503-684-3001.

PARADOX
Relational Database by Ansa Software

**** 8.1 Paradox 1.0 III-' K$695w

320K $700 w .
*** 7.3 The Smart Data Manager 2.00 I 256K $495 .1

*** 7.1 dBase Ill Plus 256K1.0 I $695 w

*** 7.0 PractiBase 1.14 I I 256K $70 :1

*** 7.0 Dataease Pre. 2.5 384K $600

mums
NEWSLETTER
Test results reprintedfrom cover ofSoftware Digest March I986.
Software Digest is a registered trademark ofSoftware Digest, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.

5.0—6.9I 7.0-9.9 I under 5.0

Paradox is a registered trademark ofAnsa Software,
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MS-DOS 3.I ON THE STD BUS:
INDUSTRIAL QUALITY AND

COMMERCIAL CONVENIENCE
' \ I . PRO'LOG.

: Your control system has a lot riding on it. A million-dollar
"""" production facility. Life-giving medical equipment.

Tomorrow’s daily newspaper. It needs to work. . .
and keep on working.
Whatever your application, you can benefit from Pro-Log's STD-

DOS: The convenience and familiarity of IBM PC/AT® software
and operating standards, but in rugged, industrial-quality
hardware. it works . . . and keeps on working.

INDUSTRIAL QUALITY:
~ . "' Operates 0° to 65°C for more than 10 years with an average

MTBF of more than 20 years per card. Backed by Pro-Log‘s
5-year parts and labor warranty.

COMMERCIAL CONVENIENCE:
Microsoft‘s® MS-DOS 3.1 is a software bus for
connecting libraries, languages, editors, and
application programs.
The STD BUS is an industry standard hardware
bus for connecting memory, l/O, and peripheral
functions.
The 'lBM PC/AT or clone is your development tool.

STD-DOS FEATURES: WITH 2 CARDS
I 8088 CPU, 5 MHz
I Time—of—day clock

MS-DOS 3.1 in ROM disk
128K—byte user ROM disk
16K—byte user RAM disk
1 12K bytes system RAM
RS—232-C, RS—422/485 ports
l/O expandable to 24 STD BUS card slots
Memory expandable to 640K bytes
Under $1200

NEW SOFTWARE! . . .STD-LlB 1.1: a fully
documented disc-resident library of driver
software that supports Analog and Digital STD

MAL Reference Manual BORlnnD 7 BUS cards for ”C”, BASIC, and Assemb|y

I language programs.
For information on STD—DOS products, local
seminars, or a personal demonstration, CALL or
WRITE TODAY.

MPRO-LOG
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®lBM is a registered trademark of International Busrness Machines Corporation
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product of the variation in X and the
variation in Y. This is the definition Mr.
Bostrom used in his suggestion for an
alternative computational algorithm.
The point is that several definitions exist
for the correlation coefficient that ulti—
mately can be shown to be algebraical-
ly equivalent, although not necessarily
equivalent in computational precision.

Mr. Ilele’s comments on the conse«
quences of missing data result primarily
from a dzfi’erence of opinion on how
extensively an issue can be discussed in
a short article. My statement is not
meaningless. Missing data results in re-
stricting the range of values (variation)
on one or both variables. The conse—
quence of this is that the maximum
value of the correlation coejficient may
not be 1.0. In a correlation matrix,
therefore, where the total number of
observations may varyfrom one corre—
lation coefficient to another, they may
have varying maximum values. When
the sample size is large and the number
of missing values is small, these differ-
ences are inconsequential. In other
words, sampling over a small and re-
stricted rangefor one variable has the
effect of decreasing the value of r. 1 do
not thin/e a complete explanation of the
implications of missing data was within
the scope of the article.

Concerning comments that appear
in listings, they are placed in the code
simply to provide a warning, not as a
full explanation of the problems of cal—
culating significance tests. Mr. [/ele is
obviously correct in his comments on
univariate tests of significance, but the
fact is that virtually all tests of signifi—
cance are sensitive to sample size and
in multivariate statistical tests, varying
sample sizes for difference correlations
in the matrix will present problems of
interpretation. A rigorous approach
would be to restrict tests ofsignificance
only to situationsin which all data
were present or to calculate statistics
only on complete data matrices.

Dealing with statistics in a short ar-
ticle is difificult at best. It is not possible
to discuss every pitfall—that is the tasle
ofstatistics text boo/es or more scholarly
articles. Perhaps some of these issues
can be dealt with in future articles.

—Thomas Madron

WILL THE REAL BUG...
Your article ”Taking Command in
Turbo Pascal" (Programming Practices,
David D. Steiner, March 1986, p. 161)
has an interesting bug. The author at—
tempts to work around a bug in DOS
2.0, but fails. The bug is that after a
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Using SoftScreenTMIHELP
we built this sample help
system in under 2 hours

without programming . . .
MLINE HELP

{Acllllg is designed
dim across in m
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cum/Ito , .. cexsfullg use this sun.-xorrunnr stint I
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Imagine what
you can do!
Introducing SoftScreen/HELP,
the most complete system available
for creating professional context—
sensitive on-line help systems for
all your applications.
Finally there is a tool that allows any creative person to build complete
on-_Iine help systems. With SoftScreen/HELP, screens that would take days
to design, build and modify can now be done in hours.

EL ‘ i," ' '

' iz‘ed‘igr.re><' cut/ion jsp ed,

SoftScreen/HELP is not a program generator. It creates a highly com—
pressed, fully indexed data file which is accessed through our Runtime
Manager. SoftScreen/HELP will not interfere with other software tools you
use to build your applications.
SoftScreen/HELP runs on the IBM-PC‘M and true compatibles
with MS-DOS‘M 2.0 or higher. It requires 256K memory and supports
Monochrome and Color/Graphics Adapters in text mode. A hard disk is
recommended. SoftScreen/HELP supports most programming languages.
Call for the latest information.
SoflScreen/HELP costs $195 and comes with a
30-day money back otter. Telephone support is
provided from 8 am. to 8 pm, Eastern time,
Monday through Friday. Not copy protected and
no royalties. Source code and UNIX'M versions ’
are available. '
To order or'for more information:
call (609) 424-0140. El
Visa and MasterCard accepted if
(NJ residents add 6% sales tax). i:
To order by mail, send check to: x

Dialectic Systems, Inc.
1930 E. Marlton Pike
Cherry Hill, NJ 08008—2148
IBM-PC. Monochrome and Color/Graphics Adapters are
trademarks of International Business Machines Corpora-
tion. Unix Is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. Inc.
MS-DOS Is a trademark ol Microsoll Corporation.
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0 Multiple window Screen I/O system
0 Single/multiple line report generator

ATTENTION C-TREE* USERS!
The Portable Application Support System provides
on-line query, screen I/O, report generation, and
form generation with no sacrifice in portability!
Query system allows end user on-line data inquiry
and ad-hoc report generation
Source code 0 Menu and data inquiry utilities
No royalties on application programS' or on exe-
cutable versions of the Query System
Uses C-tree* portability conventions
Complete windowing capability in a portable system.
Configuration files included for IBM PC, MS-DOS
generic(ANSI), and Xenix systems

$395.00

Page oriented form generator‘ with automatic pag—
ination of variable length documents
Other source code programs available.
information.

VISA/Master Charge accepted
( 71 8 ) 2229-4!54-0KIRTZBERG

GOMPUTER SYSTEMS

Call for

LETTERS

*C-tree is a trademark of FairCom
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S-DOSQ IIIIIXQ [EXEDEDEE “AGO GED/DUO
NETWORKS Elma DEGDEEEO

OBOE estimate ISA" BOEEB EDDEDZJ [new

Specify diskette format:
0 5'/4" MS-DOS
I 8" CP/M
0 3%" Mac
I 8” RT-l |

X395 GOHPLE'I'E
For VISA. MC and COD orders

call (3H) 445-6833
FairCom

2606 Johnson Drive
Columbia, MO 65203

© I985 Faeom

oneat
The following are trademarks: c-tree and the circular disk logo—FairCom; MS—Mlcrosoft lnc.;
CHM and Access Manager—Digital Research Inc.: Unix—AT&T: Apple—Apple Computer Co.
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DOS EXEC function call (48H), the
stack pointer registers SS and SP are de—
stroyed. The only registers that can be
counted on after returning from an
EXEC call are CS and 1?. Therefore it is
necessary to save SS and SP in CS-rela—
tive storage before calling EXEC.

Because the EXEC-calling routine,
DOS4BHASM, is written as a Turbo Pas-
cal external routine, it cannot be as-
sumed to be at any fixed origin within
the code segment. A trick is needed to
access CS-relative storage. A NEAR CALL
is made to the immediately following
instruction. POPping BX retrieves the
address from which the call was made,
giving the program an offset that can be
used to locate CS-relative data. How-
ever, if the DOS bug has occurred, that
CALL instruction pushes a word of data
onto a stack that is not valid. This de-
stroys two bytes of data somewhere in
memory. Where, is anyone’s guess.
Thus, the obvious DOS bug has been
exchanged for a far more subtle and
hard-to-find bug in the calling routine.

I suspect that DOS4BH.ASM and
the rest of the routines in the article
were tested only under DOS versions
2.1 and later. Because the DOS bug is
not present in those versions, the mis—
taken work—around will cause no prob-
lems: the stack is valid when the CALL is
made, and no damage is done.

It would seem that EXEC cannot be
called reliably from Turbo Pascal. But
that is not so. The solution is to write
the EXEC—calling routine as an in-line
statement instead of an external. Turbo
Pascal will generate the address of a
typed constant (CS-relative initialized
variable) into an in-line statement. That
address is correct as is; it requires no
tricks to properly locate the data. There-
fore, no stack manipulations are re-
quired during the critical period while
the stack is invalid, and the routine will
work on DOS versions 2.0 to 5.1.

Bela Lubkin
Santa Cruz, CA

I read with interest David D. Steiner's
article “Taking Command in Turbo Pas-
cal" and also Bela Lubkin’s letter (over
CompuServe) pointing out the bug in
DOS4BHASM, included with the article.
While I agree with Mr. Lubkin that in-
line code is preferable to an external
routine when invoking EXEC from a
Turbo Pascal program, DOS4BH.ASM
can be modified to correct the bug. Re-
place the four MOV instructions that
save 88 and SP with the following two:
MOV CS:LOADSS+ 1[BX],SS
MOV CS:LOADSP+ 1[BX],SP

PCTECHJOURNAL
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Find Out — FREE
You can explore LISP
by examining a complete
sample problem. Call
and we will send you
a free source listing
of “SELECTWP”.‘
It prompts users for
criteria and helps
them choose which
micro word processor to buy.

Look over the TransLISP syntax (COM-
MON LISP compatible). Your application
will probably have similar characteristics.

Power & Flexibility
Do you get flexibility in PASCAL and C?

Of course, but examine the listing of
SELECTWP to see how much more power
and flexibility you get. The LISP advantages:

I forward references make program flow
fit the problem

- manipulate data structures of varying sizes
0 create your own language to fit the

problem domain
0 avoid mundane, busy work required with

traditional procedural languages
0 powerful function and macro building

facilities provide better data abstraction

of LISP code and 335 lines
of comments.

is LISP Right.
'for Your Expert Sys

TransLISP gives Yo
the Advantage

Using TransLISP for your expert system has
several advantages over other AI tools. And
you will see SELECTWP illustrate:

* the ability to control how decisions are
made

* the freedom to assign weights and react to
user choices '

* the complete control you have over how a
problem is solved, and interaction with the
user

Nothing to lose
Examine LISP carefully by studying a practical

programfree.
Or buyTransLlSP risk free. SELECTWP is just 1 of

over 20 sample programs in the complete TransLISP
system. The other sample programs include: an adven-
ture game, a program to read dBASE SDF files, “.1ob
Counselor” and more. Use the modular tutorial, the
complete 3(X)+ function LISP interpreter, and the
online help, to get started in LISP in only a few hours.

Develop programs of up to 12000 lines on a 640K
system or use TransLISP on a floppy only, 256K RAM
machine. MSDOS.
Call 800-821-2492 for SELECTWP
FREE. 0r order the complete TransLISP
system risk free for only $75.

S’olution
. gstems

335 Washington St., Norwell, MA 02061 (617) 659—1571
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and replace the seven instructions from
CALL RELOZ through MOV SP, DX,
which restore SS and SP, with:

LOADSS: MOV SP,0
MOV SS,SP

LOADSP: MOV SP,0

These changes store the values of SS
and SP directly into the move immedi-
ate instructions that will restore SS and
SP after the EXEC call. The values thus
stored replace the dummy 0 values in
the move immediate instructions above.

Self—modifying code is normally to
be avoided in most situations.

Randy Forgaard
Watertown, MA

Mr. Lub/ein’s comments about the subtle-
ties of executing subprocesses with DOS
2.0 compared to versions 3.x are sub—
stantially correct, although the bug he
identifies may not need correcting.

He correctly notes that when
DOS4BH regains controlfrom the sub-
process and uses a local CALL and POP
to calculate a relocation factor, a word
is PUSHed onto the stacle before the Tur-
bo Pascal stack is restored. IfDOS 2.x is
used, then this stacle will not be the Tur-
bo Pascal stacle. Mr. Lub/ein is incorrect

Make your PC or AT into a
COMMUNICATING WORKSTATION

Use ZAP, the Communications System for Technical User

BUY NOW- ill increase
1311089“; on ‘ 86

COMPLETE Communications for PROGRAMMING and ENGINEERIN

EMULATION of graphics and smart terminals is combined with the ability to TRANS-
FER files reliably, CAPTURE interactive sessions, and transmit MESSAGES while
also being able to swap between your mini or mainframe session and your PC application.
SUSPEND a line to run a PC application.
parameters and keyboard requirements oft
documentation helps you understand and

Reconfigure features to fit the communications
he host computer software. Complete technical
fit ZAP to your style.

HIGHLIGHTS OF ZAP:
O Emulate TEKtronix 4010/ 14 and DEC VT 100. 102. 52 including

variable rows and columns, windows, full graphics, and smooth scrolling.
O Reliable file transfer to/from any mainframes and PCs including KERMIT and

XMODEM protocols plus you get a full copy of KERMIT. Transfer speeds ranging
from 50 to 38,400 BAUD. Session
disk.
MACRO and Installation files (“scr

control include printer dumps and save to

ipts”) controllable by you.
EMACS, EDT and VI “Script” files are included. ZAP is also used with other popu-
lar soflware including graphics products like DISSPLA and SAS/GRAPH.
CONFIGURABLE to communications, terminal features on the “other end”; 1, 2
stop bits; 5, 6, 7 or 8 data bits; parity ofodd, even, none, mark and space; remap all keys
including the numeric pad and standard keyboard, set any “virtual” screen size.
Full PC/MSDOS access to run any command or program that will fit in your systems
memory. ZAP takes less than 64K.
9 Comm ports are supported by ZAP.
the IBM color, EGA cards, or Hercu
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Plus full color in text and graphics make use of
165 Monochrome.

335-P Washington St.
Norwell, Mass. 02061
617-659-1571
800-821-2492

READER SERVICE CARD

that this can overwrite a word any-
where in memory, because the value of
the SS:SP register pairfollowing a DOS
EXEC call is not random. Rather, it
points to the region that DOS last used
as a stacle. Hence, it is improbable that
harm will befall either a resident user
application or the operating system.

I have modified DOS4BH to elimi-
nate the “bug. ” Before the relocation
factor is recalculated, the SS.-SP pair is
set to 0:03C2H, a word of memory that
the IBM Technical Reference says is
used by the ”BASIC interpreter while
BASIC is running.” 7791's assures that the
word modified by the Call is unneeded.
(DOS4BH.ASM is on PCTECHline.)

Mr. Forgaard’s solution is elegant,
but self-modifying code should be
avoided Also, his changes will not as-
semble with Microsoft MASM 3.0. His
first two MOVs produce ”Illegal [tern
Size” messages. Replace them with.-
MOV WORD PTR CSzLOADSS+ 1[BX],SS
MOV WORD PTR CS:LOADSP+ 1[BX],SP

—David D. Steiner

ERRATUM
In “Matching Regular Expressions” (Pro—
gramming Practices, Jon Forrest, May
1986, p. 191), note that program listings
2 and 3 were transposed. PC Tech
journal regrets the error.

PC TECH JOURNAL



$89Price
l Separate Compilation
I Native Code Generation
l Large Memory Model Support
I Multitasking
l Powerful Debugging Tools
I Comprehensive Module

Library
l Available for the PC

and the VAX
Move up to LOGITECH

MODULA-2/86. Whether
you’re a single programmer or part of a team,
with LOGITECH MODULA-Z/86 you’ll
decrease your overall development cycle
and produce more reliable, more main-
tainable code. Build your program using our
extensive library modules, your own
modules or those from a growing list of
available third-party software vendors. If
you’re aTurbo Pascal user you can even
take your existing code along with you with
the help of our new Translator!

Turbo Pascal to
Modula-2 Translator $49
Now it’s even easier forTurbo users to step
up to Modula-2/86. Our improved Trans-
lator changes yourTurbo source code into
Modula-2/86 source, solving all the incom-
patibilities, and translating the function
calls of Turbo into Modula-2/86 procedures.
Implements the complete Turbo library!

LOGITECH MODULA-2/86 389
Complete with Editor, Run Time System,
Linker, 8087 Software Emulation, Binary
Coded Decimal (BCD) Module, Logitech’s
comprehensive library, Utility to generate
standard .EXE files. AND more!
I LOGITECH MODULA-Z/86

with 8087 Support _ 3129
I LOGITECH MODULA 2/86 PLUS 3189
For machines with 512K of RAM. Takes
advantage of larger memory to increase
compilation speed by 50%.

Turbo Pascal is a registered trademark of Borland
International.

MODULA-2 86
RUN TIME DEBUGGER 369
(Source level!)
The ultimate professionals tool! Display
source code, data, procedure call chain and
raw memory. Set break points, assign values
to variables, pinpoint bugs in your source.

UTILITIES PACKAGE 349
Features a post-mortem debugger (PMD).
If your program crashes at run time the
PMD freezes the situation so you can pin-
point, in the source, the cause of the error
and the status of the data. Also includes a
disassembler, cross reference utility and ver-
sion that allows conditional compilation.

LIBRARY SOURCES 899
Source code for our major library modules
is now available for customization or exem-
plification.

WINDOW PACKAGE s49
Now you can build true windowing into
your Modula-2 code. Powerful, though only
15K in size. Features virtual screens, color
support, overlapping windows and a variety
of borders.

MAKE UTILITY 529
Automatically selects modules affected by
code changes to minimize recompilation
and relinking. Even figures out dependen-
cies for you!

CROSS RUN TIME DEBUGGER
AND ROM PACKAGE $199
Now available at an introductory price!
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NEW,
improved Turbo

Pascal to Modula-2
Translator!

Call for information about our VAX/VMS
version. Site License, University Discounts,
Dealer & Distributor pricing.

To place an order call our special
toll free number:

800-231-7717
In California:

800—552-8885

I want to move up to
LOGITECH MODULA-2/86!

Here‘s the configuration I‘d like:
I:I Logitech Modula-2/86 889

E] with 8087 support $129
E] Plus Package $139

E] Turbo to Modula Translator $49
E] Run Time Debugger $69
[I Utilities Package 349
I] Library Sources 399
El Window Package $49
I] Make Utility 829
E! ROM Package $199
Total Enclosed s
E] Visa D Mastercard El Check Enclosed

Curr! Number Expiration Date

I Signature I

Name

Address

City. State

Zip Phone

LOGITECH
Lonitech. Inc.

805 Veterans Blvd.
Redwood City CA 94063
Telephone 415—365-9852

For European pricing please conflict:
Logitech SA

Box 32. CH-ll43
Apples. Switzerland

I Telephone 41-21-774545 —J



A few
WORDPERFECT

WORDPERFECT CORPORATION
DBASE III PLUS
ASHTON-TATE

EASY BUSINESS SYSTEM PLUS SERIES
COMPUTER ASSOCIATES MICRO
PRODUCTS DIVISION (SORCIM/IUS)

MICROSOFT WORD
MICROSOFT CORP.

OPEN SYSTEMS ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE
OPEN SYSTEMS, INC.

HARDISK ACCOUNTING SERIES
GREAT PLAINS SOFTWARE

R:BASE 5000
MICRORIM

NETWORK REVELATION
COSMOS

WORDSTAR 2000
MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL

MULTIMATE ADVANTAGE
MULTIMATE INTERNATIONAL CORP.

DATAFLEX
DATAACCESS CORP.

MULTIMATE PROFESSIONAL WORD
PROCESSOR
MULTIMATE INTERNATIONAL CORP.

MDBS Ill
MICRO DATA BASE
SYSTEMS, INC.

KNOWLEDGEMAN
MICRO DATA BASE
SYSTEMS, INC.

SOLOMON Ill
TLB

MBA ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
MICRO BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

EXCALIBUR PLUS SERIES
ARMOR SYSTEMS INCORPORATED

lNFORMIX—SQL
RELATIONAL DATABASE SYSTEMS

SAMNA WORD III
SAMNA

CYMA GENERAL BUSINESS
CYMA/MCGRAW HILL

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
LIBRA PROGRAMMING

DBMAN-NET
VERSASOFT CORPORATION

SAMNA+
SAMNA

FASTRAK
CORE SOFTWARE, INC.

ZIM
ZANTHE

LAN: DATASTORE
SOFTWARE CONNECTIONS

INFORMA
UNLIMITED PROCESSING, INC.

INTEGRATED ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE

PROMARK LTD.
TEAM-UP

UNLIMITED PROCESSING, INC.
B.O.S.S.
AMERICAN PLANNING CORP.

METAFILE
METAFILE INFORMATION
SYSTEMS, INC.

OFFICE WRITER
OFFICE SOLUTIONS

Q-PRO 4
ONE

THE BIG 8 ACCOUNTING
MODTECH

GOLDATABASE
GOLDATA COMPUTER
SERVICES, INC.

THE SENSIBLE SOLUTION
O’HANLON COMPUTER SYSTEMS

MICRO-ADAPT
DATA FINANCIAL SYSTEMS

EXCALIBUR SERIES
ARMOR SYSTEMS

DEX-BUSINESS BASIC EXTENDED
BASIS INCORPORATED

CLEO 3270 BSC CLUSTER
CLEO SOF RE

HIGGINS A MINISTRATIVE
SOFTWARE
CONETIC SYSTEMS INCORPORATED

NETWORK COURIER
CONSUMERS SOFTWARE, INC.

HARDISK ACCOUNTING SERIES
GREAT PLAINS SOFTWARE

TOPVIEW
IBM

SMART SOFTWARE SYSTEM
INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE CORP.

MBP COBOL
MBP SOFTWARE AND SYSTEMS

WORDSTAR 2000 PLUS
MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL

CC:MAIL
PFC/SYSTEMS

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
REALWORLD CORP.

GENERAL LEDGER
REALWORLD CORP.

JOB COST
REALWORLD CORP.

INVENTORY CONTROL
REALWORLD CORP.

RM/COBOL
RYAN-MCFARLAND CORPORATION

BTRIEVE/N
SOFTCRAFT, INC.

OPEN ACCESS 2
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

DBIII COMPILER
WORDTECH SYSTEMS, INC

MARKET MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
ABACUS

PRISMA PRODUCTION
ABC SYSTEMS AG

C-MAIL/C-MERGE
ACCESS DYNAMICS, INC.

CENTRAL SERVICES MGMT
SOLUTION
ADVANCED HEALTHCARE
SYSTEMS, INC.

HOT PRINT
ADVANCED PC SOLUTIONS

MARCON ||
AIRS, INC.

AMBER
AMBER SOFTWARE CORPORATION

P.O. WRITER
AMERICAN TECH, INC.

COLLECT
ANOTHER DIRECTION DATA

HPMS
ANOTHER DIRECTION DATA

H.I.S.
ANOTHER DIRECTION DATA

RAISE
ANOTHER DIRECTION DATA

PHYSICIANS BILLING
ANOTHER DIRECTION DATA

CUMS
ANOTHER DIRECTION DATA

PROJECT WORKBENCH
APPLIED BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY

TELECONFERENCING
APPLIED COMPUTER RESOURCE
SERVICES

JOB TRACKING
APPLIED COMPUTER RESOURCE
SERVICES

TEN-lN-ONE
ARMOR SYSTEMS

MAINSTREET MERCHANDISER
ARMOR SYSTEMS

DONOR TRACKING SYSTEM
ARMSTRONG BUSINESS
COMPUTERS

DENTALIS SYSTEM VI
ARTICULATE PUBLICATIONS, INC.

MEDCALIS SYSTEM VI
ARTICULATE PUBLICATIONS, INC.

PM/TURBO
ASPEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.

DEX
ATLANTA TECHNOLOGIES

CALL-CONTROL
ATLAS SYSTEMS

SERVICE MASTER
AVNET COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

AUTOMATED PROOF CORRECTION
SYSTEM
BACKROOM SYSTEMS GROUP

RESEARCH & ADJUSTMENT
CONTROL
BACKROOM SYSTEMS GROUP

LARGEITEMSMONITORING SYSTEM
BACKROOM SYSTEMS GROUP

RETURN ITEMS CONTROL SYSTEM
BACKROOM SYSTEMS GROUP

good reasons
AUCTIONEER 3 & LISTRIEVE
BAROQUE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

TRACTOR 8: IMPLEMENT DEALERS
ACCOUNTING

BASIC SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
PC NETWORKING PRODUCTS

BRAEGEN CORP.
NETUTILS

BRITISH RAILWAYS BOARD
TIME ANALYSIS AND BILLING

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
SOFTWARE, INC.

CLIENT ACCOUNTING/6L
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
SOFTWARE, INC.

THE OFFICER
BUSINESS SYSTEMS RESOURCES

PM/TURBO
CALDWELL COMPUTER ENTERPRISES

CHARTERHOUSE ACCOUNTING
SYSTEMS
CHARTERHOUSE SOFTWARE CORP.

CHARTER ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
CHARTERHOUSE SOFTWARE CORP.

C886 TO NOVELL INTERFACE
CHECKPOINT SYSTEMS

VIDWARE
CHECKPOINT SYSTEMS

AUTOBOOK
CISCO, INC.

WHEELS
CISCO, INC.

CITATIONS
CISCO, INC.

TIES
CISCO, INC.

CAD
CISCO, INC.

IMIS
CISCO, INC.

CASS
CISCO, INC.

POSSE
CISCO, INC.

ELECTRONIC PEGBOARD
COLONIAL VALLEY
SOFTWARE, INC.

NOVELLIB & NOVELLIB-L
COMMUNICATION HORIZONS

PIER
COMP-TRON, INC.

EARTHWK
COMP-TRON, INC.

BEAMS
COMP-TRON, INC.

CTCOGO
COMP-TRON, INC.

STABY
COMP-TRON, INC.

PGELEV
COMP-TRON, INC.

STRAN
COMP-TRON, INC.

CADLINK
COMP-TRON, INC.

POLICY EXPRESS
COMPARE DATA CORPORATION

COMPUNEWS CLASSIFIED AD
MANAGEMENT
COMPUNEWS, INC.

SCRIPMASTERIPC
COMPUTER, INC.

THE PROGRAM MANAGER
COMPUTERIZED BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS

HERITAGE LIVESTOCK AUCTION
COMPUTERIZED SERVICE AND
DESIGN

MENU SYSTEM
COTTAGE INDUSTRIES, INC.

46L
CRAIGMORE HOUSE, LTD.

CYBERGRAM WIDE AREA MAIL
CYBERTEK COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, INC.

MICRO INFORMATION MANAGER
CYBERTEK COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, INC.

CYBERSCRIBE V
CYBERTEK COMPUTER
PRODUCTS, INC.

AUTOSERV
CYLLON SYSTEMS
INTERNATIONAL, LTD.
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MAILING LIST
DATABASE GROUP

PROF TIME MANAGERAND BILLING
DATAFLOW

THE TERRA SYSTEM
DATASPHERE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, INC.

CLIPLOCK
DELTA CONTRACTING
SERVICES, INC.

DS BACK UP
DESIGN SYSTEMS, INC.

MAIL ORDER SYSTEM
DIRECT BUSINESS SOLUTIONS

PSI/RIS,MOS/IS,MED/SIS
DIVERSIFIED BUSINESS
SYSTEMS, INC.

RODE/PC DATA ENTRY sYSTEM
DPx

CUSTOM SOFTWARE
EAGLE ENTERPRISES

ATTACH/X25 PROGRAM
EICON TECHNOLOGY
CORPORATION

ACCESS/x25 PROGRAM
EICON TECHNOLOGY
CORPORATION

TRUCKING ACCOUNTING
ELROM INTERNATIONAL, INC.

COUNTRY CLUB MEMBER BILLING
ERNEST A. JONSON AND co.

Y-MANAGER
EXECUTIVE COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGIES

OMECOM
FAR WEST SYSTEMS

LOAN PROCESSING SYSTEM
FINANCIAL INDUSTRY COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

MORTGAGE LOAN SERVICING
SYSTEMFINANCIAL INDUSTRY COMPUTER

SYSTEMS
COMMERCIAL/CONST. LOAN
SERVICE
FINANCIAL INDUSTRY COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

zooI ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
FINANCIAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

PHARMACY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
FOUNDATION SYSTEMS

FOURTH SHIFT CORP.
FOURTH SHIFT CORP.

CPA-TI
FRANKLEN COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, INC.

TCB-II
FRANKLEN COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, INC.

PMs-II
FRANKLEN COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, INC.

GARPAc APPAREL MGMT SYSTEM
GARPAC CORPORATION

PLANT EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT
GENERAL PHYSICS CORPORATION

SALES PROSPECT TRACKINGGOLDATA COMPUTER
SERVICES, INC.

YOUR MOVE
GOLDATA COMPUTER
SERVICES, INC.
05
GOLDATA COMPUTER
SERVICES, INC.BASIS
GOLDCOAST SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS, INC.

THE DISTRIBUTOR
HIGH TECH INDUSTRIESRESOURCE MANAGER
HIGH TECH INDUSTRIES

CITY MANAGER
HIGH TECH INDUSTRIES

HIMED .
HISOFT COMPUTERS PTY., LTD.HIPORTFOLIO
HISOFT COMPUTERS PTY., LTD.FAMOUS
HOLM-DIETZ COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, INC.

BASIC 3.2
IBM

INFOTEAM ACCOUNTANT
INFO DESIGNS, INC.HOME CARE INFORMATION

SYSTEMS
INFOMED

Bcs SOFTWARE
INFORMATIC SYSTEMS



MONITOR SYSTEMS GROUP
INFOSERv FOOD SERVICE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

COMEAGAIN
INTERNATIONAL EXPERT
SYSTEMS, INC.

NETWORK MANAGEMENT
REPORT UTILITY
J.A. LOMAx AND ASSOCIATES

RETAIL FINANCIAL MGMT SYSTEM
JAHL DATA SYSTEMS

POWER PAYROLL
ICA SYSTEMS

CLASS '
KLEIN e. KLEIN

OMICROM MEDICAL MGMT SYSTEM
LEDON

THE ASSISTANT
LIBRARY AUTOMATION
PRODuc, INC.

LODGMATE
LODGISTIX

MACOLA FINANCIAL SOFTWAREMACOLA, INC.
HR-I
MAINFRAME MICROS

HR-APPLICANT TRACK
MAINFRAME MICROS

RETAIL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SOLUTION, INC.

MEGASOURCE HOSPITAL
PHARMACY
MEGASOURCE, INC.

ACCOUNTMASTER/DISTRIMASTER
METAPLUS INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL BANKINGS
PRODUCT
MICRO BANKING
AUTOMATION, INC.

MORTGAGE TRACKING SYSTEM
MICRO VENTURES, INC.

MULTISOFT
MULTISOFT

NCG ACCOUNTING
NCG COMPUTER SYSTEMS

N.E.T. UTILITIES
NETWORK ENHANCEMENTS TOOLS

SIMCOM HOTEL MGMT SYSTEM
NEw SYSTEMS, INC.

GLAS PAC I
PACIFIC COMPUTER 8.
INFORMATION

NETWORKED MCBA ACCOUNTING
PACIFIC DATAWARE

PRACTICE MANAGER
PACIFIC MEDSOFT, INC.

NETWORK ASSISTANT
PACIFIC SOFTWARE

TRUST ACCOUNTING
PENTABS

DEFINED BENEFIT
PENTABS

PENSION SELECTOR SYSTEM
PENTAaS

401 (IQ/DEFINED CONTRIBUTION
PENTABS

TIME s. CHARGES SYSTEM
PENTABS

DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMPENTABS
WORD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

PENTABS
THE PENSION SALES CREATOR

PENTABS
PLAN DOCUMENT SYSTEM

PENTABS
THE CLIENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

PENTABS
401(K)/THRIFT OPTION

PENTABS
PARS
PHYSICIANS RESOURCE
MANAGER—MO

EMS/PC
PROTOTYPE, INC.

MATCH MAKER+
QBIT COMPUTER SOLUTIONSUPSTART
RAM SOFTWARE LIMITED

SYNERGY
RAM SOFTWARE LIMITED

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMRCP CONSULTING, LTD.
LANzMAIL MONITOR

SOFTWARE CONNECTIONS
LAN:DATACORE
SOFTWARE CONNECTIONS

REAL WORLD
SOFTWARE SERVICES, INC.

DIRECT MAIL II
SOFTWARE SYNERGY GROUP

TABS III-M
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY, INC.

GENERAL LEDGER SYSTEM
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY, INC.

CRITICAL DATE SYSTEM
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY, INC.

TRUST ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY, INC.

EASE
STANHOPE ASSOCIATES, INC.

M.A.S. 90
STATE OF THE ART, INC.

SUMMIT BROADCAST SYSTEM
SUMMIT SOFTWARE
SYSTEMS, INC.

SUNDBéA
SUNBELT COMPUTER SYSTEMS

SUNDB86M
SUNBELT COMPUTER SYSTEMS

MUNIS
THE COMPUTER CENTER

TENANTRAC
TIMBERLINE SOFTWARE
CORPORATION

AEPEX
TIMBERLINE SOFTWARE
CORPORATION

MEDALLION/SPECIALTY
TIMBERLINE SOFTWARE
CORPORATION

MEDALLION/BUILDER
TIMBERLINE SOFTWARE
CORPORATION

MEDALLION/GENERAI.
TIMBERLINE SOFTWARE
CORPORATION

MEDALLION COLLECTION
ACCOUNTING
TIMBERLINE SOFTWARE
CORPORATION

IMPULSE
TOM FAIREY COMPANY

TRACLINE
TRACLINE SOFTWARE, INC.

CUST. APPL: FINAN, MANU, DISTR
TRACY ASSOCIATES, INC.

KINDERGARTEN THRU 12TH
COURSEWARE
WASATCH EDUCATION SYSTEMS

WORKERS' COMPENSATION
CASE MGMT SYSTEM
WEISENBERGER AND ASSOCIATES

WELBER RM. 8. EVENT SCHEDULING
WELBER COMPANY

BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
WESTCON ASSOCIATES, INC.

OCS OFFICE CONTROL SYSTEM
WIBBEN CONSULTING 8. SYSTEM

LASER BEAM
WORDNET

DBXI.
WORDTECH SYSTEMS, INC.

INFORMAL COMPLETE TRACKING
SYSTEM
WUTC

RAILROAD INVENTORY
WUTC

PRODUCE BROKERAGE SYSTEM
ZADEK, INCORPORATED

PAYROLL
REALWORLD CORP.

ORDER ENTRY/BILLING
REALWORLD CORP.

SALES ANALYSIS
REALWORLD CORP.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
REALWORLD CORP.

MBSI ACCOUNTING
REALWORLD CORP.

RED RIVER FUEL PACKAGE
RED RIVER SOFTWARE

ESQL/C
RELATIONAL DATABASE
SYSTEMS, INC.

C-ISAM
RELATIONAL DATABASE
SYSTEMS, INC.

ROBEC SIMPLIFIED BUSINESS
SYSTEM

ROBEC, INC.
UBS-Z UTILITIES BILLING SYSTEM

ROBITRON SOFTWARE RESEARCH
lPC-‘I INVENTORY PRODUCTION

ROBITRON SOFTWARE RESEARCH
GLS-I GENERAL LEDGER SYSTEM

ROBITRON SOFTWARE RESEARCH
FBS-‘l FREIGHT BROKERAGE SYSTEM
ROBITRON SOFTWARE RESEARCH

ATS-'I AUTO TIRE STORE
MANAGEMENT

ROBITRON SOFTWARE RESEARCH
APS-2_AUTO PARTS MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

ROBITRON SOFTWARE RESEARCH
AND MANY MORE . . .

for using NetWare.®
There are currently over 3,000 NetWare-compatible multiuser
applications available. With more being introduced every
day. No other local area network operating system can say
the same. And that’s reason enough forthe 300,000 NetWare
users throughout the world.r_________________

Price: $50.

Yes, please send me

Creditcard #

See for yourself.
Send for a copy of the new ”NetWare-Compatible Software Directory’f
today. In it you’ll find a comprehensive listing and descriptions of the
thousands of applications available for NetWare-supported LANS.

Signature

_____copy(ies) of the Software Directory at $50
each. I’m enclosing a check, or charge my VISA or MasterCard (Circle one).

Expiration Date

Name

Title

Company

Address

City

Zip

State

Phone I l
Return to:

”Software Directory”
Novell, Inc.
748 North 1340 West
Orem, Utah 84057



MICROSOFT LANGUAGES NEWSLETTER Vol. , No. 8
1 oNews about the Microsoft Language F '

"Improved Mi soft® C Compiler ‘Version4.00 ow Available _. __ 0
° ' ANSI compatibility: Microsoft C'Compiler V ._ n 4.0 provides increased support ,fOr the ,
developing ANSI standard. Library support: Over 30 new libra functions have been added,

' luding UNIXTM SystemV functio " vgrintf, v _ and-setvbu .More memory mod ls: Compac '
eased versatility brin ng the n er of _ ~

, limination of‘commonisubeexpressions joins o '
list of optimizations to: make your generated codeitighter than ever before. Source code: Full

V start—upand exit source code is roVided. In addition to these new features, MicrosoftC Compiler
‘ , , ilJe Optimize r programs;get miXed source a Vdisassembl "

stings, con i’ ‘ mprQVedr overlay capabilities. An MAKE,
the program maintenance utility, date program components by a matiCally
recompiling. and relinking’to keep u ‘ with your SOurce code changes. *

The New CodeViewTM Source De till undl d with ‘lgl/iicroso

s,tfiult1p ,
to’navilg‘ate;through yo

th dynamic
‘ ’ See re

environment features an integratededitor, compiler, and runtime.
: The editor-uses a Microsoft Wind

e editor 8 orts the Microsoft
er c0mp' , can Ibéiniioked d y. p __ g __ ‘ __

. irectly into memory and bypassing the link ste no errors are detected, the‘progra can start -
‘ ation errors and runtime errors will restart the editor and place

2 : think that it Will change the way you-1 program in S crosoftzQuickEASICégprogrammrn

executing immediately. Both comp

. _ bles the Source display am
on and off using the function keys. ,

_ Large BASIC program development is su
' ation. Userflibraries of BASIC and assem , ,, , __ _
mpilation and execution-genvimnment. Micro ‘QuickBASIC 2.0 also supports dvalo’ne _

, ‘iapplication 'deVelopme-nt. , " ‘ ' , ' _- ' ~~ ‘ ~ , '
New Microsoft QuickBASIC language features include block lF/THEN/ELSE, Enhanced Graphics ‘
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PC Scheme
Thisfast LISP compiler runs on the base IBM PC hardware,
yet meetsprofessionalprogramming standards.

mplementors of the LISP language
have had a tacit agreement that the

IBM PC hardware is not powerful
enough to drive LISP software. And no
wonder—the emerging standard for
LISP, Common LISP, requires 10 times
as much memory as a 640KB machine
can provide. Memory and speed consid-
erations relegate the PC and PC/XT to
the lesser roles of training vehicles and
target machines—or do they?

An examination of IBM PC LISP im—
plementations confirms this dim view of
what can be done on the PC. None is a
complete implementation of a standard
dialect; some are mere training tools;
and one delivers, in the words of an au-
thor, ”conceptual tinker toys for adults."
Implementors provide some Common
LISP functions, but fundamental differ—
ences between dialects prevent portabil—
ity. Other factors mitigate against seri-
ous LISP development; designers have
paid little attention to support environ-
ments or debugging. Most products are
interpreters, so they are quite slow. (An
exception is Golden Common LISP 286
Developer, a fast $1,195 compiler for
PC/ATs with extended memory. For
more information on Gold Hill’s imple-
mentations, see “Creating a Standard
LISP,” Mark Bridger and John Frampton,
December 1985, p. 98.)

Texas Instruments challenges con—
ventional wisdom with PC Scheme, a
full LISP development system tailored to
the PC and compatibles. PC Scheme is
complete, well—designed, and inexpen—
sive at $95. For these reasons, PC Tech
journal has named PC Scheme Product
of the Month for August.

Creating a full LISP system on a PC
is a marvel somewhat akin to building a
sailing ship in a bottle, so every step of
PC Scheme’s design was carefully
focused on the task. Texas Instruments
took the extra step of molding the
language as well as the implementation
to the microcomputer environment. PC
Scheme is actually two products in one:
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the implementation and a language
(called TI Scheme).

The TI Scheme language is differ-
ent without being nonstandard. Scheme
is a LISP dialect used for teaching at the
college level. It was designed expressly
for personal computers at MIT in 1975
and standardized in 1985. A number of
books and papers have been published
on Scheme, most notably, The Structure
and Interpretation of Computer Pro-
grams, (see “An Elegant Scheme,” Book
Reviews, this issue, p. 183). TI Scheme
was designed to run the examples in
this book unmodified, a significant con-
cession to the novice seeking to master
this complicated language.

Block structure and simple syntax
make Scheme the most elegant dialect
in the LISP family. While respecting the
language, TI Scheme’s designers did not
lose sight of the practical realities of
programming. TI Scheme is a vast
extension of the Scheme standard,
which includes character and string
handling, structures (similar to Pascal
records), arrays, vectors, windows,
graphics and interfaces to C and assem-
bly language. The Scheme command
SET! has the same generic replacement
capabilities as Common LISP’s SETF.
The TI Scheme reference manual con—
tains a description and example for
each of the more than 400 functions.

The PC Scheme implementation is
as tightly designed as the TI Scheme
language specification. An incremental
compiler processes all source code into
virtual machine code, which is smaller
but slower than native code. Slow or
not, PC Scheme achieved the best over
all times of any IBM PC LISP implemen- '
tation on a function—calling and CONS-
ing benchmark (TAK and DERIV in
Performance and Evaluation ofLISP
Systems, MIT Press, 1986).

Attention to detail marks the PC
Scheme implementation as much as its
high speed. Such attention is especially
important in LISP implementations

because parenthesis—laden LISP code is
not easy to read. PC Scheme’s EMACS-
style editor (the standard syntax-sensi-
tive LISP editor) is spare but fast, pro-
viding a quick edit/compile cycle. Ex-
tras, such as session transcript, fast—load—
ing files, and shell-to-DOS, are abun—
dant. PC Scheme’s smooth and bug-free
operation contrasts markedly with other
PC LISP implementations.

PC Scheme takes a unique and
laudable approach to error handling.
The TI Scheme language includes 22
error handling functions in addition to
the normal TRACE command, providing
all sorts of low-level hooks, breakpoints,
and diagnostic print-outs. In addition,
PC Scheme has another facility for de-
bugging. While most LISP systems
spawn error levels during interactive
sessions, PC Scheme uses a single error
level. When an error is encountered,
the runtime debugger displays a com-
mand menu. The debugger displays the
current lexical and dynamic state of the
LISP system and allows the user to step
through the system’s nested blocks and
environments. Scheme objects can be
listed or modified from the debugger.

Texas Instruments has succeeded
in an endeavor that most LISP vendors
have not even tried. The PC Scheme en-
vironment is a complete LISP system
that runs a standard dialect on the base
PC hardware. Space limitations were
considered during every phase of TI
Scheme design and PC Scheme con-
struction, resulting in a tool that is not a
toy, not a compromise, but a complete
LISP implementation for the profes—
sional programmer. WEI

PC Scheme: $95
Texas Instruments, Inc.
Data Systems Group
P. O. Box 2909
M/S 2244
Austin, TX 78769—2909
800/527-3500
cmcu: 343 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Hardware, software, and other developmentsfor the IBM PCfamily

ShareData by Blended Systems _

FROM IBM

IBM Corporation has announced that
the National Service Division (NSD)
now can remove or disconnect a non-
IBM machine and/or non-IBM feature
that is diagnosed as causing system or
machine failure. Further, the NSD can
replace the non-IBM machine or non—
IBM feature with a similar non—IBM
machine or non—IBM feature supplied
by the customer. Service support for
non-IBM PC products does not cover
non-IBM machines or non—IBM features
for which IBM offers maintenance
agreement service. Service support for,
non-IBM products is available under an
amendment to the IBM maintenance
agreement. Annual charge of $30 per
system unit (this is in addition to the
maintenance agreement charge for the
IBM PC system unit).

IBM BOOKS is a new department
of the company that will publish books
for business and computer profession—
als. The books will be sold in book—
stores and other retail outlets; they will
be written by IBM authors and other ex—
perts in the field of information process-
ing. Distribution will be handled by
Random House, Inc. (New York) to
stores in the United States and Canada.
Six titles are planned for publication
this fall, covering topics such as portable
computing, networking, business graph—
ics, word processing, maintenance, and
a dictionary of computer terms. IBM
plans to publish about 20 books a year.

CARDS for the RT/PC provides users
with engineering capability for solid
geometric modeling and finite element
modeling. Using the data-transfer
facilities of the PC 5278/79 Emulation
Adapter and RT 3278/79 emulation, data
can be passed among CAEDS products on
an IBM host and CAEDS for the RT/PC on
an RT. Data also can be passed between
CAEDS for the RT and other IBM CAD/
CAM products running on an IBM host.

50

Intel‘s Above Board PS/AT

CAEDS base for the RT, $1,655; CAEDS
object modeler for the RT, $6,060; CAEDS
system modeler for the RT, $8,230;
CAEDS graphics finite element modeler
for the RT, $8,940.
IBM Corporation, 900 King Street, Rye
Broo/e, NY 10573; Contact the local IBM
dealer, 800/426-2468
cmcua 301 ON mum sumo: cum

—
HARDWARE

The 82786 graphics coprocessor
from Intel Corporation can manipu—
late windows in hardware 100 times fas~
ter than traditional software approaches.
This high-performance, single IC sup
ports two independent, on—chip proces-
sors for manipulating graphics and text
while executing multiple windows. The
82786 operates independently of the
host CPU; it is designed to work with all
Intel microprocessors and requires min-
imal support circuitry for most system
configurations. It uses the same ad-
vanced CHMOS-III process as the 80386
microprocessor. The 82786 coprocessor
has 150,000 transistors, combines high
performance and low power consump—
tion, operates at less than 1 watt, and
supports as many as 32 dynamic RAMs
in its dedicated graphics memory. Less
than $100 in quantities of 1,000.
Intel Corporation, Literature Depart—
ment, W300, 3065 Bowers Avenue,
Santa Clara, CA 95051,- 800/548—4725
cmcua 306 on man sumo; cum

Intel also has announced a combina-
tion expanded memory and multifunc-
tion board for the PC/AT. The Above
Board PS/AT has a serial port, a paral-
lel port, several standard software utili—
ties, and up to 1.5MB of memory. With
the Above Board piggyback Option,
memory can be boosted to 3.5MB.
Above Board PS/AT memory can be di»
vided, and used to fill in conventional
memory (up to 640KB), as expanded

memory consistent with the Lotus/Intel/
Microsoft expanded memory specifica—
tion, or as extended memory. 128KB
version, $595; 512KB version, $695;
Above Board/AT piggyback memory,
$295 for a 128KB configuration.

A new 8-MHz version of the 80287
math coprocessor also has been intro—
duced. The 80287-8 can boost numeric
processing speeds of many Intel 80286-
based accelerator boards. $410.
Intel Corporation, 5200 NE. Elam
Young Parkway, Hillsboro, OR 97124-
649 7; 800/538—33 73; in Canada,
800/235-0444
cmcua 307 ON READER smvrcr cum

The first of the new Share-Data family
of products designed to simplify data
sharing has been announced by Ex-
tended Systems. These products allow
up to four PCs to share concurrently as
much data as they wish on one external
20MB hard-disk drive. Data security in-
cludes volume access protection and
user access control. User log-0n identifi—
cation with or without password protec-
tion is available. An internal self—test di—
agnostic is activated each time Share-
Data is powered on and byte-by-byte er—
ror checking is provided for the inter—
faces between the computer and Share—
Data. The product can use RS—252 or RS-
422 communication. The hard disk in-
cluded with the ShareData package has
a formatted capacity of 21MB with an
average access time of 65 milliseconds.
Nonrecoverable read errors are 1 per
1012 bits read. Other products offer shar—
ing capability for printers (ShareSpool)
and plotters (SharePlot). ShareData (E51—
3772) package, $1,995; high—perform»
ance ShareData (1581—37729) package
with four RS-422 interface cards, $2,395;
RS—422 interface cards, $150 each, $545
for a bundle of four.
Extended Systems, P. O. Box 493 7, 6062
Morris Hill Lane, Boise, ID 8371],-
208/322-7163
CIRCLE 313 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PCI Con/rolLOGrap/J from Burr-Brown [3y OmmTel, Inc.

Sigma Designs, Inc. has announced
FasTrak, a portable, stand—alone stream—
ing tape backup unit that allows both
image and file—by-file backup and re-
store of data stored on PC hard disks.
Two models are available The FTK-
0020 has a built—in, half-height SIM-inch
tape drive that accepts one—eighth-inch
cassettes with a storage capacity of 20MB
or 27MB. The F’I‘K-0060 includes a half-
height SIM-inch tape drive, but it will use
one—fourth—inch tape cartridges capable
of storing 60MB of data, Both packages
include Sigma’s QIC 36 tape controller
board, tape utility software, one tape
cassette, and shielded cable. FTK-OOZO,
$995; FTK-0060, $1,395.
Sigma Designs, Inc, 2023 O’Toole Ave-
nue, San jose, CA 95131,- 408/435-1480
CIRCLE 302 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The DNA Gateway from Network
Development Corporation is a 3270
communications link emulating a re—
mote 3274 communications cluster con-
troller. Standard DNA Gateway features
include support for 32 concurrent SNA
sessions, realtime multitasking execu—
tion, IBM 3274 model 51C/61C remote
communications controller emulation,
IBM 3178/3278 model 2 and 3178/3279-
base two~and four-color support display
emulation, IBM 3287 printer emulation,
and the SNA Soberly Protocol Analyzer.
8—session configuration, $3,995;
16—session, $4,995; 32—session, $5,995.
Network Development Corporation, 81
Great Valley Parley/av, Suite 700,
Mall/em, PA 19355; 215/296— 7420
CIRCLE 304 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Omnipak is a single-board multifunc-
tion card integrated with a 1200/300-bps
modem for use with the PC, PC/XT, PC/
AT, and compatibles. Introduced by
Omnitel, Inc., the board features a
Hayes-compatible modem that can be
upgraded to 2400 bps, with 384103 of
memory, both parallel and serial ports,
a game port, and a clock/calendar with
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battery backup. Omnipak comes bund—
led with communications and utilities
software. The modem included offers
COM 1 through 4 addressability as well
as call-progress reporting. $499.
Omnitel, Inc, 5415 Randall Place,
Fremont, CA 94538,- 415/490—2202
CIRCLE 310 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The CMS family of SCSI-compatible
mass storage peripherals for the PC is
available in internal or external configu-
rations. Each subsystem consists of
20MB combination hard«disk and tape—
backup peripherals, embedded VLSI
controllers, and an SCSI host adapter.
The external configuration, called the
SCSI Power Twin 20:20, is packaged
in a cabinet that fits alongside the CPU.
A half—size PC host adapter card that

SCSI-compatible mass storage pertflbemlfamilyfmm CMS

allows the PC to communicate with the
SCSI peripheral bus is included; it can
support both the disk and the tape
drives in the Power Twin 20:20, as well
as up to five other SCSI peripheral de—
vices. The internal configuration in-
cludes a one-fourtlrinch tape backup
unit that can replace an internal floppy-
disk drive and CMS’s 20MB SCSI Drive
Plus expansion card, which includes the
half-card host and a 31/2-inch disk drive.
External configuration, $1,950; internal,
$1,660; internal tape drive and host ad—
apter card, 35910; Drive Plus, $5990.
CMS, 401-3 W. Dyer Road, Santa Ana,
CA 92707, 714/549-9111
CIRCLE 308 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The PCI ControLOGraph System
from Burr-Brown is a fully integrated
system of hardware and software for
data logging, graphics display, alarm an-
nunciation, and digital control. Data in-
put choices include 21 analog signals,
24 digital bits, and 3 frequency/event
counting channels. Four ranges of input
voltage as well as J, K, or T thermocou»
ples can be selected via menu. Analog,
digital, and frequency/event data all are
acquired on each data acquisition scan
performed by the ControLOGraph. The
data can be displayed in realtime, as
they are being stored on disk. The sys-
tems software can restart itself in the
event of a power failure; after power is
restored, ControLOGraph automatically
reboots the computer. Hardware/soft
ware system, 352,750; software, $795.
Burr-Brown, International Airport In—
dustrial Par/e, 6730 S. Tucson Blvd,
P. O. Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734,-
602/746—1111
cmcua 309 ON READER smvrca mm

The QMS-PS 800 from Quality Micro
Systems combines the technology of a
laser printer with that of the PostScript
typesetting language from Adobe Sys—
tems, Inc. This printer (which prints
eight pages per minute) enables the
user to include text, line art, halftones,
textures, grayscaling, patterns, and
images in any size with a resolution of
90,000 dots per square inch. $5,895.
Quality Micro Systems, P. O. Box 81250,
Mobile, AL 36689; 205/633-4300
CIRCLE 318 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Through a joint OEM agreement, Com-
puter Identics Corporation will han—
dle the national distribution of Micro
Peripherals, Inc.’s two bar code
printers. The Printstar 200 and the
Printstar 345 (the numbers refer to the
length of the printable line in milli—
meters) produce optically scannable
output in the form of bar codes, as well
as machine-readable OCR—A. The two
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Tseng Mbs’ EVA (Enhanced Video Adapter) a I rMicmfield Graphics

printers are enhanced versions of the
MP1 BarMate 9 and BarMate 15. All Bar—
Mate printers have Code 39, Code 128,
and Rationalized Codabar symbologies
suitable for LOGMARS, AIAG, and HIBC
as standard. The programs for the bar
code and OCR—A symbologies are resi—
dent in the PROMs of the printers and
produce the symbologies independent
of special software. In IBM-compatible
mode, these printers handle all printing
requirements of a PC. Friction and trac-
tor feed allow for many types of paper,
including labels and continuous form.
Printstar 200, AI-66501—1, $1,395; Print-
star 345, AI-66502-1, $1,995; AI—66502-2
(with RS-232 interface), $2,105.
Computer Identics Corporation, 5
Shawmut Road, Canton, MA 02021;
61 7/821-0830
CIRCLE 311 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Micro Peripherals, Inc, 4415 S. 500
West, Salt Lake City, UT 84123,-
801/2636000
CIRCLE 312 ON READER SERVICE mu)

ITT Information Systems has an—
nounced the I'I'I'X'I'RAXL, a high-per-
formance, 80286-based microcomputer
that runs DOS and XENIX. The system
features 8-MHz frequency, zero—wait—
state memory, dynamic disk I/O caching,
an average hard disk access time of 28
milliseconds, and an optional 80287 co-
processor. An 8-MHz 80186-based com-
munications coprocessor offers speed in
multiuser configurations. The I'I'T XTRAXL
can be used as a LAN server (models I
and II) or as a multiuser system (mod—
els III and IV). All models include a bat-
tery-backed realtime clock, an audio
speaker, two serial ports and one paral—
lel port on the motherboard, six PC/AT—
compatible expansion slots, and three
PC/XT—compatible expansion slots.
Prices begin at $5,299.
HT Information Systems, 2350 Qume
Drive, San Jose, CA 95131,-
408/945-8950
CIRCLE 305 ON READER SERVICE CARI)
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From Tseng Laboratories, Inc. comes
EVA, an IBM EGA-compatible enhanced
video adapter that is equipped with a
parallel port. It uses the proprietary
ET2000 VLSI Graphics Chip Set de-
signed by Tseng Labs and is intended as
a superset of the EGA. Features of EVA
include a hardware zoom, a viewport/
zoom window, a turbo graphics engine,
a 132-column screen, and light pen
pixel manipulation. EVA drives mono-
chrome, color, and enhanced color dis-
plays and offers 256KB of display mem-
ory, 16 user—selectable colors from a
color palette of 64, a split screen,
smooth scrolling and pixel panning, a
soft downloadable font capability, and
an 80—by—25/43 text display. $525.

Optional hardware compatibility
for the Hercules, CGA, and mono-
chrome adapters (beyond the BIOS lev-
el compatibility standard with EVA) is
achieved with the optional Compatibility
Module 11 daughterboard. $50.
Tseng laboratories, Inc., 205 Pheasant
Run, Newtown, PA 18940;
215/968-0502
CIRCLE 320 ON READER SERVICE cum

Microfield Graphics, Inc. has an—
nounced the T4 Color Graphics Con-
troller for the RT. The T4 is a 1,024—by—
800, four-plane color controller that
uses a VLSI—based bit—slice processor to
provide high-speed, high—resolution
graphics. It is supported by an ANSI CGI
interface permitting its use on either the
RT’s RISC processor or its optional DOS
coprocessor. The C6] interface permits
applications to access the line drawing,
polygon and text manipulations, and
window-management microcode of the
T4 directly from C subroutines, while
incurring minimal overhead on the
RISC or DOS processors. $3,200; RT
support software, $150.
Microfield Graphics, Inc, 8285 SW.
Nimbus Avenue, Suite 161, Beaverton,
OR 97005; 503/626-9393
CIRCLE 317 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The GhostWriter is a new multiformat
software copier product from Magnetic
Designs that allows automatic duplica-
tion of all common brands (formats) of
diskette software. It includes a plug-in
card for the IBM PC and the SmartCopy
software package, which allows even
first—time users to duplicate and validate
software easily. Key features include
automatic analysis and duplication of
diskettes, the ability to duplicate as
many as 80 IBM PC or 163 Commodore
diskettes per hour with an optional
diskette autoloader (eliminates reload-
ing), the ability to store multiple soft-
ware masters on the system hard disk,
support of direct connection to floppy-
disk drives, and variable bit—cell timing
with precompensation. Optional exten-
sive analysis tools are available. $1,995.
Magnetic Designs, 643 Bair Island
Road, Redwood City, CA 94063;
415/363—1141
CIRCLE 315 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A high-speed, high—capacity optical disk
system for users of IBM PC—based CAD/
CAM systems has been introduced by
N/Hance Systems. The N/Hance 525
system provides 230MB of formatted
storage and includes the optical disk
drive, a 5V4—inch disk, an IBM PC short—
board controller, and device driver soft—
ware. The N/Hance 525 is a WORM
(write-once-read-many-times) system
that allows users to write data to the
disk, store them in a secure, unalterable
form, and read them quickly when
needed. The system has a transfer rate
of 2.5 Mbps, a track-to-track access time
of less than 1 millisecond, and an aver—
age access time comparable to that of a
Winchester disk. $3,495. Also available is
a text database management system that
allows users to search the database by
keyword or phrase, priced at $1,000.
N/Hance Systems, 908R Providence
Highway, Dedham, MA 02026,-
617/461—1970
CIRCLE 316 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A review of the IBM Personal Computer Family Vol. 3, No. 1

Welcome To Read Only.
Here’s great news for IBM PC users.

IBM has expanded its already
expansive PC product line to bring
even more power and flexibility to
your desktop.

In this issue alone you’ll be reading
about new enhancements to the
IBM PC/XT, the IBM Personal
Computer AT,® the IBM PC Keyboard,
the IBM Proprinter, the Mainframe
Communications Assistant, and
more.

And, as if that weren’t enough,
IBM has also found time to expand
your computing horizons even
more by introducing exciting new
PC products. This issue ofRead Only
will tell you about the new IBM PC

Two Ctrl and Alt
keys for ambidex-
trous access.

Isolated Escape key
to help reduce
keying errors.

Enlarged Tab and
Caps Lock keys.

Convertible, new 3.5” diskettes, the
new IBM PC 3.5” External Diskette
Drive, and two new accounting
software packages.

HARDWARE NEWS

The Right Touch.
To make it easier than ever to work

at an IBM PC/XT or Personal
Computer AT, IBM has introduced
the new IBM Enhanced Personal
Computer Keyboard (shown below).

Twelve Function
keys in new position—
two additional
Function keys pro-
vide added flexibility
in host access or
communications
applications.

and Shift keys.
Enlarged Backspace

IBM redesigned its classic
keyboard to better meet the needs
of PC users, office system users, as
well as users who communicate with
larger computers.

To accomplish this, IBM included
separate cursor and screen control
keys, making it easier for users to
dedicate the numeric keypad to
numeric input when working with
number—intense applications. Plus,
the keypad can still be used for
cursor and screen control when not
in the num/lock mode.

IBM also increased the number
of function keys from ten to twelve,
arranged across the top of the
keyboard. This gives users two
additional keys for increased
automatic operation.

All to enhance the productivity of
those who work with words, numbers
or a host of other applications.

Dedicated Function
Control keys for
frequently used
functions.

Dedicated Numeric
Pad including Enter
key and four
Arithmetic Function
keys for easy
numeric input.

Separate Screen
Control and
Cursor keys for
faster, easier access.

The IBM Enhanced PC Keyboard
to help you be more productive, faster



Small Wonder.
Proof positive that good things

come in small packages is the
new 3.5-inch diskette.

And that’s big news for anyone
who uses an appropriately con-
figured IBM PC, PC/XT, Personal
Computer AT and the new IBM
PC Convertible.

Durable 3.5" diskettes, allow
you to carry over 350 standard
typed pages (720KB) in your shirt
pocket. That’s twice as much
information as on a 5.25” (360KB)
diskette, in a much more rugged,
portable form.

The new 3.5” diskette stores up to twice
as much (720 KB) as a 5.25" (360KB)
diskette.

Now IBM PC users have the option
of using programs and data in either
size, and the flexibility to work with
other members of the IBM PC family
using 3.5" diskettes.

Translation Services.
The new IBM Personal Computer

3.5" External Diskette Drive provides
a vital bridge between your IBM PC
and 3.5” technology. This compact
unit makes it easy for you to share

information between
’ computers using 3.5”

diskettes and
5.25" diskettes.

The IBM PC 3.5”
External Diskette Drive
provides a cost-eflective bridge '
between 3.5”and 5.25"technology

The new IBM PC Convertible is aJ

The IBM Personal Computer 3.5”
External Diskette Drive comes in
two models, one for the IBM Personal
Computer AT and one for the IBM
PC, PC/XT or IBM PC Convertible.

Information and applications can
be shared* between 3.5” diskette
drive machines and an IBM PC
running DOS 3.2 with the IBM
Personal Computer 3.5” External
Diskette Drive attached.

Transferring files and programs
between 3.5" and 5.25” diskettes is as
easy as making a backup copy of a
diskette. So, you can very quickly have
a “database to go” for your IBM PC
Convertible. Or, a week’s worth of
sales call information in a ready-to-use
form for your secretary when you
return.

Print Evolution.
The new IBM Proprinter XL is

especially designed to make life easier
for those who work with accounting
applications. Its wide carriage design
and switchable printing speeds of up
to 2000ps are perfectly suited for
spreadsheet applications.

The IBM Proprinter XL also
features an easy-to-use front operator
panel that lets you choose from the
XL’S extensive menu of features, even
if you have little or no programming
skills.

Plus, the new Proprinter XL offers
, a long list of standard, labor-saving
‘ features to make many printing

jobs easier: easy printing of
single sheets and envelopes

without removing your
continuous forms paper,

.. . power-assisted paper

loading, all-points-addressable graph-
ics capabilities, near-Ietter-quality
printing (40cps), and emphasized text
printing (lOOcps). Plus, you can set
the printer in double high, double
wide or emphasized print through the
operator panel or through software.

Power To Go.
The new IBM PC Convertible can

play two powerful roles in any business-
person’s life.

In the office, with an optional
IBM PC monochrome or color display
and adapter, the PC Convertible
fills the bill as a space-saving
desktop PC.

But when you’re ready to hit the
road or runway, just attach the high
quality, 80-column x 25—line detach-
able LCD display, and the PC
Convertible is ready to travel, too.

Weighing in at a scant 12 pounds.
the IBM PC Convertible delivers
full-size PC performance in a portable
computer with heavyweight features
including:

Afull-function keyboard with full-
size keys and the same center-to-
center key spacing as a standard IBM
PC keyboard.

A fast, very efficient 80C88 micro-
processor with up to 10 hours of
non-stop computing power between
battery recharges (with average use).

Up to 512KB of user storage
(through 128KB expansion cards
from a standard 256KB).

Dual 3.5” diskette drives supporting
720KB capacity 3.5" diskettes.

Additional IBM PC Convertible
features help ensure that work dont
on the road doesn’t get lost in transit



twer PC that works wherever you do.

These optional features include:
An internal modem feature to let

you communicate with other
computers simply by plugging the
PC Convertible into any standard
modular phone outlet.

The IBM PC Convertible Printer for
system battery powered, near-letter-
quality printing anywhere.

Plus, the IBM PC Convertible can
come with a helpful set of programs
to get you up and running on the
road to enhanced productivity. Fast.

Planned For Growth.
It’s a classic case of a very good

thing that just keeps getting better.
IBM has now introduced the

enhanced PC/XT product family:
increased flexibility in storage,
memory and option configuration for
maximum productivity today, and
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The new IBM PC/XT—enhanced power
andflexibilityfor today. And tomorrow.

plenty of room to expand as your
business does.

The XT is now available with a 20-
mcgabyte hard file that can store up
to 10,000 pages of information.
There’s also an easy, low cost way to
increase memory to a full 640KB on
the system board without tying up
valuable expansion slots. And the
XT now has 3.5" diskette capability,
utilizing the new IBM Personal
Computer 3.5" External Diskette Drive.

Plus, full IBM PC compatibility
means that no matter which XT model
you choose, you can benefit from
the extensive IBM Personal Computer
software library.

The new IBM PC/XTs, because
one size should not have to fit all.

Power Play.
If you thought you’d seen all the

IBM Personal Computer AT has to
offer, think again. Twice.

IBM has increased processor speed
in two new models of the IBM
Personal Computer AT by an impres-
sive 33% (from 6mhz to 8mhz). So,
they’re sure to become your fast
friends if you work with large spread-
sheets and volumes of data.

The new models offer a standard
30MB hard file and the option to add
an additional 20MB or 30MB hard
file. That’s a grand total of 60MB,
or approximately 30,000 pages of
words and numbers.

These two newcomers are born
communicators: Sharing files with
other PC 5 from a variety of popular
software programs. Working as a
server for data storage and file
processing in an IBM PC LAN running

the IBM PC Local Area Network
program. Utilizing IBM TopViewTM
and one of the IBM PC 3270 Emula-
tion Programs to access mainframe
information and to execute PC
DOS and mainframe applications
concurrently.

And the best news of all is that
you can get all this increased
power without an
increased price.

,J'ica ,« a
20MB 30MB

Now the IBM Personal Computer AT
o[fers a choice of hardfiles to meet
your storage needs.

WHAT’S THE P ROCHAM

Meet Your New Assistant.
Keeping the books for a small

business is a very big job. So, IBM
thought you could use a friendly,
versatile, highly skilled assistant.
The new IBM Accounting Assistant
Series.

This complete series of automated
bookkeeping application programs
for small to medium size businesses
can help cut any job down to size.
And, its modular design means that
you can start out with just the pro-
grams you need today, then expand
your series as your business grows.

The IBM Accounting Assistant
Series includes six individual
editions: General Accounting,
Accounts Payable, Accounts Receiv-
able and Billing, Payroll, Inventory
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The IBM Accounting Assistant Series.
Big help/or small to medium, size
businesses.

Control and Purchasing, and Job Cost
bidding software.

Plus, thanks to the IBM Accounting
Assistant Series7 user-friendly attri-
butes and easy-to-follow instructions,
you can start profiting from your
system from day one.

High-Powered Advice.
Perhaps your business has pro-

gressed past the need for basic
accounting software. Then you
should consider getting powerful,
sophisticated help: the IBM
Business Advisor.

IBM Business Advisor PC account-
ing software takes integrated software
to a new level of sophistication and
ease-of-use.

Business Advisor’s seamless
architecture allows functions from
each of its modules to play together.
Passage back and forth among the
General Accounting, Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable, Payroll,
Inventory Control, Order Entry and
other applications is intuitive.
Menus guide you easily from one task
to another.

And when you make a change
anywhere, consider it made every-
where it applies. Automatically,
through Business Adviser’s real—time
posting feature.

This Business Advisor speaks your
language, too. It uses business language
instead of accounting language,
and has over 80 easily customized
financial report formats built in.
And you don’t have to keep this all
to yourself, because in an IBM LAN

different people at different PC s
can work on the same file at the
same time.

And you always go further when
everyone is working together.

“NEWS” BRIEFS
The 3270 Emulation Programs,

Entry Level, Version 2 and Version 3,
give you an easy and inexpensive
way to attach your IBM PC to your
host computer:

Working at your IBM PC, stand-
alone or in an IBM LAN, you can
now utilize the local power and user-
friendly attributes of your PC for
DOS applications, plus have access
to the vast memory, number-crunching
capacities and other productivity-
enhancing capabilities of your host
computer.

The Entry Level product offers up
to 40% faster file transfer between your

My .

IBM PC 32 70 Emulation
Products can put your IBM PC or IBM
LAN in touch with the big time.

PC and host computer. A “Hot Key”
for easy switching between host and
PC applications. Keyboard remapping
so you can always work in a familiar
keyboard format. And much more.

Versions 2 and 3 can provide an
economical gateway which lets you

share the wealth of host knowledge
with the members of your IBM PC
Network or Token-Ring Network.

Versions 2 and 3 support the new
PC DOS 3.2, 3.5" media, the IBM
Local Area Network program 1.10,
a host of printers and the TopView
1.] interface, for multitasking and
windowing capabilities.

All of which adds up to added
productivity for you and everyone
on your IBM Local Area Network
or token ring.

To find out more about the entire
family of 3270 PC Emulation
Programs, as well as a wide range of
other IBM connectivity hardware
and software, watch for the next
Read Only.

Mainframe Communications
Assistant enhancements include
3.5" media support and increased
IBM PC family communications
capabilities.

The IBM PC Voice Communica-
tions Option speaks for itself. This
multifunction adapter card can
allow your IBM PC to recognize and
respond to voice commands, speak
text that appears on the screen,
initiate and receive/ record/playback
phone calls, provide remote, tone
push button phone access to your P(
(and host), and transmit voice and
data simultaneously.

For more information on any of the
Personal Computer products dis-
cussed in this issue of Read Only. see
your Authorized IBM Personal Com-
puter Dealer: Or, call 800-447-4700.
In Alaska call 800-447—0390.

IBM and Personal Computer AT are registered
trademarks of International Business Machines
Corporation. PC/ XT and TopView are trademarks
of International Business Machines Corporation.

*Before copying any software product, be sure to
read, understand and comply with the specific
software license agreement and installation
instructions for that product.

49 I986 International Business Machines Corporation.
Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles lnc., SA.
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Attachmate '5 3270 Host Graphics program jeIReader Plus by Datacopy Corporation

A high—performance scanning system
that provides OCR (optical character
recognition) and image processing capa-
bilities has been announced by Data-
copy Corporation. The JetReader is a
compact, lightweight image scanner
with high resolution and an automatic
paper feed. It comes with an interface to
the IBM family of PCs as well as Data-
copy’s OCR and OCR Plus software and
Word Image Processing System soft—
ware. JetReader accepts a stack of as
many as 10 sheets of legal-size paper for
automatic feeding, and transfers them to
an output tray in proper order after
scanning. The image scanning is based
on charge-coupled—device technology
and provides selectable resolutions of
300 or 200 dots per inch (dpi). Scan
times are approximately 43 seconds at
300 dpi and 28 seconds at 200 dpi. For
OCR, the conversion time depends on
the quality of both the original docu-
ment and the computer in use; full page
conversions typically take less than a
minute for scanning and translation.
Also available from Datacopy is another
scanner, the JetReader Plus, which in—
cludes OCR Plus software for user train—
ing to recognize unknown type styles.
JetReader, $2,950;JetReader Plus $3,250.
Datacopy Corporation, 1215 Terra
Bella Avenue, Mountain View, CA
94043-1834; 415/965-7900
CIRCLE 314 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The NMS R8000A is a controller from
National Memory Systems designed
for high—performance, high—capacity
disk/tape memory systems. This control-
ler offers support for two SMD drives
along with up to 4 SCSI interface de-
vices on a single board for PC/ATs and
RTs supporting UNIX and DOS applica-
tions. The board features switch-selecta-
ble DMA channels and port address to
make installation in networks, varied
CPUs, or large systems environments
conflict—free. The R8000A is compatible
with all major networks; it can simulta—
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neously support the NMS PC.25, a one—
fourth—inch cartridge tape system, and
the NMS 007 (a 1,000MB laser optical
cartridge disk that uses 12—inch media).
$895 in OEM quantities.
National Memory Systems, 355 Earhart
Way, Lz'uermore, CA 94550,-
415/443—1669
CIRCLE 303 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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SOFTWARE

The 3270 Host Graphics Program
from Attachmate Corporation is a
software package that lets users access
host—generated color graphics. The
product uses Attachmate’s IBM IRMA—
compatible 3—N-1 Coax Adapter and
3270-PC emulation program to manage
four concurrent host sessions. Any com-
bination of 5270 text or graphics ses-
sions as well as a PC application can be
active simultaneously. Attachmate uses
the PC’s all—points—addressable graphics
and a unique algorithm to match host
graphics screens to the resolution of the
CGA or EGA on the PC. Thus, it can dis—
play full 5270 graphics screens without
special adapters. Host graphics screens
can be saved to disk, then edited locally
using programs such as Z-Soft‘s PC
Paintbrush. Output from the 3270 Host
Graphics Program also can be routed di—
rectly to a PC printer, including IBM’s
5852 Color Jetprinter. $3595; 3—N-1 Coax
Adapter, $1,195.
Attacbmate Comoratz'on, 324] I 18119 SE,
Bellevue, WA 98005; 206/644-4010
CIRCLE 324 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Release 3.0 of BABY/36 is now available
from California Software Products,
Inc. BABY/36 lets a PC user develop, edit,
compile, and execute new and existing
RPG 11 programs; release 5.0 includes
enhancements in step with version 3.0
of IBM’s System Support Procedures for
the System/56. REDE, READP, and
*LIKEDEFN operation codes have been

added. Noncontiguous index keys are
now supported in the RPG compiler and
BLDINDEX operation code. Maximum
key length is increased to 63 bytes.
MOVEA has been enhanced to allow
numeric fields, and EVALUATE has been
enhanced to support multiplication and
division. Other features have been ad-
ded for creating and maintaining librar-
ies, printing data files, and editing and
compiling programs and screens in an
on-line environment. Prices range from
$700 for the runtime version to $3,500
for a software development system.
California Software Products, Inc, 525
N. Cabrillo Par/e Drive, Santa Ana, CA
92701; 714/973-0440
cmcm 335 ON 3mm smvrcs cum

A full—function statistical package for the
PC, PC/XT, and PC/AT has been released
by SAS Institute Inc. The SAS/STAT soft—
ware performs both simple and com-
plex analyses. The package includes in-
teractive procedures for regression
analysis, analysis of variance, common
factor and component analyses, discrim-
inant analyses, and scoring. To use SAS/

mm mm nmu vun human

SAS/STAT screen

STAT, sites first need PC—based SAS soft—
ware, which includes tools for data man—
agement, descriptive stastistical analysis,
and report writing. First-year license for
corporate customers with up to 50
workstations, $2,000.
SAS Institute Inc, P. O. Box 8000, SAS
Circle, Cary, NC 27511—8000,-
919/467—8000
cmcuz 325 ON READER sumca mm
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Ada «1)w fortbe I’C/ATbyAlsys EE Designer integrated softwarefrom Visionics Cotporalion

From Visionics Corporation comes
EE Designer, a CAB/CAD integrated
software package for electronic circuit
design, layout, and fabrication applica-
tions. EE Designer consists of three inte-
grated programs for schematic design,
circuit simulation, and printed circuit
board layout. It provides for automatic
packaging of the engineer’s design sche-
matic into functional blocks that can be
added to the system library of compo—
nents consisting of standard T'I‘L parts.
Features of the package’s schematic de—
sign module include auto—placement
and back—annotation. The circuit simula—
tion package includes a library of 150
common 'I'I'L and CMOS devices, in—
cluding gates, flip-flops, counters, buf—
fers, decoders, and RAMs. The user can
expand the library by creating and add-
ing unique shapes and components.
The printed circuit board layout module
of the package provides all functions
necessary to design a printed circuit
board as well as to produce artwork
masters for fabrication, pen plotter, and
photo plotter outputs. $975.
Visz’onz'cs Comoration, 1284 Geneva
Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089,-
408/745-1551
CIRCLE 323 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Smalltalk-AT is the complete Smalltalk—
80 version 2 for the PC/AT. Smalltalk—80
is an object-oriented programming envi-
ronment previously available only on
large, dedicated machines. Released by
Softsmarts, Inc., Smalltalk-AT includes
the Xerox Smalltalk—80 source code, the
Xerox image, and Softsmarts‘ ST—80 vir-
tual machine, which is a true multipro—
cessing system. Smalltalk-AT features bit-
mapped graphics, a window-based inter-
face, all of the Smalltalk-80 version 2
classes, system browsers, a compiler, a
profiler, and an interactive debugger
that supports realtime debugging. $995.
Softsmarts, Inc, 4 Skyline Drive,
Woodsz'de, CA 94062,- 415/327-8100
cmcm 339 on mom sumo: cum
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Alsys, Inc. has announced that its Ada
compiler for the PC/AT has been vali-
dated through the Ada Validation Facility
of the Ada Joint Program Office of the
United States Department of Defense. A
key feature of the Alsys Ada compiler is
its use of protected (virtual) mode to
overcome the 640KB limitation that is
imposed by DOS. This permits access to
extended memory up to 16MB and the
accommodation of serious Ada pro—
grams on a PC. The compiler is bundled
with a 4MB memory board. $2,995.
Alsys, Inc, 1432 Main Street, Waltham,
MA 02154; 61 7/890—0030
CIRCLE 337 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tominy, Inc. has announced MACH 1
Professional Application Developer
(PAD), a single-user system generation
facility that provides comprehensive ap-
plications development facilities for soft-
ware practitioners. Product components
include a relational/network/hierarchical
DBMS, a fourth-generation program-
ming language called LOGIC, a power—
ful applications program generator, an
automatic screen editor, an efficient re-
port generator, comprehensive system
utilities, and flexible query. $199.95.
Tommy, Inc, 4221 Malsbaiy Road,
Cincinnati, OH 45242,- 800/543—8628,-
in Ohio, 800/445-1 73 7
cmcu 338 ON mum snmca cum

Three new products have been added to
women, Inc’s family of Modula—2/86
development tools. A Turbo Pascal—to»
Modula—2 translator called the Turbo
Translator reads an existing Turbo Pas-
cal program and generates a Modula—Z
translation. It comes bundled with
several new Modula—Z library modules,
including screen—handling, graphics, and
file-handling modules, which have been
adapted to correspond directly to Turbo
Pascal functions. $49.95.

The Make Utility runs through a
program after changes have been made
to the source file and selects modules

affected by the changes. The utility gen—
erates a batch file containing a list of the
compilation required to correct the sys-
tem, providing the user with a map of
all the files it has analyzed, as well as a
list of which files need to be recom—
piled and why. It identifies new depen—
dencies and gives a cross reference of
exported/imported identifiers. $29.

A third new tool is the Windowing
Package, which enables users to build
windowing into their Modula-Z code.
The package features virtual screens,
color support, and overlapping windows
with a variety of borders. It uses only
15KB of code. $49.
LOGITECH, Inc, 805 Veterans Blvd,
Redwood City, CA 94063; 415/365-9852
CIRCLE 332 ON READER SERVICE CARD

won't-05, a systems—level program that
enables the porting of mainframe— and
minicomputer—based graphics software
to the PC has been announced by Graf-
point. The new package resides under
DOS as a device driver, allowing PC
applications programs to use Tektronix
4105 graphics commands. The package
processes Tektronix-like commands and
escape sequences, thereby eliminating
the need to rewrite software to conform
to the virtual device interface standard
for the PC. $495.

Also from Grafpoint comes TN'ET-OS,
a high-performance Tektronix 4105
emulation package running on PCs con—
figured in a LAN. TNET-05, a device driver
that processes Tektronix 4105 com- .
mands under DOS, gives network users
the display and processing capabilities
of a Tektronix graphics terminal on a
PC. The package includes software that
connects with communications software
packages from Bridge Communications
(EtherTerm) and Network Research
Corporation (Fusion). $495.
Grafiooint, 4340 Stevens Cree/e Blvd,

' San jose, CA 95129-1 102,-
408/249—7951
CIRCLE 328 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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TALL TREE SYSTEMS.
A Technological Innovator.

Always a Step AheadE
For true industry leader-

ship, look no further than
Tall Tree Systems.

We have a history of
being first.

We were the first to
introduce bankswitching.
The first with two megabyte
memory boards. The first
with l/O modularity in a
single slot. The first with
8 MHz speed capabilities.
The only maker of single

CIRCLE NO. 197 ON READER SERVXCE CARD

command EMS boards.
The first with a laser printer
solution — JLASER — that
allows you to do full—page
graphics and multiple type
fonts on any Canonr” or
Ricoh“D laser engine.

Now, we're first again
with memOiy expansion for
the lBMfiRT.

innovation is our tradition.
Our trademark is supe-

rior technology at the lowest
possible price.

llZO San Antonio Road - Palo Alto, CA 94303 - (4l5) 9644980

© F986 by Tali Tree Systems. All rights reserved, lBM, RT are registered trademarks of international Business Machines Corp.
Canon and Ricoh are registered trademarks of Canon Corp. and Ricoh Corp, respectively
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PASCAMN screen “Wiley Ptofmsional Software

NETWORK-OS is a 16-bit, NetBIOS—
compatible network operating system
that supports DOS 5.1 or later, all major
network topologies, and Novell file and
record locking. Introduced by CBIS,
Inc., NETWORK-OS is menu driven and
employs a unique visual network shell
(VNS) user interface. Commands are
presented on hierarchical, pull—down
screens. LAN resources are addressed by
user—defined object names and mapped
by mouse or keyboard. Four users per
PC/XT or 16 per PC/AT are supported.
When more workstations are required,
multiple file servers may be employed.

In addition, CBIS announced a new
open-bus twisted-pair wire interface
able to transmit data at 2.5Mbps. This is
three times faster than the existing RS-
422 interface (which runs at 800Kbps).
NE'NVORK-OS, $995; interface boards,
RS422, $295; twisted-pair, $395.
CBIS, Inc, 2323 Chesire Bridge Road,
Atlanta, GA 30324; 404/634-3079
cmcn: 330 ON READER smvrcr CARD

An advanced software tool called CUBlT
has been announced by SoftLogic
Solutions, Inc. This utility enables us-
ers to reduce the number of bytes re—
quired to store a file. CUBIT, comprised
of four programs, is designed to com—
press and decompress data files. CUBIT’S
internal dictionary performs a look—up
operation on each word in a test file to
determine if the word is included in the
dictionary. If it is, the word is reduced
to one or two bytes of encoded data.
For words that are not in the dictionary,
CUBIT uses two additional techniques.
One assigns new, shorter codes to the
words, the other analyzes the frequency
of character strings in the data. All pro-
gramming is transparent and automatic.
CUBIT also compresses binary files by
adapting its algorithm. $49.95.
SoftLogic Solutions, Inc, 530 Chestnut
Street, Manchester, NH 03101,-
603/627—9900
CIRCLE 329 ON READER SERVICE CARI)
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A programming tool for users of the
IBM data acquisition and control
adapter has been introduced by Wiley
Professional Software. Called
LabSoft, this program, which was origi—
nally developed by Cyborg Corporation
for use with its ISAAC series of com-
puter-based data acquisition and control
systems, can be used to acquire, manip-
ulate, and analyze real-world data. Lab-
Soft is available in three versions—
FORTRAN, BASIC, and C—to provide
complete language compatibility; it fea-
tures more than 40 programming tools/
commands. FORTRAN or BASIC version,
$350; C supplement, $75.
Wiley Professional Software, 605 Third
Avenue, New Yor/e, NY 10158,-
212/850—6788
cmcm 342 ON mum smvrcs cam

Financial Software Systems, Inc. has
released PASCMAN (Pascal Screen
Management System) for use with Bor-
land International’s Turbo Pascal. With
PASCMAN, a programmer can design
colorful computer screen displays
quickly. Using PASCMAN’S full—screen edi-
tor, the user can set up screens identify-
ing input and output fields. The Editor
handles all screen design, including
colors, graphic characters, and an easy
box drawing facility. Help screens and
pop—up windows for every variable field
on a screen can be created. $29.95.
Financial Software Systems, Inc, 3125
Woodlarle, Fort Worth, TX 76123;
81 7/294-3651
CIRCLE 340 ON RFADFJI SERVICE CARD

A software library of initialization and
driver routines that allows applications
programs written in BASIC, C, or assem-
bly language to link easily to STD bus
I/O cards is now available from Pro-
Log Corporation. Designated STD LIB
1.1, the library supports Pro«Log’s STD
DOS system, which is MS—DOS 3.1
merged with the industrial quality hard—
ware of Pro-Log’s STD bus. STD LIB 1.1,

based on the Microsoft Library Manager
and Linker, consists of modules written
in assembly language for high—speed
execution and efficient use of memory.
Release 1.1 supports the Pro-Log 7312-1/
7314A—1 dual and quad RS—232 commu-
nications controller card, the Pro-Log
7507/7508 general purpose I/O card, the
Pro-Log 7303 keyboard display card, and
the Analog Devices RTI—1225 analog I/O
card. The library specifications allow the
user to add modules for I/O cards not
currently supported. $295.
Pro-Log Corporation, 2560 Garden
Road, Monterey, CA 93940;
408/3 72—4593
CIRCLE 333 ON READER SERVICE CARD

A language-independent, PC—based
screen management system and soft-
ware development environment has
been introduced by Master Computer
Systems, Inc. Aimed at professional
developers of interactive transaction
processing systems for DOS environ—
ments, FORMIX version 2 automates 45
additional screen functions in a panel-
oriented environment and provides full
keyboard and system—control configura-
tion. It features a memory-resident exec—
utive to manage all screen processing
on behalf of the application program
and a menu«driven environment on PC
workstations to reduce development
time. The objectives of FORMIX are to re—
duce program development cost, to op-
timize application screen performance,
and to provide a flexible end—user inter-
face. The FORMIX Executive (which also
runs under TopView) executes 57
screen management functions. $695.
Master Computer Systems, Inc, 9531 W.
78th Street, Eden Prairie, MN 55344;
612/944-5220
CIRCLE 341 ON READER SERVICE CARD WE]

The material that appears in Tech Releases is
based on vendor-supplied information. These
products have not been reviewed by the PC
Tech Journal editorial stafl
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720x348.

Introducing
fl 7 Hecuerls comatible grapics: Plantronics compatible graphics:

640x200x4 colors.

The Paradise
Hi-Res Graphics Card”.

Two Upgrades
ForThe Price

Now you can have much higher
resolution than your current video
card gives you. Without buying new
software. Or an expensive monitor.

All you need is the new Paradise
Hi—Res Graphics Card.

It gives you the highest resolution
possible on a standard monitor.
With monochrome displays, you get
Hercules compatible 720 x 348
graphics. With RGB and composite
displays, you get Plantronics com-
patible graphics: 16 colors in 320x
200, and 4 colors in 640x200. That’s
two upgrades for the price of one.

And no matter which monitor

you choose, the Paradise Hi—Res
Graphics Card gives you full com-
patibility with standard video modes.

Better yet, you can use your exist-
ing software to its best advantage.
Because Hercules and Plantronics
graphics are widely supported by
packages like Lotus 1-2-3, Sym-
phony, Framework, and lots more.

And Paradise gives you all this, plus
a parallel port. On one short card.

If you’d like to know more, we’ll
send you full information. Including
a free Hi-Res software compatibility
guide. Just call (800) 527-7977,
Ext. 338, toll—free. From California,

Trademarks: Paradise, Hi-Res Graphics Card-Paradise Systems inc; Lotus 142-3. Symphony-Lotus Development Corporation;
Symphony, Framework-Ashton-Tate, lnc. Registered trademark IBM-International Business Machines Corp.
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OfOne.
(800) 822-2020, Ext. 338.0r check
it out at the best PC dealers.

PARADIS
S Y S T E M S, I N C

i The Paradise Hi-Res Graphics Card



The fastest C
Your search for execution speed is over.

The new Microsoft®C CompilerVersion 4.0
is here. With blazing performance. We’ve
added common sub—expression elimination
to our optimizer that produces code that
rips through the benchmarks faster than
ever before.

“. . . the Microsoft performance in the benchmarks
for program execution is the best of the lot overall?
«William Hunt, PC Tech Journal, January, 1986?‘

But speed isn’t the only edge you get with
Microsoft C. Other advantages include a vari—
ety of memory models like our new HUGE
model that breaks the 64K limit on single
data items. Plus our NEAR, FAR and HUGE
pointers, which provide you greater flexibility.
All this allows you to fine tune your program
to be as small and fast as possible.

“Excellent execution times, the fastest register
sieve, and the best documentation in this review
...Microsoft Corporation has produced a
tremendously useful compiler.” — Christopher
Skelly, Computer Languages, February, 1986.

No more debugging hassles.
Introducing CodeView. Free.

Now, for a limited time, we’ll give you an
unprecedented programming tool when you
buy Microsoft C, free. New Microsoft Code—
View“offers the most powerful tool yet in

the war on C bugs. Forget the hex dumps.
Now you can view and work with programs
at any level you want. Use the program
source, the disassembled object code, or

Microsoft C Compiler Version 4.00

Microsoft C Compiler
' Produces fast executables and optimized code including elimination

of common sub—expressions. NEW!
0 Implements register variables.
0 Small. Medium and Large Memory model libraries.
0 Compact and HUGE memory model libraries. NEW!
0 Can mix models with NEAR, FAR and the new HUGE pointers.
‘ Transport source and object code between MS-DOSD and XENIX”

operating systems.
. Library routines implement most of UNIXml SystemV C library.
0 Start—up source code to help create ROMable code. NEW!
‘ Full proposed ANSI C library support (except clock). NEW!
. Large number of third party support libraries available.
~ Choose from three math libraries and generate in—line 8087/80287

instructions or floating point calls:
-— floating point emulator (utilizes 8087/80287 if'installed).
— 8087/ 80287 coprocessor support.
— alternate math package —— extra speed without an 8087/ 80287.

9 Link your C routines with Microsoft FORTRAN (version 3.3 or
higher), Microsoft Pascal (version 3.3 or higher) or Microsoft
Macro Assembler. .

‘ Microsoft Windows support and MS—DOS 3.1 networking support.
0 Supports MS—DOS pathnames and input/output redirection.

Microsoft Program Maintenance Utility. NEW!
¢ Rebuilds your applications after your source files have changed.
' Supports macro definitions and inference rules.

Other Utilities
~ Library Manager
. Object Code Linker
O EXE File Compression Utility.
‘ EXE File Header Utility

C Benchmarks In seconds

Computer
Microsoft Lattice Innovation Aztec Wizard

C 4.0 C 3.0 C 2.3 C86 3.2 C 3.0
Sieve of
Eratosthenes
(register) 82.9 151.4 172.3 88.0 91.9
Copy Block 869 231.7 199.0 123.8 189.5

Run on an IBM PC XT with 512K memory

Microsoft CodeView
Window-oriented source-level debugger. NEW!

0 Watch the values of your local and global variables and expressions
as you debug.

0 Set conditional breakpoints on variables, expressions or memory;
trace and single step.

0 Watch CPU registers and flags as you execute.
' Effectively uses up to four windows.
' Debug using your original source code, the resulting disassembly

or both intermingled.
0 Use droprlown menus to execute CodeView commands.
' Access the on—line help to lead you through CodeView's options

and settings.
‘ Easily debug graphics—oriented programs since program output is

kept separate from debugger output.
0 Keyboard or optional mouse support.
. Enter in familiar SYMDEB or DEBUG commands.

’crinted from PC Tech Journal, January 1986. copyright 1986, Ziff—Davis Publishing.



you’ve ever seen.
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both at the same time. Open a window to
view CPU registers and fla 3. Watch local
and global variables as we .All while your
program is running.

CodeView gives you complete control.
Trace execution a line at a time—using
source or assembly code. Or set conditional
breakpoints on variables, memory or expres—
sions. CodeView supports the familiar
SYMDEB command syntax, as you’d ex ect.
Commands are also available through dli‘op—
down menus. Combine the new window—
oriented interface with our on—line help and
debugging has never been easier. Or quicker.

Calls

nain(2.12782)

“add (815%)

Take the $5 CodeView tour.
You may find it hard to believe our debug—

ger can do all we’ve claimed. So we’re offering
test drives. Five bucks will put you behind
the wheel of a Microsoft C demo disk with
CodeView. See for yourself how fast debug—
ging can get,

For more information about the Code—
View demo disk, the new Microsoft C
Compiler, a list of third party library sup—
port or the name of your nearest Microsoft
dealer, call (800) 426—9400. InWashington
State and Alaska, (206) 8828088. In Canada
call (416) 673—7638.

Microsoft®C Compiler
The High Performance Software

Microsoft. MS-DOS and XENIX are registered trademarks and CodeView is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. UNIX is a
trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.



NEW DASH FOR YOU

Your old printer should look so good.
Introducing the lmagEnhancer“ PC add-

on board. It enables ordinary monochrome
or color dot matrix printers to produce high-
quality, plotter—like graphics.

TI-IE OUTPUT IS OUTSTANDING.
The lmagEnhancer is the perfect way to

get presentation-quality graphs, charts and
artwork from your old dot matrix printer.

What's more, it comes with a built-in
512K memory. So while your printer is
printing one job, you can use your PC for
another. Which will improve your productivity _
tremendously.

And of course, the lmagEnhancer works
with the same computer products most
everyone works with.

IBM” PCs, XTs, ATs or 100% compatibles
. with graphics

capability.
Alps, Epson”
or Epson—
compatible
monochrome or
color dot matrix
printers. And

Houston Instrument (DIVI/PL) plotter—
compatible software, including Lotus” 1-2-3?
Symphony," PFS": Graph and Framework?
among others.

AND THE PRICE IS RIGHT.
At $595T the lmagEnhancer costs a

fraction of what you'd pay for a new plotter.
It's simple to install, too. And backed by a
one—year warranty.

The lmagEnhancer is a product of Alps
America, a US. subsidiary of Alps Electric
Co., Ltd. of Japan, an International Fortune

The lmagEnhancer PC add-on board brings
plotter-[Ike ou tpu t to dot matrixprinters.

. REGH
REVENUE ($M)
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500 company. Other Alps America products
include a full line of high—quality printers.

For more information, print samples, or
the name of the dealer/distributor nearest
you, write to Alps America, 3553 North
First Street, San Jose, CA 95134. Or call
(800) 82.8-ALPS. In California, (800) 257-7872.
In Canada, (800) 858-2577.

Better yet, send in this coupon along
with your payment. And teach your old dot
matrix some new tricks.
CIRCLE NO. 247 ON READER SERVICE CARD

lmagEnhancer is a trademark of Alps Electric C0,, Ltd. Other computer or software names are trademarks and/or tradenames of their respective manufacturers. ©1986 Alps America.



R OLD DOT MATRIX.
JAL SALES FORECAST
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This image was printed with an ordinary dot ma trjxprjn ter and the [magEnhancerPééddQ

SO ORDER TODAY_ Method of payment (circle one):
Name: Check Money Order MASTERCARD VISA

Address: Card number:

City: Exp. date:

State: Zip: Signature:
Phone' Mail to: Alps America

‘ 3553 North First Street
Send1ImagEnhancer(s) at $595 each‘." San lose, CA 95134
*Add $10.00 sliipping and handling for each California residents add 7% sales tax. or call (800) 828-ALPS
Offer available in USA only. In California, (800) 257-7872 AMERICA
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7 Ways to Increase Productivity
Add Efficient MultiTasking to Your C Programs with

Multi-C
Multi-C lets you create, manage, and communicate among tasks with
little RAM and little processor overhead. Now you can handle multiple
users, printers, communications, or just about anything else in a logical,
well structured manner, without complex polling schemes or lockups in
your programs.
Unlike an operating system toolkit, Multi-C is designed for ease of use

in production programming, and Multi-C cooperates with your operating
system, so functions are reliable. Existing and new programs can add
Multi-C features without paying royalties. 40+ functions use 32,000
priority levels, handle interrupts, control flags, and messages and control
queues.
Multi-C is lower in cost than other products of this type, and it’s portable

because it’s written in C; use it for stand-alone systems. You can even
make Multi—C the kernel of your own operating system!
Particularly good for applications in data acquisition, device control,

communications, and to give the user control of application use, response,
and keyboard productivity. Multi-C has all the functions you need for
task scheduling, time scheduling, and inter-task communication.

Specify for use with MS C, Lattice 2.15 or 3.0, or C-86. Partial

50"” Cytek MSDOS $149

First Database Exclusively for C is also Royalty-Free.
db_VISTA from RAIMA Corporation

— “If you are looking for a sophisticated C programmer‘s database, this
is it. " —

— Dave Schmitt, President, Lattice, Inc.
Designed exclusively for C, db_VISTA is a royalty—free programmer‘s
DBMS. Take full advantage of C through ease of use, portability, and
efficiency. You optimize for speed and efficient disk storage.
Multiple key records, fast B-tree indexing, virtual memory disk accessing.

Tailor db_VISTA to your needs by using only those features you require.
ASCII file transfer utilities make moving to db_VISTA a snap.

MSDOS, Unix, Xenix, Macintosh, Amiga. Single user Source $459
Object $179. Multiuser Source $929. Object $450

Even for Small Files: Convenient, Fast Access
CBTREE — Only $99

Why spend time writing file management code when you can use consistent,
flexible, documented, professional functions? Even multiuser record lock-
ing and variable-length records are supported.
Add, delete, and update without needing to reindex. Store keys and record

locations in B + trees.
You can access any record or group of records by the value of a user

specific key. Search your files from any point, forward or backward.
Full, balanced b-tree support includes use of multiple keys, unlimited

number and length of keys.
Use this powerful ISAM, even if you‘ve previously done without.
Learn how to write systems for managing large files by using CBTREE

source as a guide. Modify it and transfer it to another operating environment
without royalties.

MSDOS $99

Full Screen Library Plus
Fundamentals

THE HAMMER LIBRARY
l-2-3 menus (even multilevel), data
validation including range checking,
field editing, and Full Screen input
make this a thorough access library.
Data entry routines let you move
between fields before completing
screen.
But you also get DOS and BIOS

access, file handling, string func—
tions, and data handling. Plus pattern
matching calls and library handling
utilities.
Full source, no royalties. Data entry

routines for solid interface with user.
Specify MS C, Lattice, CI-C86, De-
smet, MW C.

MSDOS. A lot for only $179
Looking for the right tool for the
job? Reach for THE HAMMER.

Flexible Screen
Development with

SECURITY CHECKING
and HELP SCREENS:
ZVIEW Screen Library

Use this field—sensitive tool to devel-
op data entry screens and windows
and provide run-time flexibility. Se—
curity level settings restrict inquiry
or update of fields; multiple screen
help display is available at screen
and field level. You can also cus-
tomize ZVIEW‘s operation and make
any field characteristic change during
execution.
ZVIEW gives you full control of

attributes, colors, boxes, protected
fields, scrolling, and more. Load
screens from memory for fast re-
sponse. Field support includes alpha,
numeric, or alphanumeric data types,
case conversion, range checking,
and field comparison, and ZVIEW
provides automatic data conversion
to and from ASCII screen format.
For Microsoft C, Lattice 3.0, and
Aztec 3.2e. Supports EGA, color,
and monochrome displays.

PCDOS $219

C DYNAMO!
WINDOWING: Full C

Source,
No Royalties

POWER WINDOWS AND
C

FUNCTION LIBRARY
Power Windows covers all the bases;
overlays, borders, l—2—3 style or pop-
up menus/help windows, zap in-
stantly on/off screen, status lines,
horizontal/vertical scrolling, color
control or highlighting, word—wrap,
files to windows, keyboard to win—
dows. Powerful, easy to use, inte-

‘grated error messages, thorough
documentation. Supports IBM
monochrome or color.

MSDOS. Only $119
C Function Library - includes 325
fundamental functions with readable
source and thorough documentation.

MSDOS. Only $119
No matter what you have, you need
these. Best value available. Highly
recommended.

Fastest Interactive C
Development on Earth:

Instant C version 2.0
Instant C‘s NEW version 2.0 gives
you immediate (2 secs.) compilation
and execution of large (5,000+ line)
programs, and the ability to link in
external (commercial or your own)
libraries in an interactive, Lattice
3.0 or Microsoft 3.0 compatible,
interpreter-like environment with an
integrated full screen editor and
source level debugger.
You get full K&R standard C, fast

(33 second sieve) execution speed,
and debugging with source code
animation, single-stepping, back-
tracing, and unlimited conditional
breakpoints.

Instant C now supports multiple
screens and graphic devices, run-time
checking of pointer and array refer-
ences, and includes a new manual,
expanded tutorial and reference sec-
tion, and complete library source.

_ MSDOS $399

Systems, Inc.

NEW HOURS

Call for a catalog, literature, advice and service you can trust

“YOUR SERVICE IS FABULOUS!!! . . . Your in-800-421-8006
THE PROGRAMMER’S SHOP”
128-P Rockland Street, Hanover, MA 02339
Mass: 800-442-8070 or 617-826-7531 5/86

formation packets are so enticing; I really want l0
ofthem . . . Keep up the good work."

—Dana Bredemeyer
Bredemeyer Company

8:30 AM - 8:00 PM EST.

CIRCLE NO. 220 ON READER SERVICE CARD



JAMES PARSLY

Using ROM Characters
Tic mar/es, plot titles, and y—axis titles can he laheled
easily uszng the routines presented here.

haracters can be printed at any point in the 640—by—200
high-resolution graphics grid. A pattern table for the first

128 ASCII codes is found at location F000:FA6E in ROM. Each
pattern consists of eight bytes representing the rows of dots
that make up a character. In high-resolution graphics, the
ROM BIOS displays characters by copying the appropriate
bytes from the pattern table into Video RAM.

The BASIC program called GLABELBAS (see listing 1)
contains three subroutines that use this table for enhanced
character displays. The first routine prints characters any—

where on the 640-by-200 high-resolution graphics grid and
can be used for labeling tic marks. The second routine prints
double—width characters similar to the ones that are possible
with medium-resolution graphics. It can be used to label plot
titles. The third routine prints characters rotated by 90 de-
grees and is useful for labeling y-axis titles. The main pro—
gram offers a demonstration of the three routines.

james Parsly is a systems analyst for the Tennessee Valley Authority.
He has a 8.5. degree in computer science and mathematics.

~ LISTING 1: GLABELBAS
10 SCREEN 2:KEY 0FF:CLS
20 REM
30 REM
40 REM
so X=0:FOR v = 7 To 20;Ls=cuas(v+ss):cosua 400
90 X=X+8
95 NEXT v
100 REM
120 REM
130 REM
140 v = 60:FOR x = 65 T0 75:L$=CHR$(X):GOSUB 400
129 v = Y + 8
175 NEXT X
130 REM
200 REM
210 REM

220 Y=BO=A$="BIG LETTERS"
230 FOR I = 1 To LEN<A$>
250 x = 150+i'1szts=Mio$(Rs,i,1)
26 Gosus 690
280 NEXT I

290 REM
300 REM
310 REM
32 A$="90 DEGREE ROTATION":X = 400
330 FOR I = 1 TO LEN(A$)

350 Y = 200-I*8:L$=MID$(A$,I,1)
36 Gosua 870
380 NEXT l
390 LOCATE 20,1:srop
400 REM
410 REM
420 REM
430 REM
440 IF ASC(L$) > 127 THEN RETURN
«50 xx = x MOD 64o;tr xx < 0 THEN xx = xx t 640
460 REM
47o REM
A80 REM
490 REM
sou SHIFT = 2‘(8-(XX MOD 3))
510 LL = INT(XX/8)
520 NM = (LL+1) M00 80
530 FOR ll=Y-7 TO Y
540 YV = II MOD 200:IF YV < 0 THEN YY = YY + 200

550 DEF SEG = &HF000

DEMONSTRATE VERTICAL RESOLUTION

DEMONSTRATE HORIZONTAL RESOLUTION

DEMONSTRATE LARGE LETTERS

0

DEMONSTRATE 90 DEGREE ROTATION

o
o

SUBROUTINE PRINTS A LETTER LS UHOSE LOWER LEFT-HAND CORNER
WILL BE LOCATED AT (X,Y).

'MAKE 0 <= XX <= 639

UNLESS (X MOD 8) = 0, PARTS OF THE LETTER HILL BE IN TWO
DIFFERENT COLUMNS.

{USED TO SHIFT BITS‘

'1ST COLUMN
'ZND COLUMN
‘ROH LOOP
‘MAKE 0 <= YY <= 100
'SEGMENT OF ROM

560 REM
570 REM
580 REM
590 REM
600 REM
610 XX = PEEK(&HFA6E+ASC(L$)*B+II-Y+7)*SHIFT
620 DEF SEG = &H8800 'SEGMENT FOR VIDEO
630 IF Y7 MOD 2 = 0 THEN DISP=0 ELSE DISP = &H2000 ‘OFF. FR EVN/OOD ROMS
640 MM = INT(VY/2)*80 ' ‘OFFSET TO ROM
65 POKE DISP+MM+LL,PEEK(DISPOMM+LL) OR INT(KK/256) 'SET BITS IN 1ST COL
66 POKE DISP+MM+NN,PEEK(DISP+MM+NN) OR (KK-INT(KK/256)*256) '& 2ND COL
670 NEXT II
630 RETURN
690 REM
700 REM
710 REM
720 REM
73 IF ASC(L$) > 127 THEN RETURN
740 DEF SEG =&HF000
750 FOR II = Y~7 TO Y
760 XX = X MOD 640:1F XX < 0 THEN XX = XX + 640
770 YY = II MOD 200:IF YY < 0 THEN YY=YY+200
780 KK = PEEK(&HFA6E+ASC(L$)*8*II-Y+7)
790 FOR LL=1 TO 8
800 MM 5 KK MOD 2
810 NN=XX+16-Z*LL .
820 IF MM <> 0 THEN PSET(NN MOD 640,YY):PSET((NN+T) MOO 640,YY) '2 DOTS
830 KK = INT(KK/2) 'SHIFT BITS RIGHT
840 NEXT LL
850 NEXT II
860 RETURN
870 REM
880 REM
890 REM
900 REM
910 IF ASC(L$) > 127 THEN RETURN
920 DEF SEG =&HF000 'ROMS SEGMENT
930 FOR II = 1 TO 6 'ROH LOOP
940 KK = PEEK(&HFA6E+ASC(L$)*8+I1'1) 'GET PATTERN FOR A R0"
950 FOR LL=1 TO 8 'COLUMN LOOP
960 MM = KK MOD 2 |GET LAST BIT

‘ 920 NN=(X-16+2*II~1) MOD 640:1F NN < 0 THEN NN=NN+640 'GET X COOR.
980 YY = (Y‘84LL) MOD 2002TF YT < 0 THEN YY = YY + 200 ’GET Y COOR.
990 IF MM <> 0 THEN PSET(NN,YY):PSET(NN+1,YY) 'MAKE THO DOTS
1000 KK = INT(KK/Z) 'SHIFT BITS RIGHT
1010 NEXT LL
1020 NEXT II
1030 RETURN

GET A BYTE REPRESENTING ONE OF THE EIGHT ROHS OF DOTS THAT
MAKE UP THE CHARACTER. SHIFT THE VALUE SO THAT THE BITS
THAT GO IN THE TWO COLUMNS ARE SEPARATED INTO SEPARATE BYTES

o
o

SUBROUTINE PRINTS A DOUBLE-HIDTH CHARACTER LS UHOSE
LOVER LEFT-HAND CORNER IS (X,Y)

c

'SEGMENT OF ROM
'RON LOOP .
‘MAKE 0<= XX <= 639
'MAKE 0<= YY <= 199

'GET PATTERN FOR A RON
'LOOK AT BITS IN THE PATTERN
'GET LAST BIT

SUBROUTINE PRINTS A CHARACTER L5 HHICH HAS BEEN ROTATEO
90 DEGREES AROUND ITS LOVER LEFT-HAND CORNER (X,Y).

AUGUST 1986 47



To Over 30,000 Installations,
MultiLink” ‘ ‘

At over 30,000 sites, as many as one—quarter of a million
us ‘ tap into the power of MultiLink"‘- Advanced everyday.

Since 1981, they've come to rely on our multi-tasking,
multi-user system for compatibility with their favorite
software, and the ability to share disks, files, printers,
and programs in a true PC-DOS environment.

From the largest of the Fortune 500 to the smallest in
small business, MultiLinka has provided a cost-effective
mulii-usor solution that’s available from no one else.

MultiLink“ Means Cost-Effective Timesharing
on a PC. MultiLink“ Advanced utilizes the principle of
Irma-sharing by sharing a central PC‘s peripherals, files,
and pro ;ssor time among nine users. Up to eight in-
expensive terminals can be connected to a single non-
riedicated IBM PC, XT, AT or 100% compatible using
standard R8232 ports. Each terminal effectively emu-
lates a PC having up to 512K RAM.

PC-Shadow” Workstations, shown below, even have
an AI look-r 'kr2, as well as work-alike, keyboard, dis-
play, and er al port. In addition. password-protected
remote accc s via modem can be made with either dumb
terminals or PCs running our terminal emulation software.

Mitilil mi«‘ 1': -l tultl‘flrfltzll Inuimnurk iii

non-late, Multimate International.
opment Corp, respectively,

“ Multi-User.
MultiLink”" Means PC-DOS Compatibility with a

Software-Driven System. Lotus 1-2-3, Symphony,
WordStar, dBASE III, & Multimate are just a sampling
of the wide variety of PC-DOS software that’s fully
compatible.

Our software-driven system is also IBM NETBIOS
compatible, so programs that are written for IBM's
Token Ring will run on our multi-user system, as well.

MultiLink”“ Means Multi-User to Leading
Computer Publications. Whether you read PC Magazine,
"MultiLink"" Advanced delivers on...convenience, speed,
and flexibility,” or InfoWor/d, “If you want a low-cost
multiuser system with up to eight terminals, MultiLink"
Advanced is worth a serious look? it becomes clearthat
MultiLink"“ Advanced is a formidable contender in the
multi—user marketplace.

See What MultiLink Can Mean to You. Learn,
firsthand, how our multi-user system can benefit your
company. Call The Software Link TODAY for complete
information and the authorized dealer nearest you.
MuItiLink‘" Advanced is $495 and comes with a
money-back guarantee.

6;)THE SOFTWARE LINK, INC.
8601 Dunwoody Place, Suite 632, Atlanta, GA 80338 Telex 4996147 SWLINK

CALL: 404/998—0700
Dealer Inquiries Invited

THE SOFTWARE LINK, INC/CANADA
250 Cochrane Drive, Suite 12 Markham. Ontario L3Fl BB7

CALL: 416/477-5480
CIRCLE NO. 196 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PROGRAMMER’S

Please don’t mistake us for our f
competition. We’re Programmer’s ‘ . .
Connection, a leading independent deal-
er of quality programmer’s development
tools specifically for IBM Personal Comput-
ers. We’re your best one-stop source for the profession-
al PC/MS-DOS and XENIX programming tools you
need.

Since we’re an independent dealer, we’ll look out for
your best interest. Our courteous, knowledgeable,
noncommissioned sales staff is always ready to assist
you. Ifyou aren’t sure about your needs, you can talk to
our experienced, professional technical staff for sound,
unbiased advice. They can compare products, answer
technical questions and send you detailed product
information that’s tailored to your needs.

Our product line consists of hundreds of high
quality software development tools specifically for IBM
Personal Computers and compatibles. We don’t carry
everything ever written for programmers — only those
products that meet our very high standards for quality
and value.

The products we carry are the latest version and they
come with the same manufacturer’s technical support
as if buying direct. Unlike other dealers who partici-
pate in the software gray market, we’re authorized to
sell every product we carry.

We discount all software products — even special
order items. We don’t try to fool you by discounting
some products and charging full list price for others.
Every product in our price list is shown with its
discounted and retail price. We want you to know
exactly how much you’ll save on every product.

Other dealers add extra rush charges for shipping
via express services. We’ll express your order to you
with no special handling charges. We only charge you
what the shipping carrier charges. And ifyou have your
order shipped via standard UPS, we’ll even pay for the
shipping!

Most popular products are in stock and ready for
immediate shipment. Maintaining an adequate inven-
toryis part ofour philosophy of fast, efficient service.

,w'

" Ifwe don’t have a product in stock,
we’ll get it for you fast. Again — no

extra charge. Some dealers charge
your credit card at the time they take your

order. This means you could be left waiting in
vain for your order for weeks or months while they use
your money interest free. We never charge your credit
card until we actually ship your order.

Quite simply, the discount prices you see on the next
two pages are all you pay. There are no hidden charges.
We don’t charge extra for standard UPS shipping,
credit cards, COD orders, purchase orders or special
handling (except orders outside the U.S. and Canada
are charged $5 for customs form preparation).

Our goal is customer satisfaction and that’s why we
offer 30 day no-risk return guarantees and 30 day
evaluation periods on most of our products. Note that
some items, especially those with source code, are
restricted by the manufacturers from this guarantee.
Please call for specific details.

As you can see, we’re not like other dealers. Our
customers keep coming back because we consistently
provide high quality service and low discount prices.

So make the connection today and discover the
difference for yourself. You’ll be glad you did!

Call or write for our FREE comprehensive price guide.

US: 800-336-1166
CANADA: 800-225-1166
OHIO AND OVERSEAS: 216-877-3781
Customer Service: 2 16-877- 1 1 10

Hours: 8:30 AM to 8:00 PM Eastern Time.

programmer-Is
V connectlon

Turn the page for our latest advertised price list. D
CIRCLE NO. 175 ON READER SERVICE CARD



§

apHanguage
APL*PLUS/PC System by STSC .........................
APL*PLUS/PC Tools Vol 1 by STSC .....................
APL*PLUS/PC Tools Vol 2 by STSC .....................
APL*PLUS Spreadsheet Manager by STSC .......... New
APL*PLUS/UNX System For AT Xenix by STSC .............
Btrieve ISAM File Mgr with No Royalties by SoftCrafl ............
Financial/Statistical Library by STSC .....................
Pocket APL by STSC ...................................
QNIAL Combination ofAPL with LISP by NIAL Systems .........
STATGRAPHICS Statistical Graphics System by STSC

arity products
Arity Expert System Development Package .......... New
Arity File Interchange Toolkit ........................ New
Arity Prolog Compiler & Interpreter ................... New
Arity Prolog Interpreter .............................. New
Arity SOL Development Package .................... New
Arity Screen Design Toolkit ......................... New
Arity Standard Prolog .............................. New

artificial intelligence
ExpertEDGE by Human Edge ............................
Experteach Complete System by Intelliware ..................
EXSYS Expert System Development Software by EXSYS .........
First Class by Human Edge .......................... New
GCLISP Golden Common LISP by Gold Hill ..................
GCLISP 286 Developer LM Interpreter & LM Compiler ..........
Insight 1 AIPrimer by Level Five Research .................
Insight 2+ by Level Five Research .................... New
Logic-Line Series All varieties by Thunderstone ......... New
Microsoft LISP Common LISP .............................
PLA microProlog by Programming Logic Associates .......

with APES ...........................................
PLA Prolessional microProlog by Programming Logic ......

with APES
ONIAL Combines APL with LISP by NIAL Systems .............
Turbo Prolog Compiler by Borland International ...........

assembly language
8088 Assembler w/Z—80 Translator by 2500 AD ..............
ASMLIB Function Library by BC Associates ............. New
Cross Assemblers Over 25 Varieties from 2500 AD ...........
Microsoft Macro Assembler with utilities ....................
Turbo EDITASM FaslAssembler by Speedware ..............
Visible Computer: 8088 by Software Masters ..............

basrc language
BetterBASIC by Summit Software ........................

8087 Math Support ...................................
Btrleve Interface ......................................
C Interface ...................................... New
Run—time Module .......

Microsoft QuickBASlC Compiler .............. New version
Prolessional BASIC by Morgan Computing ................

8087 Math Support ...................................
True Basic .............................................

Run-time Module .......................... Special Price
blaise products

Asynch Manager Specify for C or Pascal .....................
C Tools Combination Package Both items Below ............

C Tools ..............................................
C Tools 2 ............................................

Exec Program Chainer ....................................
Pascal Tools Combination Package Both Items Below ........

Pascal Tools .........................................
Pascal Tools 2

Turbo ASYNCH for Turbo Pascal ...........................
Turbo POWER TOOLS for Turbo Pascal ....................
View Manager Specify for C or Pascal .......................

with Source Code .....................................
borland products

REFLEX Data Base System ................................
REFLEX Workshop ................................. New
REFLEX and REFLEX Workshop Combination Package . . . New
Turbo DATABASE TOOLBOX ............................
Turbo EDITOR TOOLBOX ...............................
Turbo GAMEWORKS TOOLBOX .........................
Turbo GRAPHIX TOOLBOX .............................
Turbo LIGHTNING ......................................
Turbo PASCAL .........................................

with 8087 or 800 .....................................
with 8087 and BCD ...................................

Turbo Prolog Compiler ..................................
Turbo TUTOR for Turbo PASCAL ...........................

595
295

85
195
995
250
275

95
375
795

295
50

795
350
295

50
95

795
475
395
500
495

1190
95

485
CALL

250
250
450
395
695
375
100

100
1 49

CALL

See previous page
for more information.

449
239

69
159
795
195
219

359
619

279

739
329
279

89

659
389
339
419

CALL
CALL

CALL

and compati
c compilers

6-86 Optimizing Compiler ...............................
Datalight C Compiler Small Memory Model ...................
.Datalighi Developer's Kit with Large Memory Model ...........
DeSmet C Compiler with Source Debugger ...................

Large Case Option ............................... New
Eco-C Complete Development System by ECOSOft ..............
Lattice C Compiler from Lattice .......... See Lattice Section
Let’s C Compiler by Mark Williams .......................

with csd Source Level Debugger .......................

; DEVELOPMENT T0018 FOR TlIE lBM-PC/XT/Ai
hles.

Microsoft C Compiler with Source Debugger ....... New version CALL
MWC-86 by Mark Williams ..............................
Wizard C Compiler includes Lint by Wizard Systems .........

c Interpreters
C-terp by Gimpel Software Specify compiler interface ..........
Instant C by Rational Systems .................. New version
Introducing C by Computer Innovations ...................
Run/C by Age of Reason ................................
Run/ C Professional by Age of Reason ....................

c utilities
Also refer to Blaise, Computer Innovations, Lattice, Microsoft, Phoenix,

SoftCraft and Xenix System V sections
APT Application Programmer’s Toolkit by Shaw American
Basic C Library by C Source .............................
C Essentials by Essential Software .......................
C to dBase ISAM Manager by Computer Innovations .........
c-tree ISAM File Manager with source by FairCOm .............
C Utility Library by Essential Software ....................
C Windows by Syscom ..................................
C Wings by Syscom ....................................
CI Probe Source Level Debugger .......... Limited Quantity Sale
CI RomPac for 0-86 by Computer Innovations ..............
d dBase to C Translator by Desktop AI ............... New
dISTA Single-User DBMS by Raima ......................

with Source Code ....................................
dISTA Mum-User DBMS by Raima .......................

with Source Code ....................................
Entelekon Combo Package All 3 items below ................

C Function Library ....................................
C Windows ..........................................
Superfonts for C ......................................

Essential Graphics No Royalties by Essential Software . . . . .
Flash-up Windows by Software Bottling of NY ...... . ..
Graphic Mono version 2.2 by Scientific Endeavors ...........
Graphic Color version 3.0 by Scientific Endeavors ...........
The Greenleaf Functions by Greenleaf Software ...........
Greenleaf Comm Library by Greenleaf Software ...........
The HAMMER by OES Systems ..........................
MetaNDOWS by Metagraphics ........................
MetaWINDOWS/Plus by Metagraphics ...................
Multi-Halo with Royalties by Media Cybernetics .............
On-Iine Help from Opt-Tech Data Processing ..............
PANEL by Roundhill Library Source Also Available .............
PC Lint by Gimpel Software ..............................
Scientific Subroutine Library for C by Peerless ............
Vitamin C by Creative Programming ......................

VC Screen Interactive Forms Designer .....................
Zview with Free Updates by Data Mgmt Consultants ..........

cobol language
Micro Focus COBOL Workbench ........................
Micro Focus Level II COBOL ................. Special Price

COMATH ............................................
FORMS-2 ............................................
Level II Animator ........................... Special Price
Level II SOURCEWRITER .................. Special Price

Micro Focus Level II COBOL For NovellNetWare ......... New
Micro Focus Micro/SPF ................................
Micro Focus Professional COBOL ........................

Multi—user Runtime for PC Network ................... New
Microsoft COBOL ..................... See Microsoft Section
OPT-Tech Sort Also Sorts Btrieve Files ......................
Realia COBOL .........................................
RM/COBOL by Ryan-McFarland ..................
RM/COBOL 8X ANSI 85 COBOL by Ryan—McFarland ........

debuggers S. profilers
Advanced Trace-86 with ASM Interpreter by Morgan ..........
Cl Probe Source Level Debugger .......... Limited Quantity Sale
Codesilter Execution Proliler by David Smith ............. New
Codesmith-BG Debugger by Visual Age .....................
Periscope I w/Board & Switch by Data Base Decisions .......
Periscope ll w/NM/ Breakout Switch Only ....................
Periscope lI-X Software only .......... Special Price thru August
The PROFILER with Source Code by DWB ssociates .........

forth language
CFORTH Native Code Application Compiler by LMI ........ New
LMI Forth/83 Metacompiler Specify Target Processor ..... New
PC/Forth by Laboratory Microsystems ....................
PC/Forth+ by Laboratory Microsystems.‘ ..................

Advanced Color Graphics Support ................ New
Enhanced Graphics Support ...................... New
Intel 8087 Support ................................ New
Interactive Symbolic Debugger .................... New
Native Code Optimizer ............................ New
PCTERM Modem Program for Smarrmodem .............. New
Software Floating Point ........................... New
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225
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fortran language
ACS Time Series by Alpha Computer Service .............. 495
Btrieve ISAM File Manager ............... See SoftCra/t Section
50 MORE: FORTRAN by Peerless Engineering ............ 125
For-Winds by Alpha Computer Service .................... 90
Forlib-Plus by Alpha Computer Service ................... 70
Grafmatic or Plotmatic by Microcompatibles .......... New 135
Grafmatic and Plotmatic by Microcompatibles ........ New 240
Microsoft Fortran ....................................... 350
Multi-Halo with Royalties by Media Cybernetics . .
PANEL Screen Designer by Roundhill ............ . .
RM/Forlran by Ryan—McFarland ......................... 595
Scientific Subroutine Library by Peerless ................. 175
The Statistician by Alpha Computer Service ............... 295
Strings & Things by Alpha Computer Service .............. 70

lattice products
Lattice C Compiler from Lattice .......................... 500

with Library Source Code .............................. 900
C Cross Reference Generator ............................ 50

with Source Code .................................... 200
C-Food Smorgasbord Function Library ............ . . .

with Source Code ............................ . . .
C-Sprite Source Level Debugger ............................ 175
Curses Screen Manager ................................... 125

with Source Code ..................................... 250
dBC dBase File Manager tor C .............................. 250

with Source Code ..................................... 500
LMK Make Facility ........................................ 195
RPG ll Compiler No Royalties ............................. 750
SecretDisk File Encryption Utility ............................ 60
SideTalk Resident Communications .......................... 120
Text Mgmt Utilities (GREP,DIFF.ED,WC,EXtract,Bui/d) ............ 120
TopView Toolbasket Function Library ....................... 250

with Source Code ..................................... 500
2-80 C Cross Compiler .................................. 500

with Library Source Code .............................. 1000
mrcrosoft products

Microsoft BASIC Interpreter for Xenix ..................... 350
Microsoft C Compiler with source debugger ........ New version CALL
Microsoft COBOL Compiler .............................. 0

for Xenix ............................................. 995
Microsoft COBOL Tools with COBOL Source Debugger ........ 350

for Xenix ............................................. 450
Microsoft Fortran Compiler .............................. 350

for Xenix ................. 495
Microsoft LISP Common LISP ............................. 250
Microsoft Macro Assembler with utilities .................... 150
Microsoft Mouse Bus Version ............................. 175
Microsoft Mouse Serial Version ............................ 195
Microsoft muMath Includes muSIMP ........................ 300
Microsoft Pascal Compiler ............................... 300

for Xenix ............................................. 495
Microsoft QuickBASIC Compiler .............. New version 99
Microsoft Sort .......................................... 195
Microsoft Windows ..................................... 99
Microsoft Windows Developer's Kit .................. New 500

module-2 language
MODULA-2/86 Compiler by Logitech ..................... 89

with 8087 ............................................ 129
with 512K ............................................ 189

MODULA—Z Editor by Logitech ........................... 59
MODULA-2 Runtime Debugger by Logitech ............... 69
MODULA-2 Source Package by Logitech ................. 99
MODULA-2 Utilities Package by Logitech ................. 49

other languages
CCS MUMPS Single-User version by MGlobal ........... New 60
CCS MUMPS Multi-User version by MGIObal ............ New 450
Janus/ADA C Pack by R&R Software ..................... 95
Janus/ADA D Pack by Fl&R Software ..................... 900
Methods Smalltalk by Digitalk ............................. 79
Smalltalk/V by Digitalk ............................. New 99
SNOBOL4+ by Catspaw ............................ New 95

other products
Dan Bricklin’s Demo Program by Software Garden ......... 75
FASTBACK Backup Utility by 5th Generation Systems ........ 179
Interactive EASYFLOW by Haventree Software ............ 150
SET:SCIL by System Engineering Tools ................... 349
Source Print by Aldebaran Laboratories ................... 139
SRMS Software Revision Mgmt System by Quilt Computing ..... 125

phoenix products
Pfantasy Pac (Ptinish,Ptix+,P/ink+,Pmaker,Pmale,Pte/) ............ 1295
Ptinish Perlarmance Analyzer ............................... 395
Ptix-86 Plus Symbolic Debugger ............................ 395
PtorCe Comprehensive C Function Library. . . . . 395
PIink-BS Overlay Linker ................ . . . 395
Plink-86 Plus Enhanced Overlay Linker ...................... 495
Pmate Macro Text Editor .................................. 225
Pre—C Lint Utility ......................................... 395
Ptel Binary File Transfer Program ............................ 195

n programmerls
v connection

65
159
129
299
119
109

949
249
249
289
249
389
149
249
139

polytron products
Polytron C Beautifier .................................... 49
Polytron C Library | ..................................... 99
Polytron PowerCom Communications ....................... 179
PoLibrarian Library Manager ............................. 99
PolyLibrarian ll Library Manager ........................... 149
PolyMake UNIX-like Make Facility ...........................
PolyOverlay Overlay Optimizer ...................
PoWindows Products All Varieties ..............
PolyXREF Complete Cross Reference Utility ...................
PolyXREF Support for one language only ................. . . . . 129
PVCS Polytron Version Control System ........................ 395
PVMFM Polytron Virtual Memory File Manager .................. 199

softcraft products
Btrieve ISAM File Manager with No Royalties ................... 250

Xtrleve Query Utility for Btrieve ............................ 195
Rtrieve Report Generator for Xtrieve ........................ 85

Btrieve/ N for Networks ................................... 595
Xtrieve/N Query Utility for Btrieve/N ....................... 395
Rtrieve/N Report Generator tor Xtrieve/N ................... 175

text editors
Brief from Solution Systems .............................. 195
Epsilon Multi-tasking Emacs-like editor by Lugaru ............. 195
FirsTime for Turbo by Spruce Technology ................. 75
KEDIT Xedit—like editor by Mansfield Software Group ......... 125
PC/VI by Custom Software Systems ................. New 149
SPF/PC by Command Technology Corp .................. 195
Vedit by CompuView .................................... 150
Vedit Plus by CompuView ....................... 225
XTC Text Editor with source by Wendin ...................... 99

turbo pascal utilities
Also reter to Blaise, Borland and SottCratt sections.

ALICE Turbo Pascal Interpreter by Software Channels ......... 95
FirsTime for Turbo by Spruce Technology ................. 75
Flash-up Windows by Software Bottling of NY ............. 75
Multi-Halo with Royalties by Media Cybernetics ............. CALL
On-line Help from Opt-Tech Data Processing .............. 149
Screen Sculptor by Software Bottling of NY ................ 125
Turbo EXTENDER by TurboPower Software ............... 85
Turbo Professional by Sunny Hill Software ................ 7O
TurboPower Utilities by TurboPower Software ............. 95
TurboWINDOW by MetaGraphics ........................ 80

wendln products
Operating System Toolbox Build your own 08 ............... 99
PCUNIX Operating System ................................. 99
PCVMS Operating System Similar to VAX/VMS ................. 99
XTC Text Editor with Pascal Source Code ...................... 99

xenix system v
Complete Xenix System by 300 All 3 items below ............

Xenix Development System ................. . 595
Xenix Operating System Specify XT orAT ........... . . 595
Xenix Text Processing Package ........................ 195

xenix languages and utilities
APL*PLUS/ UNX System For AT Xenix by STSC ......... . . 995
Btrieve IsAM File Manager by SoftCraft ................ . . 595
c-tree lSAM File Manager with Source by Faeom ............. 395
d dBase to C Translator w/source by Desktop Al ........ New 550
dISTA Single and Multi User versions by Raima ........ New CALL
Informix by Relational Database Systems .................. 995
InformixaGL by Relational Database Systems ......... New CALL
InformixSQL by Relational Database Systems ......... New 995
Lyrix by 800 ........................................... 595
Micro Focus Level II Compact COBOL For AT .......... New 1000

Forms-2 ........................................ New 400
Level II ANIMATOR ............................... New 600

Microsoft Languages ................. See Microsoft Section
RM/COBOL by Ryan-McFarland .................... New 1250
RM/FORTRAN by Ryan-McFarland ................. New 750
800 Professional Complete Lotus clone by SCO ............. 795

— Prices are subject to change without notice.
VISA .

-— Ohm customers pit-use add 9% state sales tax.

Hours: 8:30 AM to 8:00 PM EST. Monday through Friday.
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115
180
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COMPATIBILITY

t from
theShadow
of IBM. . .
...emerges an assortment ofAT compatz’hles
each claiming to he better than the on'ginal.
PC Tech journal launches its series
evaluating these AT alternatives one by one.

STEVEN ARMBRUST, TED FORGERON, and PAUL PIERCE

ith the introduction of the
fix] PC/AT in 1984, IBM set the stan—

dard for higlrperformance per-
sonal computing. Since that time, a mul-
titude of imitators has come out from
the shadow of IBM, each claiming some
combination of features, price, or per—
formance as an advantage over the
original. Because of the aggressive mar«
keting practices of the manufacturers of
these computers, and because several
major players (such as AT&T, Hewlett—
Packard, Tandy, and Sperry) are offering
their own machines, IBM has been left
with a smaller share of the market for
80286—based computers than it might
have anticipated

As sales figures indicate, AT com—
patibles are tempting alternatives to the
original IBM version. However, finding
the right computer can be an arduous
task demanding much time and effort.

To assist in sorting through the
choices, PC Tech journal begins with
this issue a series of articles on AT—
compatible computers. Each article will
focus on a single machine, examining
in detail the two items most critical in
evaluating an AT compatible: compati-
bility and performance. Each computer
will be compared to the original 6-MHz
IBM AT and to the 8—MHZ AT released
in April. A review of the Compaq Desk-
pro 286 on page 80 starts the series.

In keeping with the spirit of PC
Tech journal’s continuing database
management series in which products
are evaluated according to the same
exhaustive guidelines, and to ensure
that each of the compatibles is evalu—
ated in a consistent, detailed fashion, PC
Tech journal has devised a set of crite-
ria for judging the machines. In addi-
tion, we have developed a set of com—
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SHADOW of IBM
patibility and performance tests that will
be used to compare each computer
with the IBM models.

Each article will conform to a tem-
plate that will start out with a descrip-
tion of the computer’s appearance and
a listing of the type of equipment and
options that are available with it. This
section will contain a sidebar detailing
the computer’s vital statistics, including
the base price, memory and disk-drive
options, types of display adapters and
monitors, number and kinds of expan—
sion slots, and any extra features of-
fered by the compatible that are not
available with the IBM AT. These extra
items—such as touch screens, tape
drives, turbo switches, or any other fea«
ture that sets the machine apart—will
be examined individually in the review.

The articles will look carefully at
the standard features of the machine,
such as the disk drives, display adapter,
serial and parallel ports, and keyboard.
It will report on unusual attributes of
any item normally viewed as standard
on an AT. Although all the computers
will be tested with the manufacturers‘
standard hard disks, this section will
mention whether any third—party disk
controllers and hard disks have been
certified for use with the computer.

Each review will venture inside the
machine in question. The article will
describe how easy (or how hard) it is
to remove the cover of the system unit
and install new boards or components.
The power supply, disk drives, and
memory will be discussed here.

Documentation provided with the
computer will be reviewed and an over—
all evaluation made.

THE TESTS
At the heart of this series is a set of
compatibility and performance tests.
Two types of tests will be run. First, a
selected set of commercial hardware
and software products will be installed
and run. The hardware includes an
Intel Above Board AT, Microsoft bus
and serial mouse, a Hayes Smartmodem
1200B, and an IBM Enhanced Graphics
Adapter and monitor. The commercial
software products chosen are Microsoft
Windows 1.01 and Word 2.0 (to test a
graphics-intensive environment and
serial and parallel printer ports); Bor-
land’s SideKick 1.56A, SuperKey 1.11A,
and Turbo Lightning 1.01A (to test
memory-resident programs); Hayes’s
Smartcom II 2.1 (to test the communi-
cations interface); Living Video Text’s
Ready! 1.00D (to test the use of ex-
panded memory as defined by the L0—
tus-Intel-Microsoft specification); and
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the IBM AT Advanced Diagnostics 1.01
(for a general checkup).

The second type of test involves
running programs designed for this se—
ries. To test compatibility, these pro—
grams provide information about the
processor, BIOS, hard-disk drive, and
keyboard. To measure performance,
they determine the speed of the proces-
sor, hard-disk drive, and memory.

Table 1 lists the results of these
tests when run on three different IBM
computers: an original AT with a 20MB
hard disk, the second version of the AT
with a 30MB hard disk (and BIOS that
limits the clock speed to 6 MHz), and
the latest version of the AT with an offi—
cial 8-MHz clock and 21 30MB hard disk.

The two items considered
the most critical in evaluat—
ing an AT compatible are
compatibility andperform-
ance. Each computer will he
compared to the 6- and 8-
MHZ IBM AT models.

In each of the upcoming articles, the
same tests will be run on the AT-com-
patible computer and the results com-
pared with those of the 8-MHz AT.

The source code for the tests is
listed here in abbreviated form; the
complete listings are on PCTECHline.
[The AT Evaluation Suite is copyright ©
1986 by Ted Forgeron, Steven Armhrust,
Paul Pierce, and PC Tech Journal. All
rights reserved; the resale, other com-
mercial use of the programsforprofit,
orpublication of the programs is pro-
hibited. Any internal or noncommercial
use or display of the programs or their
results requires permission from PC
Tech Journal andfull credit to PC Tech
Journal and the authors. —WF]

The tests are divided into five sepa-
rate programs: ATBIOS, ATKEY, ATPERF,
ATFLOAT, and ATDISK.
ATBIOS. Written in Turbo Pascal, the
ATBIOS code is shown in listing 1. This
test examines ROM locations of the
BIOS to determine the date, machine
ID, and copyright statement. This infor—
mation determines which version of
BIOS is present in the computer and
who manufactured the BIOS, an impor—
tant consideration for compatibility.

ATBIOS looks at the BIOS data
area (a 256—byte area of RAM starting at
address 400H that the BIOS uses for its
variable data) to retrieve information
such as the number of diskette drives
installed, whether the 80287 math
coprocessor is present, the initial and
current video modes, the DMA flag, the
number of serial and parallel ports, and
the keyboard buffer (the last few char-
acters typed at the keyboard). The test
looks for this information at the loca-
tions used by the ATS BIOS. If the com-
patible computer’s BIOS uses different
locations to record the same items, the
test will return useless information for
those particular items.

Although the ATBIOS program was
written specifically for AT-compatible
computers, it will run on both PC- and
AT—style machines and Will display the
machine type (“AT COMPATIBLE" or
“NOT AT”) based on the value of the
BIOS machine ID field.
ATKEY. ATKEY is an assembly language
program that tests the programmability
of the keyboard. The AT contains an
8042 processor that defines the charac-
teristics of the keyboard. This chip can
be reprogrammed to redefine the keys
or change the way the keyboard oper—
ates. By programming the 8042, ATKEY
tests whether utility programs, such as
those that speed up the typematic ac-
tion, work on the compatible.

The source code of ATKEY is
shown in listing 2. ATKEY sends a com-
mand to the 8042 keyboard processor
and then attempts to set the keyboards
repeat count to 50 characters per sec-
ond. If the computer does not have an
8042 controlling the keyboard, the test
does not receive an acknowledgement
from the original command. In such a
case, ATKEY returns an error message.

The Microsoft assembler is used to
produce ATKEY’s object code. Assuming
that ATKEYASM contains the assembly
language source code, the following
commands are used to assemble and
link the program:
masm atkey,;
link atkey,;

Because ATKEY tests functions that
are specific to the AT, this test will not
run on PC- or XT-compatible comput—
ers. Once the ATKEY program has been
run, the keyboard repeat count is left at
50 characters per second. The system
should be rebooted if the user finds
this setting undesirable.
ATPERF. The ATPERF tests determine
the clock rates of both the CPU and the
math coprocessor, measures the speed
of memory accesses, and determines
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TABLE 1: AT Compan'bi/z'tr and I’cr/ornzancc Tex/s

AT with
30MB disk
(8-MHz)

AT with
30MB disk
(6-MHz)

AT with
20MB disk
(original)

ATBIQS _
.ROM 3105 date
ATPERF L _ ,
Average RAM instruction fetch (us)
Average RAM read time (us)

BYTE ‘
WORD ~ ,

Average RAM write time (118)
BYTE
WORD

Average ROM read time (its)
BYTE
WORD ,

Average video write time (1L5)
(CGA only)

5 BYTE ‘

Average EMM read time (its)
BYTE
WORD

Average EMM write time (pus)
13m; , _ ,
WORD ' _

CPU clock rate (MHZ)
Math coprocessor clock rate (MHz)
Refresh overhead (%)
RAM read wait states
RAM write waitsmtes 2
ROM read wait states 1
Video write wait states (CGA)
EMM read wait states
EMM write wait states
ATFLOAT , _
Performance as percentage of 8~MH2

AT- : ' ”
ATDISK
Sectors/track
Heads
Cylinders .

*L'Totalispace (million bytes)
Tracklto—track Seek time (ms)
Average seek time (ms)
Effective transfer rate (KB/sec)
DOS file l/O (sec)

, Interleave

11/15/85:
0.405 (100)3

' 0.401 (100)
0.401 (100)

0.401 (100)
p 0.401 (100)

0.401 (100)
0.401 (100)

_ 1.208 (100)
" 2.415 (100)

0.402 (100)
0.402 (100)

, 0.402 (100)
9 0.402 (100)

8 (100)
5.5 (100)
7.1
1

‘t—
np

—
lo

ow
r—

a

17
D

731
’5 31.81

10.0
37.0

170.1
7.3

. . 3

06/10/85
I

0.569 (71)
0.565 (71)
0.565 (71)

0.566 (71)
0.565 (71)

0.565 (71)
.0565 (71)

42.143 (56)
3.822 (63)

0.566 (71)
0.566 (71)

‘_ 0.566 (71)
0.566 (71)
6 (75)
4 (75)

13

17
5

731
31.81
6.0

37.1
170.1

7.5
3

01/10/84

0.555 (75)

0.549 (73)
0.549 (75),

0.549 (73)
0.549 (73)
0.549 (73)
0.549 (73)

2.141 (56) ;
3.831 (63)

0.549 (73)
0.549 (73)

0.549 (73).
0.549 (73) ‘
6 (75)
4 (75)
9.6

100

17
4

613
21.34
' 9.1
57.5

168.6
7.4
3

”Figures shown in parentheses represent the relativepe/formance expressed as a percemage
compared to PC Tech Journal’s baseline machine, the 8'1WHZ, 30MB AT.

These results were taken from several machines and averaged. Variations are appar-
ent in the results from the ATDISK test. Track-to-track seek time on the original
IBM AT varied substantially (7.2 ms to 13.3 ms) from machine to machine. The av-
erage seek time also varied but by a much lower amount. The elfective transfer
rate varied even less. The variation can be accounted for by considering the manu-
facturing tolerances. The drives come from a variety of manufacturers and each
will behave in a difierent way with temperature changes, for example. Because the
effective transfer rate is relatively constant, this apparent variation is negligible.
Note, however, that the numbers obtained from the new model AT were consis—
tent firom machine to machine, showing tighter manufacturing tolerances.
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the number of wait states that occur for
the various types of memory accesses.
The program is written in Microsoft C
with assembly language subroutines. In
addition to listing the actual times for
the various operations, ATPERF displays
relative performance numbers that com—
pare the machine being tested to the
new 8—MHz AT (21 value of 1 is equiva-
lent to the new AT; a value of 2 is twice
as fast; etc.) Listing 3 shows the C
source code of this program, and listing
4 shows the assembly language subrou—
tine TIME.ASM.

For all of its timings, ATPERF uses
timer number 2 of the programmable
interval timer (an Intel 8254—2 chip).
This is the timer that is normally used
with the speaker. The program assumes
that the timer frequency is 1.193180
MHz, as documented in the data sheet
for the Intel chip. To ensure this value
is accurate, each tested computer will
be programmed to sound a 1,000-Hz
tone, which will be measured by con—
necting a microphone to a frequency
meter calibrated to the National Bureau
of Standards radio station WV. If the
measured frequency of timer number 2
is incorrect in the computer being
tested, the value used in the program
will be adjusted accordingly.

ATPERF performs all measurements
in the same general fashion. The main
program calls an assembly language
subroutine that turns on timer number
2, executes several operations in se—
quence (usually 1,000), and turns off
the timer. To minimize the loop over—
head, the timed operations are coded
100 or more to a loop rather than hav-
ing a single-instruction loop. The num—
ber of clock ticks is then returned to
the main program where it is turned
into actual time. The subroutine is
called many times (usually 100) and the
combined results are averaged.

ATPERF‘s first measurement calcu—
lates the processor clock rate by calling
a subroutine named _MULTIME to take
100 measurements of 1,000 multiply in—
structions. Multiply instructions are
used because each MUL instruction
takes 21 clock cycles, much longer than
the time needed to fill up the proces—
sor’s instruction queue. Therefore, the
measurements are based purely on the
processor speed, not on the speed of
fetching instructions from RAM.

The formula for calculating the
amount of time for each processor
clock cycle determines the amount of
time for the operation (the number of
timer ticks divided by the timer rate)
and divides it by the number of proces-
sor clock cycles that occurred during
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lAllGllAGES THAT ARE USING THE BIGGEST
RAMM Ill I'IIS'I'ORY ARE ALSOPan... nil‘fifi‘é‘h‘btf:.. 0.... mm. ,

Whether it’s BASIC, COBOL, Programs that are eas to use. Imagine. maki source r am
Pascal, “C”, or a data base manager, Programs that are a p easure to changes with the LARIO E_ I-
you’re bei held back. write. TOR. A s1 1e ke stroke termi-

Held bac because the langu e And to you that means true nates the E ITO , loads the COM-
has frustrating limitations, and t e satisfaction. _ PILER,oom iles the(Program, loads
programming environment isn’t You’ye coveted those nifty pop-up the PROC OR an executes the
intuitive enough to keep track of help WlndOWS some major ap lica- pr in. It’s that easy! . '
what you’re working on. tions. feature. But you can’t 0rd» . data management ca abili-

In the real world, there’s pres- the time and energy it takes to tiesare phenomenal. CLARI N
sure to do more impressive work, in write them into your pr ms. files perrmtany number of compos-
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that time. An overhead factor is in-
cluded in the number of processor
clock cycles to allow for any extra time
caused by the loop and turning on and
off timer number 2.

The instruction fetch time is calcu—
lated using a similar formula. Instead of
timing MUL operations, the instruction
fetch test _WMOVTIME times MOV
operations. These take only two clock
cycles, which is also the minimum
amount of time for an instruction fetch.
The performance of this test depends
not on how fast the processor can exe-
cute the instruction, but on the speed
of the instruction fetch.

ATPERF calculates memory read
and write times by using the proces-
sor’s string-operation instructions,
which move and store words or bytes.
With the move instructions (MOVSB
and MOVSW), bytes or words are read
from D851 and written to ES:DI. The
CX register specifies the number of
bytes or words to move. With the store
instructions (STOSB and STOSW), bytes
or words are written from the AX regis
ter to ES:DI. As with the move instruc-
tions, the CX register indicates the num—
ber of times to store the value in AX,
with DI being incremented each time.

The memory-write time is calcu—
lated directly from the store operations
because they are pure write operations.
The memory-read time is calculated
using both the store time (which meas—
ures a write operation) and the move
time (which measures both a read and
write time). In fact, the store time is
subtracted from the move time in order
to obtain the read time.

ATPERF checks four kinds of mem—
ory: RAM, ROM, video memory (on a
color/graphics adapter only), and EMM
(expanded memory manager on the
Intel Above Board). If no expanded
memory is present in the computer,
ATPERF skips the EMM checks. The pro-
gram could be modified to check the
video memory on the monochrome
adapter by changing the hard-coded
0B800H value in the _WVIDTIME and
_BVIDTIME routines to OBOOOH.

For RAM and EMM memory, both
read and write times are measured.
Only the read time is measured for
ROM (by using MOVSB and MOVSW to
read from ROM and write to RAM, and
then subtracting the time required for
STOSB and STOSW to write to RAM).
For video RAM, only the write time is
measured, because rarely is any other
kind of operation performed during
normal system operation.

When checking memory speed,
ATPERF measures the times for both
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byte and word accesses. This is done to
check whether the computer truly con-
tains 16-bit data paths. Where 16-bit
data paths exist, the times for byte and
word accesses are the same. For 8—bit
data paths, the word accesses take twice
as long as byte accesses.

Several assembly language routines
(shown in listing 4) measure the mem—
ory access times. _BMVSTIME times
MOVSB instructions using normal RAM;
_WMVSTIME measures similar MOVSW
instructions. _BROMTIME times MOVSB

Unli/ee ATPERF, which talees
great pains to isolate the
operations it measures,
ATFLOAT measures the type
offloatingpoint operation
that would naturally occur
in a real-world application.
j—

instructions that transfer data from ROM
to RAM; _WROMTIME measures similar
MOVSW instructions. _BSTOTIME times
STOSB instructions using normal RAM;
_WSTOTIME is used to time similar
STOSW instructions. _BVIDTIME and
_WVIDTIME clock the video memory
write times. _BEMSTIME, _WEMSTIME,
_BEMMTIME, and _WEMMTIME meas—
ure the access times for expanded
memory on the Intel Above Board.

Next, ATPERF calculates the math
coprocessor (80287) clock rate. As with
the EMM test, the program checks for
the existence of a math coprocessor be-
fore proceeding. If no 80287 is present,
this portion of the test is skipped.

Part of the math coprocessor calcu—
lation is analogous to the CPU clock
rate test, in which the program calls
_FPTIME to measure the time required
to perform floating-point divide (FDIV)
instructions. Because floating—point
instructions take much longer to exe-
cute than other instructions, _FPTIME
executes fewer loops than the other test
routines are able to execute. If it did
not, the 16-bit count in the timer would
overflow during the test,

The final part of the math co-
processor calculation is similar to the
CPU clock rate test; the amount of time
taken to execute the instructions is di—
vided by the number of math coproces-
sor clock cycles that occurred, Because

the _FPTIME routine contains no loop-
ing, no loop overhead needs to be in-
cluded in the calculation.

The ATPERF program also meas-
ures the refresh overhead. This value is
the percentage of memory access time
the computer uses in refreshing the
memory (that is, rewriting it to prevent
it from losing data).

Memory refresh is required for all
computer systems that contain dynamic
RAM. The cells in a dynamic RAM chip
are essentially capacitors that form gates
of a transistor. These capacitors are
either charged or discharged to denote
the 1s or Os of the bits. If the memory
is not refreshed, this charge leaks out of
the capacitors in just a few milliseconds.
In PCs, ATs, and any computer that uses
the PC bus, 3 refresh signal occurs
every 15 microseconds. This causes the
computer to generate special refresh
cycles, in which it rewrites all of the
data contained in RAM.

In order to determine the refresh
overhead, ATPERF uses the value it cal»
culated for RAM read time and divides
it by the value for a CPU clock cycle.
This gives the number of clock cycles
for the read operation. Because a RAM
read operation should take an integral
number of clock cycles, the fractional
part of the result is due to memory re-
fresh operations that occur during the
10,000 read operations of the test. This
fraction of a memory cycle is then di-
vided by the number of CPU cycles re-
quired for a read operation and is dis-
played as a percentage.

ATPERF’s final test calculates the
number of wait states that are asso-
ciated with accessing the various types
'of memory. A wait state is an extra
clock cycle during which the CPU re»
mains idle while waiting for a response
from memory. The CPU requires two
clock cycles from the time it issues a
memory read or write until it is ready
to issue another one. If at that time, the
memory has not sent a ready signal to
indicate that the last read or write is fin-
ished, the processor idles for a clock
cycle before it checks for the ready sig-
nal again. Each one of these extra clock
cycles is a wait state.

The ANALYZE subroutine deter—
mines the number of wait states for the
various types of memory by using the
memory read and write times calculated
earlier. It subtracts the amount of time
required for two CPU clock cycles from
the time required for the memory
access. The result is divided by the time
for a single CPU cycle to give the
number of extra cycles (the wait states).
A smaller number of wait states indi-
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cates a higher level of performance, be—
cause the processor is wasting fewer
clock cycles idling.

In addition, ANALYZE determines
the width of the data path for the differ-
ent memory types. It does so by com-
paring the times for the corresponding
word and byte accesses. If these values
are nearly the same, that memory is
accessed an entire word at a time. If a
word access takes approximately twice
as long as a byte access, the data path is
only one byte long.

When displaying the final results,
ATPERF includes relative numbers that
reflect how well the tested computer
compares with the new 8-MHz AT in
read and write times and clock rates.
The program contains hard—coded
values for the AT that were calculated
using ATPERF. These numbers are di-
vided by the calculated values to obtain
a relative value.

The Microsoft C compiler and the
Microsoft assembler are used to pro-
duce the object code of the ATPERF
program. Assuming that ATPERFC con-
tains the C source code and TIMEASM
contains the assembly language source
code, the following commands are used
to compile and link the program:
msc atperf.c,;
masm time.asm/r,,;

link
atperf+ time,,,s|ibfp.lib + slibc.lib + em.lib-,

The /r option on the masm com-
mand directs the assembler to generate
floating—point instructions that can be
executed on the 80287 coprocessor.

ATPERF is written specifically for
AT-compatible computers. Running this
program on PC—compatible computers
will produce inaccurate results.
ATFLOAT. ATFLOAT, which is written in
Microsoft C (listing 5), measures the
performance of floating—point opera-
tions. Unlike ATPERF, which takes great
pains to isolate the operations it meas-
ures, ATFLOAT measures the type of
floating-point operation that would nat-
urally occur in a reafworld application.
Instead of stringing together floating-
point multiply instructions, ATFLOAT
measures the time taken to perform 100
multiplies on a 20—by-20 matrix. Al-
though the vast majority of the time is
taken up by floating-point processing,
the measurement also includes CPU
time for looping through the matrices;
this is time that would also be spent in
any real floating-point application.

The test begins by filling the 20-by—
20 matrix with random numbers. Then
ATFLOAT performs 100 matrix multi—
plies while using the Microsoft C time
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function to record the number of sec-
onds required. The result of the test is
displayed as a relative number that
compares the tested computer with a
new 8-MHz AT that contains an 80287.

The Microsoft C compiler produces
the object code of ATFLOAT. Assuming
that ATFLOATC contains the C source
code, the following commands are used
to compile and link the program:
msc atfloat.c/FPi,,atfloat.cod;
link atfloat/map,,,slibfp.lib + slibc.lib;

The /FPi option on the msc
command generates code that uses the
80287 if one is present in the computer.
If the 80287 is not present, the Micro—

Tbe ATDISKprogram’s
measurement of the effective
dale-transfer rate allows
the interleave value to be
determined empirically.
~———

soft floating-point emulator is used.
Running ATFLOAT on a computer with-
out an 80287 takes as long as 15
minutes (as compared to a minute or
so with the 80287).

ATFLOATCOD, which is specified
in the msc command, is a file in which
the compiler places the assembly
language instructions for the code that
it produces. This file can be examined
to see the floating-point instructions
that are generated.

ATFLOAT will produce accurate
results when run on both AT—compati—
ble and PC-compatible computers.
ATDISK. ATDISK returns the characteris—
tics of the computer’s hard disks and
measures two types of disk perform-
ance: one uses BIOS calls to isolate and
time low—level disk operations; the
other measures disk performance dur-
ing normal system operations by using
DOS function requests to perform stan-
dard file [/0 ATDISK is written in
Microsoft C (listing 6), with assembly
language subroutines listed in the file
called PDISKIOASM (listing 7).

To measure the time that is re-
quired to perform the operations in this
program, ATDISK uses the clock count
maintained by the BIOS in a four-byte
area of RAM beginning at absolute loca-
tion 46CH. With each clock tick (ap-
proximately 18.2 times per second), the
BIOS increments the value in this four—

byte RAM area. The assembly language
subroutine a_tick reads this data area
before and after a test. The difference
between the two values is the number
of clock ticks that have occurred during
a test. ATDISK then converts this num»
her to elapsed time.

ATDISK’s first type of performance
check, determining the low—level per—
formance characteristics of the disk (in-
cluding how many disk drives are con—
nected to the computer), uses the disk
services of BIOS interrupt 13H. The
subroutine disk_io is used to invoke
these services three times, with the
function request number being the first
parameter of the subroutine:
- BIOS disk function request 8 (get cur-

rent drive parameters) determines the
size of the disk and the number of
sectors, heads, and cylinders.
Function request 12 (the BIOS seek
function) measures the track—to—track
seek time. The program seeks from
sector 1, head 0, cylinder 0 to sector
1, head 0, cylinder 1 and back again.
Therefore, it seeks between two adja—
cent tracks 500 times, for a total of
1,000 seek operations.
The third measurement calculates the
average seek time. This test measures
the time taken to seek to 1,000 ran-
dom locations on the disk. It divides
the total seek time by the number of
seeks to obtain the average seek time.

ATDISK’s second performance
check calculates the effective disk—trans-
fer rate, which is the speed at which
data can be transferred to or from a for—
matted disk. (This is different from the
absolute disk—transfer rate, which is how
fast a stream of bits can be transferred
from the read/write head to the media
or vice versa. The effective transfer rate
includes the effects of disk formatting—
that is, the interruption of data flow due
to sectoring and interleaving. This is the
rate that would occur during normal
system operation.)

ATDISK measures the effective
transfer rate by using the BIOS read
sectors service (function 2 of interrupt
13) to read track 0 a total of 1,000
times. The rate is calculated by dividing
the number of kilobytes read by the
time taken to read that information.

Measuring the effective transfer
rate of the disk allows the interleave
value of the hard disk to be deter—
mined. The interleave is a measure of
the spacing of logical, as opposed to
physical, sectors on the disk.

Each disk is divided into a number
of equal—sized sectors (usually 17 on an
XT or AT hard disk), which are num—
bered sequentially from 1 to 17. These
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are the physical sector numbers. The
computer does not necessarily access
the sectors in sequence, however. For
example, if the computer writes a block
of data that is longer than a sector, it
might put the first sector of data in
physical sector 1, skip sector 2, and put
the next part of the data block in physi—
cal sector 3. The order in which the
physical sectors are accessed to read or
write sequential data is the logical num—
bering of the sectors.

The interleave value, then, is the
distance, in sectors, between two logical
sectors. An interleave of 1 means that
logical sectors are next to each other
(in other words, logical and physical
sector numbering is the same). An in—
terleave of 2 means that there is a sec-
tor between two sequential logical sec—
tors. An interleave of 3 means that two
sectors occur between logical sectors.
Figure 1 shows the logical sector num—
bering of a disk set up with an inter-
leave value of 2; figure 2 shows an
interleave value of 5.

The interleave value is important
for overall disk performance. The disk
is always spinning, so if the computer
needs to access a sector that is not
directly under the disks read/write
head, it must wait until that part of the
disk moves around under the head
again. With a judicious choice of inter—
leave, the time required by the com—
puter between sector accesses (either
to dispose of the information it just
read or to prepare the next information
to write) is the same as the time re-
quired to spin the next logical sector
under the read/write head.

An interleave value that is too large
can hurt performance because the com-
puter will be forced to wait longer for
the appropriate sector to move under
the head. Likewise, when the interleave
value is too small, the sector Will have
passed under the read/write head be-
fore the computer is ready, causing the I
computer to wait almost a complete
revolution until the sector moves
under the head again.

Although practically any interleave
value can be selected for any disk drive,
the optimum choice really depends on
the speed of the processor and the per-
formance of the drive. A higher-per-
formance computer will tend to have a
smaller optimum interleave than a low—
er—performance computer, and the
smaller interleave‘will mean increased
throughput. However, the way in which
a disk controller manages the drive
(and the data coming from or going to
the drive) also can have a major effect
on 1/0 performance. Therefore, a com—
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FIGURE 1: Inter/cave Value of.)

' " PHYSICAL sacroki
, , LOGICAL sacrogi

When a disk has an interleave of 2, a logical sector is two physical sectors from the
next logical sector. Logical sectors are numbered in the order they are accessed,
Generally, a higher-performance computer has a smaller optimum interleave.

mam am7 LOGICAL rsscrom

A disk with an interleave of 3 is not necessarily slower than one With an interleave
of 2 because the optimum choice depends on the speed of the processor and the
performance of the drive. If the value is too high or too low, the disk has to wait a
long time before the next sector is moved under the head.
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puter with an optimum interleave of 2
might not always exhibit better disk
performance than a computer that has
an optimum interleave of 5.

The hard disks on both the 6- and
8—MHz ATs use a default interleave val-
ue of 3. ATDISK’s measurement of the
effective disk—transfer rate enables the
interleave of each AT-compatible com—
puter to be determined empirically.
This is accomplished by first running
the ATDISK program when the hard
disk is formatted for the default inter-
leave, then rerunning the program after
the hard disk has been reformatted for
specific interleave values (such as 1, 2,
and 5). Because the interleave affects
the performance of I/O operations, the
values for the DOS disk test will be dif—
ferent each time the interleave is
changed. The default value can be de-
termined by comparing the first result
with the results of all the later tests.

ATDISK measures the performance
of disk operations that occur during
normal day—to—day activities by accessing
the hard disk via DOS function re—
quests. This test has two phases. During
the first phase, ATDISK creates a file,
writes 20KB of information to the file in
2103 increments, and closes the file. It
creates and fills 10 different files in this
manner. The files are given the names

ATDISK." "n, where n is a number be
tween 0 and 9. During the second
phase, the test reopens each file, reads
the entire file in 2K8 increments, and
deletes the file. The test displays the
time required to perform both phases.

The system performance measured
by this final ATDISK test will vary signif—
icantly according to the number of I/O
buffers used and where on the disk the
test files are located. To allow meaning—
ful comparisons to be made among var—
ious computers, the test will be run
with the default number of I/O buffers
(no BUFFERS= statement will be in—
cluded in the CONFIGSYS file) and a
freshly formatted hard disk.

To activate this disk system per-
formance test, which actually creates
and deletes files on the hard disk, com—
mand line ATDISK —d should be used
instead of just ATDISK. This ensures
that if the hard disk already contains
files called ATDISK."n, those files will
not be deleted accidentally.

The Microsoft C compiler and as—
sembler are used to produce the object
code of the ATDISK program. Assuming
that ATDISKC contains the C source
code and PDISKIOASM contains the as—
sembly language source code, the fol—
lowing commands can be used to com—
pile and link the program:

msc atdisk.c,;
masm pdiskio.asm/r,,;
link atdisk + pdiskio,,,

slibpib + slibc.lib + em.lib;

Although ATDISK was written
expressly to test AT-compatible com-
puters, it does not include any AT—
specific code. It will run on any AT- or
XT-compatible computer.

UPCOMING REVIEWS
A review of the Compaq Deskpro 286,
which follows this introduction on p.
80, inaugurates this series on AT com—
patibles. Future articles will examine
other compatibles that PC Tech Journal
considers significant. This series will
provide the facts needed to choose an
AT-compatible computer based on per-
formance and compatibility. It will give
insight to those pleasant extras and un-
fortunate design mistakes that can char-
acterize these AT clones. WEI

Steven Armbrust is a freelance technical
writer. Ted Forgeron wor/esfor Intel Scien-
tific Computers as a software project man-
ager 771231 recently completed writing the
Programmer’s Reference Manual for IBM Per—
sonal Computers, to be published by Dow
jones-Irwin in October 1986. Paul Pierce is
a microcomputer software consultant who
also collects and repairs old mainframe
computers in his spare time.

LISTING 1: ATBlOS.PAS
( Version 1.00
( Last modified 05/23/86
( Copyright (c) 1936, PC Tech Journal

( areas.

( addressing.

PROGRAM at_bios_info ;
CONST

at_id = 5ft: ;
printer_mask = $c000 ;
garne_mask = $1000 ;
serial_mask = $0200 ,-
dna_mask = $0100 ;'
driveflnunjnask = 300:0 ;
video_mask = $0030 ;
ndp_mask = $0002 ;
drive_mask = $0001 ;
c040 = $0010 ;
c080 = $0020 ,-
mono = $0030 ;

VAR
i : integer ;
romdate :
machine_id : byte absolute $f000:$fffe ;

equip_flag : integer absolute “0:310 ,-
mem_size : integer absolute “0:513 ;
key_buf :
video_mode :

BEGIN
clrscr;

byte absolute $40549 ;

( ATBIOS -- PC Tech Journal AT BIOS Information Display Program

C Program by: Paul Pierce, Ted Forgeron, Steven Armbrust
( Displays pertinent information from the 3105 code and data

( This program is written in Turbo Pascal. However, it can
( be easily ported to any Pascal conpiler that allows absolute

ARRAY [1..9] 0F char absolute $f000:$fff5 ;

copyright : ARRAY [1..801 OF'char absolute $f000:$e000 ;

Hritelnt 'Display' );

Hriteln;

ELSE

v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v

uindou<40,6,80,7);
gotoxy(1,1);
urite(copyright) ,-
uindou(1,1,80,25) ;

' gotoxy(1,8);

else writea‘O');

then Hriteln('YES')
else uriteln('N0');

end;

case video_mode of
00

HritelM’ROM BIOS date is
IF machine_id = at‘id THEN

Hriteln(‘Machine ID is

uriteln('Machine ID is

urite('Diskette Drives Installed
if (equip_flag and drive_mask) <> 0
then uriteln(((drive_nun_mask and equipjlag) div 64) + 1)

Hri te( '80287 Hath Coprocessor
if (equip_flag and ndp_mask) <> 0

urite('1nitial video Mode
case (eqtlipjlag and video_mask) of

c040: writeaEGA 40x25 3/“ text');
c080: Hritelnt'CGA 80x25 B/u text'):
mono: uriteln('Honochrome 80x25 text');

urite('Current Video Mode

uritelnt'CGA 40x25 alt: text‘);
01: Hriteln('CGA 40x25 lé-color text');

ARRAY [1..32] 0F char absolute $40:$1e ; 02: Hriteln('CGA 80x25 all! text');
03: Hriteln('CGA 80x25 16-color text');
04: uriteln('CGA 320x20014-color graphics');
05: uriteln('CGA 320x200 L-gray graphics‘);

urite('ATBIos -- PC Tech Journal AT 5108 Information ‘) ;

uriteln('Version 1.00, Copyright (c) 1986 PC Tech Journal')-;

', romdate) ;

AT COMPAT l BLE ‘ )

NOT AT‘);
urite('Copyright Statement is ') :

'):

-);
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06: writeln('CGA 640x200 a/u graphics');
07: writeln('Honochrome 80x25 text');
08: uriteln('JR 160x200 16-color graphics');
09: writeln('JR 320x200 16-color graphics');
10: writeln('EGA 640x200 Llolrcolor graphics');
13: writeln('EGA 320x200 16-color graphics');
1%: writeln('EGA 640x200 16-color graphics');
15: writeln('EGA 640x350 (rcolor graphics');

end;
write('DMA Present ');
if (equip_flag and dma_mask) <> 0
then writeln('N0')
else writeln('YEs‘);
writelnt-‘RS»232 Serial Ports ',

(equip_flag and serial_mask) div 512);
write(’Game Adapter Present ');
if (equip_flag and game_mask) <> 0
then writeln('YE$‘)
else ur‘itelnt‘NO');
writeln('Parallel Printer Ports ’,

abs((equip_flag and printer—mask) div 16354));
writeln('Memory Size in K Bytes ',mem_size);
write(‘Keyboard Buffer Contents ');
i := 1;
while i <= 32 do
begin

if (key_buf[i1 < '9") or (key_buf > 0-) then
write('.')

else write(key_buf[i]);
i := i + 2 ;

end;
writeln;

END.

LISTING 2: ATKEYASM
ATKEY -' PC Tech Journal AT Keyboard Compatibility Test
Version 1.00
Last modified 05/23/86
Copyright (c) 1986, PC Tech Journal
Program by: Paul Pierce, Ted Forgeron, Steven Armbrust
Checks for AT keyboard conpatibility by trying to speed
the keyboard typematic rate to 30 reps per second and a
keyboard delay of 1/4 second.

; See AT Technical Reference Manual pages 4-5 thru 4-8 for
; more information on programing the AT keyboard.

code segment public

assune cs:code,ds:code

org 100h
start: jmp begin

;set up as a COM file

msg db 0dh,03h
db 'ATKEY -- PC Tech Journal AT Keyboard Compatibility '
db 'Test',0dh,Oah
db 'Version 1.00, Copyright (c) 1986 PC Tech Journal',
db 0dh,0ah,0ah,'$'

badmsg db 'Keyboard is incompatible with IBM PC/AT keyboard',

db 0dh.0ah,'$'
goodmsg db 'Keyboard is compatible with IBM PC/AT keyboard',

db 0dh,0ah,0dh,0ah
db 'Keyboard will now repeat at 30 characters per second',
db 0dh,0ah,'with 1/4 second deley.',0dh,0ah,'$'

int
imp

cont: cmp
jne

out
TIDV

mov
int

done: mov
int

21h
done
al,0fah
ack
al,0
dx,el
dx,offset goodmsg
ah,09h
21h
ah,4ch
21h

;call dos
;give up and terminate
;is it an ack?
;no, try again
;set rate to code for 30
;output connmnd to 8042
;print msg on screen
;dos print string funct
:call dos
;dos terminate process
;call dos

begin: mov
mov
mov

int

ack: in

in:

"10V

ax,cs
ds,ex
dx,offset msg
eh,09h
21h
al ,0f3h
dx,60h
cx,2000
dx,al
al,60h
cx
cont,
dx,offset badmsg
ah,09h

;set up ds
;to same seg as cs
;print msg on screen
;dos print string funct
;call dos
;typematic rate crnd
;8042 scun/diag port
;ack retry count
;send corrmand to 8042
;in from 8042
;decrement retry count
;try again
;print msg on screen
;dos print string funct

code ends
and start

ammo 3: ATPERFC
* ATPERF -- PC Tech Journal AT Hardware Performance Test
* Version 1.00
" Last modified 05/17/86
* Copyright (c) 1986, PC Tech Journal
* Program by: Paul Pierce, Ted Forgeron, Steven Armbrust
t

'A'

;end of code segement

Measures clock rates and memory speeds
of AT compatible computers.

*/
#define vars 14

/* Timer rate in MHz */
#define TIMER2_RATE 1.193180
/* Number of processor clocks in a multiply instruction "'/
#define MULCLKS 21
/* Overhead in the multiply test */
#define MULOVH ( 15 + 14"count/100 )
/* Overhead in the mov instruction test */
#define MDVOVH < clktime * (15 4» 14*count/100) )
/* Overhead in the stringop tests */
#define STROVH ( clktime " B )
It Number of nuneric processor clocks in a PP divide */
#define FPCLKS 203
/" Processor overhead in the FP divide test */
#define FPDVN ( clktime * 9 " FPCOUNT )
/* Count for most tests */
#define COUNT 1000
/* Count for the f. p. divide test */
#define FPCOUNT 100
/* Number of trials for each test */
#define TRIALS 100

double clkrate; /* Processor clock rate, MHz */
double clktime; /* Processor clock period, usec */
double fprate; /* FP processor clock rate, MHZ */
double fpacc; /* FP processor clock period accumlator '/
int ernmok; /* Set if extended memory is present */
int ndpok; /* Set if math coprocessor is present */

Ii

"’ Main program.
*/

main(argc, argv)
int argc;
char **argv;

double raw, brw, wrw; /* Variables for raw data */
double acctimelvars]; /* Accmnulators for speeds */
int count; " Number of ops per trial ‘/
int trials; /* Number of repetitions */
register int i;

\

count = COUNT:
trials = TRIALS;
la
* Measure the clock rate by executing
* multiply instructions. Each multiply
* takes a fixed number of clock cycles.
*/

clktime = 0;
for (i = 0; i < trials; i++) (

It

* obtain the number of clock ticks for
* "count" multiplies.
a, 4 '

raw = multime(count);

;start is the entry point
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Ii
* Accunulate the clock time in microseconds
* by adjusting for the timer rate,

" number of clocks per multiply,

" instruction count, and test overhead.

‘/
clktime += raw /

(TIMER2_RATE ' (MULCLKS‘count 4' MULOVHD;

* Calculate the average clock period by dividing by

* the nunber of trials. The clock rate is the
* inverse of the clock period.
*/

clktime /= trials;
clkrate = 1.0/clktime;
It

' Determine whether there a math coprocessor

" in the system.
'/

ndpok = ndp_present();
/t

" Determine whether there is extended memory in the
" system and allocate a piece of it for testing.

*/
emnok = (setup_etrm() == 0),-

/fi

* Clear all of the memory speed accunulators.

*/
for (i = D; i

accti
< vars; i++)

meli] = 0:
ft

" Do the memory speed tests.
*/

for (i = 0; i < trials; i++) (
It

* Obtain the nurber of timer ticks for
" "count" mov instructions, which are
" limited by memory fetch time.

*/
raw = wmovtime(count);
It

* Accumlate the number of microseconds
* per instruction fetch by adjusting for
"' the timer rate, test overhead, and
* instruction count.
"/

acctimel8) +=
(raw / TIMERZ_RATE ~ MDVOVN) / count;

It

* In a similar manner, measure the
" RAM byte write time using the stos
* instruction.

‘/
brw = bstotime(count):
acctimelZ) += brw/(TIMER2_RATE*count);
It

" Calculate memory read time by
" measuring movs instructions

"‘ (read followed by write) and
* subtracting the write time
* measured above.
*/

raw = brnvstime(count) - brw;
acctimelO] += raw/(TIMER2_RATE'count);

" Calculate RON read time by
' measuring movs from ROM to RAM
” and subtracting RAM write time
* as above.

‘/
raw = bromtime<count) - brw;
acctimello] += raw/(TlMERZ_RATE'count);
It

* Hake similar measurements for
" word operations.
"/

wrw = wstotime(count);
acctirnel3] *= raw/(TIMER2_RATE*count);
raw = wmvstimelcount) - wrw;

acctimem *= raw/(TlMERZ_RATE*count);
raw = wromtime<count) ' wrw;
acctimelS] += raw/(TIMER2_RATE*count);
It

* If EMM is present, do measurements
* on it using the same techniques.
"/
if (emok) {

It

‘ Measure byte write,
* calculate byte read.

*/
brw = bemstime<count):
acctimeliZ] += brw/(TlMER2_RATE'count);
raw = bemntime(count) - brw;
acctimeliO] += raw/(TlMER2_RATE'count),'
It

* Measure word write,
* calculate word read.
*I ’

wrw = wemstime<count);
acctimet‘lS] += raw/(TIMER2_RATE*count);
raw = wenmtime<count) - wrw;
acctimeli‘l] += raw/(TIMER2_RATE‘count);

)
lt

" Measure byte and word writes
' into video RAM (assuming CGA adapter.)

"/
raw = bvidtime<count);
acctimelé] += raw/(TIMER2_RATE‘count);
raw = wvidtime(count):
acctimelTl *= raw/(TIMER2_RATE'count);

)
It

" Calculate averages for all measurements.

*I
for (i = O; i < vars,- i++)

acctimeli] /= trials;
lfi

* Release EMM memory page.

*/
if (enmok)

finish‘enmo;
/*

* Calculate numeric processor clock
* rate using floating point divide
* instructions, using the same
' technique as was used to measure
" the processor clock rate.
"/
if (ndpok) (

fprate = 0;
for (i = 0; i < trials; i”) (

raw = fptimelFPCOUNT);
fpacc += (raw / TlMER2_RATE - FPOVH) /

FPCLKS / FPCOUNT,‘
)
fpacc /= trials;
fprate = 1.0/fpacc;

)
[t

‘ Display the basic measurement results and
* performance index relative to a 6 MHz AT.
*/

pr i ntf( "\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n\n" );
printf("ATPERF -- PC tech Journal AT Hardware ");
printf("Performance Test\n");
printf("Version 1.00, Copyright (c) 1986 PC tech ");
printf("Journal\n");
printf("IBM PC/AT model 339 (8 MHz) = 1.00 for relative ");
printf("measurements.\n ");
printfl" Byte word Relative\n");

printf("Average RAM instr. fetch: ");
printfl" ");
printf("%10.39 uS", acctimelBJ);
printf(“%10.29\n", 0.403/acctimel81);

printf("Average RAM read time: ")5
printf("%10.39 us “, acctimeIOJ);
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printf("%10.39 uS", acctimelll);
printf(“%10.29\n", 0,401/acctimel‘ll);

printf("Average RAM write time: ");
printf(“%10.3g uS ", acctimelZJ);
printf(”'/.10.3g uS", acctime[3]),'
printf("%10.29\n“, 0.401/acctimel31);

if (emok) (
printf("Average EMM read time: ”);
printf("%10.3g us “, acctimetiOJ);
printf("%10.3g uS", acctime[11]);
printf("%10.2§\n", 0.402/acctimel111);

printf("Average EMM write time: ");
printf("%10.39 uS ", acctime[12]);
printf("%10.39 uS", acctime[13]);
printf(“%‘|0.29\n", 0.402/acctime[13]);

)
printf(“Avera9e ROM read time: ");
printf("%10.3g uS ", acctimel41);
printf("%10.39 us", acctimeESJ);
printf("%10.29\n", 0.401/acctimel51);

printf("Average Video write time: ");
printf("%10.39 us ", acctimefol);
printf("%10.39 us", acctimel7]>;
printf("%10.29\n”, 2.415/acctimeI71);

printf("\nclock rate: “);
printf("%¢.1g MHz", clkrate);
printf(" Relative: X4.29\n", clkrate/8.0);

if (ndpok) C
printf(”Numeric processor clock rate: ");
printf("%4.1g MHz“, fprate);
printf(" Relative: 774.29\n", fprate/5.33);

)
/'~

* Calculate refresh overhead from instruction
* fetch time by assuming that each fetch takes
" an exact multiple of the clock period. The
‘ difference between average time and the time
" for an individual fetch is due to memory
* refresh cycles.
*/

raw = acctimeEO] / clktime;
printf("Refresh overhead: X2.1g%%\n",

( (raw ' (int)rau) / (int)raw ) " 100);
/*

* Print information about the memory based
“ on the speed measurements.

*/
printf("\nMemory ");
printf(" Access width wait states\n");
analy2e("RAM read", acctimelO], acctimel‘ll);
analyze(“RAM write", acctimelZ], acctimeESI);
if (emok) (

analyze(“EMM read", acctime[10], acctimeliil);
analyze("EMM write", acctimeHZ], acctimel131);

)
analyze("ROM read", acctimeEL], acctimelSJ);
analyze("Video write“, acctimelé], acctime[7]);

\v is

analyze
This procedure deduce-s information about the memory based on
the measured times.
If byte (5 bits) and word (16 bits) times are different then
the memory is byte oriented since each word operation takes
two byte operations. Otherwise, if the byte and word
times are about the same, the memory is word oriented and can
access either a word or a byte in a single memory cycle.

#
e

t
l
n

t
t
t
i

1 Each memory access takes an exact number of processor clock
cycles. The first two are required by the processor, but
any additional cycles are determined by the memory and are
called wait states (because the processor is waiting for
the memory.)

ta
x
-2

t

analyze<name, btime, wtime)

LISTING 4: TIMEASM ,

_TEXT
_TEXT
CONST
CONST
_Bss
_ass
_DATA
_DATA
DGROUP

TESTSEG

TESTSEG_START DH

TESTSEG

PPI_PORT EOU 061M
T IMER2_PORT EQU 042"
TIMER_CTRL EQU 043M

_DATA

EMMBASE

PID
EMM_NAME as

_DATA

_TEXT

char *name;
double btime;
double wt ime;

/"
' Print the heading
'/

printf("%-1ZS", name);
I!‘

* Determine whether the memory is byte
"' oriented, word oriented, or neither.
* (if neither, the data are suspect.)
*I
if (btime > wtime*0.75 &&

btime < wtime*1.25)
printf(" llord ");

else if (btime*2 > wtime*0.75 &&
btime*2 < wtime'1.25)

printf(" Byte ");
else

printf(" Strange"),-
/'~

* Determine the number of wait states
* by subtracting two processor clock times,
* dividing by the clock period,
* and rounding down to an integer.
*/

printf(“ X6.0f\n",
(btime - 2"clktime) / clktime);

NAME TIME

SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC 'CODE'
ENDS
SEGMENT woko PUBLIC 'CONST'
ENDS
SEGMENT woao PUBLIC |ass-
ENDS
SEGMENT None PUBLIC 'DATA'
ENDS
GROUP CONST, _ass, _DATA
ASSUME cs: _TEXT, as: DGROUP, ss: DGROUP, ES: DGROUP

SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC 'TEST'

32767 DU? (7)

ENDS

SEGMENT

DH 9000"
DH 7

"EMMXXXXO"

ENDS

SEGMENT

_MULTIME
TIME EXECUTION OF MULTIPLY INSTRUCTIONS

_MULTIME PROC NEAR
PUBLIC _MULTIME

pusu EP ;
Mov BP, SP ;
PUSH DI ' ' ; SAVE DI
CALL SETUPHTIMER ; SET UP TIMER

SAVE FRAME
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ML:-

MOV
MOV
ADD
MOV
DIV
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
CLI
OUT
MUL
MUL

DEC
J2
JMP
MOV
OUT
STI
CALL
POP
POP
RET

_MULTIME

ox, O
Ax, [BPS/o]
Ax, 99
cx, TOO
CL
CL, AL
AL, PPI_PORT
BL, AL
AX, 1

PPI_PORT, AL
DI
OI

<<<<<The above Line is repeated a total

cx
MD
ML
AL, BL
PPI_PDRT, AL

GET_TIMER
DI
BP

ENDP

CLEAR DI
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
ROUND UP
DIVIDE BY 100 =

NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS
PER PASS

GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS
ENABLE TIMER
DD 100 MULTIPLIES

of 99 t Imes>>>>>

COUNT THIS PASS
JUMP IF COMPLETE
LOOP BACK IF NOT DONE
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE OI
RESTORE BF

; RETURN

_VMOVT IME
TIME EXECUTION OF HOV INSTRUCTION (INSTR. READ TIME)

_uNOVT [ME

PUSH
MOV
PUSH
CALL
MOV
MOV
ADD
MOV
DIV
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
CLI
OUT
MOV
NOV

DEC
J2
JMP
MOV

IfloUT
STI
CALL
POP
POP
RET

_uMOVT I ME

PUBLIC _NMOVTIME
PROC NEAR

HP
HP, SP
OI
SETUP_TIMER
01, O
Ax, [8PM]
Ax, 99
ex, 100
CL
CL, AL
AL, PPI_PORT
BL, AL
Ax, 1

PPI_PORT, AL
DX, BX
ox, BX

<<<<<The above line is repeated 9 total
CX

ID
IL
AL, BL
PPI_PORT, AL

GET_TIMER
DI
BP

ENDP

SAVE FRAME

; SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER
CLEAR OI
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
ROUNO up

; DIVIDE BY 100 =
NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS

; PER PASS
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL

; SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
; STOP INTERRUPTS
; ENAELE TIMER
; DO 100 MULTIPLIES

Of 99 times>>>>>

COUNT THIS PASS
JUMP IF COMPLETE
LOOP BACK IF NOT DONE
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE 8P
RETURN

_BMVSTIME
TIME EXECUTION OF REP MOVSB INSTRUCTION ;

_BMVST!ME
PUBLIC _BMVSTIME
PROC NEAR

PUSH 5?
NOV 8P, sp
PUSH OS
PUSH Es
PUSH SI
PUSH OI
CALL SETUP_TIMER
Mov DI, TESTSEG
Mov Es, OI
Mov OS, DI
LEA SI, TESTSEG_START
LEA DI, TESTSEG_START
Mov cx, IBPMT
IN AL, PPI_PORT
Mov BL, AL
OR Ax, T
CLI
CLD .
OUT PPI_PORT, AL
REP MOVSB
NOV AL, BL
OUT PPI_PORT, AL
STI
CALL GET_TIMER
POP OI
POP SI
pop ES
POP 05
POP BP
RET

_BMVSTIME END?

I
I

SAVE FRAME

SAVE 05
SAVE ES
SAVE SI
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER

DS:SI -> TEST SEGMENT
ES:DI -> TEST SEGMENT
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS
SET FORWARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE SI
RESTORE ES
RESTORE DS
RESTORE BF
RETURN

_NNVST I ME
TIME EXECUTION OF REP MOVSH INSTRUCTION

PUBLIC _NMVSTIME
_UMVSTIME PROC NEAR

PUSH 8?
Nov BP, SP
PUSH DS
RuSN Es
PUSH SI
PUSH DI
CALL SETUP_TIMER
NOV DI, TESTSEG
Mov ES, DI
NOV OS, DI
LEA SI, TESTSEG_START
LEA DI, TESTSEG_START
Mov cx, [BN4]
IN AL, FPI_POR'I
NOV BL, AL
OR Ax, 1
CLI
CLO
our PPI_PORT, AL
REP Movsu
Mov AL, BL
OUT PPI_PORT, AL
STI
CALL GET_TIMER
pop OI
pop 51
pop Es
pop OS
POP EP
RET

_HMVSTIME ENDP

SAVE FRAME

SAVE DS
SAVE ES
SAVE SI
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER

05:31 -> TEST SEGMENT
ES:DI -> TEST SEOMENT
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
OET'CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS

‘ SET FORWARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE SI
RESTORE ES

' RESTORE DS
RESTORE 8P
RETURN

_BROMTIME
TIME EXECUTION 0F REP MOVSB INSTRUCTION FROM ROM
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_BROMTIME

PUSH
MOV
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
CALL
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
LEA
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
CLI
CLD
OUT

MOV
OUT
STI
CALL
POP
POP
POP
POP
POP
RET

_BROMTIME

PUBLIC _BROMTIME
PROC NEAR

5p
3?, SP
05
ES
51
or
SETUP_TIMER
ox, TESTSEG
ES, DI
DI, OFDODH
DS, 01
$1, 0
ox, TESTSEG_START
cx, L3P+41
AL, PPI_PORT
aL, AL
Ax, 1

PPT_PORT, AL
REP MOVSB

AL, BL
PPI_PORT, AL

GET_TIMER
DI
51
ES
05
BP

ENDP

SAVE FRAME

SAVE DS
SAVE ES
SAVE SI
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER

SET 08 TO ROM START

DS:SI '> ROM
ES:DI -> TEST SEGMENT
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS
SET FORWARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE SI
RESTORE ES
RESTORE OS
RESTORE BP
RETURN

_WROMTIME
TIME EXECUTION OF REP MOVSW INSTRUCTION FROM ROM

_WROMTIME

PUSH
MOV
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH

CALL
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
LEA
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
CLI
CLD
OUT

HOV
our
STI
CALL
POP
POP
POP
POP
POP
RET

_WROMTIME

PUBLIC _WROMTIME
PROC NEAR

an
8P, 5?
05
ES
$1
or
SETUP_TIMER
DI, tesrssc
as, DI
DI, osooau
DS, DI
st, 0
01, TESTSEG_START
cx, IBP+AJ
AL, PPI_PORT
BL, AL
Ax, 1

PPI_PORT, AL
REP MOVSW

AL, BL
PPI_PORT, AL

GET_TIMER
DI
SI
ES
DS
BP

ENDP

SAVE FRAME

SAVE DS
SAVE ES
SAVE SI
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER

SET DS TO ROM START

DS:SI '> ROM
ES:DI -> TEST SEGMENT
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS

SET FORWARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE Sl
RESTORE ES
RESTORE DS
RESTORE BP
RETURN

_BSTOTIME
TIME EXECUTION 0F REP STOSB INSTRUCTION

_BSTOTIME

PUSH
MOV
PUSH
PUSH
CALL
MOV
MOV
LEA
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
CLI
CLD
OUT

PUBLIC _BSTOTIME
PROC NEAR

BP
BP, sp
ES
DI
SETUP_TIMER
ox, rssrsac
as, on
01, TESTSEG_START
cx, [BP’A]
AL, PPI_PORT
BL, AL
AX, 1

PPI_PORT, AL
REP STOSB
MOV
OUT
STI
CALL
POP
POP
POP
RET

_BSTOTIME

AL, BL
PPI_PORT, AL

GET_TIMER
DI
ES
BP

ENDP

SAVE FRAME

SAVE ES
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER

ES:DI -> TEST SEGMENT
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN EL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS
SET FORWARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE ES
RESTORE BP
RETURN

I
n
r
l

_WSTOTIME
TIME EXECUTION OF REP STOSU INSTRUCTION

_ysroeE

PUSH
MOV
PUSH
PUSH
CALL
MOV
MOV
LEA
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
CLI
CLD
OUT
REP
MOV
OUT
STI
CALL
POP
POP
POP

RET

_WSTOTIME

PUBLIC _WSTOTIME
PROC NEAR

BP
BP, SP
ES
DI
SETUP_TIMER
DI, TESTSEG
ES, DI
DI, TESTSEG_START
CX, [BP+4]
AL, PPI_PORT
BL, AL
Ax, 1

PPI_PORT, AL
srosu

AL, BL
PPI_PORT, AL

GET_TIMER
DI
ES
BP

ENDP

SAVE FRAME

SAVE ES
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER

ES:DI -> TEST SEGMENT
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS
SET FORWARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE ES
RESTORE BP
RETURN

_av1
TIME EXECUTION OF REP STOSB INTO VIOEO MEMORY

DTIME

PUBLIC _BVIDTIME
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_BVIDTIME PROC NEAR

PUSH BP
nov aP, SP
PUSH Es
PUSH DI
CALL SETUP_TIMER
NOV DI, oaaoou
nov ES, DI
NOV D1, 0
NOV cx, [BN4]
IN AL, PPI_PORT
nov BL, AL
on Ax, 1
CLI
CLD
OUT PP1_PORT, AL
REP STOSB
nov AL, BL
OUT PPI_PORT, AL
STI
CALL GET_TIMER
POP DI
POP Es
POP 8P
RET

_BVIDTIME ENDP

SAVE FRAME

SAVE ES
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER

ES:DI -> VIDEO MEMORY
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS
SET FORWARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE ES
RESTORE BP
RETURN

_WIDTIME
TIME EXECUTION 0F REP STOSH INTO VIDEO MEMORY

_UVIDTIME PROC NEAR

PUSH BP
nov BP, SP
PUSH Es
PUSH DI
CALL SETUP_T1MER
MOV DI, DBSDDH
MOV ES, DI
nov DI, 0
NOV CX, [BP+4]
IN AL, PPI_PORT
MOV BL, AL
0R AX, 1
CLI
CLo
ouT PPI_PORT, AL
REP smsu
MOV AL, BL
ouT PPI_PORT, AL
STI
CALL GET_TIMER
POP DI
P0P ES
POP BP
RET

_HVIDTIME ENDP

PUBLIC _HVIDTIME

SAVE FRAME

SAVE ES
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER

ES:DI -> VIDEO MEMORY
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS

' SET FORVARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT

RESTORE DI
RESTORE ES
RESTORE BP
RETURN

_FPTIME
TIME EXECUTION OF FLOATING POINT DIVIDE

PUBLIC _FPTIME
_FPTIME PROC NEAR

PUSH BP
MOV BP, sP
PUSH 01
CALL SETUP] I MER

SAVE FRAME

SAVE Dl
SET UP TIMER

MOV
MOV
ADD
MOV
DIV
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
FNIN
FLDI
FLDI
CLI
OUT

FL: FDIV
FDIV

<<<<<The above line is repeated 3 total

DEC
JZ
JMP

FD: MDV
OUT
STI
CALL
FOR
POP
RET

_FPT INE

DI, o
Ax, [3PM]
Ax, 99
cx, 100
CL
CL, AL
AL, PPI_FORT
BL, AL
Ax, 1

IT

PPI_PORT, AL
5TH), ST
ST(1), ST

AL, BL
PPI_PORT, AL

GET_T [MER
DI
BP

ENDP

CLEAR DI
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
ROUND UP
DIVIDE BY 100 =

NUMBER OF INSTRUCTIONS
PER PASS

GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
INIT FP
DIVIDE 1.0
BY 1.0
STOP INTERRUPTS
ENABLE TIMER
DO 100 DIVIDES

..
~.

—.
~.

‘.
..

..
~.

~.
~.

-.
-.

..
..

~.
-.

of 99 times>>>>>

COUNT THIS PASS
JUMP IF COMPLETE
LOOP BACK IF NOT DONE
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE BP
RETURN

_BEMSTIME
TIME EXECUTION OF REP STOSB INSTRUCTION

_BEMST IME

PUSH
MOV
PUSH
PUSH
CALL
MOV
XOR
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
CLI
CLD
UJT
REP
MOV
OUT
STI
CALL
POP
POP
POP
RET

_BEMST I ME

PUBLIC
PROC

5?
BP, SP
Es
DI

_BEMSTIME
NEAR

SETUP_TIMER
Es, EMMBASE
ox, DI
cx, IBPM
AL, PPI_P0RT
BL, AL
AX, 1

PPI_PDRT, AL
STOSB

AL, EL
PPI_PORT, AL

GET_TIMER
DI
ES
BP

ENDP

SAVE FRAME

SAVE ES
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER
SET UP EMM BASE ADDRESS
ESzDI ‘> TEST SEGMENT
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS
SET FORUARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE ES
RESTORE BP
RETURN

_uEMSTIME
TIME EXECUTION 0F REP STosu INSTRUCTION

_NEMSTIME

PUSH
MOV
PUSH

PUBLIC
PROC

8?
BP, SP
ES

_NEMSTIME
NEAR

SAVE FRAME

SAVE ES
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PUSH

CALL
MOV
XOR
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
CLI
CLD
OUT

MOV

STI
CALL
POP
POP
POP
RET

_UEMSTIME

DI
SETUP_TIMER
Es, EMMBASE
DI, DI
cx, IBP+4J
AL, PPI_PORT
BL, AL
AX, 1

PPI_PORT, AL

REP STOSU
AL, BL
PPI_PORT, AL

GET_TIMER
DI
ES
BP

ENDP

SAVE DI

SET UP TIMER
SET UP EMM BASE ADDRESS
ES:DI -> TEST SEGMENT
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS
SET FORWARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE ES
RESTORE BP
RETURN

_BEMMTIME
TIME EXECUTION OF REP MOVSB INSTRUCTION

_BEMMTIME

PUSH
MOV
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
CALL
MOV
MOV
MOV
XOR
XOR
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
CLI
CLD
OUT

MOV

STI
CALL
POP
POP
POP
POP
POP
RET

_BEMMTIME

PUBLIC
PROC

BP
8P, SP
DS
ES
51
DI

_BEMMTIME
NEAR

SETUP_T1MER
DI, EMMBASE
ES, D1
D5, DI
DI, D]
SI, 31
CX, [BP*4]

AL, PPI_PORT
BL, AL
AX, 1

PPT_PORT, AL
REP MOVSB

AL, BL
PPI_PORT, AL

GET_TIMER
DI
SI
ES
DS
BP

ENDP

SAVE FRAME

SAVE 05
SAVE ES
SAVE SI
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER
SET UP EMM BASE ADDRESS

ES:DI -> TEST SEGMENT
DS:SI ~> TEST SEGMENT
GET COUNT ARGUMENT

GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS
SET FORWARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE SI
RESTORE ES

RESTORE DS
RESTORE BP
RETURN

_NENNTINE
TIME EXECUTION OF REP MOVSH INSTRUCTION

_uEMNTTME
PUBLIC
PROC
PUSH
MOV
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
CALL

_NEMMTIME
NEAR
BP
BP, SP
DS
ES
SI
DI
SETUP_TIMER

SAVE FRAME

SAVE DS
SAVE ES
SAVE SI
SAVE DI
SET UP TIMER

MOV
MOV
XOR
XOR
MOV
IN
MOV
OR
CLI

CLD
OUT

DI, EMMBASE
E5, DI
DS, DI
DI, OT
51, 51
ex, TRP+41
AL, PP1_P0RT
EL, AL
Ax, 1

PPI_PORT, AL
REP MDVSH
MOV

STI
CALL
POP
POP
POP
POP
POP
RET

_NEMNT1NE

AL, BL
PPI_PORT, AL

GET_TIMER
DI
SI
ES
05
BP

ENDP I

~.
~.

~.
~.

-.
..

..
~..

~.
-.

~.
~.

..
~.

~.
~.

..
..

~.
..

-. SET UP EMM BASE ADDRESS

ES:DI -> TEST SEGMENT
08:51 -> TEST SEGMENT
GET COUNT ARGUMENT
GET CURRENT CONTROL
SAVE IN BL
SET TIMER ENABLE BIT
STOP INTERRUPTS
SET FORNARD DIRECTION
ENABLE TIMER
RUN TEST
RESTORE CONTROL VALUE

START INTERRUPTS
OBTAIN FINAL COUNT
RESTORE DI
RESTORE SI
RESTORE ES
RESTORE DS
RESTORE BP
RETURN

:
l
l _SETUP_EMM

SET UP EXPANDED MEMORY AND RETURN THE BASE

_SETUP_EMM

SE1:

SE2:

SE3:

SE4:

PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
MOV
MOV
INT
MOV
MOV
CMP
JA
MOV
LEA
MOV
CLD
REPE
JNE

MOV
INT
CMP
JE
OR
JNZ

MOV
INT
CMP
JE
DR
JNZ
MOV

MOV
INT
CMP
JE
OR
JNZ
OR

MOV
MOV
INT

PUBLIC _SETUP_EMM
PRoc NEAR

EP
Es
s:
DI
AH, 35H
AL, 67H
21H
Ax, ES
ax, cs
AX, ax
SENO
or, OOOAH
sx, EMM_NAME
EX, 8

CMPSB
SENO

AH, AON
67H
AH, 82H
SE1
AH, AH
SENO

AH, 41H
67H
AH, 82H
SE2
AH, AH
sENO
EMMBASE, ax

AH, 42H
67H
AH, 82H
SE3
AN, AH
SEND
ax, ax
SEND

AH, 43H
ex, 1
67H »
AN, 82"

~.
u

~.
..

~.
~.

..
~.

-

..
..

~.
~.

-.
-.

~.
~.

~.
-.

..
..

~.
..

~.
~.

-.
..

~.
~.

~.
~.

~.
~.

..
~.

~.
~.

-.
~.

~.
..

~. SAVE REGISTERS

GET EMM INTERRUPT
VECTOR

CHECK FOR VALID BASE
MUST BE BELOU CS

JUMP IF NOT GOOD
OFFSET OF DRIVER NAME
COMPARE STRING
LENGTH OF STRING

COMPARE THE NAME
JUMP IF NO GOOD

FUNCTION 1:
GET MANAGER STATUS
CHECK FOR BUSY
TRY AGAIN IF BUSY
CHECK FOR ERROR
JUMP DN ERROR

FUNCTION 2:
GET PAGE FRAME BASE
CHECK FOR BUSY
TRY AGAIN IF BUSY
CHECK FOR ERROR
JUMP ON ERROR
SAVE THE BASE

FUNCTION 3:
GET NUMBER OF PAGES
CHECK FOR BUSY
TRY AGAIN IF BUSY
CHECK FOR ERROR
JUMP ON ERROR
CHECK UNALLOCATED PAGES
JUMP IF NONE AVAILABLE

FUNCTION 4:
ALLOCATE ONE PAGE

CHECK FOR BUSY
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ONOE IN A LIFETIME A NEw PRODUCT APPEARS ON _' ; ' "
' THE HORIZON THAT SHINE ABOVE ALL OTHERS -

ETHECREATORTM
- ‘- APPLICATION GENERATOR,

by Advanced Development Technologies

iv FOURTH GENERATION PRODUCTIVITY

* ELIMINATE DATABASE MANAGMENT SYSTEMS

* A COMPLETE APPLICATION
GENERATION ENVIRONMENT

* DEVELOP APPLICATIONS IN LESS TIME

_* REDUCECODEREQUIREMENTS " ' “memes: , _
BY 90 PERCENT. . ~ . . ‘ ~ Internal Expression Compile

' I . T .. v“... ,. , Relational File Structure
.* TRAPS ERRORS WITH DETAIL ANALYSIS . ‘.:l"-..':"- . ISAM File Access Method

Screen and Report Generator
* MULTIPLE FILE ACCESS . _. . ' 4‘ . ) Rich Library of Functions

WITHOUT PROGRAMING . _‘ I ' ' Data Dictionary ’
, -‘ System and User Defined Variables

* 99 INDEXES PER DATA FILE _ - I :37" I . .

. 1* AUTOMATIC RECORD LOCK . -,‘l ’ FOBODIIY $99 The CREATORTM Lets YOU Develop
‘ ,_ v"- - ApplicatIons Without BeIng Bagged Down By

* UNLIMITED FILE AND ' ”Q ~ ‘ - A Lot Of Code. Regardless Of How Simple Or
RECORD SIZE / Sophisticated The Applications, Save Hundreds Of

' . A -'.' i '1 Hours Of Programing By Using This Advanced Method
' * PRODUCES COMPLETE -' 123/ Of Application Development. Manages All Phases Of

DOCUMENTATION '» Program Development: .
, i 0 Program Generation 0 Database Defination

. OScreen And Report Formation 0 Multiple Levels of Menus.
99 _ 1 ' A Complete Development System Available For IBM, PC, XT,

I '- - ' and AT Requires 256K RAM Includes Unlimited Run Time

MASTERCARD/VISA

800-528-6060
EXT. 239

CHECKS AND MONEY ORDERS ACCEPTED

©THE CREATORTM IS A TRADEMARK-OF
ADVANCE DEVELOPMENT TECHNOLOGIES

2720 N. 68m St, Suite 5379
" Scottsdale, Arizona 85257 '.

602_945_ 'I 375 , Copyvvright of International
v . BusIness MachInes, Incl
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SHADOW of [BM
JE SE4
on AN, AN
.mz SEND
MOV PID, ox

SE5: Hov AH, 44H
xon ax, ax
XOR AL, AL
INT 67H
CMP AH, 82H
JE SE5
0R AH, AH
JNz SENC

xoa Ax, Ax
POP DI
POP SI
POP Es
POP aP
RET

SENC: MOV AH, 45H
INT 67H
CMP AH, 82H
JE SENC

55940: NW AX, OFFFFH
POP DI
POP SI
POP Es
POP BP
RET

_SETUP__EMM ENDP

TRY AGAIN IF BUSY
CHECK FOR ERROR
JUMP ON ERROR
SAVE THE PROCESS ID

FUNCTION 5:
MAP THE PAGE TO

FRAME BASE

CHECK FOR BUSY
TRY AGAIN IF BUSY
CHECK FOR ERROR
JUMP 0N ERROR

RESTORE REGISTERS

RETURN O

FUNCTION 6:
CLOSE EMM
CHECK FOR BUSY
TRY AGAIN IF BUSY

RESTORE REGISTERS

RETURN '1

; _FINISH_EMM
i CLOSE THE EMM DEVICE, RELEASE THE PAGE

PUBLIC _FINISH_EMM
_FINISH_EMM PROC NEAR

PUSH BP
PUSH ES
PUSH SI
PUSH DI

SEé: Hov AH, 45H
Mov ox, PID
INT 67H
CMP AH, 82H
JE SE6
POP DI
P0P SI
POP ES
POP BP
RET

_FINISH_EMM ENDP

SAVE REGISTERS

FUNCTION 6:
CLOSE EMM

CHECK FOR ausv '
TRY AGAIN IF BUSY
RESTORE REGISTERS

RETURN

; SETUP_TIMER
7 SET UP THE TIMER FOR MAXIMUM COUNT, TO TIME A RUN

t
t
e

t
t
l
fi
t
:

SETUP;TIMER PROC NEAR

PUSH Ax
IN AL, PPI_PDRT
AND AL, OFCH
OUT PPI_PORT, AL
MOV AL, OBLH
OUT TIMER_CTRL, AL
Hov AL, 0
OUT T1MER2_PORT, AL
NOP
ouT TIMER2_PORT, AL
POP AX

l

I

SAVE AX
STOP THE TIMER

INITIALIZE THE TIMER

CLEAR THE COUNT

RESTORE AX

R51 L ; RETURN

SETUP_TIMER ENDP

; GET‘TIMER
; TAKE THE COUNT FROM THE TIMER
I 7
l :
GET_TIMER PROC NEAR

PUSH , ax
IN AL, TIMER2_PORT
Hov AH, AL ;
IN AL, TIMER2_PORT
XCHG AL, AH
NEG Ax
P0P ax
RET

SAVE REGISTERS
GET LOH BYTE OF TIME

GET HIGH BYTE
TIME IN AX
CORRECT FDR COUNT-DOWN
RESTORE REGISTERS
RETURN

GET_TIMER ENDP

,- _NDP_PRESENT
; CHECK IF 80287 Is PRESENT ;

PUBLIC _NDP_PRESENT
_NDP_PRESENT PROC NEAR

PUSH BP ; SAVE FRAME
Hov 8P, SP ;
INT 11H ; as EQUIP CHECK
TEST AL,02H ; Is 80287 an SET?
.12 No ; No HEANS No 80287
Hov AX,01h ; RETURN TRUE
JMP EXIT ; ALL DONE

NO: xon AX,AX ; SET AX To FALSE
EXIT: MOV SP, BP RESTORE SP

P0P 99 RESTORE 8P
RET RETURN

_NDP_PRESENT ENDP

_TEXT ENDS

END

TING 5: ATFLOATC
ATFLOAT ~- PC Tech Journal Floating-Point Performance Test
Version 1.00
Last modified 05/23/86
Copyright (c) 1986, PC Tech Journal
Program by: Paul Pierce, Ted Forgeron, Steven Armbrust
Measures the time it takes to multiply [HO matrices of
double-precision floating-point numbers and compares it
to the time it takes an 8MHz PC/AT with en 80287 math
coprocessor to do the same.

/

*l
/* Number of iterations the test runs for. "/
#define TRIALS 100
/* Dimension of the matrix */
#define SIZE 20
unsigned long timeO;
unsigned rand();

double drand()
(

return (doubke)rand() / 32767;

double aISIZEIISIZE];
double bISIZEIISIZE];

mainO
(
int i;
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EXPANDED MEMORY BOARD?
i‘Make no mistake, the PC-286 is the most
awesome piece of high technology you
can put in a PC..."

— BUSINESS COMPUTER SYSTEMS

0 Fully compatible with
the industry-standard
Lotus/lntel/Microsoft
(LIM) Expanded
Memory Specifica-
tion (EMS). version 3.2

0 Expandable up to 8
megabytes.

0 Compatible with all
major productivity
sottwaresuch as Lotus
1-2-3, Symphony,
Framework ll.

“0t this month’s selections, P0286 was
fastest tor the spreadsheet recalculation."

— LOTUS MAGAZINE

—— 80286 (6. 8. 10, 12.5 MHz)

— Optional 80287 (5. 8,
10 MHz)

0 BUNDLED WITH MICROSOFT WINDOWS 0

Top Board processes EMS}
applications up tothreetimesfaster
than any other EMS board on the
IBM PC XT. Top Board is the only EMS
expanded memory board with
both an 8 and 16 bit data bus and
can function across the 16 bit wide
bus with the STD-powered PC—286
card.

Top Board frees you from the
memory limits of 640K. Expand
memory up to 2 MB with the confi-
dence of LiM-com patible stand—
ards. Unleash thisfuli potentialwith
processor speeds up to 12 MHz
when used with our PC-286 board

across the built—in, ’lébitdata bus to
the Top Board.

Expect performance that
exceeds industry standards. To-
gether, the PC-28o and Top Board
perform beyond their individual
state—of—the—art designs. Your CAD.
spreadsheet, data base or other
software designed to utilizethe EMS
specification will run up to 8 times
faster than an IBM PC XT with this
product combination.

The Top Board is fully compa—
tible with the Lotus/ intel/Microsoft
Expanded Memory Specification.
It’s unique design has an efficient

and flexible paging scheme for
even greater performance with
EMS-compatible applications and
multitasking software.

For the performance you and
your PC have been waiting for,
order a Top Board today. Solveyour
PC's problems with processing—
intensive applications and improve
your own personal productivity.

CALL (206) 883-8440

8: DATA, INC.
2637 151$TPI. NE.
Redmond, WA 98052

Top Board and P0286 are trademarks of STD. Framework is a trademark of Ashton-Tate. Lotus 1-2»3 and Symphony are trademarks of Lotus Development
Corporation. lBM PC XT is a trademark of lBM Corp. Contact us regarding optional EGA graphics and multifunction daugther boards.

‘Must purchase a 6 or 8 MHz expandable P0286 board to receive a tree 512K Top Board (5549 value). Otter expires
September 30, 1986.
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SHADOW OF IBM
register 1, k;
int n;
unsigned long start;
unsigned long total;
unsigned trials;
double t;

trials = TRIALS;
lt

" Fill matrix with random numbers.
'/

for (i = 0; i < SIZE; i++)
for (j = 0; j < SIZE; j++)

al'illj) = drand();
/*
* Repeatedly multiply the matrices and
* report the relative and absolute times.
*/

start = time():
printf(“\nATFLOAT -« PC Tech Journal AT Floating~Point“);
printf(" Performance Test\n");
printf("Version 1.00, Copyright (c) 1986 PC Tech ");
printf("Journal\n");
printf("\nThis test runs for “Ad iterations ...\n", trials);
for (n = 1; n <= trials; nH) C

printi("%d\r", n);
for (i = 0; i < SIZE; i++> (

for (j = 0; j < SIZE; 1'“) C
t = 0;
for (k = 0; k < SIZE; k++)

t += alk] [i] * alillk];
b[i] [j] = t;

)
total = time() - Start;
printf("\rElapsed time is Zld seconds.\n\n", total, trials);
printf("Floating-point performance index relative\n");
printf("to amuz IBM PC/AT with 80287 = x2.1f\n",

94.0 / (float) total);

LISTING 6: ATDISKC
/*

* ATDISK -- PC Tech Journal AT Hard Disk Performance Test
* Version 1.00
* Last modified 05/23/86
* Copyright (C) 1986, PC Tech Journal
* Program by: Paul Pierce, Ted Forgeron, Steven Armbrust
* Uses BIOS INT 1311 to measure low-level performance.
* Uses DOS INT 21H to measure high-level performance.
‘/

#include ”dos.h"
/“' System clock tick rate in ticks/second */
#define TICK_RATE 18.20648
/* Nunber of trials for each test */
#define TRIALS 1000

struct diskparam (
int sectors;
int heads;
int cylinders;
int drives;

) diskparaml10];

char bufferISO * 512];

/" Nunber of files for DOS file 1/0 test *I
#define FILES 10

/* Size of each file for DOS file l/O test *I
#define FILESIZE 20000

/* Size of each read/write request for DOS file I/o test ’/
#define FILEBUF 2000

char filename[] = "C:ATDISK.~~0“;

unsigned long tick();
unsigned rand();

double drand()

return (double)rand() / 32767;

#define READ_SECTORS 2
#define GET_PARAM 8
#define SEEK 12

main(argc, argv)
int argc;
char *arn];

(
register 1, j, k;
unsigned long start;
unsigned long total;

unsigned trials;
int f;

trials = TRIALS;
/*

* Get the disk drive parameters for each hard disk
" in the system.

*/
disk_io(GET_PARAM, 0x80, &diskparam[0], 0, 0, O, 0);
for (i = 1; i < diskparam[0].drives; i++) (

disk_io(GET_PARAM, 0x80 1* i, &diskparam[i],
a, 0, 0, on

)
/*

" Display the disk characteristics.
*/

printf("\nATDISK -- PC Tech Journal AT Hard Disk ");
printf(“Performance Test");
printf("\nVersion 1.00, Copyright (c) 1986 PC Tech ");
printf("Journal"):
printf("\n\nHARD DISK CHARACTERISTICS\D");
printf("Drive Sectors Heads Cylinders Total ");
printf("space\n“);
for (i = 0; i < diskparaml01.drives; i++) C

total = diskparam[i1.5ectors * diskparamli].heads;
total *= diskparam[i].cylinders;
total *= 512;
printf("’/§5d XSd XSd XSd %10lu\n",

i.
diskparamli] .sectors,
diskparamli] .heads,
diskparamli].cylinders,
total);

)
printf("\nBIOS TEST OF DISK HARDHARE PERFORMANCHN');
/i

' Seek back and forth between tracks 0 and 1.

*/
for (i = 0; i < diskparaml01.drives; i”) C

disk”io(SEEK, 0x80 . i, buffer, 1, o, o, 0);
start = tick();
for (j = 0; j < trials/2; j“) C

disk_io(SEEK, 0x80 + i, buffer, 1, 0, 0,
1);

disk_io(SEEK, 0x80 + i, buffer, 1, 0, 0,
O);

)
total = tickO - start;
printf("Drive ‘Xd track-track seek time: 794.” ms",

i, (double)total / ((double)trials) *
1000.0 / TICK_RATE);

printf("\n”);
)
I.

* Seek to random tracks.

*/
for (i = 0; i < diskparaml01.drives; i“) (

disk__io(SEEK, 0x80 + i, buffer, 1, 0, O, 0);
start = tick();
for (j = 0; j < trials; j”) C

disk_io(SEEK, 0x80 + i, buffer, 1, o, o,
(short)(drand()"
(diskparam[i].cylinders - 1D);

)
total = ticko - start:
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in today’s business race, swift com-
munication means the difference
between being a success or an also-
ran. Local area networks are the key
to sharing important business data
and resources. But, all too often
potential LAN customers are stopped
in their tracks by lack of experience.

QuickStart, a new feature, allows users
to easily set up the powerful TiaraLink”
LAN — even with no programming or
networking experience. This means
fast and easy installations. Simple
demonstrations. Less sales support.
And more satisfied customers.
Now TiaraLink supports DOS 3.’l
and a complete NetBIOS. 30
network application software written
to these standards runs on TiaraLink.
Already thousands of our networks

uickStart. . .
Ne working with

TiaraLink”
are installed on lBM" PC.
XT, AT and compatibles.

TiaraLink is a proven LAN,
and more... TiaraLink is the
price/performance leader.

Tiara provides more than a
high performance network —
we offer you an outstanding

dealer program: training.
support, advertising, and some

of the best margins in the industry.

The LAN Rush is on! So, don’t be left at
the starting line. Investigate the LAN
that offers high performance at the

best margins: TiaraLink. If you are
interested in joining the Tiara dealer-

ship te'am, call us at 4-800-423-4 268. in
California call 1-800-325-6223. Or

write us for more facts on TiaraLink.

Our Prices Leave Everybody
Else in the Dust!

W
COMPUTER 5Y5TEMS, INC.

2685 Marine Way 0 Mountain View, CA 94043 n (415) 965-1700 - TLX 4996251 - FAX (415) 965—2677
Trademark/Owners: TiaraLink/Tiara Computer Systems, Inc.; lBM/lnternational Business Machines. Corp,
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SHADOW OF [BM
printf(“Drive 76d average seek time: 764.” rns\n",

i, (double)total / ((double)trials) *
1000.0 / TICK_RATE);

)
/t

* Measure transfer rate by repeatedly reading sectors

*/
for (i = 0; i < diskparamt01.drives; i++) (

disk_io(READ_SECTORS, 0x80 4- i, buffer, 1, 0, 0,
0);

start = tick():
for (j = 0,- j < trials; 1'”) C

disk_io(READ_SECTORS, 0x80 4» i, buffer,
diskparamti].sectors, 0, 0, 0);

3
total = tickC) - start;
printf("Drive %d effective transfer rate: ", i);
printf(”"/,6.1f Kbytes/second\n",

(((double)diskparam[i].sectors)*512.0) *
(double)trials / ((double)total) /
1024 * TlCK_RATE),’

)
Ii

* This section indicates overall system disk performance
* by using DOS calls to manipulate files. It is only
* executed if the ~d comand line switch is used since
* the test writes to disk.
*I
if (argc == 1) C

printf(“\nType \“atdisk -d\" to run the DOS ");
print"TEST 0F DISK SYSTEM PERFORMANCE.\n“):
printf("This test creates, writes, reads and “);
printf("deletes ten files named \n");
printf("atdisk.~-0 through atdisk.~-9.\n");

)
if (argc >1&& argv[1][0] == '-' 8.8. argv[1][1] == 'd')(

printf(“\r\DOS TEST OF DISK SYSTEM PERFORMANCE\n");
printf("This test creates, writes, reads and ");
printf("deletes ten 20,000 byte' files.\n");
printf("Best results are achieved with blank, “);
printf(“freshly-formatted disks.\n");

for (k = 0; k < diskparaml01.drives; k”) C
filenamelOJ = 'C‘ 4 k;
start = tick();
Ii

* First create each file, write to it,
* and close it.
*I

for (i = 0; i < FILES; i++‘) (
filenameIHJ = '0‘ + i;
f = dos_creete(filename, 0);
for (I = 0; j < FILESIZE/FILEEUF;

i“) C
dos_write(f, buffer,

maeur);
)
dos_close(f>;

)
/*

* Now reopen each file, read it, and
* then delete it.
*/

for (i = 0; i < FlLES; i++) C
filenameHi] = '0' + i;.
f = dos_open(filename, 0);
for (I = 0; j < FILESIZE/FILEEUF;

i“) C
dos_read(f, buffer,

FILEBUF);
)
dos_close(f);
dos_delete(filename):

)
total = tick() - start;
printf("Drive Xc:",'C' + k);
printf("%6.1f seconds\n",

((double)total) / TICK_RATE);

/»

* DOS file calls
it

* Each of these routines sets up the regs structure as
* specified in the DOS technical reference and then
* calls DOS using the intdos() function.
"/

/*

* DOS call 3!: - create file
*/

int
dos_create(file, attribute)

char *file;
int attribute;

struct REGS regs;

regs.x.dx =(int)file;
regs.h.ah = 0x3c;
regs.x.cx = attribute;
intdos(&regs, Megs);
if (regs.x.cflag) C

printf(”DOS error 7rd in create\n",
regs.x.ax);

exit(1);
)
return regs.x.ax;

)
/*

* DOS call 30 - open file

*/
int
dos_open(file, mode)

char ”file;
int mode;

struct REES regs;

regs.x.dx = (int)file;
regs.h.ah = 0x3D;
regs.h.al = mode;
intdos(&regs, &regs);
if (regs.x.cflag) C

printf(“DOS error %d in open\n",
regs.x.ax);

exit“);
)
return regs.x.ax;

)
/i

* DOS call 3E ~ close file
*/

dos_close(handle)
int handle;

struct REGS regs;

regs.x.‘bx = handle;
regs.h.ah = 0x3E;
intdos(&regs, &regs);
if (regs.x.cflag) C

printf("DOS error 76d in close\n",
regs.x.ax);

exit“);

)
l1:

* DOS call 3F - read file
*/

int
dos_read(handle, buffer, count)

int handle;
char *buffer;
int count;

struct REGS regs;

regs.x.bx = handle;
regs.x.cx = count;
regs.x.dx = (int)buffer;
regs.h.ah = 0x3F;
intdos(&regs, Megs);
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DAN BRIOKLIN’S DEMO PROGRAM
HAS EVERYONE TALKING. MmSt . t 01’ t ’A art-",9 he‘Dan Bricklin’s Demo Program is a new concept in prototyping gate
and demo—making. With DEMO you can conceptualize programs, DE 8r
describe them to others, refine their functionality and
human interface, and finally, teach users the finished
product. The two most common applications are to RODUC
prototype a product before it is written and to P
produce a demonstration or tutorial about an E
existing product or system. OF T“

Meetecrx 30W“ \‘
I Create, edit and view a series of slides

Each slide is 80x25 characters
All 256 characters supported, including special characters
All 256 attributes (color, underline, blink, etc.)
Each slide can be the image of what a
running program looks like
Characters graphics only, no bit—mapped
graphics ‘7‘m
Slides are stored compacted, allowing often SOfi ,
hundreds and hundreds of slides to fit in I {or m.
memory for instant access (given enough RAM) 0 -
Complete set of editing commands, Sho
including cut, paste and move .
l6inle, box and special character commands '- y, - ”“"*“*' '

ui t—in .
includes background “CAPTURE" program "fly has .af I rt f ' r w ,M. My 4 z , bunnyw Mpg/“’(“w”) . . / , .“ .

gérmnPnioénegiErfér‘raéfig WT? ”of?” hit 0:11 [tshandstm ‘dramatists? 80' e adevelopme” uter”for personal comp ,
software that has Wo"

Options include:

rave reviews from
El Adjustable delay between each slide
D Wait for key or optional timeout

IIearly users.
.. Computerworld, 417/86

El Display different slide next depending
upon keystroke

El Produce tones
D Switch to another set of slides in

anotherfile
I Runtime—only version of program included;

along with license to make up to 50 copies
(see License for details).
Additional volume runtime licenses available.
Requires 256k lBM PC/compatible, DOS 2.0
or later. Supports Monochrome, Color/graphics,
and EGA Adaptors (text mode only).
Thousands of developers are designing

better products faster and producing more
effective demonstrations using Dan Bricklin’s
Demo Program. You can, too. Act now!

ORDER(misgggigTODAY .
517-332-2240 SOFTWARE

Send checks to Software Garden, |nc.,
Dept. T, P.O. Box 373, Newton Highlands; GARDEN
MA 02161. Massachusetts residents add $3.75.
Outside the USA. add $15.00. 9’

u em-

,myrau ‘7
_ uwe”
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SHADOW OF IBM

if (regs.x.cflag) (
printf("DOS error %d in read\n",

regs.x.ax);
exit“);

)
return regs.x.ax;

)
It

" DOS call 40 - write file
*/

int
dos_urite(handle, buffer, count)

int handle;
char *buffer;
int count;

struct REGS regs;

regs.x.bx = handle;
regs.x.cx = count;
regs.x.dx = (int)buffer;
regs.h.ah = 0x40;
intdos(&regs, &regs);
if (regs.x.cflag) (

printf("DOS error 74d in urite\n",
regs.x.ax);

exit“);

)
return regs.x.ax;

)
/*

* DOS call 41 - delete file
"'/

dos_delete(file)
char *file;

struct REGS regs;
regs.x.dx = (int)file;

regs.h.ah = 0x41;
intdos(&regs, Sregs);
if (regs.x.cflag) (

printf("DOS error Xd in delete\n",
regs.x.ax);

exit“);

LISTING 7: PDISKIOASM
NAME PDISKIO
PAGE 60,132

PHYSICAL DISK I/D

_TEXT SEGMENT BYTE PUBLIC Icom-:-
_TEXT ENDS
coNST SEGMENT
CONST ENDS
_BSS SEGMENT
_ass ENDS
_DATA SEGMENT ‘UORD PUBLIC 'DATA'
_DATA ENDS
DGROUP GROUP CONST, _ESS,

ASSUME CS: _TEXT, 05:

HORD PUBLIC 'CDNST'

NORD PUBLIC 'BSS'

_DATA

~TEXT SEGMENT

DGROUP, SS: DGROUP, ES: DGROUP

char

4 6 8 10 12 I4 16
disk_io(cmd, drive, buf, count, sector, head, cylinder)

PUBLIC _DISK_IO
_oxsx_xo PRDC NEAR

SAVERR:

PUSH BP
Nov 8?, SP
PUSH ES
PUSH SI
PUSH ox
Mov AH, [BRA]
Mov DL, [awn
nov ax, [BP+8]
PUSH 05
POP Es
MOV AL, [Ema]
Hov DH, [3mm
Hov CH, [mum
SHR ex, 1
SHR ex, 1
AND CL, OCOH
ADD cL, [BPHZ]
INC cL
MOV CH, [arms]
INT 13H
.10 SAVERR
Hov AN, 0
CMP BYTE PTR [aw/.1, a
JNE SAVERR
Mov ax, rams]
Mov [BX], CL
AND BYTE PTR [BX], 0e
NOV BYTE PTR [BM], 0
INC DH
Huv [ax+21, DH
Mov BYTE PTR [BX+3], 0
Nov Taxm, CH
SHL cx, 1
SHL cx, 1
AND CH, 003H
MDV [BX+5], CH
MOV (3)06], DL
Mov BYTE PTR mm, 0
NOV AL, AH
Mov AN, 0
POP 01
POP SI
POP ES
POP 8P
RET

_DISK_IO ENDP

SAVE FRAME
MAKE NEH FRAME

PICK UP COMMAND
PICK UP DRIVE
PICK UP BUFFER

PICK UP COUNT
PICK UP HEAD
HIGH CYL BITS
SNF ZVHSB T0 CL

MASK THEM
ADD IN SECTOR
PLUS ONE
REST CYL IN CH
CALL BIDS
JUMP IF ERROR
CLEAR RESULT
DRIVE PARAM CMD
JUMP IF NOT
RESULTS IN BUF
SECTORS

HEADS

CYLINDERS
FIX HIGH BYTE

DRIVES

RESULT IN AX

RESTORE REGS

RESTORE FRAME
RETURN

Get the current 8108 clock tick count
long ticks”;

..
..

~.
~.

~.

_TICK

_nc1<

PUBLIC _TICK
PROC NEAR

PUSH BP
NOV 8?, SP
PUSH ES
Mov Ax, 0
Nov ES, Ax
cu
Mov Ax, aswono PTR [0466M
MOV ox, ES:N0RD PTR [OLéEH]
sn
POP Es
POP 3P
RET

ENDP

SAVE FRAME
MAKE NEH FRAME

CLEAR ES TO
GET BIOS DATA
DISABLE INTS
LOH TICK CNNT
HIGH TICK COUNT
ENABLE INTS
RESTORE REGS
RESTORE FRAME
RETURN

_TEXT ENDS

END
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'mu Pittmlummau’s snop
helps save time, money and cut frustrations. Compare, evaluate, and find products.

RECENT DISCOVERY
Quick Basic v2.0 - New user interface.

Editor, source level error detection,
built-in debugger, in-inemory
compilation, build and link user
libraries. BASICA, GW—BASIC
compatible. BLOAD, BSAVE PC $ 79

Al-Expert System Dev‘t
Arity System - incorporate w/C. PC $295
Experteach — Powerful, no limit on
memory size. Samples PC $399

EXSYS — All RAM, Probability. PC $339
Insight 2 — dBZ, language. MS $879
Others: APES ($359), Advisor ($949),

ES Construction ($100), ESP ($845),

AI-Lisp
BYSO - Common, MacLISP compatible.
250+ functions, fast PC $150

GC LISP Interpreter - “Common”, rich,
Interactive Tutorial Call

Microsoft MuLisp 85 $ 250 $199
TLC LISP - classes, compiler. MS $225
TransLISP - Good for learning MS $ 75
WALTZLISP CPM-8O MS $149
Others: IQ LISP ($155), UNIX LISP ($59),

IQC LISP ($269).
Al-Prolog

ARITY Standard - full, 4 Me
Interpreter - debug, C, ASM PC $ 350
COMPILER/Interpreter—EXE PC $ 795
With Exp Sys, Screen — KIT PC $1250

MacProlog MAC $ 295
MicroProlog - enhanced MS $ 229
Professional MicroProlog MS $ 359
Prolog-86 - Learn Fast MS $ 95
Prolog-86 Plus - Develop MS $ 250
Others: Prolog-I ($365), Prolog-2 ($1795)
TURBO PROLOG by Borland PC $ 79

"
|

National Accounts Center
Special service is provided .by a separate learn for

organizations with over 500 employees.
Purchasing agents. evaluators. managers. and

programmers all appreciate the extra information.
attention to shipping and invoicing. and help finding
and evaluating products. Call 800-446-1 185.

OurServiets:
- nnmmer‘sldmalLlst - Dalerslnqnir:
- Compare Products - Newsletter
- Hdpfindal’ubl'sher ~ RuslIOrder
- Evaluation LitentureFREE ' Overmpmducts
- BBS-7 PM “:7 AM 617-826“ ' NldonllAccounts Center

C Language-Compilers

Aztec C86 - Commercial PC $499
Aztec C65 - Personal Apple 11 $199
C86 by C1 - 8087, reliable MS $299
Lattice C - from Lifeboat MS $289
Lattice C - from Lattice MS $339
Mark Williams - w/debugger MS $399
Microsoft C 3.0 - new MS $259
Q/C 88 by Code Works - Compiler

source, decent code, cross/native MS $125
Wizard C - Lattice C compatible,
full sys. III, lint, fast. MS $389

C Lang uage-Interpreters

C-terp by Gimpel - full K&R MS $249
INSTANT C - Source debug,
Edit to Run-3 seconds MS $399

Interactive C by IMPACC Associates.
Interpreter, editor, source, debug. PC $225

Introducing C - self paced tutorial PC $109
Run/C Professional - Run/C plus

create add-in libraries, more. MS $199
Run/C - improved MS $109

C Libraries-Communications

$149
$139
$119

Asynch by Blaise
Greenleaf - full, fast
Software Horizons - pack 3

C Support-Systems

Basic C Library by C Source $139
C Sharp - well supported. Source,
realtime, tasks, state system $600

C ToolSet - DIFF, xref, source $ 95
Lattice Text Utilities $105
PC LINT - Checker AMIGA $89 MS $1 19
The HAMMER by CBS Systems $179
SECURITYLIB - add encrypt to MSC.
C86 programs. Source $250 PC $125
C Libraries-General

Application Programmer’s Toolkit MS $375
Blaise C Tools 1 ($109), C Tools 2 $ 89
C Essentials - 200 functions PC $ 85
C Food by Lattice-ask for source MS $109
C Power Windows by Entelekon $119
C Utilities by Essential - Comprehensive

screen graphics, strings. Source. PC $139
C Worthy Library - Complete, machine

independent, source MS $295
Entelekon C Function Library PC $119
Greenleaf Functions - portable, ASM $139
PforCe by Phoenix - objects PC $299
Polytron - for Lattice, ASM source $ 85

C Libraries-Files

FILES: C Index by Trio - full B +
Tree, vary length field, multi compiler
/File is object only
/Plus is full source $349

C to dBASE - with source MS $139
CBTREE — multiuser record locking,
sequential,source,noroyalties MS $ 99

CTree by Faircom — no royalties MS $339
dISTA - full indexing, plus optional

record types , pointers , Network.
Object only - MS C, LAT, C86 $159
Source - Single user MS $429
Source - Multiuser MS $849

dBASE Tools for C PC $ 79
dbc Isam by Lattice MS $199

$89

FEATURE

Multitasking, Windowing for C, Turbo Pascal, or dBASE or . . .
in only 12K!
SYNERGY

The highly efficient design of Synergy by Matrix gives you the benefits of
powerful graphics. windows. pull-down menus. dialog boxes. sophisticated
text and icon management. math support. multitasking. and SPEED. all for
an incredibly small 12K RAM requirement.

The Synergy Runtime provides character and graphics support for menus,
windows. dialog boxes. and more. so you can write programs that work in
either mode. with very reasonable. low runtime fees.

Functions include: window management with capabilities like tile and overlap.
variable size and placement. process management. to suppon multitasking
and sub—process generation. menus. dialog. and icon management. graphics.
text (including a variety of typefaces. fonts. and sizes). and console manage-
ment.
The Synergy Development Toolkit is a collection of sophisticated tools de-

signed for software developers writing new applications using Synergy. or
modifying existing applications to take full advantage of Synergy. Tools include:
graphics resource editor for creating and modifying icons and text fonts. graphics
resource compiler to construct and manage resource data files. font compiler
and manager. debugging tools. sample library. and more.

Supports IBM or Microsoft Macro Assemblers. Turbo. IBM. and Microsoft
Pascal. IBM and Microsoft BASIC. Lattice and Microsoft C. and dBASE II
and III. CGA. EGA. and Hercules monochrome graphics suppon.

PCDOS $395

FEATURE

Multi-User Data Mangement
C-INDEX B +TREE LIBRARY
— “Had I known about your product
when I was designing and writing
dBASE III. I would have certainly used
11-" — Wayne Ratliff. dBASE author
C-lndex can enhance your product de-
velopment by providing powerful. time
tested data management. straight out
of the box.

The C-Index Library delivers high
performance B + tree indexing with
efficient variable length record storage.
You get full transportable source code.
pre-compiled object libraries. and there
are no royalty charges. Additional fea-
tures include record locking. random
and sequential data access. automatic
multi-key maintenance. and virtual
memory buffering. Single or multiuser.
LAN and Xenix compatible.
Highly portable: IBM PC/AT. Macln—

tosh. Cray. VAX. more.
C-Index/Plus (MSDOS, MAC)=$349

C-Index/File (MSDOS)
object only: $ 89

FEATURE

Oops Protection Plus Complete
Disk Control with

Disk Toolkit
UNERASE is valuable. but when your
file is damaged. it does not work. You
need Disk Toolkit‘s:

Full—screen FAT table editor
- ASCII Search (or HEX)
' Disk verification to find bad sectors

and examine data
- File Allocation Table and full direc-

tory access and control
Ability to copy any sector. track.
cluster. file. or area of memory to .

. anywhere — your file on another
disk
Unerase —— it can help. Operate in
beginner‘s (kefioke) or advanced
mode

- Work on any size hard disk
Disk Toolkit is complete, practical,
small (25K). and guaranteed.

—_ _ PCDOS $75

We support MSDOS (not just compatibles), PCDOS, Xenix-86, CPM-80, Macintosh, Atari ST, and Amiga.
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'I‘HE PROGRAMilan’s suop
provides complete information, advice, guarantees and every product for Microcomputer Programming.

Access full memory. program in a structured envi-
ronment, utilize true procedures and functions like
PASCAL, create user defined keywords like C, and
access the 8087/80287 chip. GW-BASIC, PC-
BASICA compatible. C-Link allows you to access
yourexisting C Libraries from BetterBASIC.

’ BetterBASIC SPECIAL
BUY NOW

Order before 8/31/86 and mention this ad for the
special prices below:

LIST Before After
8/3l 8/31

BetterBASIC I99 1 39 [69
8087 Math Support 99 79 89
Run-time Module 250 I79 235
C—Link 99 79 89
Btrieve Interface 99 69 85

Editors for Programming
BRIEF Programmer’s Editor -
undo, windows, reconfigure PC Call

C Screen with source 80/86 $ 75
EMACS by UniPress-powerful MS $299
Epsilon - like EMACS, Full
C-Iike language for Macros PC $169

FirsTime by Spruce - Improve
productivity. Syntax directed for
Turbo ($69), Pascal ($229), orC ($239)

Kedit - like XEDIT PC $109
Lattice Screen Editor-multiwindow,
multitasking Amiga $100 MS $109

PMATE - power, multitask '80/86 $149
XTC - multitasking PC $ 85

Atari ST& Amiga

We carry full lines of Manx,
Lattice, & Metacomco.

Note: All prices subject to change without notice.
Mention this ad. Some prices are specials. Ask about
COD and PCs. All formats available.
UPS surface shipping add $3/item.

Multilanguage Support
BTRIEVE ISAM MS $199
BTRIEVE/N - multiuser MS $469
CODESIFTER - Profiler MS $109
Halo Graphics - 1 15 + devices.
Animation, engineering, business.
Any MS language, Lattice, C86 PC $229

PANEL - Create screen with editor,
generates code. Xenix $539 MS $239

Pfinish Performance Analyzer PC $249
PLINK 86 - program—independent MS $249
PLINK-86 Plus - incremental MS $369
Poly Librarian by Polytron MS $ 85
PVCS Version Control MS $359
Screen Sculptor-slick,thorough PC $ 99
ZAP Communications - VT 100,
TEK4010emulation,fuller. PC $ 95

Xenix-86 & Supporting

Basic - by Microsoft $ 279
Cobol - by Microsoft $ 795
Fortran - by Microsoft $ 399
Xenix Complete Development System $1 149

RECENT DISCOVERY
APT ~ Active Prolog Tutor -
Guides you in building applications
interactively. Arity, Borland,
Prolog—86 compatible. PC $ 65
Fortran & Supporting

Forlib + by Alpha — graph, comm.
MACFortran by Microsoft
MS Fortran - link to C
No Limit - Fortran Scientific
PolyFortran — xref, pp, screen
Prospero - ‘66, reentrant
RM Fortran - enhanced “IBM Ftn"
Scientific Subroutines — Matrix
Statistician by Alpha
Strings and Things - registers, shell

Debuggers

Advanced Trace—86 by Morgan
Modify code on fly.

Codesmith — visual, modify and
rewrite Assembler

CSPRITE - data structures
DSD87 ~ windowing, 8087
Periscope I — own 16K
Periscope II - symbolic. “Reset
Box.” 2 Screen

Pfix-86 Plus Symbolic Debugger
by Phoenix — windows

Software Source by Atron—
Lattice, MS C, Pascal, Windows
single step, 2 screen, log file. MS $ 115
w/Breakswitch $199

PC 39 149

PC $ 109
PC $ 139
MS $ 95
PC $ 269

PC $ 129

PC $ 249

FEATURE
dBASE Programmers:

Translate to C with Less
Effort. Use d Translator

Users say d:
— “allowed me to concentrate on leam«
ing C." —new C programmer
— “takes grunt work out of
conversion. "

-experienced C/dBASE programmer
If you need the portability. speed. and
control ofC. but all your code is written
in dBASE, d is for you. Including
a translator. C libraries and utilities.
d produces a clean. maintainable
translation of most of your programs.
You complete translation then rewrite
sections to take advantage of C power.
flexibility.

Includes BTree, works with dB—C.
CTree, C-Index, Pact, others. Sup«
ports C1 C86, Microsoft, DeSmet and
Lattice C. No royalties. Library source
Unix portable, available separately.
Call our “translator specialist" for

details. PCDOS $350

FEATURE
PROGRAMMING TEAMS:
Manage and Control Source

Versions Efficiently with
POLYTRON Version Control

System (PVCS)
Duplicated efforts and time wasted re-
building and cataloging source m be
avoided. Reliably delegate control for
source & documentation to PVCS.

Save confusion and disk space by let—
ting PVCS maintain the complete cur—
rent version plus all of. the increments.
decrements, and related notes needed to
rebuild any version. Maintains a com—
plete history of changes. No experience
with such a system is assumed. The
documentation and examples will help
you learn quickly. Privilege levels con—
trol access so the administrator knows
who is working on each module. Ask
about discounts for LAN and muIti-key—
board access.

PCDOS $369

EOLYTRONE

FEATURE
EXPERT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT:

Practical, Complete, and Unlimited Features
Help Smoothly Build Expert Systems with EXSYS

EXSYS, Inc. has built a stable and complete toolkit by listening to users and exa—
mining what they need. One of the first Expert System Shells for the PC, EXSYS
provides the features of just about all of its combined competitors. plus the
documentation and examples you will need to learn in this field.
UNLIMITED FEATURES? EXSYS supports backward chaining of IF/THEN/

ELSE rules, full math support, probabilities, explanations, the ability to call ex-
ternal programs including spreadsheets, database managers, or custom-written
front ends with data passed to and from the external program, plus the ability
to handle substantial applications of up to 5,000 rules. All user input is either
English text, menu selection, or algebraic expression.
The systems developed can explain why information is needed and how it will

be used. The ability to “change and rerun" allows expert system modelling of
problems. Written entirely in C, EXSYS provides very high speed execution and
efficient memory utilization.

But ifthese features are not enough, use the interface to Lotus, dBASE, BASIC,
C, orla_ny other .EXE or .COM file. Already in use at over 1,000 sites with many
comp ex and powerful expert systems developed. Several expert systems have
been marketed with a low-cost runtime license. Single computer use is only $349.
Unlimited runtime distribution is available for an additional $539.

PCDOS $349

Call for a catalog, literature, advice and service you can trust

HOURS
8:30 AM - 8:00 PM EST.

800-421-8006
THE PROGRAMMER’S SHOP "‘
128-P Roekland Street, Hanover, MA 02339

Mass: 800-442-8070 or 617-826-7531 6/86
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“I appreciate your service to the pro-
gramming community, your prices more
than fair and your newsletter amongst
the finest in the business."

Lawrence
Fooian Systems, Inc.



Withour free
oifer, theseboards

The boards are the Above” V These coprocessors
Board series fiom Intel. accelerate most of the soft-

The coprocessors are ware that supports Above
8087 and 80287 Math (30— Board: 1—2—3? Symphony”
processorsAlso from Intel. Framework 11:” SuperCalcf

Put them together and Auto CAD"w and just about
you get one swift system. any other math intensive

And one great offer: programworth its algoritlun.
Because now when you And you can run your

buyanAbove Boardyou can coprocessor with any
get a math coprocessor; free. Above Board you like.

Genuine Intel
Above Board PS/AT
Personal Computer Enhancement

' trademark
e 23 - p , . y a, A territories.

ard. Redeemable only through Intel. Above is a trademark and Intel a reg'stered trademark



cofirocessor
W be gomg fast.

Like the new Above
Board PS/AT.

It gives you expanded
memory—Whichmeets the
Lotus®/lntel/l\/licrosoft® spec,
conventional memory—
up to 640K, and extended
memory—capable of sup—
porting protected mode
operating systems.

Plus serial and parallel
ports,print buf—

fer, and RAM

hurry. Because
I," ~~.~....._

I?“ #2;
' \

. ‘ be longgone.

disk.All packaged into a sin—
gle slot. And all guaranteed
torunatSMHz.‘ ,
Of course there _
are also Above '2: ' 2
Boards that provide this
same memory—With and
Without ports—foryour
PC/AT, XT and compatibles.

Details on how to get
your free coprocessor chip
are in specially marked
Above Board packages.

2 Or call us at
(800) 538—3373.

Butyou’d better

, after September
30, this offerwill

inter
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rom the introduction of its first
computer, the Compaq Portable,
Compaq has gained a reputation

for quality and compatibility that has
enabled its computers to be accepted
and used wherever IBM PCs are used. It
therefore seems appropriate that a com—
puter from Compaq should be the first
one tested in PC Tech journal’s series
on AT~compatible machines. The Desk—
pro 286, like other Compaq machines,
is a rugged, high—quality computer that
can be an ideal alternative to the AT for
users who need some of the extra fea-
tures provided. A speed selection switch
on the Deskpro 286 allows users to
change from 6-MHz to 8-MHz on the

same machine, a definite advantage
over IBM. Other extras include an inte-
grated tape backup system, dUal—mode
monitor and adapter that displays high—
resolution text characters and produces
graphics compatible with the IBM Color
Graphics Adapter.

Compaq offers three models of the
Deskpro 286, each distinguished by the
amount of memory and the kinds of pe—
ripherals. The top—of—thevline model 5
was used for this review. This machine
was equipped with 512KB of memory, a
30MB hard disk, 1.2MB diskette drive,
10MB tape backup system, asynchro-
nous communications pon, parallel
printer port, and single-color monitor

connected to Compaq’s video display
controller card. The features available
with all three Deskpro 286 models are
listed in the accompanying sidebar,
“Deskpro 286 Vital Statistics."

Unlike some of the other AT—com-
patible computers on the market, the
Deskpro 286 does not try to mimic
exactly the exterior styling of the AT.
Instead, it conforms to the style intro—
duced with the original Compaq Porta-
ble and is almost a dead ringer for the
8086—based Deskpro. The system unit of
the Deskpro 286 measures 193/4 inches
by 161/2 inches by 61/4 inches. Photo 1
compares its footprint to that of the AT.
(The photo shows the top of the AT sys—

m: 'l'li(.l I 101'
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DESKPRO 286

PHOTO 1: system Unit Footprint PHOTO 4: Inside the System Unit
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Photo I: Compaq did not try to imitate the shape of the IBM
AT. Its system unit is 193/4 by 161/2 by 61/4 inches, indicated by
dotted lines, compared to 21 1/4 by 161/2 by 61/4 for the AT.

Photo 2: The Deskpro 286 keyboard matches the AT key—
board in most respects, but does not have the solid IBM feel.
The status lights are conveniently placed on the keys.

Photo 3: The location of the power switch on the rear panel
is inconvenient; the front panel would have been a better
position The 41a-inch fan provides plenty of air flow.

Photo 4: The math coprocessor socket is easy to reach, but a
metal brace between the front and rear panels of the system
unit blocks convenient access to slot number 1.

Photo 5: Before using the hard-disk drive for the first time,
the cotter pin and plastic washer must be removed, and the
exposed lever must be pushed into its unlocked position.
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tem unit with the Deskpro outline
superimposed as a dotted line.) The
Deskpro 286 is a big, heavy machine,
indicative of its sturdy construction.
The heavy-duty hard disk adds its not
insignificant bulk to the load. Moving
this computer around can be a chore.

Only two exterior features, a key—
lock switch and an AT-style keyboard,
differ from the 8086 version. Neither of
these features is up to the standards set
by the similar items on the AT. Instead
of the slick chrome keylock available on
the AT, the Deskpro 286 has a dull
black mechanism stuck incongruously
to the front panel of the system unit
with a key of the bus—station-locker vari-
ety. Part of the mechanism holding the
lock in place fell off the test machine
while the system unit cover was being
removed, hardly inspiring confidence in
its ability to deter intruders. An indica—
tor for the locked and unlocked posi-
tions is so faint that it can barely be
seen, even in direct light.

The Deskpro 286 keyboard is likely
to be the source of many complaints for
a variety of reasons. Although it con—
forms for the most part to the layout of
the standard AT keyboard (see photo 2)
and it offers more tactile feedback than
the keyboard on the original Compaq
Portable, it still lacks the solid feel of
IBM. The oversized keys (Enter and
Shift) are particularly flimsy. The com-
puter generates audible keyboard clicks
to compensate for the keyboards lack
of tactile feedback. The Ctrl—Alt-minus
and Ctrl—Alt—plus key combinations re-
duce and increase the loudness of the
key clicks. (The Deskpro 286’s BIOS
keeps track of the loudness by storing a
value between 0 and 127 at absolute
RAM address 416H. The IBM BIOS re-
serves this byte as a scratch area.)

The keyboard’s adjustable legs,
which are the same kind that were used
on earlier Compaq models, do not lock
into position, so any abrupt or sideways
motion can cause those legs to collapse.
The Compaq 286’s keyboard cord also
suffers from clumsiness. It is approxi—
mately the same length as the one on
the AT, but because the Compaq key-
board plugs into the front of the system
unit instead of the back as on the AT,
the extra cord length tends to get in the
way. Perhaps Compaq has overreacted
to the criticisms of the Compaq Porta-
ble’s too—short cord.

The keyboard that arrived with the
test machine had problems with stick«
ing keys, particularly Alt and Enter.
Whenever the Ctrl-Alt»Del combination
was pressed, the system displayed a
keyboard error message on the screen

PC TECH JOURNAL

instead of rebooting. This keyboard was
replaced with another, but after typing a
single word into a word processor with
the new keyboard, a never-ending
stream of spaces spewed out onto the
screen, obliterating text at 8 MHZ. The
Space bar lay plastered to the base of
keyboard and only with great effort
could it be pried up. This is not to say
that all Deskpro keyboards are plagued
with sticking keys, but a cautionary note
would be to test all the keys before
taking a new machine home.

The location of the power switch
on the system unit might cause some
frustration. Instead of following IBM’s
lead and placing the switch on the right
side of the unit (or better yet, placing it
in front for easy access), Compaq put
the switch on the rear panel (see photo
5). This location certainly minimizes the
risk of accidentally turning off the
machine, but it forces the user to reach
around to the back and fumble blindly
for an invisible switch.

The Deskpro’s monochrome dis-
play is an example of higtuality con—
struction and good design. Used with
Compaq’s standard display adapter,
which emulates IBM‘s Color Graphics
Adapter and generates high-resolution
text comparable to that generated by
[EMS monochrome adapter, it displays
crisp characters and graphics in an eye-
pleasing shade of amber. An especially
nice feature of the display is its viewing
angle. Because of its almost pyramid

shape, when the display sits on a hori—
zontal surface, the screen tilts slightly
upward. This permits comfortable view—
ing either when the entire machine is
sitting on a typing table or when the
display is sitting directly on a desktop.

Compaq’s 1.2MB diskette drive has
a noteworthy feature. When the drive is
reading or writing a 1.2MB diskette, the
drive light shines green; when the drive
accesses a 360KB diskette, the light
turns to red. With all the juggling be-
tween diskette formats that goes on
these days, the different colors can be
reassuring, especially when formatting.

Like the ATS 1.2MB diskette drive,
the Deskpro 286’s 1.2MB drive does not
always write 360KB diskettes reliably.
Moreover, during testing, the drive
sometimes had trouble reading 360KB
diskettes. For example, the drive would
not read two of the Lotus Symphony
master diskettes. However, when a PC
with 360KB drives was used to make
copies of those diskettes, the Deskpro
was able to read the copies.

Standard on the Deskpro 286 is a
parallel printer port and an asynchro~
nous communications adapter (serial
port), which are both on the diskette
adapter card. The connectors are identi—
cal to those on the AT; the parallel port
has a 25—pin, D—shell, female connector,
and the serial port has the smaller AT-
style 9—pin, D-shell, male connector.
Jumpers on the diskette adapter card
allow switching or disabling the ports.

Model 1: $5,999
256KB memory
Parallel printer interface
Serial interface ,
Dual-mode (monochrome and CGA

compatible) display adapter
RGB and composite interface
Dual-mode monochrome monitor
Realtime clock
1.2MB or 560KB diskette drive

Model 2: $4,999
All features of model 1 plus:
512KB memory
30MB hard disk

Model 3: $5,699 _
All features of model 1 plus:
512KB memory
50MB hard disk
10MB tape backup

Memory capacity on, System board
None ‘

DESKPRO 286 VITAL STATISTICS
Display adapters '
Dual—mode (IBM monochrome and

~CGA compatible)

Expansion slots
16-bit: 4
53bit: 2

I Available slots
Model 1

16—bit: 3
8-bit: 2

Models 2 and 3
16-bit: 2
8—bit: 2 ,

Extras available _
10MB tape backup _‘ V , ,
Processor speed selection switch

(6 MHz/S-MHZ) , '
Dual-mode display adapter and

monitor (monochrome/CGA)
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DESKPRO 286
The Operations Guide contains no
information about these jumpers, but a
telephone call to Compaq revealed that
the first three jumpers are for enabling
or disabling COM1, COMZ, and PRN,
respectively. The fourth one is removed
in order to change the primary address
for the floppy-diskette controller from
SFOH to 5701-] so two more floppy-disk
drives can be added to the machine.
This information is in the Maintenance
and Service Guide, which is not
supplied with the machine but is avail-
able as an option.

The computer tested for this article
arrived with Compaq’s own hard~disk
controller card and a 30MB hard disk.
This is recommended because it gives
users a high-quality, high—performance
disk that is guaranteed to work in their
machines. A user who wishes to buy a
third—party hard disk should realize that,
unlike the AT, the base model Deskpro
286 does not contain a hard-disk con-
troller. Several controllers are available,
but Compaq has not tested any of them
with the Deskpro 286. The user should
test drive a third-party controller before
purchasing one.

EXTRAS, EXTRAS!
In addition to all the standard AT
features, the Deskpro 286 includes sev-
eral extras not found in any IBM mod-
els. The most notable of these is the
tape backup system.

To address the problem of backing
up data from a 30MB hard disk, the
Deskpro 286 model 3 includes a tape
backup unit capable of reading and
writing the small DC-IOOO tape car—
tridges from 5M. Although this unit
seems to work reliably, it has two prob-
lems that suggest it will not become a
favorite among users. It is relatively
slow, and it cannot back up the entire
hard disk on a single tape.

Formatting a tape is normally a
time-consuming operation, and the
Deskpro 286’s tape—formatting is no
exception. Approximately 20 minutes
are required to format each 10MB tape,
and another 20 minutes to fill that tape
with backup data. That is one hour to
format enough tapes to back up the
complete 30MB hard disk, and another
hour to copy the data.

Lack of speed would not be a cru—
cial deficiency for the tape drive if the
user could invoke the tape backup util-
ity and then walk away while the unit
continued to capture the data on the
disk. However, each cartridge stores
only 10MB of data, so backing up a
30MB hard disk requires at least three
tape changes during the process.
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Another special feature that all
Compaq models have is the dual—mode
monitor and display adapter. This moni—
tor/adapter combination allows text to
be displayed with the same resolution
as IBM's monochrome adapter/mono-
chrome monitor combination. Other
characteristics of the monochrome ad-
apter, such as underlining and reverse
video, also are supported. The dual-
mode monitor/adapter is compatible
with the IBM CGA, allowing graphics to
be displayed on the screen and a third-
party color monitor to be connected.

The Compaq adapter is really just a
CGA with the extra capability to support
high-resolution characters. Like the

Compaq allows users to
switch the processor speed
between 6 MHZ and 8 MHZ
by pressing Ctrl-Alt-\. This
accommodates those pro-
grams that simply will
not worle at higher speeds.
i

CGA, it contains 16KB of video memory
starting at address B8000H, and it sup—
ports video modes 0 through 6 for 40—
column text (modes 0-1), 80—column
text (modes 2-3), and graphics (modes
4-6). Even though it can generate high—
resolution characters, it does not sup-
port mode 7, used by IBM’s mono-
chrome adapter.

The key to Compaq’s ability to dis—
play high—resolution characters is in the
character generator on the display
adapter. Whereas in graphics mode,
characters are formed by copying dot
patterns that are stored in the system
ROM BIOS, in the text modes the char-
acter generator is used. In the 80-col—
umn text modes, the generator can pro-
duce two different kinds of characters,
and the dual-mode monitor is capable
of displaying either kind.

The two kinds of characters corre-
spond to the highscan and low—scan
modes of the monitor. In low—scan
mode, the video signal sent by the dis»
play adapter uses a horizontal scanning
frequency of 15.7 KHz and a vertical
scanning frequency of 60 Hz, noninter—
laced. These frequencies, which are the
same ones generated by the CGA, are

, compatible with color monitors. The

display adapter sends characters that
use an 8-by-8 dot pattern, just like those
generated by the CGA. In addition, the
attribute byte associated with each char»
acter is the standard color attribute byte
(indicating the foreground and back—
ground color, the intensity, and
whether the character is blinking). Low»
scan mode is the only one used for the
40-column text and graphics modes.

In high—scan mode, the video signal
sent by the display adapter uses a hori-
zontal scan frequency of 18.5 KHZ and a
vertical scan frequency of 50 Hz, non—
interlaced. The display adapter sends
characters that use a 9»by-14 dot pat-
tern, just like those generated by the
IBM monochrome display adapter. In
addition, the attribute byte associated
with each character is the same as that
used with the IBM monochrome display
adapter (allowing normal, reverse
video, invisible, underlined, blinking,
and high-intensity characters).

By default, whenever the Compaq
is in the 80-column video modes, it dis—
plays the characters in high»scan mode.
Therefore, even though programs think
they are dealing with an ordinary CGA
in text mode, the characters that appear
on the screen are the higher—resolution
variety that is normally associated with
the IBM monochrome adapter.

A user can switch between high—
scan and low-scan modes by pressing
Ctrl—Alt»> (for high-scan) and Ctrl-Alt-<
(for low—scan). This can be done while
running any program, because an indi-
vidual program will notice no differ—
ence between the two modes. Switching
to low-scan mode allows text to be dis—
played on a third-party color monitor.

Compaq allows users to switch the
processor speed between 6 and 8 MHz
by pressing Ctrl-Alt-\. This accommo-

=dates those programs that just will not
work at higher speeds (although with
the AT now available in an 8—MHz ver—
sion, fewer of these programs will be
apparent). Once the key combination is
pressed, the machine announces the
mode by beeping (once for 6 MHz,
twice for 8 MHZ). The same beeping an-
nouncements occur when bootn the
computer. Although this is a clever way
to indicate the processor speed, the
double—beep during boot-up is very
similar to the BIOS error beeps that oc-
cur when the PC experiences a parity
error. A more distinctive sound would
prevent veteran PC users from experi»
encing a sudden rush of anguish the
first few times they boot their Deskpros.

The processor speed also can be
set using the DOS MODE command,
which offers an additional (and for—
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TABLE 1: Compatibility and Pe/forma/zce Tests
IBM AT
With COMPAQ DESKPRO 286 COMPAQ PORTABLE H
30MB disk21 with 30MB disk With 10MB disk
(8-MHz model) Fastb Highc Fast High

ATBIOS ,
ROM BIOS date _ - 11/15/85 11/20/85 , 5 11/20/85 1 5 11/20/85 - 11/20/85 » » 4;; .,
ATPERF - ‘
Average RAM

instruction fetch (us) 0.403 (100)d 0.404 (100) 0.404 (100) 0.404 (100) 0.403 (100)
Average RAM read time (11.5) ' A ' 9 ’ ‘ , ‘ 7 ‘

BYTE 0.401 (100) 0.403 (99) 0.401 (100) ‘ 0.403 (99) 0.401(100)
-WORD , ' - , 0.401 (100) _ 0.403 (99) 0.401(100) ' 0.403 (99) A ‘ c’0.401"(t100)

Average RAM write time (us)
BYTE 0.401 (100) 0.404 (99) 0.402 (100) 0.404 (99) 0.402 (100)
WORD 0.401 (100) 0.403 (99) 0.401 (100) 0.403 (99) 0.402 (100)

Average ROM read time (pus) , , ' :
BYTE 0.401 (100) 0.403 (100) ‘ 0.401(100) _ 0.403 (100), , . 0.401 (100) ~
WORD 0.401 (100) ' ~ 0403 (100) * 0.401 (100) ‘ 0.403 (100) "i0.401'(1~00)‘

Average video write time (115)
(CGA only)
BYTE 1.208 (100) 1.111 (109) 1.013 (119) 1.111 (109) 1.013 (119)
WORD 2.415 (100) 2.217 (109) 2.025 (119) 2.217 (109) 2.025 (119)

Average EMM readtime (11.5) ‘ ' .y - _ __ g ,3 ,, .- .3 ~ 1
‘ BYI‘E , 0.402 (100) 0.540 (74) ' 0.403 (100) ~ 0.540 (74) 0.402 (100)

WORD 0402 (1'00) 0.540 (74) 0.402 (100) 0.540 (74) 0.1402 (100)
Average EMM write time (us) ' M

BYTE 0.402 (100) 0.540 (74) 0.402 (100) 0.539 (74) 0.402 (100)
WORD 0.402 (100) 0.540 (74) 0.403 (100) 0.540 (74) 0.402 (100)

CPU clock-rate (MHz) . 8.0 _ (1'00”) ,- 7.9 (99) , 8.0 "((100) \ 7.9.. (99); ,. 13.0 (100)
Math coprocessor clock rate , " ' ”'

(MHz) 5.3 (100)
Refresh overhead (%) 7.1
RAM read wait states 1
RAM write wait states
ROM read wait statEs
Video write wait states (CGA)
EMM read Wait states ‘
EMM write wait states
ATFLOAT
Performance as percentage

relative to AT 100 80 100 80 100

Seams/track -- 5 ‘ 5 17 5, “ 17‘ 1 _ , * 17 ‘5 17 5 5 .- 17 = »
Heads 5 5 5 5 4 ‘4
Cylinders 731 695 695 304 304
Total space (million bytes) 31.81 30.25 30.25 10.58 10.58
Track-track seek time (ms) 9.9 6.4 6.4 16.9 16.8
Average seek time (ms) 37.0 . 40.2 f 40.5 g . , , 71.6, . 7.1.6
EffeCtive transfer rate (KB/see) 170.1, * 256.2 ‘ 256.2 1 255.0 I ' 255:0
DOS file [/0 (sec) 7.3 . V 8.1 ' 9.1 , 10. ' 9.3

2 (78) . 5.3 (100) ’2‘, (78).. , 53 (100) ..4, 4.
6 6
1 1
1 11, 1,.
7 7
2 2
2 2H

H
t
t
—

I
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—

I
V

t—
yt

—
tO

O
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dt
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“ Thefiguresfor the IBM AT are the average resultsfrom several machines, ‘ High is obtained by the MODE SPEED command.
whereas the results/ram the Compaq machines are taken onlyfrom . “ Figures shown in parentheses represent the relativeperformance expressed
the review sample model. as a percentage compared to PC Tech Journal’s baseline machine,

5 Fast is the default speed. the 8—MHz, 30MB AT

The 8-MHz Deskpro 286 has an 8-MH2 processor and a 6- state. Third-party memory boards are accessed with two
MHz bus in default mode. Compaq memory has special cir— wait states. The DOS command MODE SPEED = HIGH, ena-
cuitry that allows it to be accessed with only one wait bles the Deskpro to operate as a full 8-MHz machine.
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DESKPRO 286

THE PORTABLE II: MEETING
FAMILY EXPECTATIONS
The smallest member of the Compaq
family, the new Portable 11, compares
favorably with its larger and heftier
siblings. With a few exceptions, its
compatibility and performance figures
match those of the Deskpro 286,

Although the Portable 11 contains
almost all the features of Compaq’s
earlier Portable 286, this redesigned
model occupies almost one—third less
space. By using one—third-height disk
drives, providing only two extra ex—
pansion slots (one 8-bit and one 16-bit
slot) and locating the function keys on
a single horizontal row above the
numeric keys, Compaq was able to
squeeze an entire AT-compatible com-
puter into a box that measures 13
inches deep, 171a inches across, and
714 inches high. The review computer
was a model 3 and contained a single
360KB diskette drive and a shock-
mounted 10MB hard disk. It weighed
in at a mere 23.6. pounds, 17 percent
lighter than a comparably—equipped
Portable 286. At this size and weight,
carrying a computer through a busy
airport and trying to store it under an
airline seat at long last becomes a
manageable proposition.

Compaq compromised little to
achieve the smaller size. The screen is
a 9-inch dual-mode monitor that is
even a little larger than the ones that
have graced previous Compaq port-
ables. The diskette drive, a one-third-
height model, uses ordinary 360KB
5V4~inch diskettes. Even the keyboard
is an AT-style model, with the only dif-
ference being the position of the 10
function keys. Compaq chose not to
provide a 1.2MB diskette drive with

the Portable 11, which may be a wise
move judging from the difficulties the
Deskpro 286 experiences in reading
and writing 360KB diskettes.

The Portable ll offers the same
extra features as the Deskpro 286,
such as the dual-mode monitor and
speed selection switch (but not the
tape backup system). However, Com-
paq has made some design improve—
ments to address the most common
complaints made of its earlier models.
The Portable 11 has an acceptably long
keyboard cable, which slides out from
a deep trench under the diskette
drive. It is long enough for the user to

set the computer on a desk and lean
back with the keyboard in his lap.

The adjustable legs on the com-
puter have been redesigned. The key—
board legs open by tilting back, in-
stead of to the side, making the key-
board less likely to collapse due to
sideways jarring. The tilt-up legs are
gone from the main unit too, replaced
by a wide brace that doubles as a
door to the power-cord container.
This new design makes the unit much
more stable and allows for convenient
storage of the power cord.

The plastic outer shell on the
Portable 11 is a single piece, so users

merly undocumented) high—speed
mode that is not available with the key-
board sequences.

MODE SPEED=FAST is [he 8—MHZ
mode described above. This default
mode sets the CPU to 8 MHz and the
bus to 6 MHZ. MODE SPEED=COM—
MON is the 6<MHz mode that sets the
CPU and bus to 6 MHz. Setting the
mode via DOS does not provide any au—
dible indication as does the Ctrl—Alt—\
key combination. The Deskpro 286 pro-
cessor also can be set to run at 8 MHz
with an 8-MHz bus using MODE
SPEED=HIGH. This is not the default
mode—it cannot be accessed using Ctrl—
Alt—\, and it is undocumented in all but
the most recent Compaq manuals
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(scheduled to be released this sum-
mer). Nonetheless, it is available to en-
able the machine to be run at its fastest
speed. The current mode of the
machine can be determined using the
command MODE SPEED. The response
will be FAST, COMMON, or HIGH.

EASE 0F INSTALLATION
One of the most difficult parts of install—
ing hardware in the Deskpro 286 in-
volves the screws. The cover of the sys-
tem unit is fastened with three screws
on the rear panel, among a total of
eight similar-looking screws, so select-
ing the right ones can be a guessing
game. Furthermore, most of the screws
on the Deskpro 286 are the Torx T-15

type, which are great for automating
Compaq’s manufacturing process, but
difficult to remove with common screw—
drivers (and few ordinary people actu—
ally own Torx screwdrivers).

The Deskpro’s system unit cover is
a wraparound design similar to that of
the PC and AT. It slides forward and
then lifts straight up and off. Because
the keyboard is attached at the front of
the unit, it must be removed before tak—
ing off the cover. (Nonetheless, this is
much more accessible than fumbling
around the back of an IBM model to at—
tach and detach the keyboard.)

Despite these few inconveniences,
installing hardware in the Deskpro 286
is, for the most part, an easy process.
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who are used to prying the side walls
off the old portables can save their
fingernails. When the computer is sit-
ting so the handle points up, the shell
lifts straight up and off. However,
some energetic prying is required to
maneuver the plastic protrusions
around the power switch.

Like the Deskpro 286, the For-
table 11 uses Torx screws. The plastic
case has a different size (T—IS) than
the aluminum panels and slot covers
(T-10); neither set has grooves for flat
blade screwdrivers. Compaq does not
include screwdrivers of either size
with the Portable II.

Unlike the Deskpro, the Portable
II’s system board has room for 640KB
of RAM. In addition, Compaq offers a
special memory board, with room for
up to 1.5MB of memory, that plugs
directly into the back of the system
board instead of requiring an expan-
sion slot. This extra memory can be
treated only as extended memory,
with addresses beginning at 1MB. By
allowing for more than 2MB of mem-
ory connected directly to the system
board, the competition for expansion
slots is minimized.

The Portable II has only four ex-
pansion slots, of which two are in use.
In the model 5 teSIed, slot 1 contains
the controller for the hard disk and
diskette drive. This controller also
contains an asynchronous communica-
tions port and a parallel printer port.
Slot 2 contains the dual—mode video
display adapter. Slot 3 is a 16-bit and
slot 4 is an 8-bit slot. This lack of
expansion slots could be a problem
for users who have many options to
install. The Portable 11 is no different
from other portable computers in this
area, however. Small size and ade-

quate room for expansioncards seem
to be mutually exclusive.

Slot 4 on the Portable II is set
apart from slot 3 to allow room for an
internal modem’s speaker—a natural
option on such'a machine. However,
the space between slot 3 and the
neighboring slot 2 is insufficient to in-
stall a piggyback card. This limitation
prevents Intel’s 4MB Above Board
from being installed in the Portable 11.
The video card in lt 2' cannotbe L
moved to the other 8—bit slot (slot 4)
to make more room, because the rib- ,
bon cable connecting the display to
the adapter is too short to allow the
adapter to reside in the farther slot.
Only the 2MB version of Above Board
(without the piggyback) can be in-
stalled. This narrow slot will prdbably
cause the same problem when install-
ing, any 16-bit‘card with a piggyback.

Another problem with installing
Above Board is that the board is too
tall to fit properly unless the plastic
support bracket is removed from the
Portable II’s board slot access cover-
Whether Compaq or Intel is at fault
here is open to question. Users who
plan to use expanded memory should
be aware of the difficulties of squeez—
ing the Intel board into the Portable.

The same compatibility and per-
formance tests were run on the Porta—
ble II as were run on the Deskpro
286, and for the most part, the same
results were obtained. The Portable II
was able'to run all the sample soft—
ware and, except for the difficulty in
installing Above Board, it worked with
the add—on hardware products.

Like the Deskpro 286, the Porta—
ble II failed the video adapter test in
the IBM AT Advanced Diagnostics, it
ran the 80287 math coprocessor at

only 4.2 MHZ in the default mode, in-
stead of the expected 5.5 MHz, and it
used two wait states instead of one
when accessing expanded memory,
again in the default mode (indicating
a 6-MHz instead of an 8—MHz expan-‘
sion bus). But also like the Deskpro
286, accessing the video memory on
thecolOr/graphics adapter was 60 ,per-
cent faster than on the AT. Full 8-MHz
capabilities (expansion bus and CPU)
are available in the same way as on
the Deskpro 286 by using the DOS
MODE SPEED=HIGH command. _

The Portable II did not measure
up to the Deskpro 286 in hard-disk
performance. As table 1 in the main
article shows, the seek time of the
Portable II’s 10MB driye, both track-to-
track and average, was double that of
the Deskpro 286’s 30MB unit. These
figures are comparable to a lower per-
formance XTclass machine. Compaq
recently announced 21 20MB hard disk
for the Portable 11, but it «was not avail-
able in time for this review.

The Portable 11 offers the state of
the art in portable computing without
the unpleasantness of LCD displays or
the compatibility problems of Sic-inch
diskettes. Although the 10MB.drive
does not measure up to the standards.
expected for 80286 computers, the
nondisk performance figures match
those of the Deskpro 286, and the '
Portable 11 is as compatible as any
Compaq model. Its hard—disk deficien-
Cies and lack of expansion slots pre—
clude the Portable 11 from being effec-
tive as a user’s primary, high~perform-
ance computer. But as a business
computer to take on the road, or for
transpOrting between home and office,
it is an ideal solution.

—-Steven Armbrust and Ted Forgeron

Photo 4 shows the interior of the sys—
tem unit. Adding an 80287 math copro—
cessor is simple (even though the Desk—
pro’s Guide to Operations manual does
not mention the 80287 socket), because
the socket is located under board slot 1
where it is quite easy to reach, rather
than near the power supply as on the
AT. One minor annoyance is a metal
brace that fastens between the front and
rear panels of the system unit and is
positioned directly over slot 1; the
brace must be taken out before any
board can be installed in or removed
from that particular slot.

The peripherals (diskette drive,
tape drive, and hard disk) are sur—
rounded by a sheet—metal enclosure,
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preventing any sensitive components or
mechanical pieces from being jostled or
damaged while working in other areas
of the unit. In fact, the metal enclosure
is solid enough to hold test equipment
or additional drives that need to be
tested before installation.

Because of the kind of hard—disk
drive that Compaq uses (a rugged-look»
ing piece of Control Data equipment), a
manual head-unlocking step must be
performed before using the computer
initially. As shipped from the factory,
the drives locking lever is pulled out in
its locked position and held there with
a plastic washer and cotter pin arrange—
ment (see photo 5). Before applying
power to the computer, the user must

remove the cotter pin and plastic, push
the lever into its unlocked position, and
plug the unit into the power supply
(which could not be done before be—
cause the locking mechanism blocked
the connector). A sticker on the front of
the drive warns users that they must fol-
low this procedure. Of course, when
preparing the unit for moving, this pro-
cess must be reversed in order to lock
the heads again.

The manual head-locking proce—
dure perhaps is less convenient than
using software to lock the heads, but a
certain comfort is derived from know-
ing—really knowing—that the drive’s
heads are securely locked during a
bumpy move.
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Orchid’s TurboEGAT”
The world’s fastest EGA
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EGA

Introducing the only Enhanced Graphics Adapter
with PCturbo’” speed.
The experts agree: the EGA is the
breathtaking new graphics standard,
but the sophisticated software written.
for it places a big burden on the PC’s
processing speed. Beautiful graphics,
crisp text, but to o s l o w.
Everyone else rushed their EGAs to
the market, but Orchid Technology
took the time to do it right. Orchid’s
TurboEGA“, from the inventors of PC
TurboProcessing, packs a high-speed
Turbo and an EGA into one slot, for
the world's fastest EGA.

Graphics with Speed
TurboEGA makes IBM PCs and
XTs run faster than an AT. It brings
dazzling speed to sluggish graphics
programs. All types of software run
faster, so you finish more quickly.
Transparent to the user, you won’t
know it’s there until you see its speed.

We are so confident that our TurboEGA
is the ultimate graphics card that we
decided to give away a free copy
of Microsoft’s Windows T” with each
TurboEGA*. Even Microsoft
recommends that you run Windows
on an AT. Now Orchid’s TurboEGA
gives you AT speed so XT users can
use this number one windowing
software at the speed they demand.

The Complete Solution
Only Orchid puts this much
performance into one slot and comes
fully loaded with 256K of RAM, so
there’s no hidden cost. TurboEGA
is the complete graphics solution.
Pick up the phone and find out
how you can have the EGA the
competition wishes they had: Orchid’s
TurboEGA, the world’s fastest.

If you have an AT or a system with 80286 speed,
ask about the Orchid EGA” —four graphic-
card compatibility in one slot.

TurboEGA, OrchidEGA, and PCturbo and trademarks of Orchid Technology. Microsoft Windows is a trademark of the
Microsoft Corporation. All other product names are trademarks of their manufacturers. CGA screen by PC Paint Plus.

TurboEGA

Features:

0 Powered by 7.2MHZ 80286
0 Optional 5 or SMHz 80287
0 256K of on-board RAM
0 Four graphics modes: EGA,

CGA, MDA, Hercules
0 Supports the long list of

EGA software:
Microsoft Windows &
Word
Lotus 1—2-3 & Symphony ’
Topview
Framework
Chart-Master
AutoCAD
PC Paint Plus

and more...

A 47790 Westinghouse Dr.
1L Fremont, CA 94536

“Fww/i 415/490-8586
aI a Tlx: 709289

ORCHID
The Innovative Leaders

*Offer good only on TurboEGA
purchases until July 31, 1986. Please
allow two weeks for delivery.

CIRCLE NO. 142 ON READER SERVICE CARD



DESKPRO 286
INSIDE THE SYSTEM UNIT
The Deskpro 286 has eight expansion
slots—six 16—bit slots and two 8—bit
slots. In the unit tested, four of those
slots (all 16—bit) were occupied. Three
of the four were used by the drive con-
trollers for the hard disk, tape, and
diskette (the diskette controller also
contains an asynchronous communica—
tions port and a parallel printer port).

The fourth slot contained a mem—
ory card. Bucking the trend to put more
and more memory on the system
board, the Deskpro 286 contains no
memory whatsoever there; all of its
memory resides on expansion cards.
Although this may be a waste of slots, it
has certain advantages. If a soldered
memory chip goes bad (even the Desk-
pro’s memory card uses one row of
soldered chips), the system board does
not need to be removed. Further, when
higher capacity I-megabit chips become
available, a new memory board can be
added rather than having to replace the
entire system board.

The Deskpro 286’s hard-disk drive
is impressive. A 30MB Control Data
model, it is encased in cast aluminum
with cooling fins protruding in all
directions, just like an old air-cooled
Volkswagen engine. It looks sturdy
enough to survive a drop out a window,
although it was not subjected to that
test during this review.

The power supply is a 120-volt,
4-amp model that should adequately
handle any expansion cards or periph-
erals that are installed. (The AT has a
115-volt, S-amp power supply). The
Deskpro’s power supply also has a
sloping top face with a 4Vz—inch fan for
plenty of cooling air flow. The AT’s
power supply contains a 3-inch fan.

The Deskpro 286 comes equipped
with Compaq DOS 3.1 and GW-BASIC.
For the most part, Compaq D08 is the
same as PC—DOS. The only items miss—
ing from the Compaq package are the
BASICPIF and BASICA.PIF files (Top—
View program information files) and
VDISKLST (the source listing of the
DOS RAM—disk device driver).

Compaq DOS offers several com-
mands not available with PC—DOS.
CMPQADAPCOM adapts the system so
that it can display and print characters
in other languages. DISKINITCOM is a
multipurpose utility that formats disks,
creates partitions on hard disks, sets
the date and time, copies system files
and utilities to the formatted disk,
and creates AUTOEXECBAT and
CONFIGSYS files. SETCLOCKCOM dis—
plays and sets the date and time in the
proper format and language based on
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the country code. TAPEEXE performs
tape operations such as backup, restore,
format, and directory.

Another Compaq DOS extra is
ENHDISKSYS (for enhanced disk),
which is a device driver that partitions
the hard disk into multiple logical
drives, each of which can be referred to
by a unique drive letter. Four additional
keyboard drivers (KEYBDACOM,
KEYBNO.COM, KEYBSUCOM, and
KEYBSVCOM) are included in Compaq
DOS to accommodate users working
with foreign keyboards. According to

The Des/eprO’s 30MB Con-
trol Data hard-dish drwe
loo/es sturdy enough to drop
out a window, although it
was not subjected to that
test during this review.
T

Compaq, the information required to
install these drivers is supplied when
the computer is sold into the relevant
European market.

TESTING
Two kinds of tests were run to check
the compatibility and performance of
the Deskpro 286. First, a selected set of
add—on products and popular applica—
tions was installed and tested. Then the
PC Tech Journal AT Evaluation Suite
was run. This is a set of compatibility
and performance tests written especially
for the PC Tech journal series on AT—
compatible machines. (For more infor—
mation about these tests, see the pre-
ceding article, “Out from the Shadow of
IBM," Steven Armbrust, Ted Forgeron,
and Paul Pierce, p. 52.)

The add-0n products installed were
an Intel Above Board AT with 4MB of
memory, a Microsoft bus mouse, a
Hayes Smartmodem 12008, and an IBM
Enhanced Graphics Adapter and display.
Every one of these products worked
with the Deskpro 286. Only Above
Board showed performance differences
in the default mode of the Deskpro 286.
It ran with two wait states on the Desk-
pro 286 and only one wait state on the
AT. The cause of that anomaly is
discussed later in this article.

The applications tested included
the graphics-intensive programs Micro-
soft Windows and Microsoft Word; the

memory—resident programs SideKick,
SuperKey, and Turbo Lightning, all from
Borland; the expanded—memory pro-
gram Readyl, from Living Video Text;
and the communications program
Smartcom II, from Hayes. Although not
every feature of every prOgram was
tested, those that were tested worked as
intended, including printing on a paral—
lel printer and communicating via the
asynchronous communications adapter.

The IBM AT SETUP program and
the IBM Advanced Diagnostics were run
on the Deskpro 286. The SETUP pro-
gram worked fine, except that it forced
the Compaq dual-mode monitor into its
medium—resolution mode (the Compaq
set—up program leaves the monitor in
high-resolution mode). The Deskpro
286 passed all of the advanced diagnos-
tic tests except for the color/graphics
test (test 500), due to its dual—mode
monitor and display adapter.

Table 1 compares the results of the
PC Tech journal compatibility and per-
formance programs—ATBIOS, ATKEY,
ATPERF, ATFLOAT, and ATDISK—with
those obtained when the tests were run
on an 8—MHz AT with- a 30MB hard disk.
Two columns are listed for the Deskpro
286: one for the default mode (8-MHZ
processor and 6—MI-Iz bus) and one for
the high—speed mode (8—MHz processor
and bus). To compare these figures
with other IBM computers, refer to
table 1 in “Out from the Shadow of
IBM,” this issue, p.52. (The compatibili-
ty and performance tests also were run
on the Compaq Portable 11. See the ac—
companying sidebar, “The Portable II:
Meeting Family Expectations”)

ATBIOS was used to check the
BIOS and BIOS data areas to glean in-
formation about the BIOS and to deter-
mine whether commonly used informa—
tion is stored in the same locations as
in the AT. ATBIOS showed that the
BIOS is manufactured by Compaq, the
BIOS and its data areas are compatible
with the IBM counterparts for the areas
tested, and the configuration of the sys—
tem is as described earlier.

ATKEY tested the keyboard for
compatibility and found that the Desk—
pro 286 uses the same 8042 keyboard
processor chip that the AT uses. As a
further check, an AT keyboard was
plugged into the Deskpro. Although no
extensive tests were performed using
this set-up, the AT keyboard worked
fine during normal operation on the
Deskpro. This should be good news for
those who want to abandon Compaq‘s
keyboard in favor of one from the AT.

The performance of the CPU, the
math coprocessor, and the memory
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Our Connection systems will solve your problem
of trying to read and write diskettes or tapes from
almost any computer system using your PC.

The Diskette Connection is a hardware system
that enables the IBM PC or compatible to read and
write most 8 inch, 51/4 inch, or 31/2 inch diskettes.

With our File Connection software programs you
can transfer data files between most computer
systems, including CP/M, DEC, Honeywell, Univac,
IBM 3740, 8/1, 8/3, 8/23, 8/32, 8/34, 8/36, and 8/38.

Our Word and Typesetting Connection programs
use IBM standard Document Content Architecture
(DCA-RFT) to transfer document files between
most word processing and typesetting systems,
including Compugraphic MCS, CPT, Displaywriter,
08/6, Multiset, NBI, Quadex, Xerox, and Wang.
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MAKE THE CONNECTION . . .
Our Tape Connection system will read and

write IBM or ANSI standard 1/2 inch 1600 BPI
magnetic tape. A full size 2400 foot tape can
store a 45 MByte file and be written in 6 minutes.

Since 1982, we have supplied thousands of
systems to customers around the world, including
IBM, NASA, AT&T, Kodak, and General Motors.

Our specialty is conversion systems and we can
provide a solution to your problem. Call us today
to discuss your requirements.

This ad is one of a series featuring NASA missions.
For a free poster, send us your written request.

Box 1970 Flagstaff, AZ 86002
(602) 774-5187 Telex 705609

. . . FLAGSTAFF ENGINEERING



DESKPRO 286
were tested using the ATPERF program.
In the default mode, the CPU clock rate
tested slower than the advertised 8—MHZ
rate. The math coprocessor clock rate
also was slower than expected. In an
8—MHZ AT, both the CPU and math pro—
cessor clock rates are derived from a
16-MHZ crystal. The CPU clock rate is
one-half the rate of the crystal (8 MHZ);
the math processor rate is one-third the
crystal rate (5.5 MHZ). Therefore, if
Compaq used a technique similar to
IBM, the math coprocessor should have
run at 5.3 MHZ instead of the 4.2 MHZ
that was measured during testing. Once
the Deskpro 286 was switched into
high-speed mode, however, both the
CPU and math coprocessor ran at their
expected rates.

ATPERF was used to investigate a
difference between the Deskpro 286
and the AT when using Intel’s Above
Board. As mentioned earlier, when the
Deskpro is in its default mode (MODE
SPEED=FAST), the expanded memory
manager (EMM) runs with two wait
states in the Deskpro, compared with
only one in the AT. The ATPERF results
revealed why an 8—MHZ computer is not
always an 8—MHZ computer.

As it turns out, the Deskpro 286’s
expansion bus is the culprit, not Above
Board. Even though the 80286 CPU runs
at 8 MHZ (or almost 8 MHZ), the expan-
sion bus, through which all expansion
cards communicate with the CPU, runs
at only 6 MHZ in the default state. Thus,
accessing memory on an expansion
card takes just as long in 8-MHZ mode
as it does in 6-MHZ mode. (With two
wait states, four clock cycles are re-
quired: two that the CPU normally uses
and two wait states; with one wait state,
three clock cycles are required. Four 8—
MHz clock cycles take the same time as
three 6—MHZ clock cycles. Therefore, an
8—MHZ computer operating with two
wait states is the same as a 6-MHZ com-
puter operating with one wait state.)

The Deskpro 286’s own memory
card has special circuitry to allow that
memory to run at 8 MHZ in the default
mode, which explains why the Desk-
pro‘s conventional memory runs with
one wait state. However, to run third-
party products, such as Above Board,
AST RAMpage!, or others, with the mini—
mum number of wait states, the DOS
command MODE SPEED=HIGH should
be used. This cannot be switched with
the keyboard sequence Ctrl-Alt-\, and
the Deskpro does not give an audible
indication that it is in the high mode.

When Compaq introduced the
Deskpro 286, no 8-MHZ IBM machine
yet existed. Compaq probably reasoned
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that a 6—MHZ bus would ensure compat—
ibility with expansion cards built for the
6-MHZ AT. So, even though it made a
bus that can be switched between 6
MHZ and 8 MHZ, it made the 6—MHZ bus
the default. With an 8-MHZ AT now
available, however, it becomes clear
that Compaq’s flexibility in providing
compatibility and performance has paid
off. If compatibility is crucial, the bus
can be left running at 6 MHZ. If speed
is important, a switch to an 8-MHZ bus
(although formerly undocumented) is
possible. In addition, the time required
to write to video memory (using the
Deskpro’s dual-mode adapter) is 8-per—
cent less than for the AT.

Even though the 80286
CPU runs at 8 MHZ (or
almost 8 MHz), the Des/e-
pro 286’s expansion has
runs at only 6 MHZ when it
is in the default state.
———

ATFLOAT confirmed the poor per-
formance of the 80287 in the Deskpro
2865 default mode. In high—speed mode
(MODE SPEED=HIGH), the Deskpro
286 measured up to the 8—MHZ AT.

The results of ATDISK show that
the performance of the Deskpro 2865
hard disk is in the same league as the
high-performance AT models. One in-
teresting note is that although both IBM
and Compaq advertise a 50MB drive,
the Compaq disk has 36 fewer cylinders
and 1,566,720 fewer bytes of storage.

In addition to compatibility and
performance tests, a very important fac—
tor in judging a computer is its techni—
cal documentation. Compaq documenta—
tion has come a long way from the
early days of the Compaq Portable. The
manuals are now printed on heavy,
high—gloss paper, and contain informa-
tion that is well laid-out and easy to
find. The Operations Guide still lacks
the detailed information found in the
IBM manual—for example, Compaq ex-
cludes mention of the 80287———but for
the most part, the documentation is
helpful and well-organized.

CONTINUING TRADITION
The Deskpro 286 is a well-built com—
puter that continues Compaq’s tradition
of compatibility and added value. It is

better than the AT in that it offers both
6— and 8—MHZ speed on the same ma-
chine. Its video write time is faster than
that on the 8—MHZ AT.

However, it is unfortunate that
Compaq did not make the Deskpro
286’s fastest operating speed (MODE
SPEED=HIGH) the default speed for
the computer and, further, that it did
not provide a Ctrl—Alt—\ option to switch
the Deskpro 286 into the faster mode
from the keyboard. Obviously, the sys-
tem designers included two different 8-
MHZ modes in the Deskpro 286 be-
cause they were not sure whether the
expansion bus on the 8—MHZ IBM AT
was going to run at 6 MHZ or 8 MHZ.
By making the conservative choice of
the 6-MHZ bus (MODE SPEED=FAST)
to be the default mode, they seem to
have guessed wrong.

Nonetheless, the designers should
have allowed the high-speed mode to
be set with the Ctrl-Alt-\ keyboard se—
quence. This is a quick and easy way to
switch speeds even from within a pro—
gram; furthermore, it offers audible
feedback on the choice. As it stands
now, the only way to ensure that the
Deskpro 286 will always be operating at
its highest speed is by placing a MODE
SPEED=HIGH command into the AU-
TOIDCECBAT file.

Just as unfortunate is Compaq’s de—
cision not to document the high-speed
mode in its original manuals, although,
by the time this review appears in print,
Compaq probably will have added the
description to the documentation.

Of course, only the benefit of hind—
sight shows Compaq’s decisions on
speed selection to be faulty. It is to the
company’s credit, and typical of Com—
paq, that it chose to make the Deskpro
286 compatible with the then—current
IBM AT, but included enough options
to allow it to perform as fast as the new
8—MHZ AT. Like other computers in the
Compaq family, the Deskpro 286’s repu—
tation for compatibility and perfor—
mance is warranted. WE

Deskpro 286
Compaq Computer Corp.
2033 FM 149
Houston, TX 77070
713/3 70-0670
cmcuz 352 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Steven Armhrust, a freelance technical writer,
and Ted Forgeron, software project manager
for Intel Scientific Computers, will he review—
ing several AT—compatihle computersfor this
series: They are the authors of the
Programmer’s Reference Manual for IBM
Personal Computers to he published by Dow
Jones—Irwin in October 1986.
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‘ OFFICE AUTOMATION
Tech PC,we’re out to capture your micro-
computer business. No one matches our
diverse line of high performance products, or
our comprehensive system of support, warran-
ty, and third party maintenance service op-
tions. Tech PC is a large Southern California
computer design and manufacturing firm with
computer research and design specialists, pro—
duction‘ engineers, technical assistance staff,
qualified sales personnel, and a strong
management and investment team to provide
you with state of the art products, state of the
art reliability, and state of the art economy.

PORTABLES
Tech PC Portable Computers come in four
different base models to match your com-
puting needs. Our entry level Tech PC/XT por-
table computer is designed to provide a non-
obstructive profile, and has a capacity to hold
two thirty megabyte hard disks, a high resolu—
tion monochrome monitor with a Hercules
compatible graphics card to drive it with 800
by 400 lines resolution, and never before heard
of 6 expansion slots in a portable computer. If
4.77 MHz of Intel 8088 power isn’t fast enough,
try our Turbo 4.77 to 8 MHz 8088-2 or optional
NEC V—2 microprocessor based portable
machine. Designed to increase speed up to 170
percent of a standard PC/XT, the Tech PC/AT
and Tech Turbo PC/AT portable units are state
of the art in portable performance. The 80286
microprocessor based units can be fitted with
up to 240 megabytes of high speed voice coil
hard disk technology, and with the Turbo AT's
10 MHz math co-processor socket and 10 MHz
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80286 microprocessor the unit can
manipulate large spreadsheets with
unparalleled performance.

DESKTOPS
Tech PC Desktop Computers are de-
signed for survival. The XT’s leave your
desktop looking comfortably empty with
their slim non-obtrusive profile; The AT’s
give you a powerful presence with a clean
lined sturdy chassis. Combined with a 14
inch, 800 by 400 line amber monochrome
monitor or a 14 inch, 1280 by 800 black
and white monochrome monitor you’ve
got State of the Art staring straight back
at you. If 8 MHZ 80286 power isn’t fast
enough for you... try the Tech Turbo
PC/AT with its 10MHz 80286 and 10 MHz
80287 math co-processor socket. The Tech
Turbo PC/AT gives you the strongest,
most powerful 80286 performance avail-
able from anyone, anywhere. . . available
with up to 16 megabytes of memory and
hard disks up to 1 gigabyte with our new
optical storage disk, the Tech Personal



Computer Desktops represent the cutting
edge of desktop microcomputer technology.
Tech Personal Computers, Inc. is a full
service manufacturer of Micro Computer
Products and Offers a complete line of
Desktop, Portables and Multi-User Com-
puter Systems as well as an accessory line
of over one hundred enhancement prod~
ucts. Tech Personal Computers, Inc. are
all backed by a full one year warranty with
additional maintenance coverage and ex-
tended maintenance con-
tracts available through
Momentum Service Corp.
For more information
concerning hundreds of
MSC Service Centers
throughout the United
States, contact Tech
Personal Com-
puters, Inc. at
(714) 754-1170.

OFFICE ON LOCATION
DESKTOPS

TECH PC/XT DESKTOP ............................ $ 529
Options:

Tech PC/XT with 20MB Hard Disk ................... $ 979
Tech PC/XT with 20MB Hard Disk, Monochrome Monitor,
Hercules® Compatible Mono/Graphics Card .......... $1179
TECH TURBO PC/XT DESKTOP .................... $ 629

Options:
Tech Turbo PC/XT Desktop with 20MB Hard Disk ...... $1079
Tech Turbo PC/XT 20MB Hard Disk, Monochrome Monitor,
Hercules® Compatible Mono/Graphics Card ............ $1279
TECH PC/AT DESKTOP ............................. $1399

Options:
Tech PC/AT with 20MB Hard Disk ................... $1799
Tech PC/AT with 20MB Hard Disk, Monochrome Monitor,
Hercules® Compatible Mono/Graphics Card .......... $1999
TECH TURBO PC/AT DESKTOP .................... $1599

Options:
Tech Turbo PC/AT Desktop with 20MB Hard Disk ..... $1999
Tech Turbo PC/AT with 20MB Hard Disk, Monochrome
Monitor, Hercules® Compatible Mono/Graphics Card . $2199

PORTABLES
TECH PC/XT PORTABLE ........................... $ 899

Options:
Tech Turbo PC/XT Portable with 20 MB Hard Disk . . . $1349
Tech Turbo PC/XT Portable with 1200 Baud Internal Hayes
Compatible Modern and 20 MB Hard Disk ........... $1549
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TECH TURBO PC/XT PORTABLE ................... $ 999
Options:

Tech Turbo PC/XT Portable with 20 MB Hard Disk . . $1449
Tech Turbo PC/XT Portable with 1200 Baud Internal Hayes
Compatible Modern and 20 MB Hard Disk ........... $1649
TECH PC/AT PORTABLE ........................... $1799

Options:
Tech PC/XT Portable with 20 MB Hard Disk .......... $2199
Tech PC/XT Portable with 1200 Baud Internal Hayes
Compatible Modern and 20 MB Hard Disk . . . . . . . . . . $2399
TECH TURBO PC/AT PORTABLE ................... $1999

Options:
Tech PC/XT Portable with 20 MB Hard Disk .......... $2399
Tech PC/XT Portable with 1200 Baud Internal Hayes
Compatible Modern and 20 MB Hard Disk ........... $2599

All TECH PC PORTABLES available with tape backups, hard disks
up to 1 gigabyte, networking systems, and hundreds of other
hardware and software accessories.
_— A - - — ‘

'11:"..- I)"
l cu" I'D
-—v_—— v

714/754-1170
2131 South Hathaway, Santa Ana, California 92705
Telex 272006 Answer Back - TECH FAX: 71415568325
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A time-tested storage
technology also
connects PC users to
mainframes and _
mtntcomputets. 779ese
eight subsystems
ofler consistent
performance and
control over data
storage ana’ transfer.

ROGER ADDELSON
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Nile-track
Tape Systems

he nine«track, one-half-inch tape
Tsubsystem has provided a stan—

dard, reliable interchange me—
dium for more than 50 years. Although
its acceptance is practically universal,
some of the old protocols and stan-
dards have become obscure in today‘s
computer environments. Other proto-
cols have evolved to take their places.

Densities have matured from 200
bits of data per inch (bpi) through 556,
800, 1,600, 5,200, to the 6,250 bpi seen
today. Tapes once held four tracks, then
seven, and finally emerged with the
nine-track standard now in use. One
byte is represented by eight bits plus a
parity bit, which are stored in parallel
fashion with one bit on each of the
nine tracks of the tape.

Reviewed in this article are nine—
track tape subsystems from eight com-
panies: Alloy Computer Products, Inc.,
Catamount Corporation, Cipher Data
Products, Inc., Digi-Data Corporation,
Emerald Systems Corporation, Flagstaff
Engineering, Innovative Data Technol-
ogy, and Overland Data, Inc.

TECHNOLOGY IN COMMON
These tape devices usually record nine
tracks of data in parallel along the tape
using a separate head coil for each
track. Many tape units use separate

read, write, and erase head coils so that
the tape can be written, read for valida-
tion, and erased (if an error is de—
tected) without stopping and backspac-
ing the tape. A head that uses separate
coils for read and write operations is
called a dual-gap head. An additional
erase head positioned after the read
head is called a downstream-erase head.

Older 200-, 556—, and 800—bpi tape
units implemented a standard format
called NRZI (nonreturn to zero invert),
which records a logical 1 as a flux
reversal in the magnetic field and 0 as
an absence of flux reversal. The me—
chanical requirements for this type of
drive are more critical than for the
high-density 1,600- and 5,200-bpi re-
corders that apply a PE (phase—en—
coded) format. PE format begins a logi-
cal I with a flux reversal from the non»
erased direction to the erased direction
and a logical 0 as a flux reversal from
the erased to the nonerased. To ensure
that the flux is in the proper direction
in order to accomplish a reversal, a sec-
ond flux reversal occurs for each bit
that is recorded when the next bit is
the same value, thus resetting the direc-
tion so it may again be reversed.

Most mainframe tape systems are
capable of reading and writing 1,600-
bpi tape, but will not recognize 5,200-
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NINE-TRACK
bpi formats. For 6,250—bpi tapes, the
standard format is GCR (group-coded
records), which records bits like the
NRZI format does. It uses a translation
table to map “artificial” bit patterns
(five bits recorded for every four actual
data bits) to eliminate bit patterns that
yield more than two 0 bits in a row and
more than one 0 bit starting or ending
a subgroup. GCR also further expands
every seven bits to eight using a sophis-
ticated polynomial algorithm. The 6,250—
bpi GCR format requires sophisticated
electronics and is much more expen—
sive (by about $5,000) than 1,600-bpi PE
systems The tape subsystems that are
considered in this review fall within the
1,600-bpi PE category.

Data are written to the tape in
blocks, with a gap of .5 to 1.5 inches of
erased or unrecorded tape between
each block. This gap (normally .6 inch)
is called an interblock or interrecord
gap (IRG). Besides separating blocks,
the IRG also functions to allow for data
correction. When write errors occur
(which are usually caused by a crease
in the tape or an otherwise bad portion
of the media), the bad section of tape is
erased, and thus becomes an extended
IRG. The block is written again further
down on the tape.

The blocks of data on unlabeled
tapes are separated into files with tape
mar/es. A tape mark, or file mark, is
recorded by writing an erase gap of
roughly 3.5 inches, followed by several
hundred high—frequency flux reversals
at the maximum frequency allowed by
the format (NRZI, PE, or GCR). This gap
and the flux reversals are located on
tracks 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8, while tracks 3,
6, and 9 are held constant in the erased
direction. This sequence cannot be mis-
taken for any binary data on the tape
and thus is a place holder instantly rec—
ognized by the transport. Labeled tapes
have additional header and trailer rec—
ords surrounding the data blocks repre—
senting a file. (See figures 1 and 2).

IRGs require space on the tape.
Because an IRG occurs between each
block, it is prudent to have more than
one record per block. For example, if a
1,600—bpi PE tape has one 80-byte re-
cord per block, the record would con-
sume 801,600 (.05) inch of tape. Adding
the .6—inch IRGs, a foot of tape would
hold only about 22 records. If, however,
the records were combined into blocks
of 40 records (3,200 bytes each), then
about 200 records would fit on a foot.
This format is calledfixed blocking.
(Some variable-length record blocking
techniques use a prefix that contains a
count and record length, but these
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formats are not supported on most
microcomputer tape subsystems.)

Two universally accepted ANSI—
standard physical tape formats (labeled
and unlabeled) are available, as well as
an IBM/OS format. All are independent
of density and recording method.

The standard for labeled tapes (fig-
ure 1) specifies 80~byte volume and
header labels, followed by a tape mark,
then the data blocks separated by IRGs,
another tape mark and optional end~of—
file (EOE) records, followed by a tape
mark. The volume label is always at the
beginning of a labeled tape. The record
contains the six-character volume iden-
tifer and is created when the tape is
initialized. The tape is then used re-
peatedly without reinitializing the vol-
ume label. ANSI and IBM tape labels
are similar except that ANSI labels are
in ASCII and IBM labels are in EBCDIC.

The ANSI standards for unlabeled
interchange tapes consist of a series of
data blocks, separated by IRGs, followed
by a tape mark (figure 2). This se-
quence is repeated for each file on the

These tape subsystems have -
mainframe or minicomputer
transport drives wit/9 inter-
face cards and software for
microcomputers.
T

tape. Some unlabeled tapes have a tape
mark at the beginning of the tape just
as labeled tapes have a volume label.
Two tape marks occur after the last file
on the tape; these two marks together
specify the logical end of tape (EDT).

The speed of a tape system in gen—
eral is dependent upon several factors:
data density in bpi; transport speed,
which varies from 25 to 100 inches per
second (ips); and transport type. In
addition to the actual tape unit speed,
the speed at which data are transferred
to the PC is also an important factor.
For 100 ips at 1,600 bpi, 160 Kbps are
available for transfer.

The most common method in
which an interface processes data at this
speed is via one of the PC‘s DMA chan—
nels, which allow a large block of data
to be transferred directly to memory
without the constant involvement of the
CPU. The chip executes one command
to begin the transfer, and then is free to
handle other tasks. The PC has four

DMA channels available. Channel 0 is
reserved for RAM refresh, and, conven-
tionally, channel 1 is used by LANs,
channel 2 by floppy-disk controllers,
and channel 3 by hard-disk controllers.
For the tape interface board, it is pru»
dent to use a DMA channel that is not
being used by another device during
the transfer. Because two devices can-
not use the same DMA channel at the
same time, transfers are significantly
slowed when the tape unit shares a
channel. Therefore, determine the pri-
mary device to and from which data
will be transferred, and choose a DMA
channel for the tape interface that will
not conflict with that device. Every sys-
tem reviewed except one (the IDT
package) offers the very useful feature
of permitting the board and software to
be configured for the DMA channel and
I/O address the user chooses.

Surprisingly, most of these tape
subsystems work more slowly on a PC/
AT than on a PC or PC/XT. The problem
lies in the way DMA requests are re—
solved: the AT system board contains
two DMA controllers—one for byte
transfers, one for word transfers. The
byte controller is slaved to the word
controller in such a way that bot/9 are
involved in a request for byte-wide
DMA. This additional hardware arbitra-
tion for control of the bus does not al—
ways allow operation at 100 ips (a typi—
cal high speed) on the AT without its
dropping an occasional byte, whereas
the PC and X1", which have only a single
8237A DMA controller chip, can operate
a tape system at that speed safely.

TAPE OPTIONS
All of these tape subsystems consist of
mainframe or minicomputer transport
drives with interface cards and software
developed for microcomputers. They
use drives with the industry—standard
Pertec/Cipher formatter protocol. The
formatter is the microprocessor—based
hardware interface between the host
controller and the physical tape trans-
port motors and tape heads. It is nearly
always located within the tape transport
itself, and provides a standard interface
to diverse transport mechanisms, in the
same fashion that virtually all hard-disk
drives today use the ST-506 interface
originated by Shugart.

The tape controller or interface
board in the PC is typically connected
to the transport formatter with two 50»
conductor cables. Several of the manu—
facturers use the same physical tape
transport, and differ only in their inter—
face board and software design. Two of
the companies represented in this re-
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The Qualstar 1043 (top photo) was the smallest transport
tested, but it works very speedily because it is equipped
with an efficient set of driver software. Cipher Data’s pack-
aging of its own F880 transport (center) features a lift-top
case. Alloy Computer Products and Emerald Systems both
use the Pertec F8151 1—19 transport (bottom). The Cipher
and Pertec transports both load from the front.
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Digi-Data’s 2010—T tabletop transport (top photo) is small
and moves tape very quickly. It also can be purchased in a
rack-mounted version. Catamount Corporation packages
the Cipher F880 transport (center) with its PCT-9S system.
Catamount supplies a case that slides off to the rear. Inno-
vative Data Technology furnishes a TOMACO TM—S trans—
port (bottom) with its LEO tape system.
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Header and volume label information, typically used only by
mainframe JCL and applications for tape control purposes,
cannot be read by some of these systems.

Files on unlabeled tapes have no headers or labels, and tape
marks serve to separate files. Two adjacent tape marks with
no intervening data or IRGs are recognized as logical EOT.

view, Cipher and Catamount, use identi»
cal transports, controllers, and software,
and offer essentially the same product.
(See table 1 for a comparison of prod-
uct features and table 2 for controller
specifications. Photographs of each type
of system are shown on page 97.)

Each system was evaluated on ease
of installation, quality of documentation,
diagnostics, level of control over the
tape hardware, and, of course, bench—
mark time tests. (Note that the order in
which the products are reviewed does
not reflect any judgment made as to
their quality.) For the purposes of this
analysis, both labeled and unlabeled
test tapes were developed containing
ASCII and EBCDIC files of varying
lengths and types. The EBCDIC tapes
were created on an IBM 3081B under
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MVS, the ASCII tapes on a PDP—ll/44
under UNIX. The tapes were read by
the systems under examination, and
written to another tape to be read by
the host IBM and PDP»11. The results of
these read/write operations were scru-
tinized closely to ensure that all data
were read and written correctly.

Finally, two benchmark timing tests
were run (see table 3). The first in—
volves reading a 256KB ASCII file from
tape to a DOS file on drive A: of a 4.77-
MHz IBM PC. This test is a good indica-
tor of the speed with which data can be
transferred between the controller and
a tape, and of the efficiency of a con—
troller’s DMA facility. The other test
times the process of skipping 1,000 tape
marks. Intervening data were not read,
so this second test is an indicator of the

average speed with which selected files
can be located on a large tape contain—
ing many files—it can be thought of as
a test of the system “seek” time.
Flagstaff Engineering. The Flagstaff con—
troller card and software (included in
its model 8820 system) were evaluated
with the Qualstar 1043 transport.

Flagstaffs installation instructions
were excellent and installation went
fairly well, It is, however, a bit awkward
to pull the two 50—pin ribbon cables
through the back of the PC, attach them
both to the board, and then try to seat
the board on the bus. A suggestion
implemented by several other manufac
turers is to combine the cables at the
PC end into one large DB-style connect-
or, and plug it into the card externally
on the PC backplane. Software installa-
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Full tape label support (which is provided only by the Flagstaff Engineering subsystem) is less important in a PC than in a main—
frame environment. Tape label support is built into much mainframe system software and many applications; however, no such
support exists in DOS, for which tape is still an infrequently used storage medium.

tion went much easier, requiring only
that the FLAGIOSYS device driver be
added to CONFIGSYS and that CON-
FIG.SYS have at least four buffers de-
fined. To change the DMA channel or
1/0 address (interrupt channels are not
used), only the jumpers on the control-
ler board need to be changed and a
parameter list added after the line
DEVICE = FLAGIOSYS in CONFIGSYS.

Flagstaff5 package comes with a di-
agnostic routine called TAPETEST. With
a scratch (test) tape on the transport,
the user brings the transport on-line
and runs the routine, which writes 50
blocks of 10,000 bytes of data to the
tape, rewinds, then reads back the data
to verify the system operation. If any er-
rors occur, the block in which they de»
velop will be displayed on the screen.

The nine-track tape utility software
is also well documented. It includes a
menu-driven utility that processes both
labeled (IBM and ANSI format) and un-
labeled tapes. Output to tape supports
fixed-length, variable-length, and string
records; input from tape supports only
fixed-length and string records. The
utilities allow the skipping of files, of
records within files, and of characters
within records. The software provides
for definition of logical record length,
record terminator, and blocking factor
(records per block) or block size. It
also supports ASCII/EBCDIC conversion.

Flagstaffs utilities provide many
convenient functions, including listing
data sets on labeled tapes, initializing
labeled tapes, and position commands
such as file forward, file backward,
block forward, block backward, go to
EOT, rewind, rewind and unload, write
tape mark, and erase to EOT. The tape
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dump utility displays the tape contents
on the screen in EBCDIC, ASCII, and/or
HEX; the tape duplication utility dupli-
cates tapes between two daisy»chained
transports. (Daz'sy—cbaz'ned transports
are placed in parallel and selected by
way of a code set by jumpers within the
transport.) Flagstaff also provides con-
trol over tape speed (25 to 100 ips),
although high speed is not supported
on the AT (because of the problem
discussed above). Other controllable
parameters include IRG length, density
(1,600 or 3,200 bpi), and buffer size.

An important feature of nine-track
tape systems is the ability to do backup
and restore operations between tape
and the PCs fixed disk. Flagstaffs
TAPEBKR utility provides the standard
functions found in one—fourth—inch
streaming tape backup systems. It
allows wild cards and archival select
(which backs up only files that are new
or modified since the last backup). It
permits the user to append additional
files to existing backup tapes. The soft-
ware provides a DIR function for files
on tape and the same control functions
(speed, density, positioning) as the
regular nine-track utility.

The software performed well, with
two exceptions. First, it will direct the
transport to skip only 99 tape marks in
one operation. A tape that has a great
many small files (see the benchmark
test that skips 1,000 tape marks) will
require multiple skip operations. This,
is turn, makes it cumbersome and time
consuming to position the tape at the
correct point (as is reflected in the
benchmark results).

The second problem was consider—
ably more serious. During the read—

from—tape—todisk benchmark test, the
final block of one test file on the tape
was smaller than the block size because
it contained fewer records than defined
by the blocking factor. The software
failed to transfer this block to the disk
file. In a production job, any data con—
tained in this final short block would
have been omitted from the disk output
file. In every other aspect, however, the
software performed acceptably.
Overland Data, Inc. Like Flagstaffs tape
controller card, the TC-SOM included
with Overland Data’s model 1052 tape
system uses the Pertec/Cipher formatter
standard and can interface with most
industry—standard formatted tape drives.
The card and software can read both PE
and NRZI format at 800, 1,600, 5,200,
and 6,250 bpi, although the tape trans—
port provided for testing, the Qualstar
1045, runs only at 1,600 and 3,200 bpi.

The installation portion of Over-
land’s documentation is excellent, with
step-by-step instructions and diagrams.
The Overland package also supports the
system’s use with IBM XENIX System 3
and SCO XENIX System V. The XENIX
utilities are included in the package.

Overland’s package includes the
BTEST diagnostic program, which,
when used with a scratch tape, tests the
write data, write file mark, erase fixed
length, read data with verify, read file
mark, space forward block, and rewind
functions. On dual»speed transports, it
tests high— and low—speed operation.

This package has a complete set of
tape control functions in its DEPOT
(data exchange program with optional
translation) utility. DEPOT allows data
interchange from tape to disk and disk
to tape, ASCII/EBCDIC conversion, and
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C Programmers!
First Database

Exclusively for C
is also Royalty Free

Designed exclusively for C, db_VlSTA"1
is a royalty-free programmer‘s DBMS.
Both single and multi-user versions
take full advantage of C, through ease
of use, portability and efficiency.

Says, Dave Schmitt, President,
Lattice, Inc.

“If you are looking for a sophisti-
cated C programmer‘s database. db_
VISTA is it. In either a single or multi—
user environment, db_VlSTA lets you
easily build complex databases with
many interconnected record types.
The multi-user implementation han—
dles data efficiently with a LAN and
RAIMA‘S customer support and
documentation is excellent. Source
code availability and a royalty—free
runtime is a big plus."

0 Written in C for C Programmers
. Royalty-Free, You only pay once
0 Source Code Available
. Multi-user and LAN capability
. Fast B-tree indexing method
0 Transaction processing
. Faster without Data Redundancy
. Complete Documentation Included

Operating system support for MS-
DOS, PC-DOS. Unix. Xenix. Macin-
tosh or Amiga. C compiler support for
Lattice. Microsoft, DeSmet. Aztec,
Computer Innovations, Xenix and
Unix.

Introducing db_QUERYT“
With royalty—free db_QUEFlY you

can ask more of your database, db_
QUERY is a linkable, SQL—based ad
hoc query and report writing facility.

Special Rebate Offer*
db

VISTA— Rebate
[:1 Singlevuser S 195
DSingle—userw/Source 8495 S 50
DMulti-user 3495 s 50
1:] Multi—user w/Source $990 $100
Free 90 days application development support

All software not copy protected

30 day Money-Back Guarantee
Try db_VlSTA for 30 days, if not fully

satisfied, return it for a full refund.

Call Toll Free Today!
1-800-843-3313

at the tone touch 700—992:—VISA LAJ

RAIMA"
CORPORATION

12201 SE. Tenth Street
Bellevue, WA 98005 USA
(206) 747-5570 Telex: 9103330300
‘ Limited offer available to end-user purchases

directly from Raima Corporation.
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DEFAULT N/A 1 1
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DEFAULT IRQ N/A 5 2
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1’ This controller is abo used by Digi—Dam Corporation.
6 Default DMA settingfor PC/XT.

2C N/A 1

350H 330H 36CH

N/A N/A N/A
O 0

0
.0

0
.0

O=No

The tape transport places only magnetic flux reversals on tape; the controller
determines how those flux reversals represent data. Only Overland Data‘s control-
ler provides the flexibility of support for all three major encoding systems.

tape positioning to an arbitrary location
prior to data read. Like Flagstaff, Over-
land provides control over logical rec-
ord length, block factor, block size, ap~
pending to existing tape, and position—
ing by skipping blocks and tape marks.

Overland’s TAU (tape archive util—
ity) is designed with features similar to
those of one-fourth-inch streaming tape
backup units. TAU permits individual
DOS file backup and restore, use of
wild cards, and data encryption. It can
append to existing tapes and display a
directory of files on a tape. It does not,
however, have an archival-select feature.
Overland‘s BACKUP utility produces a
mirropimage backup, and restores at
higher speeds than file—by-file backup.
BACKUP copies data byte for byte to
tape. The restoration process overwrites
the previous contents of the disk with
the restored mirror image.

Overland includes an important
feature that the Flagstaff package does
not—a programming language interface
subroutine that gives a user program
complete control over the drive.
Examples are provided in C.

The TC-SOM controller and soft»
ware passed all tests and performed
well. The software demonstrated great
flexibility and ease of use. The pack-
age‘s one shortcoming is that it can
neither read nor initialize tape labels.
The user must manually skip over the
appropriate number of tape marks to
find the first file on a labeled tape.
Digi-Data Corporation. Although primarily
a manufacturer of tape transports, Digi—
Data also offers a complete nine-track
tape system that incorporates its own
model 2010-T transport with Overland

Data’s TC—SOM controller and software.
(See the discussion above.)

Digi-Dara’s 2010—T transport is the
tabletop model of its 2010 rack-
mounted tape transport. The 2010-T is
smaller than any other transport tested
except the Qualstar 1043. The tape reel
is loaded from the top of the drive,
beneath a transparent lid.

A comparison of this system’s per-
formance to that of Overland Data’s
provides an interesting insight into the
influence of a tape transport on the per—
formance of the system as a whole. The
Digi-Data tape system turned in the best
performance in moving tape through
the transport, as measured by its ability
to skip tape marks. In reading and writ-
ing tape data, however, Digi-Data fin—
ished considerably behind Overland
Data‘s tape system, which uses the
Qualstar 1043 transport.

The transport and the Overland
Data controller and software functioned
as described, without difficulty.
Emerald Systems Corporation. Emerald
markets its own tape controller and
software bundled with a Pertec FSlSll-
19 tape transport system and calls the
package the Emerald Series 7000 Sub-
system. This subsystem can read and
write both 1,600- and 3,200—bpi un—
labeled tapes, but offers only limited
label support for labeled tapes.

The documentation includes a
well—written, illustrated section on in-
stallation. Like the other units that have
large ribbon cables, the process was
awkward. The default DMA (channel 1),
I/O address (300H), and IRQ (2) can be
changed via a DIP switch on the board.
The changes are implemented in the
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quality PC/AT compatible than our new
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CONTROLLER Alloy
MANUFACTURER Computer
TRANSPORT Penec
DEVICE F81511-19
SKIP 1,000 11:40
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256KB FILE
READa

Cipher
Data Prod.
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1:49 2:02
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SYSTEMS
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DIGI-DATA
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Overland
Data
Digi-Data
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Data Prod.
Cipher
F880
4:59 4:02

1:59 2:11 2:23

OVERLAND
DATA

FLAGSTAFF INNOVATIVE
ENGINEERING DATA

TECHNOLOGY

Overland
Data
Qualstar
1043
4:23

Flagstaff Innovative
Engineering Data Tech.
Qualstar TOMACO
1043 TM—S B
52:32b 4:50

2 :08 155 1:25

All timings in minutes seconds. 7796: configuranbn used was a dwl-flopmr-disk 640KB PC running a 4.77-MHz 8088.

b The soflware can skin only 99 tape males in one operation. This rqlresents an azerage offire reads of99 [ape mar/e5 times 10.

Data read performance of a tape subsystem is constrained somewhat by standard tape speeds and densities. Speed of skipping
tape marks is much more dependent on the design of the transport, as reflected by the considerable variation in times.

software through a parameter list when
calling the program.

The diagnostics program, TTU
(tape test utility) is the most compre-
hensive of any tape system tested. It
checks all features, such as setting den—
sity, rewind and unloading, erasing,
searching, positioning, reading, writing
and speed selection, all under user
control. The diagnostic portion of "ITU
includes a quick test, comprehensive
test, nondestructive read test, and write
test. These tests check for the on-line,
drive ready, and Pertec/Cipher formatter
ready signals; check to see that the tape
has reached the load point; write differ-
ent patterns until EOT is encountered;
rewind the tape; read the written
blocks; and then read the blocks in the
reverse direction. The diagnostics dis—
play the status of 30 different functions
on the screen as the test proceeds.

The tape utility software TIE (tape
import export) does not function as
well as T‘TU. Although it provides many
of the functions found in other vendors’
utility packages, it is a higher level
product that gives the user less control
over actual nine-track tape functions.
For example, the user cannot specify a
blocking factor for input from a tape;
instead, TIE uses the block size found
on the tape—a figure that cannot be
overridden. Neither can the user specify
such basic parameters as record length.

Emerald’s ”high-level” solution to
this limitation is to provide RFS (record
format specification), a utility feature
that enables users to define the format
of their input and output. This is nice if
the data format is to be converted be—
tween tape and disk, but it is cumber‘
some for verbatim reading and writing
of preformatted data because the user
must specify an RFS format for each dif—
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ferent record type written, even if the
format does not change. The software
does provide a helpful feature for read-
ing data into a format for spreadsheets
or database packages: the CSV (comma-
separated variable) record. This feature,
which uses RFS, writes data from a
record with variables surrounded by
quotes and separated by commas.

The package‘s support for labeled
tapes is limited to RFS. If the user
knows the format of the label, it can be
specified under RFS; otherwise the label
must be skipped. Likewise, label initiali-
zation must be performed from a DOS
file to tape using an RFS specification
for the label. TIE does include control
over density, rewinding, block count,
ASCII/EBCDIC conversion, output block
size (not blocking factor), and position-
ing for tape marks and blocks.

An important facility offered by the
Emerald and Alloy systems is the ability
to run under Novell’s NetWare and
Advanced NetWare LANs. Emerald pro-
vides excellent, detailed instructions on
determining the I/O address, interrupt
level, and DMA channel to prevent con-
flicts with the network hardware and
software, and includes specialized net—
work installation worksheets. The tape
controller is installed in a network
node and not in the server itself. The
tape software is network-tolerant rather
than network—cooperative because no
customized version is provided: Al—
though network file servers may be
backed up to nine-track tape, Novell‘s
network security scheme is not pre—
served by Emerald’s tape software dur—
ing a restore of a file server. Alloy’s net-
work support, described below, is a
great deal more comprehensive.

Emerald Systems has a comprehen~
sive file archival system called ASP

(archival storage protector). It supports
two modes: streaming file-by-file and
streaming track-by-track. Streaming file—
by—file mode is twice as fast as conven—
tional file-by»file backup/restores and
provides a directory for file location. It
allows the user to back up and restore
only part of a disk’s contents. Files can
be selected individually, by time and
date of last modification, or by wild
card. Users on a Novel! LAN can specify
the server to back up. They also can
associate a password with a backup
operation; the password will be needed
to initiate a restore. Emerald‘s nine-
track ASP is essentially the same soft-
ware that is included with its one—
fourth—inch streaming tape backup.

Streaming track—by—track is available
for use only with an Emerald hard—disk
subsystem. It provides no directories
and requires a complete backup or re-
store for an entire disk volume. It is,
however, about five times as fast as a
conventional file—by—file backup/restore.

The Emerald system performed as
documented. The lack of control over
record size and blocking factor can be
annoying. In addition, performance of
the write—to—disk tests, which went well
on other systems, was much more time
consuming on this system. Each record
had to be formatted with RFS and fitted
to a predetermined block size to ensure
that the time tests would not be affected
by inefficient blocking. Without the ex-
act format of the individual file headers,
a tape label cannot be read. The Emer-
ald system was tested by skipping file
marks for the volume and header rec-
ords on the test labeled tapes. It is un-
clear whether the high-level features of-
fered by RFS are worth the restrictions
on the system's versatility, especially for
more technical users.
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MANAGER AND THE SECOND |
STATION) FOR ONLY $295! I

And we’re so confident you’ll
love Tapestry, we’ll let you return I
it—for any reason—within 30
days of shipment and we’ll gladly I
refund your purchase price I
(less $50.00 restocking 'fee).

So send this coupon to us, I
take it to your Torus Dealer, I
or call in your order today, and
start networking the easy way. I

I
Name |
Company Name I

|
|
l
I
I
I
I
I
I

Address City

State Zip Phone

Networking Hardware

Number of Worlctations in Office_____

Subtotal $295!
Add $7.00 shipping/handling S—

Calilomia residents add 616% sales tax 3...;—
($19.18)

Amountenclosed S_____.

Payment VISA MC Check

Credit Card Exp. Data

Card‘

Actnow: ofterexplres Aunt-stun“.
This offer is good onty in US. and Canada

«tSSSeamou‘tsute 105 I
PUS RedwoodCity,CA94063LT_ _<B°°>EL”335_ _I

system Requirements Station 1: IBM PC,X'|',ATorcompatbb
384K 10MB hard disk Station 2: IBM PC,XT,ATorcornpatlble
320K. Plus suitable networtdng hardware.

Notes: ‘ASYNC is standard, while VII 00, 3270 SNA, and Remote
Aoce§ are pu'chased separately. "Tested awticatlom Include:
dame lll Plus, MultiMate Amantage, Open Systems Accounting
Displaywrite 3,WorcPertecl, MS Word, Lotus 1-243, AutoCAD.

tGStaticn Pack—$1495, 24 Station Puck— $3995.

Torus and Tapestry are registered trademarks ot Torus Systems,
Ltd. Trademarks: 300m —300m Corp,- IBM, Displaywrite 3 and
PC—DOS— IBM Corp; mWord—Microsoft, Inc; dBase ||| Pius-—
Ashtor‘rTate; 12-3 and Lotus—Lotus Development Corp;
WordPertsct—Satellite Software Intermtlonal;AutcCAD—
Autodesk, Inc,- MuttiMate Advantage —MuIfiM0te Inlemationol;
Navell —Nova|l,lm; Open SystemsAccounttng—a Systems Inc

© 1986TorusSystems, 495Seaport Court
Redwood Clty, CA (415) 363-24I8



NINE-TRACK
Alloy Computer Products, Inc. The Alloy
Q»TIP system, like the Emerald system,
includes Alloy’s ITS-PC tape controller
card, along with TIP-6 and PC 9—Track
software, bundled with Pertec‘s FSlOOO
series formatter and tape transport. It
can read and write PE-formatted, 1,600-
and 5,200—bpi tapes.

The documentation provides step—
by-step, illustrated installation instruc-
tions. This system suffers the same awk-
ward hardware installation as the other
interface cards reviewed so far. Alloy's
technical support confirmed that the
system does not use either interrupts or
DMA, but that fact was not mentioned
in the documentation. The manual
does, however, show how to change the
default I/O base address of SOOH and
transport type via DIP switches and
jumpers The Cipher Microstreamer is
the default transport type. The PC
9—Track software is modified to reflect
the base I/O address change with
Alloy‘s TINSTALL program. After entry of
the desired hexadecimal I/O address,
TINSTALL modifies the PC 9-Track's

TREAD, WRITE, and TDUMP routines
to reflect the new I/O address. The
TIP-6 programs are similarly modified
with Alloy’s PATCH routineJt is disap-
pointing to note that Alloy does not
provide diagnostic routines.

The documentation is geared
toward the end user—it is difficult to
glean much technical information. Even
Alloy’s language interface routine,
TLINK, is written for BASIC programs.
The TLINK examples are excellent, but
additional routines for other languages,
such as Macro Assembler or C, would
have been a welcome addition.

Functionally, the P09 Track utili-
ties provide excellent control over the
transport. Although the software cannot
read labeled tape labels, the user can
determine record length, blocking fac-
tor, record and block padding, record
terminator, and ASCII/EBCDIC conver-
sion. The software also affords control
of tape position with commands to skip
tape marks and skip records.

A strong point of Alloys package is
its support of Novell‘s NetWare and Ad-
vanced NetWare LANs. The tape control-
ler can be installed in either a network
node or the file server, if the server is
using an Alloy hard-disk subsystem. The
network installation process is well doc-
umented, and complements Novell’s in-
stallation guide nicely, In addition, Alloy
provides a special version of its QTIP
Archival software called QTIP—Novell.
Not only does it allow backup and re-
trieval of all files on the network, but it
archives the Directory Access Masks and
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Directory Trustee Masks, which are nec-
essary to preserve the network’s secu—
rity during file restoration. This strong
compatibility is a powerful recommen-
dation of the Alloy Tape system for use
with a Novell LAN configuration.

Another of the Alloy product’s
assets is its TIP—6 hard-disk archival soft-
ware. It has all the features of Alloys
PCQICTAPE one—fourth—inch streaming
tape backup: initialize tape, disk-to-tape
backup, disk-to-tape append, tape-to—
disk restoration, tape directory, and file
verification (see “Moving up to Tape,"
Steven Armbrust and Ted Forgeron, No-
vember 1985, p. 62). However, like PC-
QICTAPE, it does not support mirror—
image backup/restore; it is file oriented
only, The tape system does include wild
cards, query (which allows a user to
enter Y/N for individual file backup/re»
store), archival select, exclusion of files
meeting user-defined criteria, and log
ging. It includes special commands to
give the TIP-6 software specific control

The Emerald and Alloy
systems ofler the important
facility of running under
Novell’s NetWare and
Advanced NetWare LANS.

of the nine—track tape: set track, skip to
block, skip to saveset (Alloy’s term for a
backup session written to tape), write
end of data (EOD), and rewind. Like its
little brother QICTAPE, TIP—6 has an ex—
cellent on—line help feature.

The software worked as promised,
affording the user moderate control
over the tape transport. No major prob-
lems arose during testing.
Cipher Data Products, Inc. With Pertec,
Cipher is the originator of the Pertec/
Cipher formatter standards. The Cipher
Series 9000 Tape Subsystem includes
the Cipher F880 transport (the M990 is
available as an option for reading GCR
6250—formatted tapes). The F880 uses PE
formats for 1,600- and 3,200-bpi tapes.

The Cipher system was the easiest
installation of all. Cipher is the only
tape controller on a short-slot card: in—
stead of large ribbon cables attaching
directly to the surface of the controller
card, a shielded data cable, terminated
by a D-type connector, connects to the
back of the card. Software installation
consists of renaming Cipher‘s

TCONFIGSYS file to CONFIGSYS, or
editing an existing CONFIGSYS to in-
clude Cipher’s device driver. The pack—
age includes two device drivers, one for
use with the PC and XT and one for the
AT that suppresses high—speed data
transfers and does not use interrupts.

The documentation describes
Cipher’s use of the DMA channels, I/O
address, and interrupt (see table 2), but
does not include instructions on recon—
figuring the controller hardware. The
manual does discuss reconfiguration of
the software with the TINSTALL pr0~
gram. TINSTALL delivers a highly
detailed, narrative instruction on recon-
figuring the jumpers on the board as
well as performing a reconfiguration of
TDSSYS, Cipher’s device driver. Con-
spicuously absent from this package are
diagnostic routines. Cipher suggests
using its tape backup routine with a
/RO command-line switch first, to test
the functionality of the transport and
interface before overwriting a valid
backup tape with new information.

This product includes a complete
hard-disk archival package, with TBACK—
UP and TRESTORE. DT (disk/tape) sup-
ports tape—to-disk and disk—to—tape file
transfers, and TDS provides access to
tape data by emulating a disk—type de—
vice and a character-type device within
DOS. Utility programs are provided for
positioning and erasing tapes, and per—
forming tape dumps. Two separate utili-
ties permit tape system access from
user—written programs: BPS provides
BASICA programming support for inter-
preter versions of BASIC, while GPTR
supports most languages that link exter—
nal routines via DOS LINK. DT is used
to copy, and optionally reformat, data
between the tape drive and a DOS de—
vice or file. It provides significant con-
trol over the transport, with commands
to control block size, logical record
length, record deliniator, tab expansion,
data append, and ASCII/EBCDIC conver—
sion. It provides positional control with
options to skip tape marks, and skip to
beginning of tape (BOT) or EOT.

Cipher’s TBACKUP and TRESTORE
resemble DOS BACKUP and RESTORE,
with enhancements to take advantage of
one-halfinch tape capabilities. TDIR
provides a directory of archived files.
Users may classify files to restore
groups of files selectively from a tape
that contains multiple backup sessions.
BACKUP has been extended to allow
archiving of multiple disk volumes in a
single operation. DOS BACKUP’s arch-
ival bit and modification date support
have been retained. Reset of the arch—
ival bit on write—protected disks has
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. . .one par/cage A'IUIZI/X out as
the her] support available/or Turbo
Pascal programmers: Blaise Com-
puting’s Turbo Power Tools. This
(It'finilivc' set ofprewri/Ien Puxru/
fit/Idiom and procedures will
make the life of'mzy [H‘ogramnu’r—
from the beginner to the hard-(“ore
prafexsinna/fieasier am] more
productive.

ANOTHER
PLUS FROM

BLAISE
COMPUTING

The best just got bet-
ter! Turbo POWER
TOOLS, acclaimed as
the best programmer
support package for
Turbo Pascal, now has
even more functions, more detailed docu-
mentation and more sample programs.

NO SECRETS
Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS is crafted so
that the source is efficient, readable and
easy to modify. We don’t keep secrets! We
tell you exactly how windows are managed,
how interrupt service routines can be writ-
ten in Turbo Pascal, and how to write mem-
ory resident programs that can even access
the disk. Maybe you’ve heard of some un-
documented DOS features that resident
programs use to weave their magic. Turbo
POWER TOOLS PLUS documents these
features and lets you make your own magic!

Here’sjustpart of the PLUS
in Turbo POWER TOOLS PL US:

9 WINDOWS that are stackable, re—
movable, with optional borders and a
cursor memory.

0 FAST DIRECT VIDEO ACCESS for
efficiency.
0 SCREEN HANDLING including
multiple monitor and EGA 43—line
support.

9 POP-UP MENUS which are flexible,
efficient and easy to use, giving your
applications that polished look.

6 INTERRUPT SERVICE ROUTINES
that can be written in Turbo Pascal
without the need for assembly lan-
guage or inline code.
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Power Tools Plus“
Window Routines. _

Memory Re51dent Routlnes.
Routinely.

9 INTERVENTION CODE lets you de-
velop memory resident applications
that can take full advantage of DOS
capabilities. With simple procedure
calls, you can “schedule” a Turbo
Pascal procedure to execute either
when a “hot key” is pressed, or at a
specified time.

9 PROGRAM CONTROL ROUTINES
allow you to run other programs from
Turbo Pascal, and even execute DOS
commands.

O MEMORY MANAGEMENT allows
you to monitor, allocate and free DOS-
controlled memory.

0 DIRECTORY AND FILE HAN-
DLING support to let you take advan-
tage of the newer features of DOS
including networking.

9 STRING procedures al~
lowing powerful trans- r—-——"d’
lation and conversion ‘ YEsase“
capabilities.

6 FULL SOURCE CODE
for all included routines,
sample programs and
utilities.

0 DOCUMENTATION,
TECHNICAL SUPPORT
and attention to detail that

| Name‘-

| City?
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have distinguished
Blaise Computing
over the years.
Turbo POWER
TOOLS PLUS sup-
ports Turbo Pascal
Version 2.0 and
later and is just
$99.95.
Another quality prod-

uct from Blaise Computing: Turbo ASYNCH
PLUS”

A new package which provides the crucial
core of hardware interrupt support needed to
build applications that communicate.
ASYNCHPLUS offerssimultaneous buffered in»
put and output to both COM ports at speeds up
to 9600 baud. The XON/XOFF protocol is sup-
ported. Now it also includes the “XMODEM”
file-transfer protocol and support for Hayes
compatible modems.

The underlying functions of Turbo ASYNCH
PLUS are carefully crafted in assembler for effi-
ciency and drive the UART and programmable
interrupt controller chips directly. These func-
tions, installed as a runtime resident system,
requirejust 3.2K bytes. The high level function
are all written in Turbo Pascal in the same
style and format as Turbo POWER TOOLS
PLUS. All source COdG‘K is included forjust
$99.95. "
BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
2560 Ninth Street. Suite 3l6 Berkeley. CA 94710 (415) 540-5441

ORDER Ton-FREE 800-227-8087
Calif. residents call (415) 540-5441 __ _ -— - "’
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ATperformance at anXTprice.
Introducing theTeleCAT—286.

$2995.

With TeleVideo,
you always settle for more.

For some time, you've known
exactlywhat kind ofPCyou could
get with a mid-range budget.

But now, you can settle for
a whole lot more. With the new
TeleCAT-2861" from TeleVideo.

It starts you offwith IBM AT
compatibility. 512K RAM. A 20MB
hard disk. A 1.2MB floppy. And
everything else you need. Like an
Intel 80286 CPU that runs at
either 6 or 8 MHz. Even a high-
resolution 640 x 400 pixel
monitor for text and graphics.

To make even better use of
internal space, we socketed the
TeleCAT-286 for one MB of RAM,
and also included serial and
parallel ports on the motherboard.
As a result, we can still give you
three extra expansion slots.

And we didn't stop there.
We've also designed more ergo
nomic features into the TeleCAT-
286. Including sculptured key-
caps on a highquality keyboard.
LEDs right on top of the three
critical locking keys, so theywon’t
get covered up by overlays. And
a footprint that's 28% smaller

Complete.

is

than the IBM AT’s. So you get
more ofyour desk back, too.

There's a lot more we could
say about the TeleCAT—286. But
it's an even better idea to at
your hands on it. So call 1 800]
TELECAT, Dept. 154, and we'll
tell you where you can try one.

The TeleCAT-286. Our 20MB
version is $2995; 30MB, $3495.
For high performance at a low
price, don't settle for less.

to TeleVideo®
Settle for more.

TeleVideo Systems, Inc, 1170 Morse Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3568 ° [408] 745-7760
©1986 TeleVideo Systems, Inc. IBM is a registered trademark orlntemational Business Machines, lnc.
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NINE-TRACK
always been a problem; but Cipher’s
TBACKUP includes an option to bypass
altering the bit. In addition to wild
cards, it can exclude specified groups of
files from backup. Mirror-image
backups are not supported.

Cipher’s package is complete, func—
tions as documented, and performs
well. It was one of the fastest packages
tested and offered a wide array of fea-
tures. For non-networked applications,
this is the package of choice.
Catamount Corporation. The PCT<9S tape
system evaluated for this article was
found to be identical in all respects to
the Cipher Series 9000 reviewed above.
The tested configuration included
Cipher’s F880 transport, short-slot con«
troller board, software from DataTrac,
and D-connector-equipped shielded
data cable. Catamount purchases its
software and controller from the same
sources as Cipher. In fact, the software
program files were identical byte for
byte to those shipped with the Cipher
system. An advantage to Catamount’s
product is that the company can pro-
vide other transports besides the Cipher
F880, including the Qualstar 1052 (with
transport—specific software), the Ken-
nedy 9600, the Cipher M990 (for 6,250—
format tapes), and the Qualstar 701, a
compact, lightweight unit for use with
seven-inch tape reels.

In testing also, the Catamount sys-
tem operated identically to the Cipher
Series 9000. (Refer to table 1.)
Innovative Data Technology, Inc. IDT offers
the most unique package. The model
1012 tape system includes a TOMACO
TM—S transport, with the Pertec/Cipher
formatter—compatible LEO tape control-
ler and software. The device supports
PE and GCR formats for densities of
1,600, 5,200 and, optionally, 6,250 bpi.

LEO is unique because it is the
only controller tested that does not use
the PC’s DMA channels to transfer the
tape data to and from memory. The
company instead employs a technique
that it calls “buffer swapping.” The LEO
controller uses two data buffers, one of
which is always resident in the PC’s
memory, the other is in the controller
card’s memory. When the buffers are
swapped, IDT claims that essentially a
zero-time, DMA«like transfer between
the controller and PC is accomplished.
The company suggests that this process
dramatically increases the throughput of
the controller. Its claim was partially
verified by the benchmark tests.

IDT’s installation documentation is
nonexistent. The company provides
complete engineering-level specifica-
tions, and the schematic had to be read
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to determine where to attach the cable
connectors to the transport. Again, con-
nection to the PC was awkward because
of the two ribbon cables. Although IDT
alludes to an ability to reconfigure the
base I/O address in the future, for now
it is preset to 300H. If that conflicts with
an existing device, nothing can be
done. The package does include TT
(tape test) diagnostic routines that per—
form a rather comprehensive test verify-
ing the basic controller command func-
tions, controller status reporting func-
tions, formatter functions, transport
movement, and basic data integrity. TT
also performs data and blocking func-
tion checks, position function checks,
media and read-write performance
checks, and offers the ability to define
custom test sequences.

As it is, the manual is virtually use-
less to the nontechnical user. Complex
technical information is mixed in with
the operational instructions. The level
of documentation is good, but the tech—
nical notes should be separated from
the functional instructiOns.

The LEO tape system includes sev»
eral software utilities. The MT standard
device driver provides an extension to
DOS that makes the tape device look
like a standard data file opened for
sequential access, permitting most .
assemblers, compilers, and interpreters
to work with the tape device. The ANSI
tape utility program allows files to be
transferred to and from single— and
multiple—volume, industry-standard, one-
half—inch nine—track magnetic tape in the
format defined by ANSI )627-1978.
Files may be transferred to and from a
PC, XT, or AT under DOS 5.1 or later.

The utilities permit the user to
specify D05 or ANSI path name, ASCII/
EBCDIC conversion, tape positioning
(BOT, EOT, FILE), block size and block—
ing factor. The TCMD tape command
program includes 20 commands to se-
lect drive, rewind, status query, ASCII/
EBCDIC conversion, speed, write both
data and tape marks, space forward and
reverse 72 blocks or 71 files, tape dump,
tape compare, and help.

LEO provides a good high—level
language interface for both C and
BASIC. Many of LEO’s routines include
a C listings from which a programmer
can easily lift sections of code. LEO uses
a standard DOS device driver that is
loaded at boot time. IDT's ANSI and
IBM tape utilities and TCMD (tape com»
mand) program offer a wide range of
tape-to—disk read/write and position
Options. The ANSI routines do not offer
much control over blocking and de-
blocking or specific positioning, but

Blaise Computing provides a broad range of pro-
gramming tools for Pascal and C programmers,
with libraries designed for serious software
development. You get carefully crafted code
that can be easily modified to grow with your
changing needs. Our packages are shipped com-
plete with comprehensive manuals, sample pro-
grams and source code.

C TOOLS PLUS
$ 17 5 . 00

NEW! Full spectrum of general-purpose utility
functions; windows that can be stacked, re-
moved, and accept user input; interrupt serv-
ice routines for resident applications; screen
handling including EGA 43-line text mode sup-
port and direct screen access; string functions;
and DOS file handling.

PASCAL TOOLS/T003812
$175.00

Expanded string and screen handling; graphics
routines; easy creation of program interfaces;
memory management; general program con-
trol; and DOS file support.

'VIEW' MANAGER
$275 .00

Complete screen management; paint data entry
screens; screens can be managed by your appli-
cation program; block mode data entry or field-
by-field control. Specify C or IBM/MS-Pascal.

ASYNCHMANAGER-f
33 17 3 . 00

Full featured asynchronous communications
library providing interrupt driven support for
the COM ports; I/O buffers up to 64K; XON/
XOFF protocol; baud rates up to 9600; modem
control and XMODEM file transfer. Specify C or
IBM/MS-Pascal.

Turbo POWER TOOLS-PLUS
$99 . 9 5

NEW! Expanded string support; extended
screen and window management including EGA
support; pop-up menus; memory management;
execute any program from within Turbo Pascal;
interrupt service routine support allowing you
to write memory resident programs; schedul-
able intervention code.

Turbo ASYNCH PLUS
$99.95

Complete asynchronous communications
library providing interrupt driven support for
the COM ports; I/O buffers up to 64K; XON/
XOFF protocol; and baud rates up to 9600.

RUNOFF
$49 . 93

NEW! Text formatter written especially for pro—
grammers; flexible printer control; user-defined
variables; index generation; and general macro
facility. Crafted in Turbo Pascal.

EXEC
$95.00

Program chaining executive. Chain one pro-
gram from another even if the programs are in
different languages. Shared data areas can be
specified.

ORDER TOLL-FREE 800-227-8087!
At
‘7

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
2560 Ninth Street, Suite 3l6 Berkeley. CA 947l0 (415) 540-5441
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Fortran Support
for

IBM PC/XT/AT & Compatibles

Versions Available For:
Microsoft, Supersoft, RyanMcFarland,
IBM Professional, Lahev, & IBM
Fortran.

Forlib-Plus
$69. 95

Supports graphics, interrupt driven com-
munication, program chaining, and file
handling/ disk support. A Fortran coded
subroutine is included which will plot data
on the screen either in linear/linear, log/
linear, linear/log, or log/log on the appro-
priate grid.

Strings & Things
$69. 95

Supports string maiptilations, command
line usage, DOS call capabilities, SHELL
generation and data transmission, BATCH
file control, music generation, PEEKS and
POKES, PORT access, and general register
manipulations.

For-Winds
$89. 95

Gives the Fortran programmer the capa-
bility of generating up to 255, windows on
the screen. Each window can be individually
scrolled, moved, sized, generated, and
removed. Both color and monochrome type
displays are supported. Full source code is
supplied for customization.

ACS Time Series
$495. 00

This is a COMPLETE time series analysis
package which contains VERY HIGH
SPEED FFTs, Filter generations, convo-
lutions, transfer function calculations, auto
and cross spectra calculations, Cepstrum,
curve fitting algorithims, coherence calcu-
lations, and many other associated routines.
The price includes FULL source code.

Fortran Scientific
Subroutine Package

$295. 00
There are approximately 100 Fortran sub-
routines included which fall under the
following 12 categories:
1) Matrix storage and Operations 2)
Correlation and Regression, 3) Design
Analysis (ANOVA), 4) Descriminant Anal-
ysis, 5) Factor Analysis, 6) Eigen Analysis, 7)
Time Series, 8) Nonparametric Statistics, 9)
Distribution Functions, 10) Linear Analysis,
11) Polynomial Solutions, 12) Data
Screening. Full source code is included.

'4 Mild?)
Alpha Computer Service
5300 Orange Ave., Suite 108
Cypress, California 90630
(714) 828-0286
California Residents
Include 600 Sales Tax There are NO license fees
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TCMD offers better positioning control.
lDT’s blocking and file control limita-
tions are similar to Emerald’s.

LEO’s TAP (tape archival program)
performs the standard tape backup,
restore, and directory functions. Other
features include tape initialization and
an override for directory names (which
allows files restored from a backed—up
subdirectory to be written to a new
subdirectory, so that the original files
may be retained if desired). TAP is a
command—line oriented program to
which all parameters are passed on a
single line. The backup function fea—
tures selection by wild card, archival
bit, and modification date.

lDT’s routine performs as docu—
mented, although the ANSI tape func—
tions are limited. The high-level lan-
guage interface is good, but it has the
same blocking and deblocking limita—
tions as the utilities.

WRITHER TRACK?
All the systems tested conform closely
to the standard Pertec/Cipher formatter
specifications. All were essentially free
of bugs once installation problems were
resolved. None could in any way be
thought of as unacceptable.

These systems exhibited good tape
archival and restore utilities for PC
fixed-disk backup, but the packages
were divergent in the level of control
offered over tape-to—disk and disk—to—
tape transfer functions. Variations in
speed also were evident, especially in
the speed of tape positioning by skip-
ping file marks. Cipher is the best over—
all system for non-networked applica-
tions, with Overland Data and Flagstaff
Engineering coming in a close second.
Only Emerald and Alloy offer systems
suitable for application in networked
environments. Moreover, Alloy’s mainte-
nance of file server network security
through a full backup/restore cycle
makes it stand out as the system of
choice for users with a Novel] LAN.

Although the nine-track tape may
seem an anachronism when considered
in a PC context, it offers important ad-
vantages as a link between the PC and
the mainframe: no new technology is
required at the mainframe end; it is
more secure than telecommunications
links because it can be sent by courier
or hand carried between locations;
carefully—formatted data tapes can be
read by virtually any modern mainframe
computer; and the tape control proce—
dures already in place at most MIS sites
facilitate control of access to tape—trans-
mitted data. Furthermore, while nine—
track tape is not as cost—effective as

fixeddisk backup alone, backup ability
is a no-extra—cost advantage when tape
support is required for other purposes.
Like COBOL, nine-track tape has been
around for a long time. And, like
COBOL, a strong set of standards is the
key to that longevity. WE

Q—TIP, with PC-9: $6,595
Alloy Computer Products, Inc.
100 Pennsylvania Avenue
Framingham, MA 01701
61 7/875-6100
CIRCLE 344 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PCT-95 Tape Subsystem: $4,950
Catamount Corporation
2243 Agate Court
Simi Valley, CA 93065—1898
805/584-2233

' CIRCLE 345 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tape Subsystem.- $5,995
Cipher Data Products, Inc.
10225 Willow Cree/e Road
P. O. Box 85170
San Diego, CA 92138
800/4-CIPHER; 619/578-9100
CIRCLE 346 ON READER SERVICE CARD

2000 PC: $3,995
Digi—Data Corporation
8580 Dorsey Run Road
jessup, MD 20794
301/498-0200
CIRCLE 347 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Series MTM80—7000: $7,295
Emerald Systems Corporation
4757 Morena Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117
619/270-1994
CIRCLE 348 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Model 8820: $3,495
FlagstaffEngineering
1120 Kaihah Lane
Flagstajf AZ 86001
602/774-5188
CIRCLE 349 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Model 1012.- $4,295
Innovative Data Technology
5340 Eastgate Mall
San Diego, CA 92121
619/587—0555
CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Model 1052: $3, 795
Overland Data, Inc.
5644 Kearny Mesa Road
San Diego, CA 92111
619/571 -5555
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Smooth Curves
Connecting a set ofpoints with a smooth line requires
speczal techniques. Yhis procedure imposes an intuitive
polynomial interpolation to achieve smooth curl/es.

rawing a smooth curve that con-
D nects an arbitrary set of points is

a classic problem in computer
graphics. It arises frequently in picture
drawing—especially from data entered
with a mouse or graphics pad—and in
drawing graphs from numerical data. An
algorithm that produces smooth curves
also provides a way to eliminate the
raggedness that results from magnifying
a picture composed of a limited num-
ber of pixels. This, in turn, makes it
possible to draw characters or symbols
from very concisely stored descriptions;
each character can be summarized by
just a few points if the computer can
connect them appropriately.

Using the Turbo Pascal program
provided here, SMOOTHPAS (listing

MICHAEL A. COVINGTON

1), a user can mark points on the
screen that the program then connects
with a smooth curve. The curve passes
through the points in the order in
which they were marked, crossing over
itself as many times as necessary to do
so. This curve-fitting procedure can be
adapted for use in other programs. The
computation does not rely on features
specific to Pascal so translation into oth—
er languages should be easy.

Users should note that this pro-
gram was written for use with the IBM
Color Graphics Adapter (CGA); making
it run well from an IBM Enhanced
Graphics Adapter (EGA) requires some
modifications. It can be made to run
without the unexpected yellow back—
ground by taking the comments out of

the invocation of graphback-
ground(black) in the two places it OC-
curs. The EGA does not respond in the
same way as the CGA t0 Turbo Pascal‘s
built—in hirescolor procedure. On the
EGA, the hirescolor specified becomes
the background color unless graphback—
ground also is specified, and the default
foreground color is green. This is be-
cause Turbo Pascal uses the CGA in a
mode that the EGA does not emulate.

Mathematically speaking, the prob—
lem of smooth curve creation is actually
one of interpolation. The position of

The screen shots below show examples
of the smooth curves obtainable using
the program presented here. The points
are joined in the order they are entered.
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Evrom. . aud,
Now the EVEREX Evercom Hayes-compatible 1200 baud
modem is available on a half-size modem that out performs the
card, perfect for the short slots in the competition at a lower price.
IBM XT, Portable, and many EVEREX engineering is the key
compatibles. EVEREX has ingredient that delivers QUALITY
combined innovative engineering and FEATURES without sacrificing
and technology to produce a quality PRICE.

EVERC M
0 Automatic dialing, answering, and redialing YES
0 Half-size card YES
0 Call progress monitoring YES
0 Works in short slot of XT YES
0 Automatic data-to—voice transition YES
0 Reports serial port speed mismatch YES
0 Detects receiver off-hook YES
0 Configurable from COM1 - COM4 YES
0 Supports 132 columns YES
0 Communications software included YES
0 List Price $249

moweeckthese features
NW 2003

YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

$80 extra
$489

Evercom is a trademark of Everex Systems. Inc. IBM PC and XT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.

CIRCLE NO. 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Compatibility Guaranteed!!
The Evercom short card

modem is guaranteed to be
compatible with the Hayes 1200B or
your money back for the first 30 day
evaluation period.

Call today for dealer pricing
and start getting EVEREX VALUE...
QUALITY and FEATURES at the
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE. Why
settle for less?

1-800-821-0806
in California

1-800-821—0807
EVER

EVER for EXceIIence

48431 Milmont Dr. Fremont CA 94539
(415) 498-1111

Hayes IZOOB is a trademark of Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc.



SMOOTH CURVES
each point on the curve is described by
two coordinates, x (the column num—
ber) and y (the row number). For some
points, both x and y are given. A
method is needed to connect the points
so that for any x, an appropriate value
ofy can be computed, making it possi—
ble to fill in the whole curve.

The interpolation function must
pass through all the known points and
behave reasonably between them. It
also must be easy to compute. Some
mathematical functions, such as sines
and logarithms, take a long time to eval-
uate on a conventional computer. As far
as possible, it is best to avoid these
functions and use only addition, sub—
traction, multiplication, and division.

This suggests that the interpolating
function should be a polynomial, an
equation of the form
y=ax“+bx"'1+..,+cx2+dx+e

where a, b, c, d, and e (the coefficients)
are constants, and n is used to repre—
sent the degree of the polynomial.

The degree determines the com-
plexity of the polynomials curve: the
maximum number of bends in the
curve is equal to the degree minus 1. A
polynomial of degree 1 (a linear equa—
tion) describes a line (with no bends)
and therefore can be fitted to any two
points. A quadratic, the degree of which
is 2, describes a parabola (that has one
bend) and can be fitted to any three
points. A cubic, of degree 5, describes a
curve that bends twice and can be fitted
to any four marked points.

In general, for any k points, a poly-
nomial of degree le—l exists that passes
through all of them; using this poly-
nomial is known as Lagrangian interpo-
lation. The polynomial that passes
through all the points may behave very
oddly between‘them. In figure 1, a
ninth-degree polynomial is fitted to a
set of ten points. The hairline curve
represents the Lagrangian interpolation.
Near the middle, the curve is not bad,
but at the ends, it differs wildly from an
intuitive idea (as shown in the tint line)
of what a smooth curve connecting the
points should look like. The Lagrangian
interpolation approach, then, does not
produce the desired result here.

SPLINE CURVES
What is meant by a smooth curve? The
intuitive idea of smooth curvature
comes mostly from looking at what hap-
pens when flexible materials are bent.
In fact, the traditional tool for drawing
smooth curves is a drafting instrument
called a spline, a flexible strip that can
be anchored at points on the paper.
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FIGURE 1: Polynomial Interpolation between 10 Points

h

\c
— lugizmgian interpolation

Intuitive interpolation

Lagrangian interpolation (the hairline curve) does not produce curves that are in-
tuitively satisfying. Here, a ninth-degree polynomial is fitted to a set of 10 points.
The curve passes through all points, but its behavior between them is not what the
arrangement of the points would suggest. The same set of 10 points are linked
(with the tint line) by an intuitive interpolation that might have been drawn free—
hand. This is the kind of curve that a good curve-fitting program should generate.

The curvature of a spline is de-
scribed by a series of cubic equations.
At the point where the curve changes
from one cubic equation to another
(the lenot), the slopes of the two cubics
are equal; thus the curve is smooth
through those points. As mentioned ear—
lier, a cubic equation can be fitted to
any four points; it can be fitted equally
well to two points and two slopes. The
values of the slopes are not known at
the outset, but they can be assigned
unique values by specifying that the sec»
ond derivative—the rate of change of
the slope—must be 0 at the knots.

The remaining question is what to
do at the ends of the curve. The most
common approach is the so-called natu-
ral spline condition, which stipulates
that the second derivative should be
zero at the endpoints as well as the
knots. A more satisfying type of cubic
spline, devised by Carl de Boor (see the
references at the end of this article),
specifies that the second point and the
next-to-last point are not knots—al-
though the curve must pass through
them, it does not change from one cub-
ic to another as it passes. The first and
last cubics are thus constrained by three
points and one slope, rather than two
points and two slopes. This helps con»
trol the curves behavior at the ends.

Thus far, the assumption has been
made that y is a function of x (that for
any x only one y exists). In graphical

terms, this means that only one pixel in
each column can be illuminated, and
the curve cannot pass above or below
itself. This seems a severe restriction,
and it has an easy resolution. Instead of
having 32 be a function of x, x and y can
both be treated as functions of another
variable called t. Then the curve can be
drawn by calculating both x and y for
given values of t. The curve then can be
two dimensional—it can wander all
over the screen instead of just varying
in height as it goes from left to right.

Several methods can be used to
obtain 1. In general, each point’s t value
should be greater than that of the pre—
vious point. This will force the resulting
curve to pass through the points in the
order in which they were entered. It
may be satisfactory to say that t = 1 for
the first point entered, t = 2 for the
second, and so on, but SMOOTHPAS
takes a more sophisticated approach.
The program begins with i = 0 and
adds to t, at each point, the straight-line
distance between that point and the
previous one. This makes t roughly pro»
portional to the length of the curve, so
that the curve-fitting algorithm “knows”
whether any two consecutive points are
nearby or far apart. Thus, the program
can decide how much curvature is ac—
ceptable between points: if points are
close together, the line joining them
should be relatively straight; if they are
far apart, a kinkier line is allowed.
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Enhancer“... EGA card, $399
he EVEREX Enhancer is the
IBM compatible EGA card

that delivers value with price,
performance, and features!
N0 Options Needed.
With other EGA cards you have to
pay extra for options like 256K
screen memory and a parallel
printer port. With the Enhancer
these features are standard and
there are no extras to buy.

11 Display Modes
There’s 16 colors from a palette
of 64 in 640x350 resolution. Text
is displayed in readable 8x14
character format in text mode.
And the Enhancer’s monochrome
mode can support monochrome
graphics on a monochrome
monitor. In addition to 6 EGA
modes and a monochrome mode,
there’s 4 color modes.

1-800-821-0806
48431 Milmont Dr.
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 498-1111

1-800-821-0807
In California

E—EVEREX—
EVER for EXce/lence

Enhancer is a trademark of WEREX SYSTEMS. [NC Hill is a trademark of lnlemalional Business Machines Corp.

CIRCLE NO, 139 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Software Switched
The Enhancer comes with
EGMODE menu-driven software
that lets you change display
modes, even monitors, without
opening your chassis, with the
push of a button. Useful help
windows take all the mystery out
of each possible display mode.
The Perfect Adapter
For enhanced color graphics,
monochrome text, and standard
color text and graphics, the
EVEREX Enhancer is the perfect
adapter to pair up with your
software library. Call your local
dealer for a demo, or call EVEREX
to get all the facts on our new
line ofVideo adapters.



PHOTO 1: Selection ofPoints

Paint 5 x 2175 g 2135 (later to uni, [St to git)

The program lets the user enter values for x and y by mov-
ing the cursor around the screen and marking points. At
least four points are needed; the number of the next point
to be entered is shown at the bottom of the screen.

PHOTO 2: Resultant Curve

(Press Enter when finished vteuing)

When all the required points have been entered, the pro-
gram calculates the cubic equations that are necessary to
link them. The cubics are calculated by simultaneous
equations with two known points and two known slopes.

THE DIVINING ALGORITHM
If x and y are treated as functions of t,
then two spline curves must be com-
puted, one for x and one for y. The
computation of each spline curve is
itself broken into two steps.

First, the coefficients of all the cu—
bics that are chained together to make
the complete curve are computed. The
coefficients are found by solving simul—
taneous linearequations. At the knots,
the values of t, t2, t3, and x (or y) are
known, as are the second derivatives
(which are all 0); in addition, the first
derivatives (slopes) must match at the
points where the segments join. Only
the coefficients are unknown, and be-
cause none of the coefficients is raised
to a power, the simultaneous equations
are linear even though they describe
cubic polynomials. The equations are
solved by a process called Gaussian
elimination (explained in the Sedge-
wick book listed herewith).

The second step is to compute x
(or y) for the desired values of t.
Because a different cubic is used be-
tween each pair of knots, the first step
in handling a given t is to find out
which knots it falls between. When this
has been done, the appropriate set of
coefficients can be looked up and the
cubic can be evaluated.

The heart of the program is
spline, a procedure designed to be
used unchanged in other programs. The
only external definitions it relies on are
constants arraysize and splinesize and ,
types point_array and spline_array.
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The input to spline consists of two
arrays, f and t, and an integer, count,
which tells how many elements of f and
t are used. For any n between 1 and
count inclusive, fin] and t[n] define a
known point. The routine assumes that
f is a function of t, that the arrays are
sorted so that t is in ascending order,
and that no value of t'occurs twice.

The output consists of an array
calct containing equally spaced values
of t, and an array calcf containing the
corresponding interpolated values of f.

The program decides how
much curvature is accept-
able between points: ifpoints
are close together the line
joining them is relatively
straight; if they are far apart
a lein/eier line is allowed.
T

The number of calculated points is
specified by the constant splinesize. In
this program, calct is never used be-
cause the final display is a plot of x ver-
sus y. Calct would be important if the
interpolation were one—dimensional
rather than two—dimensional.

The remainder of the program pro»
vides a quick and simple demonstration

of spline. Note that because a major
goal was to keep the program short, the
routines other than spline are not par-
ticularly efficient. With the procedure
get__points, the user inputs a set of
points by moving the cursor around on
the screen (see photo 1). Get_points
treats both x and y as functions of t,
which is the total linear distance
between points. After the spline has
been computed, the procedure display
displays it on the screen (see photo 2).
Several examples of the different curves
that can be produced with this program
are presented on the opening pages of
this article, 112 to 113.

Spline will find purpose in many
applications: especially attractive is its
ability to store graphics images as only
a few points, which is an economical
use of memory. Perhaps what makes
the program most useful is its ability to
determine the distance between points
and use this key in producing the
smoothest of smooth curves.

REFERENCES
de Boor, Carl. A Practical Guide to

Splines. New York, NY: Springer—
Verlag, 1978. _

Sedgewick, Robert. Algorithms. Reading,
MA: Addison-Wesley, 1985.
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SMOOTH CURVES

LISTING 1: SMOOTHPAS
program smooth_curve;

( Turbo Pascal demonstration of parametric cubic splines )
( Michael A. Covington 1986 )

ihis program draws a smooth curve connecting points )
marked on the screen by the user. The points do not )
have to define a function; internally, both X and Y )

are functions of T, the approximate distance traveled )
)A

A
A

/s
h

as the curve moves around the screen.

NOTE: We are using 640x200 graphics but treating it as )

320x200. Thus all X coordinates are multiplied by 2 )
before being plotted on the screen. The graphical )
cursor occupies the odd-nunbered columns in which data )

A
A

A
A

A

is never plotted. )

const arraysize = 100; ( maximum nunber of known points )

splinesize = 400; ( number of points that are
calculated to draw the curve )

type point_array = arrayl‘l..arraysize] of real;
spline_array = arrayl1..splinesize] of real;

Avar x, x-coordinates of known points )
y, y~coordinates of known points )
t: point_array; ( t-coordinates of known points )

A

count: integer; ( number of known points )

Acalcx, weaordinates of calculated points )
calcy, y-coordinates of calculated points )
calct: spline_array; C t-coordinates of calculated points )

( CALCT is not actually used in this program, but is )

h

( included because other similar programs may use it. )

reply: char; ( user's reply to 'Again?‘ )

procedure get_points;

( Allows the user to move a cursor around the screen and )
( mark points: X, Y, and T are recorded for each point. )

const esc = #27;
enter = ‘M;
up 'H';
down 'P';
left 'K';
right 'M';
beep ‘6;

var

key: char;
ix, ( current screen position )
iy: integer;

function inkey: char;
( Waits for a key to be pressed and returns its code. )
( Returns the second byte if a 2-byte key is pressed. )

var
c: char;

begin
read(KBD,c);
if keypressed then read(KBD,c);
inkey := c

end;

procedure graphics_cursor( ix, iy,cvolor: integer);
{ Puts the graphics cursor at ix, iy, )
( which are x and y expressed as integers. )

var

i,dy,dx: integer;
begin

for i:=i to 5 do
begin

at t

dx: i+i+1;
plot(ix+ix+dx,iy+dy,color);
plot(ix+ix+dx,iy-dy,color);

plot(ix+ix-dx,iy+dy,color);
plot<ix+ix~dx, iy-dy,color)

end
end;

function dist(x1,y1,x2,y2:real):real;

,( Distance between two points )
begin

dist := sqrt(sqr(x1~x2)+sqr(y1-y2))
end;

function same_point_again:boolean;
{ True if the current point is the same as )
( the most recently entered point. )

begin ‘
if count < 1 then

same_point_again := false
else

same_point__again :=
(ix = xtcountl) and (iy = ytcountl)

end;

begin ( get_points )

textmode;
clrscr;
writeln('Move cursor with arrow keys.');
writeln('Mark points with Enter key.');
writeln(‘Press Esc when finished.');
writeln;
writeln('You must mark at “least 4 points;');
writeln('Esc will not work until you do.');
writeln;
writeln('You cannot mark more than ',arraysize,' points.');
writeln('You cannot mark the same point twice unless');
writeln('you have marked a different point in between.');
writeln;
writeln('Erroneous input will result in a beep.‘);
writeln; ' ’
writeln('Press Enter to begin...');
readln;

hires;
hirescolor(yellow);
( graphbackgroundtblack); Unconment to run on‘EGA )

ix:=160;
iy:=100;
count:=0;
key := ‘ ';

while (count<4) or (key<>esc) do
begin

goton , 25);
write('Point ',<:ount+‘i,l x =',ix,' y =',iy,

' (Enter to mark, Esc to quit) ');

graphics_cursor(ix,iy,1);
key := inkey;
graphics_,cursor(ix,iy,0); C erase previous cursor )

case key of
up: iy::iy<1;
down: iy:=iy+1;
left: i:=ix-1;
right: ix:=ix+1;
enter: if samedoointjgain or (count=arraysize) then

write(beep)
else

begin
coun := count”;
xlcount] := ix,-
ytcount] := iy;
if count=1 then

tlcount] := 0
else

t[count] := tlcount-1] +
dist(x£count1 ,YICOUnt] ,

xlcount-11,y[count-1]):
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Read what the experts say
about the "’5 Limited AT.

“1 have no qualms recom-
mending this system to
experienced users who
need the added Speed.”

—Sol Libes,
Micro/systemsJournal,
January/February 1986

“The PC’s Limited AT“
proved to be the functional
equivalent to the IBM®
product, only faster. Priced
at roughly one-third less,
it rates as one of the best»
bargains available.”

—Winn L. Rosch,
PC Magazine,

February 25, 1986

“If price is your primary
consideration, skip both
AT&T® and TI® and choose
this issue’s best buy, the
PC’s Limited AT“. Check
its benchmark results—
you won’t be sacrificing
performance to save
money.” .
‘ ——PC Magazine,

Editor’s Choice,
February 25, 1986

And it that’s not enough to convince you,
now we've got a 30-day money-back guarantee.

0 One Year Limited Warranty
0 80286rbased System Unit (Runs at 6MHZ. 8MHZ option

included at no extra charge.)
0 1024K on Mother Board

0 1.2 Meg Floppy Drive
' Combined Floppy/Hard Drive Controller Card

0 AT Keyboard
° 192W Power Supply

0 2 Serials and 1 Parallel Port
° Clock/Calendar with Battery Backup

0 Operations Manual

I'm Michael Dell, President of PCs Limited. And 1 want you to know about your latest industry-leading step. We’re so sure
that you‘ll like everything about our PC’s Limited AT that we’re Willing to offer you a 30-day money back guarantee on it.
This machine, with 1024K on the Mother Board and an 8MHZ option included at no extra cost, has been a standout since
we introduced it. So give us a chance to show you what it can do for your operation. With a deal like this, there‘s no way
you can lose. (And see the opposite side of this page for information about our Turbo PC”, plus details on our guarantee.)

Wage



When a PC's Limited Turbo PC is on your
desk, you'll Ihink it's a headliner loo.

“. . . a good machine. And a
heck of a buy. . . a fine
box. One I’d happily
choose over Big Blue’s
original. . . no status. . .
beyond the status that at-
taches to getting twice as

“It almost sounds un-
believable.”

—-MIS Week,
August 21, 1985

TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
WARRANTY

rm Warranty Service: Onr \YII u-niu-d Wmnn on PC- Ian-ind produm. comm

“We tested a wide variety of
software on the machine
and everything ran well . . .
The bottom line for any-
one considering buying
one of these computers
would seem to be this:

team“! Support 1m . lien-m Anthonunon NumkriRMA). Rum-m mun be a:-
(unwanted h w“. nu. the invoice, and I hiluvhn-lian. Duran. .5. Warren“
r.‘ .PC': Limirtd will «pm or Rplacr hm. .t our option. PC’s Limited sells quality

systems forextraordinarily
low prices.”

much for your money.”
—Jim Seymour,

PC Week,
August 13, 1985

m-DAY MAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
Am um. scum in.» PC- Limited may be «mud mm". )0 a.“ from the duea. .1. mm (m . m «hind ofyour with.“ pure. Mum inun- mm! he :9—new. nol modified or tau-um, «at. .u "mm, nun mum. Ind p-cluxinx in-lad. Returned in“ mm! be shipped wand and mum. and must bear . PC;Limirnl Credit Remm Authorisation (CRA) on the mama, um. can rc‘.Urnlltd" Customer Supp-In D‘s-nu...“ Tm cm. Nu :rulin inutd .em to .4.“im- am of augment. —PC Week,

October 29, 1985
CONSUMER TIP

“'hen \lloppmx (or PC mums. at our (umpfliwn .bom their «Amt: polish-I.

° 16—bit 8088-2 System Unit
(runs at 4.77 or 6.66MHZ)

0 640K on Mother Board
0 360K Floppy Drive

0 AT Keyboard
0 130W Power Supply
0 Operations Manual
0 One Year Limited Warranty

Microsoft OW Basic“ 395 0 IBM DOS 3.1 $85 ' 8087—2 $149

Q scrawny ‘gi‘i

{ Our Ihrbo PC 7“ has sold in large quantities since the first week we introduced it. Of course, that’s not surprising, since we
1 were the first company to break the $800 barrier with a machine that outruns the “Big” name by a 40% speed factor. Now,
J we’re going to extend the margin even further by offering a 30-day money back guarantee. If that sounds good, it’ll look

even better when one of our Turbo PCs is on your desk. So call us today. We‘re guaranteeing you’ll like what you get. 1g 5

9'3”I *
SALES CALLS OUTSIDE TEXAS, 1-800-426-5150
SALES CALLS INSIDE TEXAS, 1-800-252-8336

1611 Headway Circle, Building 3, Auslin, Texas 18154
Sales Calls from anywhere in the country, (512) 339-6962

Technical Supporl Calls, (512) 339-6963 Cuslolner Service Calls, (512) 339-6964
'“md “I‘m” Telex No 9103808386 PC LTD FAX (512) 339-6121

i

Suxmnmkslqkli-hd. PC.
Lui-doelhequq—mrcnu’fidm :hzuvlinlwidl reams-am.» a
Mwhenmlmfic- 2“ '

.m lib-tiara: winning! mead

.9...“ All Fir-- m ”bl-(I ..
(hung: “thou! notice. We err M

I “In «manual.
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Call Ior latest prices.

FREE SHIPPING 30 DAY
Money-lock

in the Continental United States via UPS Ground.no SURCHARGE FOR
Floppy Disk Drive PC's Limited AT
A...mm i...“— Multifunction Card

$95
In Gray COIN. 0 Expandable To 3 Meg

(L5 on Board/1.5 on Piggy Back Board)MITSUBISHI ' Supports 64 or 256K Rams
ELECTRONICS

Hall-Height. os/on ' Parallel Port
0 Serial Port (2nd Serial Optional)

0 Parallel Port

300/1200 Baud Hayes

PC's Limited Mini ”0

' Clock
I Software

Compatible Modem
Fits in Short Slot

a, if i;

0 Serial Port

- Fits In Short Slot

r

PC’S LIMITED 20 MEG HARD DISK ON A CARD

$409
' 3V2 " Winchester Hard Disk
' Easy to install
' One Year Warranty

UNIVERSAL GRAPHICS CARD II

$199
' Fully compatible with lBM CGA.

" Plantronics COLORPLUS.
IBM Monochrome,
and Hercules compatible graphics modes.

' Includes Parallel Port and fits in a "short" slot.

PC'S LIMITED Six Function Card

. Piggy Back
w/OK Board 559 wlOK

Seagate
20 30 and 40 MEG

High Speed
40 MS Access Time
Hard Drives Ior AT""I

Uus linear
Volco Coil
Activator.

° Expandable to 576K
. Supports 64K or 256K RAMS l
' Fits in Short Slot

$69 more s;
SOLVE YOUR POWER PROBLEM.

XT" POWER 130W

' Ir
Heads park automatically

at power down.
20 MEG $519
so MEG $699
40 MEG $819

Includes Staple Full Height Hard Disk.
Cable. and Mounting Rallsi
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SMOOTH CURVES

plot(2‘ix,iy,‘l)
end

else ( do nothing );
end C case )

end
end;

procedure spline(f,t:point_array;
count:integer;
var calcf,calct:spl ine_array);

C Fits a cubic spline to F[1..CDUNT] as a function of )
{ TC1..COUNT], then calculates equally spaced values }
( of T, places them in CALCT [1..SPLINESIZE], conputes )
( the corresponding interpolated values of F, and )
C returns them in CALCFU..SPLINESIZE]. )

C At least 4 points must be given. The points are )
( assuned to be sorted in order of increasing T. )

( Adapted from the FORTRAN routine CUBSPL (Carl de Boer, )
( A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SPLINES, New York: Springer, 1978). )

var
a.h,c: point_array; ( spline coefficients )
d,e,g,h, ( used in finding spline coefs. )
wt,dt: real; ( used in calculating points to plot )
i,j: integer; ( loop counters )

begin

C Conpute first differences of Y and F )

for i:=2 to count do
begin

on: := (firm-11;
cli] := (fliJ—fli-UVbli]

end;

( Take care of beginning of curve )

c[1] := MN:
b[1] := blZ] + 13413];
on] := “M?! i' Z“b[1])’cl2]“b[3] 4' blZJ'b[2]*c[3l) / bU]:

( Forward pass of Gaussian elimination }

for i:=2 to count-1 do
begin

9 := Iblid] / cli-i);
3“] := g’ali-1] 4- 3'(b[i]'cli+1] + b[i+1]*c[i]);
cli] := g‘i-U * 2*(b[i]+b[i+1])

end;

( Take care of end of curve )

s := blcount-H + blcount];
alcount] := ((btcount]+g+g) ’ clcount] * btcount-U

+ blcount] " blcount]
" (flcount-U-flcount‘ZJ) / blcount-il) / g;

g := -g / clcount-U;
clcount] := blcount-U;

( Conplete the forward pass )

ctcount] := g‘blcount-n + clcount];
a[count] := (g‘alcount-U + a[count])/Clcount];

( Back substitution )

for i := count-1 downto 1 do
ali] := (aliJ-bli]*a[i+1]) / cli];

( Generate cubic coefficients )

for i:=2 to count do
begin

d := (f[i]-f[i-1J)/b[i];
e := ali-11+ ali] - 2*d;

bli-‘n := 2*(d-ali-1]~e)lb[i];
cli-1] := (e/i1)*(6/b[i])

end;

( Compute the points to be plotted as function of HT )

Ht := 0;
dt := tlcount] / (splinesize-i):

for i:=1 to splinesize do
begin

( Ensure that Ht is between tlj] and t[j+‘l] )

while tlj+11 < wt do j:=j+1;
( Calculate a point )

calctli] := wt;
h := wt - tlj];
calcfli] := f[i]+h‘(a[il+h'(b[jl+h*c[ill/3V2);

( Move to next point ) ‘
at := wt+dt

end
end;

procedure fit_curve;
begin

gotoxyl60,25);
write( 'Calculating. . . ' );
spl ine(x, t,count,calcx,calct);
spline(Y.t,count,calcy,calct)

end;

procedure display;

( Displays the fitted curve and the original points. )

var i,k,ix,iy: integer;

begin

hires; hirescolor(yellou);
( graphbackground(black); Unconment to run on an EGA )

( Draw crosses at the original points }
for i:=1 to count do

begin
ix := 2"round(x[i]):
iy := round(y[i});
draw(ix-4,iy-2,ix+4,iy+2,1);
draw(ix+4,iy-2,ix-4,iy4>2,1)

end; >

( Plot the spline curve )
for i:=2 to splinesize do

draw(round(2'calcx[i-1J),
round(calcy[i-1] ),
roundlZ‘calcxti] ),
round(calcy[i1).
1);

gotoxy(1,25);
Hrite(' (Press Enter when finished viewing) I);
readln

end;

( main program )

begin
repeat

get_points;
fit_curve;
display;

textmode;
write('Again? (Y/N) '):
readln(reply)
until reply in ['N'.'n']

end.
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NewfromMacmillan Software

ASYSTANTscientific software.
FleX1b1e menu—driven

env1ronment gets on up
and runnlng— ast.

Fully integrated analysis,
graphics, and processing
functions operate directly
on large datasets.

Unique features give you '
flexibility not found in most
menu—driven packages.

Acquired data is immediately
available for analysis
and graphics. You never
have to shuffle programs.

A single keystroke lets you
import data from spreadsheet
and other data file formats.

The PC software of choice when you
don’t want to program.

Now get the power ofwidely acclaimed ASYSTT”
Scientific Software in a stand-alone menu-driven
package: ASYSTANT Ready-to-Run Scientific
Software 1" Easy to learn and use whatever your com-
puter background, ASYSTANT is a fully integrated

, analysis and graphics package. It’s versatile, too.
Unlike other menu-driven products, ASYSTANT
gives you an extensive feature set and macro capabil-
ity to tackle your toughest applications.

Built-in functions include FFT, smoothing, inte-
gration, differentiation, curve fitting, statistics, dif-
ferential equations, and matrix and polynomial
operations. And all analysis functions are fully linked
to powerful graphics capabilities, including axono-
metric and contour plotting. ASYSTANT menu-
driven scientific software— just $495.

Optional data acquisition with ASYSTANT + .
Get all the features of the ASYSTANT package, plus

Left side at i 9.2“)?”
Right side at I 1.8
Pea}: Hullli is Z 8.82En

Lets you interact visually
with your data. Just scroll,
select curve segments, and
watch your results appear.

On-line help is always
available by typing “?”.

Gives you more power
for the price than any other
software for the IBM PC.

Presentation—quality
scientific graphics easily
output to plotters.

one-touch data acquisition, with ASYSTANT + . -
No extensive prompt lists. No tedious set-up. Just
choose the “metaphor” of the collection instrument
you wish to simulate— such as XYor strip chart
recorder, data logger, or signal averager— and you’re
ready to go. Only $895.

Free technical support. 60 days of free technical
support help you design, set up, and fine-tune the
perfect system. It’s your guarantee of trouble-free
operation.

30-Day No-Risk Offer.
CALL 1-800-348-0033

In New York state, (212) 702-3241.

Macmillan Software Co.
An affiliate of Macmillan Publishing Company

630 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017

ASYSTANT Ready-lo-Run Scientific Software and ASYSTare trademarks of Macmillan Software Co.
ASYSTand ASYSTANTwerc developed by Adaptable Laboratory Software, PO. Box 18448, Rochester, NY 14618
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theAT Blues.“
Doc plays sax down at Al’s on Wednesday nights. That’s
blues night at Al's. And sometimes, if you shut your eyes
and listen to that sultry, wailing music, you’d swear
there’s more than just one, lone sax playing. D0c_knows
his sax...been playing the same one over thirty years.
And he plays it for all it’s worth.

At AST we know the IBMm PC AT. We were the first to
produce and ship an AT enhancement product. Like
Doc’s sax, your PC AT is a remarkable instrument with
great potential. But if you’re not
using our RAMpage AT expand-
ed memory solution, you're not
playing it for all it’s worth.

A Sure Cure For The AT Blues. Our RAMpage AT with
up to 2 megabytes of RAM and DESQviewm multitasking/
windowing software lets your PC AT soar to its maximum
potential. And lets you realize your full AT investment value.

RAMpage AT For Multitasking Power. The RAMpage
AT'5 powerful features combined with the PC AT's speed
offer fast and functional multitasking capability

Only with RAMpage AT can you sort a database, watch
on—line stock quotations, calculate a spreadsheet, print
labels and write a letter using your favorite word process—
ing package...all at the same time...on the same PC AT.
And with DESQview’s windows you’ll View and access up
to nine applications instantly. You’ll work faster and
avoid time-consuming workflow interruptions.

Compatibility You Can Rely On. Our Enhanced
Expanded Memory Specification is simply a more power-
ful, fully compatible version of the Lotus‘/Intel”/Microsoft”
(LIM) Expanded Memory Specification (EMS). With RAM—

page AT you can use All EMS Software.
It’s even certified compatible by Lotus

Development for 1—2—3® Release 2 and
Symphony“ 1.1.

Powerful Features. RAMpage AT offers
up to two megabytes of expanded memory

that can also be used as extended memory, DESQView
multitasking/windowing software, SuperPak'“ utilities and
our two—year warranty. Additionally, AST offers several
models of the RAMpage AT—Pak, an optional module fea-
turing serial, parallel and game ports.

Play Your AT For All It’s Worth With RAMpage AT.
For more information call our Product Information Center
(714) 863-1480. Or send the coupon to AST Research,
Inc., 2121 Alton Avenue, Irvine, California 92714—4992.

RAMpage AT and SuperPak trademarks of ASP Research, Inc. IBM registered trademark of International
Business Machines Corp. DEQvicw trademark olQuarterdeck Ollice Systems. lotus, 1-2-3 and Symphony
registered trademarks of Lotus Development Corp. Microsoft registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. Intel
registered trademark of Intel CorpThe RAMpage AT Expanded Memory Board has successfully passed compat-

ibility testing with 1-2-3 Release 2 and with Symphony 1.1 on an
IBM AT with PC-DOS 3II.TWO megabytes of memory were installed,
The Lotus logo is used by permission of Lotus Development Corp.

Copyright © AST Research,
BGSEHBCH INC. Inc., 1986. All rights reserved,
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The Worlds
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Database

ForFive Years

DataFlex versions are available
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operating systems, including Xenix.
For a free copy of this poster

(minus ad copy), write Data Access Corp.
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Software Sprites
Although the IBM PC is hindered by a lac/e
ofanimation hardware, some unusual
programming workarounds can yield
rather sophisticated results.

MICHAEL ABRASH and DAN ILLOWSKY

parison to arcade-quality games.
Where game machines—which in-

clude personal computers far less ex-
pensive than the PC—routinely animate
many large objects without flicker or in-
terference, PC animation tends to fea-
ture a few small, flickering images.
Worse, odd color and fringe effects oc-
cur when objects overlap on the PC, in-
stantly destroying the illusion by reveal-

IBM PC animation is crude in com ing the animated objects as nothing
more than arrangements of pixels. This
is the case because the PC simply was
not built as a game machine, and conse-
quently lacks basic animation hardware.
It is often true, however, that clever
software can replace hardware. This
holds for animation: software emulation
of the hardware animation capabilities
of game machines is a realizable, albeit
difficult, goal for the PC.
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SPRITES
The key to sophisticated animation

for the PC is the emulation by software
of the hardware sprites that make ani—
mation on game machines so spectac-
ular, yet simple to implement. From a
programmer’s perspective, a hardware
sprite is a screen object for which all
the details of drawing the correspond-
ing image are handled in hardware.
Animation hardware generally supports
many sprites, allowing multiple objects
to be animated simultaneously. When
sprites overlap, the sprite with the high-
er priority is displayed in front of the
others, making the objects seem solid
and the screen three-dimensional. Ob-
jects with lower priorities are clearly
visible around the edges and through
transparent areas of higher-priority
sprites. Sprites are nondestructive, so
the programmer never has to worry
about restoring the background or
other sprites when one is moved. Once
a sprite has been reprogrammed with
the new location of an object, the hard-
ware assumes all responsibility for up-
dating the screen correctly, leaving the
programmer free to concentrate on the
design of a program rather than the
messy details of animation.

The IBM PC has no sprite hard-
ware, nor anything resembling it. Ani-
mation for the PC must be performed
entirely by the 8088, a task of such
complexity and realtime constraints as
to make software sprites seem impos-
sible. The history of microcomputers,
however, has proven many times over
that the seemingly impossible often} is
achievable if a programmer will not let
such an assumption get in the way of
searching for a solution.

This article traces the design and
implementation of a software sprite
driver that concedes nothing save a
little time and memory to hardware
sprites. The actual implementation also
illustrates many features of animation
programming. Software sprites were
created for both the IBM Color Graph-
ics Adapter (CGA) and the Enhanced
Graphics Adapter (EGA) and will take
advantage of the little—known vertical
interrupt feature of the EGA to make
that implementation more powerful and
program—independent. Finally, some
finer points of realtime animation and a
few design approaches through which
animation programs using software
sprites can achieve even more striking
effects are discussed.

A SPRITE ENGINE
The animation driver must handle all
the details of smoothly drawing mul-
tiple objects so that when they overlap,
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each will appear to exist in a separate
plane. Software sprites will support
object overlap, background preserva-
tion, display priority, transparency, and
independent background processing—
all the properties that make hardware
sprites so visually effective—and one
other feature as well: independent
background processing.

The hardware in game machines
draws sprites independently of the ap-
plication (except when the program is
reprogramming a sprite). The same sort
of animation independence is desirable
in software sprites. The EGA version of
this driver is controllable from any pro-
gram via a standard interface; it oper-
ates in the background, transparently
and asynchronously to the calling pro~

To display only the end
product of erasing all the
objects and redrawing them
(and thus avoidflic/eer), the
cycle must he completed
during nondisplay time.
i—

gram and apart from the interface calls.
When an application program notifies
the sprite driver of a change in the
coordinates of an object, the driver au-
tomatically erases the object at its old
location and redraws it at its new loca-
tion during the next available drawing
time. This driver is, therefore, appro-
priately called a sprite engine because
once programmed it supports self-con—
tained and complete animation. The
CGA version requires the application to
emulate the vertical interrupt feature of
the EGA, which makes it less applica-
tion-independent, but in all other re—
spects it supports true software sprites.

Some familiarity with animation, in—
cluding both the relocating of images to
create the illusion of motion and the
organization of display memory in 520—
by—200, four—color graphics mode, is as—
sumed on the reader’s part. (See “Ani-
mation Techniques," Michael Abrash
and Dan Illowsky, July 1986, p. 46 and
“The IBM Color Graphics Adapter,”
Thomas V. Hoffmann, July 1983, p. 26.)

The first requirement in creating
the sprite engine is an animation driver
that causes each object to appear to be
in a separate plane, so that objects
clearly will pass behind and in front of

each other. When an object is moved,
the area it covered at the old location
must be restored to the object or
objects that are “behind” it, or to the
background if no other objects were at
that place. In addition, when the object
is redrawn at its new location, it must
be overlapped by more forward objects
and must overlap more rearward
objects. While other workable solutions
to the oVerlap problem are available,
the method outlined below keeps this
driver simple and flexible.

A straightforward way to ensure
that a certain object always appears in
front of some objects and behind others
is to redraw all the objects from scratch
in the same order each time any object
is drawn (in increasing order of prior—
ity—the object that appears to be near—
est the background first, one that ap-
pears to be nearest the viewer last). A
considerable amount of processing time
is required here, the more so because
all the objects must be erased (that is,
restored to the background) before
they can be redrawn. However, this
process ensures that the higher—priority
objects will be drawn over the lower-
priority objects whenever the two over-
lap, which creates the illusion that the
higher—priority objects are in front.

While this approach is fundamen—
tally correct, problems remain. The ob-
jects will vanish frequently (and flicker
as a result) as they are erased and re—
drawn. A special driver is required to
allow rearward objects to show through
and around the edges of the forward
objects. In order to display only the end
product of the cycle of erasing all the
objects and then redrawing them (and
thus avoid flicker), the entire cycle must
be completed during nondisplay time.
This explanation requires some famil-
iarity with the nature of bit—mapped
graphics and the display controller.

BIT-MAPPED GRAPHICS
The EGA and CGA are bit-mapped
graphics adapters, which consist of two
parts: memory and a display controller
that constantly scans that memory, trans—
lates the contents of the memory into
video data, and sends the video data to
a monitor. The monitor then uses the
video data to control the electron beam
that is scanning pixels onto the screen.
The correspondence of display memory
to pixels is shown in figure 2 of “Ani—
mation Techniques” (July 1986, p. 49).
However, this figure conveys only a
static sense of the dynamic process of
mapping display memory to pixels.

Pixels actually are drawn one at a
time by the scanning electron beam,
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FIGURE 1. Electron Beam Scan V

The beam is turned off while moving through retrace upward or rightward. The
portion of the beam that falls outside of display memory is called overscan.

which traces a pattern like that shown
in figure 1 (of this article). This figure
is a simplification of display monitor
scanning, but illustrates two important
points: the electron beam scans left to
right while progressing downward, and
margins are present at all four sides of
the screen where the pixels generated
by the display controller are not based
on the contents of display memory.

The electron beam scans pixels
onto the screen from left to right, then
returns rapidly to the left margin upon
receiving the horizontal synchronization
pulse from the display controller. The
video data sent to the display is based
on the contents of display memory ex-
cept during the left and right margins
(the horizontal retrace period). Like-
wise, the beam progresses downward as
it scans left to right, returning rapidly to
the top of the screen upon receiving
the vertical synchronization pulse. The
vertical retrace period is that time at the
top and bottom margins of the screen
when display memory does not affect
what is being displayed on the screen.
The time required to scan the entire
display and return to the upper left cor-
ner is called the frame time, while the
time required to scan a single line and
return to the left side of the screen is
called the scan line time.

Together these two figures (figure
2 from the July article and figure 1
here) illustrate the direct correspon-
dence of memory scanning to display
scanning over time. At any one time,
one area of memory (at most) is being
scanned to provide video data for one

AUGUST 1986

area of the display. During the retrace
periods, however, memory is not being
scanned for video data at all, and bit-
mapped video data is not being sent to
the screen. As a result, any changes
made to a given area of display memory
during the retrace period will not be
seen immediately; in fact, such a change
will not be apparent until the point in
the next frame when that area of mem-
ory is next scanned for video data.

Consequently, if a display memory
byte is changed twice during the same
retrace period, only the second change
will show up on the screen. This is pre—
cisely the technique needed to rid the
sprite engine of flicker; if objects are
erased and redrawn during the same
retrace period, the erasure will never
be seen. To the viewer, the objects will
appear to have moved from one loca—
tion to the next with no transition.

Erasing and redrawing during a
single retrace period, however, is more
easily said than done. Even the highly
efficient driver developed here requires
a substantial amount of time to erase
and redraw an object. A medium—size
object, for example, takes roughly one
or two milliseconds (ms) to draw (in—
cluding erasing and redrawing), and all
objects must be erased and redrawn
every time any one object is moved (al—
though the erase step may be skipped
for certain objects, as discussed below).
The next step, then, is to find adequate
consecutive retrace time.

The horizontal retrace period
clearly is too brief to be useful in sup-
porting sprites. In 320-by-200 graphics
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Now3
CPU Boards
from I-Bus

I—Bus now
has 3 pro—
cessor cards for
board-level, dedicated
OEM systems on the PC Bus:
Y88. With RS-232/422 console
support for upload/download. Lots
(256K) of on-board EPROM for
dedicated applications. Doesn’t need
a keyboard or display.
888. Closer to a clone. It can use a
standard IBM® keyboard.
R188. Has 80188 processor that runs
on the PC Bus but executes the ATS
instruction set.

All have an enhanced BIOS for disk
or diskless operation, and optional
ROM debugger. We also have a full
line of chassis and card cages with
PC Bus backplanes.

If you’re into systems, I-Bus speaks
your language. Call now TOLL FREE
800-382-4229 for the latest on
board level PCs. (In Calif. call
(619) 569-0646.)
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9235 Chesapeake Drive
San Diego, CA 92123
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mode, for example, an entire horizontal
scan line takes only 62.5 microseconds.
Trying to do any redrawing during this
period is out of the question . However,
each full frame takes much longer—
16.7 ms, a rate of 60 frames per second.
Thus, the vertical retrace period pro—
vides sufficient consecutive retrace time
to implement a useful sprite engine.

Note that the EGA’s highest-resolu—
tion mode (350 scan lines) has virtually
no vertical retrace period at all, so the
sprite engine cannot be implemented.
However, in the modes with 200 scan
lines, including the CGA-compatible
graphics modes and the 16—color graph—
ics modes, ju5t under one—quarter of
each frame (about 4 ms) is in vertical
retrace; this is ample time in which to
perform effective animation. The CGA-
compatible 320-by-200, 4-color mode is
used in this article because it allows the
same routines to be used in both the
CGA and EGA versions and because
handling multiple colors in a single
image is much easier with the CGA
mode than the EGA However, the
EGA’s 320-by—200 and 640-by-200 16-
color modes certainly could be sup—
ported by the sprite engine with modifi-
cations to the graphics driver.

Thus, the problem of flickering ob—
jects is solved by performing all erasing
and redrawing during the vertical re-
trace period in a ZOO-scan-line mode.
Applications that demand higher vertical
resolution require a different technique.
As is often the case, no general solution
exists: challenges must be dealt with on
a case-by—case basis.

A SPRITE-LIKE DRIVER
The remaining problem is to draw ob—
jects in a sprite-like fashion, with one
object clearly in front of the other and
with no interference effects—and to do
so reasonably quickly. The AND/OR
driver solves this problem neatly.

Like other graphics drivers, the
AND/OR driver modifies an area of dis-
play memory that controls a rectangular
area of the screen; it operates from a
table of bytes that‘describe the object to
be drawn. The unusual aspect of the
AND/OR driver is that each byte of the
final image written into display memory
is controlled by a pair of image table
bytes. The first image table byte of each
pair is used to mask off bits in display
memory with the AND instruction; the
purpose of the masking is to clear the
bits controlling the pixels where the
new object is to go Without disturbing
the bits controlling the pixels that the
new object does not affect. The second
image table byte of the pair is the actual
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FIGURE 2: AND/OR Driver Operation
__ _ _, __ *4", ,- -- , ‘fl. _'

In the first frame, just the background is visi second, the AND p of he. R river clears t
object will appear. Finally, the OR pass inserts the bits from the object itself without disturbing the background bits.

pixel data for the object, which is
inserted into the masked display mem—
ory byte with the OR instruction.

This approach allows objects to
cross without the odd color effects that
are typical of exclusive—or drivers or the
rectangular blanking fringe around
objects that occurs with a byte-move
driver, and allows the background to
show through transparent (background-
colored) areas of an object. (Any
background-colored area may be made
opaque simply by using the mask byte
to mask out the background.)

Figure 2 illustrates how the two
steps of the AND/OR driver work
together to insert an object into display
memory. The left frame shows the back-
ground before the object is drawn. The
middle frame shows the display after
the bits where the object is to appear
have been masked off with the AND in-
struction (only those pixels where the
object is to appear‘have been affected).
The right frame shows the display after
the object has been inserted into dis-
play memory with the OR' instruction.
All pixels other than those belonging to
the object remain unchanged, so the
object is inserted into display memory
without interference effects.

Unfortunately, this approach is not
particularly fast, even when in—line code
is used, because two image table bytes
must be read for every display memory
byte modified. Also, because the AND
and OR logical functions must be per-
formed, little advantage can be derived
from the use of the highly efficient
string instructions. If faster drawing is
required, a byte—move driver, which
simply moves a rectangular block of
image table data into display memory,
can be used as a substitution for the
AND/OR driver; in this case, however, it
would cause the objects to be sur-
rounded by blanking fringes, and
transparency would not be supported.

Nevertheless, a driver like the byte-
move driver is used for another pur-
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pose in the sprite engine: to erase the
objects. An uncomplicated way to sup»
port an arbitrarily complex static back-
ground is to store the entire back-
ground in a separate buffer in normal
memory that corresponds on a byte-to-
byte basis with the display memory buf-
fer, and then erase each object (restore
it to the background) by copying the
bytes corresponding to the area cov—
ered by that object from the back—
ground buffer to display memory. To
do this, the driver simply calculates a
single offset, which applies to both the
background buffer and display memory,
and then uses in-line code to copy the
background data into display memory.

These two drivers put the last
piece of the sprite engine into place.
The screen will be updated each time
any object moves: all objects will be
erased by restoring their area of display
memory to the background first and
then redrawing them with the AND/OR
driver, all during a single vertical
retrace period. With this in mind,
consider a unique feature of the EGA
that makes the sprite engine efficient
and easy to implement.

THE VERTICAL INTERRUPT
The graphics driver described here re—
quires that the erasing and redrawing
sequence start at the very beginning of
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rupt- handler check to make sure that
the interrupt tornvhich it is responding
was generated by, the device it han

‘ ,dles‘, passing‘along the "interrupt toithe
nerd handler forthat interruptif it is
not. This approach, if folloWed by all
'deviCes, Valiowsmultiple devices to :0
share the Same interrupt level and E
expands ? the PC’sidevice-handling‘ " "
capabilities in addition to reducing
potentialfmnflictibetween peripherals.
ThelBM EGA prevides 'a vertical re-
tracegstanis bit (bit 7) in the, Input-Sta-
tusi) register for just this purpose.
IBM specifies that when an interrupt
occurs on: IRQ2-f‘the rootine “handling
the EGA’s verticalinterrupt should *
check ‘this‘bit, passing the interrupt
along to the next- handler if the bit is

, lowrand handlingit if the bit is high.
That,- at any: rate, is the theory“:

Two factors complicate the interpreta-
tion ofthe vertical retrace status bit,
howevergrendering it of limited use-

, fulness, and, in fact, making it desiréi
able in many circumstances to ignore
the vertical retrace status bit entirely. '
First, some EGAécompatible adapters, ,
includingQuadram’s QuadEGAhre-

turn an inverted'vertiml retrace status
'WtWW‘fi‘e stams Iowwhen-me‘yx'rideo adapterhasgenératéd the inter-
rupt and high otherwiSe. Thisqwill be
.correctedfin thegnear future, but by
that time,"tens'of thousands of old-4

: swieirbgatds “Bribempse- (To com-
‘ plicate‘ithéfma‘ttétr further, IBM’s Tech
m‘cal Rfiqm:@MmaMAdapters,

:xl’lBM: suggests that eachhardware inter- '

some compatible _

idéterinineihépo . tyotitii r‘tical

{givenboar’djlthe need for-"this ism

. that all IRQa interrupts/areiindeed, t
' vertical interrupts This-removes all

danger of misinterp etatio ° and,

perfectly ongan E

retrace status bit via software for an; '*

removed byjthe second Complimtion,
the physicalihamregof the: vertical r‘
trace status bit The status bit is tied :-

_ dimly to. the IRQ2"'bUS:.lin€;3ild asa
result indicates only Whetherzthe IRQZ
line has been raises to genera? an in:
terrupt, noti»Whetiierithe_‘iht_ ‘

speeds np‘rimermstresponse. plightl _, I
. If it is essentialthat ether devi ‘ '

the vertical retrace period, in order to
maximize the amount of time available
for updating the objects. Two problems
arise on the CGA First, the standard
means of checking for the vertical re-
trace period on the CGA is to poll the
vertical synchronization pulse status bit;
however, because the pulse begins well
into the period, a good portion of the
retrace period is lost. (Some methods
are available for finding the beginning
of the vertical retrace period on the
CGA, but they are neither entirely stan-
dard nor simple to explain.) Worse, the
status bit must be polled constantly
because the leading edge of the pulse
must be found in order to allow maxi-
mum drawing time. This constant poll-
ing restricts the use of program time
for other purposes. Although the poll—
ing could be interleaved into other pro-
gram activities, or the program could

be designed so it would take just under
one frame time in between drawing
times, approaches such as this make
polling for synchronization the over—
riding factor in program design and
thereby restrict the designer‘s options.
While this approach was used in the
CGA version of the sprite engine, the
EGA provides a superior means of de-
tecting the start of vertical retrace.

The EGA’s vertical interrupt (dis—
cussed further in the sidebar above)
simplifies retrace detection. When this
feature is enabled, the EGA generates
an interrupt on IRQZ each time that the
vertical display end setting is reached:
this is the start of each vertical retrace
period. (A 1982 edition of the IBM
Technical Reference manual lists level 2
as the interrupt level of the CGA’s verti—
cal retrace, a feature that was never im-
plemented.) The sprite engine must be
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such an interrupt to occur. :‘(GiVen that
the vertical interruptis in an enabled_-_____,.
and cleared state; one’is generated

' whenever its enable bit is toggled
high to disable the vertical interrUpt.

[Users-,Ishould beaware of this when
turning offthe vertical interrupt and I

,_ restoring the original;_IRQ2 interrupt
vectOr.) Once the vertical interrupt
has been. forced,:read.the vertical in 7-,
terrupt status bit, .the‘n'clear the inter- _'
rupt and read the. status bit-again- The
first state read isi‘the vertical interrupt ‘.
active Status, the second isthe vertical ‘ ‘
interrupt no: active status. If‘the read
ings are identical, then another inter-
rupt is being signaled on IRQ2; inter- *
ruptsshould be enabled and this 1
other interrupt allowed to Occurfthen’
the entire process should be repeated},
until the vertical retrace statUs bit is
made-to toggle. When- the statusbit
dOes toggle, an EOI shduld be issuedy?
to the interrupt controller before in-
terrupts are enabled to wipe outthe
test vertical interrupt just generated
because no handler was set 'up for it. I :

Once the polarity of the vertical __
retrace status bit is knOwn, a vertical
interrupt handler can be setup. The

' only‘information' this handler can ‘
derive from the statusbit is as follows: 5
if, when handling an IRQ2 interrupt, I
the vertical-interrupt is cleared and
the vertical retrace status bit: remains ' “
active,,_then.fanother device is signaling ‘
an interrupton the IRQ2 line. Unfor- 'fi '

_ tunately, this does not‘mean that the ‘ -
EGA is not Signaling one as well, as

two (6i— rnore) interrupts c
finaledgsimultaneously. _,

In the e Where the vertical 1
;;_,r,_etraee;.__status bit-remains active when-e
the-vertical interrtipt iscleared, one of

,,_:tgvo__assUmptions pan be made: the;- _
' handler catiassuirie that both the ver-

tical interrupt andanother interrupt
occurred, or the handler canassume
that only Vanothergginterrupt occurred
Too littleinformation is‘availablel to ‘ 7 Q

_ .mak aafull_;-evaluation, andas a reSultyf
pproach is‘not ideal. The handler

tan-emierslealwim sash wesrbvii- :1:
handling the interrupt‘as if it werea

th

along‘to the ‘next-IRQZZhandler
, _,_.rtica1i:inte‘rr.upt and then passingii g

, (assuming both interrupts declared),
or it can skip the‘vertieal interrupt? I
handling-81.19% directly tome neat. ,
IRQ2 'handlér (making the assumption -
that anomer‘interrupt occurred); - , 1 5,
These assumptions will not always-be I
Correct. but adding or missing anvoc- . -
casional vertical interrupt Will have no
noticeable impacton most animation
applicationstherefore this approach
generally isfan adequate solutionto
vertical interrupt handling. ' ‘ ’

Nevertheless, the simplest solu—
tion isto assume that IRQ2 is reserved
for the‘EGAgPerhapsthe next genera- »
tion ofthe EGA will have a more use '
ful status biti»UnfOrtunately,' the ‘
hundreds ofthousands cf EGAs and
compatiblesalready installedlmean
that the‘quirks of the vertical retraCe
status bit will. be around for years.

—-M1'chae‘l Abrasb and Dan Illowsley .

Id 5% gig;

set up as the interrupt handler for
IRQ2, with the EGA vertical retrace in—
terrupt enabled; the sprite handler will
run virtually transparently in the back—
ground while the application program
processes in the foreground.

To enable the vertical interrupt, bit
5 of the EGA’s vertical synchronization
end register (CRTC register 11H) must
be set to 0. Each time the vertical inter—
rupt occurs, it must be cleared by set-
ting bit 4 of the register to 0, then
reenabled by setting bit 5 to 0. Because
bits 0 to 5 of this register define the
character count at which the vertical
synchronization pulse is to end, these
bits must be set correctly for the cur—
rent display mode Whenever bit 4 0r 5
is modified. Bit settings for all modes
are provided in the IBM Technical Ref—
erence, Optiom and Adapters, volume
2, in the section on the EGA
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In order to use the vertical inter-
rupt, the interrupt controller must be
set to allow IRQ2 to occur by setting bit
2 of port 21H to 0. IRQ2 is handled by
the routine pointed to by interrupt vec-
tor OAH, at address 0000:0028, so this
vector must be set to point to the verti—
cal interrupt handler. However, devices
other than the EGA may be using IRQ2
as well. In fact, in the PC/AT, the real-
time clock interrupt and the hard—disk
interrupt are among the eight interrupts
cascaded through the IRQ2 interrupt.
Consequently, any program using the
vertical interrupt is mandated to restore
the interrupt OAH vector and the inter—
rupt controller IRQ2 bit to their origi-
nal states upon terminating.

The vertical interrupt handler also
must make sure that each IRQ2 inter—
rupt it handles was in fact generated by
the EGA, and pass on to the routine
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PHOTO l: Spfltes'z'n Action ‘ r ‘ PHOTO 2: Overlapping Sprites

The balloon and helicopters are sprites; the moon, stars, and
horizon are background. The helicopter windows are trans-
parent to the background and lower-priority sprites. (Note
the star visible through the red helicopter’s window.)

In this enlarged view of the screen, the higher-priority bal—
loon overlaps the green helicopter and obscures it. The red
helicopter (out of View), were it to cross them, would ob-
scure both because its priority is the highest of the three.

pointed to by the original interrupt OAH
vector any interrupts not belonging to
the EGA. Bit 7 of the EGA’s input status
register 0 (port SCZH) will indicate
whether the vertical interrupt has
occurred; if this bit is 1, the IRQZ to
which the vertical interrupt handler is
responding was generated by the EGA

This completes the design of the
sprite engine, which will provide inde-
pendent background processing, con—
trolled by the application program
through a standard interface. All draw-
ing is done during the vertical retrace
period, so no flicker occurs. Sprite—like
animation is supported, with distinct
precedence of objects; the background
is preserved, and object transparency is
supported. But can this driver handle
enough objects to make it useful? The
answer is yes, with a few tricks.

FUNCTIONAL PARTS
The program in listings 1, 2, and 3 is a
fully functional application of the sprite
engine. To see it in action on an EGA,
assemble the listings with the Microsoft
Macro Assembler (4.0 was used for test—
ing), link them, and run the resulting
.EXE file. To run the CGA version
(which operates on an EGA but without
the vertical interrupt), change the value
equate for the ega flag in listings 1 and
2 to 0, then assemble, link, and execute
as for the EGA version.

132

This program animates two heli—
copters (14 pixels high by 24 wide) and
a balloon (20 by 16) against a backdrop
of stars, a crescent moon, and a horizon
(see photo 1). The helicopters have
large windows, through which the stars,
moon, balloon, and even the rearward
helicopter can be seen (see photo 2).
All other objects are visible around
even the most detailed parts of each ob-
ject. One helicopter periodically van-
ishes for a short time. No flicker is
present when operating on the EGA,
and the background is perfectly pre-
served. Moreover, the program spends
most of its time in a wait loop that reg-
ulates execution speed, which leaves
plenty of spare time for more sophisti-
cated processing on the part of the pro—
gram. It could, for example, detect colli-
sions, keep score, or orchestrate the ac—
tion on the screen. Because the vertical
interrupt lets the sprite engine operate
only when needed and without inter—
vention from the main program, the
main program can use all of display
time productively if it needs to.

Listing 1 is the application program
using the sprite engine (listing 2) and a
graphics driver (listing 5). The EGA im-
plementation differs markedly from the
CGA version because the EGA is driven
by the vertical interrupt. Only the EGA
version is discussed here. Listings 1 and
2 contain some code delineated by

if...endif conditional assembly blocks,
with assembly conditional on the state
of the ega 0r cga flag. When the ega
flag is nonzero, the code appropriate
for the EGA is assembled by the blocks
starting with if ega.

The sprite engine breaks down
into four functional parts: initialization,
update, termination, and interrupt han-
dler. These routines center around a
queue containing all relevant informa-
tion for the objects to be drawn, includ-
ing a screen position and' a pointer to
an image table for each object. The
queue may be predefined to support
any number of objects by changing the
number_of__objects variable. The ob-
ject with the highest queue number has
the highest drawing priority (it is drawn
after all other objects) and so appears
to be farthest forward. Any queue entry
can be inactivated easily, so it is not re-
quired that all queue entries be active
at once. This provides a simple mecha-
nism whereby the relative display prio—
rities of the objects being animated can
be changed (see below).

The initialization, update, and ter—
mination sections can be called as near
procedures when linked with an appli-
cations program; the interrupt handler
updates the objects, as needed, on each
vertical interrupt. The interface to the
first three routines is described in the
comments of listing 2.
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The initialization routine, initialize,

sets the sprite engine’s internal vari-
ables to indicate that the object queue
is empty. The address of the buffer con—
taining the background information
used to erase objects is set as passed
from the application program, as well.
In addition, initialize sets variable
need_to_draw_something_flag to in—
dicate that the screen need not be up—
dated on the next vertical interrupt.

Next, initialize sets up the vector
for interrupt OAH (the vector used by
IRQZ), to point to the routine
put_objects_on_screen, which up-
dates the screen as required on each
EGA vertical interrupt. (The CGA ver»
sion pushes the flags and executes a
long call to put_objects_on_screen to
emulate IRQZ.) The original interrupt
OAH vector is set aside for two pur-
poses: to be restored at the end of the
program and to allow IRQZ interrupts
not generated by the BOA to be passed
on by the interrupt handler.

The state of IRQZ is read from the
interrupt controller at 1/0 address 21H
and stored so it can be restored when
the program ends. IRQZ is then ena—
bled, so that the vertical interrupt will
be passed along by the interrupt con—
troller to interrupt the CPU. Interrupts
must be disabled while the state of the
interrupt vector is modified, otherwise
an interrupt might occur in the middle
of modification and find an invalid (be-
cause it is partially changed) vector.

The update routine, object_
services, is called by the application to
register changes in the status of an ob—
ject, such as a change of location or a
new form table for internal animation.
Internal animation of a sprite may be
accomplished by defining several form
tables for a single sprite, each contain-
ing one frame of the animated figure’s
motion. The software cycles through the
sequence of form tables by repeated
calls to object_services. (This is how
the blades and tail rotor of the heli-
copter sprites are animated.)

The queue entry for the object
with the number indicated by the appli-
cation is updated on the basis of the in—
formation passed to object_services.
Parameters such as the offset from the
end of one scan line of the object to
the start of the next and the offsets to
call in the erasing and redrawing in—line
code are calculated now, so that when
the vertical interrupt occurs, these val«
ues can be read directly from the
queue entry, saving precious time dur-
ing the vertical retrace period. Finally,
object_services sets need_to_draw_
something_flag to true, to indicate that
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the screen must be updated on the next
vertical interrupt because the object’s
status has changed. As with initialize, in-
terrupts are disabled while the queue is
updated, preventing the vertical inter-
rupt handler from acting on informa-
tion that is only partially updated.

The terminate routine turns off the
vertical interrupt, and restores the verti—
cal interrupt vector to its original value
and the control bit for IRQ2 in the in-
terrupt control register at port 21H to
its original state. As discussed above,
the restoration of IRQ2 to its original
state is particularly important in the AT,
because failure to restore it could result
in a nonfunctional hard disk.

The initialization, update, and ter-
mination routines are merely support
for the heart of the sprite engine—the
vertical interrupt handling routine
put_0bjects_on_screen, which is
executed whenever an IRQ2 interrupt
occurs. The first action of this interrupt
handler is to determine whether the
IRQ2 interrupt was in fact generated by
the EGA, by checking bit 7 of the status
register at port 3C2H. If this bit is O, the
EGA did not generate the interrupt and
control must be passed to the original
interrupt OAH vector, as stored by the
initialization routine. Again, this action
is essential in the AT.

If the interrupt was generated by
the EGA, the interrupt handler incre—
ments vert_int_modulo_count, a pub-
lic variable that may be accessed by the
application program. A change in this
variable notifies the application that a
vertical interrupt has occurred, allowing
implementation of a constant time base
synchronized to the frame rate of the
EGA. The interrupt handler then checks
to see if any of the objects have
changed, as would be indicated by
need_t0_draw_something_flag.
Animation activity is required only if at
least one object has changed. If nothing
has changed, the interrupt handler is-
sues a general end-ofinterrupt (EOI)
command to reenable IRQ2, clears and
reenables the EGA bits that control the
vertical interrupt, and restores the regis-
ters that it modified. Interrupt handlers
must preserve all registers, because
they may be invoked if interrupts are
enabled. This can happen during the
execution of any code. The interrupt
handler then terminates immediately; as
a result, very little overhead is incurred
when none of the objects has changed
since the last vertical interrupt.

If one or more objects indeed has
changed, the interrupt handler must
erase and then redraw all of the objects
in the queue. To erase all objects at the
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location at which they were last drawn,
the interrupt handler executes a loop
that calls a precalculated entry point in
in—line code for each object; the in-line
code transfers the rectangular area of
the background corresponding to the
location of the object from the back-
ground buffer to display memory. This
erases the object, by restoring the area
it occupies to the background state.

One special feature of this queue is
that it does not erase the object under
certain circumstances. If, for example,
the object has not moved since the last
time it was drawn, and if the object’s
image is the same as when it was last
drawn, then erasing the object is not
necessary, because it will be drawn
over exactly the same pixels that would
be erased. This provides one way to
support an extra object or two during
the limited vertical retrace period: if the
application can guarantee that only half
of the objects being animated change
during any given vertical frame, then
the erase time for half the objects is al-
ways saved, freeing up drawing time for
additional objects. Also, if the queue
contains the special OFFFFH entry for
the offset at which the object was last
drawn, the object is not erased. This
can save time when an object is made
to vanish, because an invisible object
does not need to be drawn or erased.

After all objects have been erased
at their old locations, they are redrawn
at their new locations. This is accom-
plished in a second loop using the
AND/OR driver. Like the erase driver,
the AND/OR driver in—line code is
called directly via a vector precalculated
for each object in the update routine.

The implementation of the AND/
OR driver shown in listing 2 uses word
operands for maximum speed. For an
image that is an odd number of bytes
wide, an extra mask byte of OFFH and
image byte of 00H can be added to the
end of each line of the image table,
with no adverse effects because this
pair of bytes causes the AND/OR driver
to leave display memory unchanged.
The driver also uses string instructions
as much as possible, but because the
AND and OR logical functions have no
string equivalents, the driver must rely
largely on slower 8088 instructions.
This driver is not nearly as fast as the
byte—move driver in listing 3, but it is
remarkably speedy considering its
sprite-like characteristics.

Like erase, the redraw loop does
not draw objects with a screen offset of
OFFFFH. This provides a handy way to
disable an object. The method works as
follows: if the application calls the up-
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SPRITES
date routine with SI equal to OFFFFH,
the routine sets the screen offset for
that object to OFFFFH. Upon encounter-
ing this object, the erase loop erases it;
the new offset of OFFFFH is guaranteed
to be different from the offset of the
old location. The redraw loop does not
redraw the object because it ignores
objects with an offset of OFFFFH. Thus,
the object vanishes.

The erase loop also ignores objects
with screen offsets 0f OFFFFH, so the
object not only vanishes, but it is never
erased again and requires little over-
head. This makes it possible to change
the relative drawing priorities of ob-
jects; a single object can be assigned
several priorities (queue numbers), all
but one of which is set to OFFFFH at
any one time. To make the object ap-
pear far forward, a high-priority (high—
numbered) queue entry would be acti—
vated; to make the object appear far to
the rear, a low—priority (low-numbered)
queue entry would be turned on. In

combination with the use of larger
images for the more forward versions
of the object to simulate perspective,
priority—switching can produce very
convincing animation effects.

Once the objects have been erased
and redrawn, the vertical interrupt
handler is done. The interrupt handler
issues a general EOI command to
reenable IRQZ, clears and reenables the
vertical interrupt, restores all 8088
registers, and terminates.

An important note about the verti-l
cal interrupt handler: interrupts are
enabled soon after the handler is en-
tered and are kept enabled throughout.
If another, higher-priority interrupt,
such as the timer interrupt, occurs
while the vertical interrupt handler is
active, the vertical interrupt handler will
be halted for an indeterminate period.
Because the visual effect of the sprite
engine is dependent upon its finishing
during the vertical retrace period, this
would seem to pose a significant prob-
lem, but actually it does not. If an inter-
rupt does cause the sprite engine to
run over into display time, the worst
that will happen is a single flicker; if the
interfering interrupt is handled quickly,
no visible effect may be detected at all,
although a frequent and long interrupt
could cause problems. Also, IBM appar-
ently has never specified a maximum
allowable period for which interrupts
can be disabled by an interrupt handler,
in the absence of such a specification,
interrupt-off periods always should be
kept as brief as possible.

Note that only the graphics driver
in-line code portion of the sprite
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engine has been optimized. This code
absorbs most of the time used by the
engine during vertical retrace, and it is
only during this period that time is crit-
ical. Besides, at levels above the driver
level, clarity and flexibility are as impor—
tant as sheer speed, except when the
application dictates otherwise.

APPLYING THE SPRITE
The application program sets up and
drives the sprite engine to animate the
helicopters and the balloon. This pro-
gram comprises three parts; initializa—
tion, animation, and termination.

The initialization section selects
medium—resolution graphics mode,
places the stars and the horizon in the
background buffer, and uses the byte—
move driver shown in listing 3 to put
the moon in the background buffer. (To
make the byte<move driver draw into
the background buffer instead of dis—
play memory, ES is set to the back—
ground buffer segment.) The completed
background buffer is then copied into
display memory to establish the back—
ground. The initialization code con~
cludes by calling the sprite engine ini-
tialization routine, which sets up the
queue and the vertical interrupt.

The animation section performs
only three actions: animation control,

check for exit, and synchronization. The
program first loops through each ob—
ject, checking whether the delay for
each object has counted down. If it has,
it moves the object based on its current
motion increment, then cycles to the
next form table on the list of form
tables for that object, in order to pro—
duce internal animation. (The heli-
copter's blades and tail rotors move
through a process of internal anima-
tion.) If the repeat factor for the current
motion has counted down, then the
next set of control variables is obtained
from the control string for that object.

The control strings, which are
copter0_control, copter1_control, and
balloon_control, fully describe the
motion and appearance of the objects
throughout program execution, so
changing the animation of an object is a
simple matter of altering the appro-
priate string. For example, it may be in—
structive to set the delays in the control
strings to higher values to slow down
the program in order to more closely
observe the effects when objects cross.

When an object is moved, a call is
made to object_services, the sprite en-
gine’s update routine, to register the
change. This done, the application has
provided the sprite engine with all the
information it needs to do its work and
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is free to perform other tasks. The ap—
plication then checks for a keystroke. If
it finds one, the program is terminated
immediately; if a keystroke is not found,
the program synchronizes to the EGA’s
frame rate by waiting for the variable
vert_int_modulo_count to change. Re-
call that the sprite engine increments
this variable each time a vertical inter-
rupt occurs, so waiting for it to change
forces the execution speed of the appli-
cations program to exactly 60 iterations
per second, matching the 60 frames per
second rate of the BOA. This provides

the program with a constant time base;
at all times and under all circumstances,
this program will animate at the same
speed, with a control resolution of one-
sixtieth of a second. This is true even
on an AT, regardless of clock speed.

When a keystroke is detected,
which indicates program termination,
the sprite engine’s termination routine
is called to restore the vertical interrupt
to its original state, text mode is re—
stored, and the program is ended.

The key aspect of the sprite engine
application is the degree to which its
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use reduces the code and complexity
required to implement effective anima-
tion. The actual animation code is only
a couple of dozen lines long. Yet those
lines support a powerful and extensible
table«driven animation interpreter.
Amazingly, this program is not very far
from being a full—fledged game.

CGA IMPLEMENTATION
The sprite engine can be implemented
for the CGA as well, although less ele-
gantly. When running on the CGA, the
application must emulate the vertical in-
terrupt by waiting for the vertical synch-
ronization pulse and then calling the '
sprite engine. The problems associated
with this approach have been discussed.

To assemble the sample program
for the CGA, change the equates for the
ega variable at the start of listings 1 and
2 to 0, rather than 1, thus enabling the
conditional assembly blocks that start
with if cga and disabling those that start
with if ega. The CGA version will run
equally well on an EGA because the
EGA without the vertical interrupt ena—
bled is the same as the CGA (for the
purposes of this program). A review of
the two versions in quick succession,
however, reveals the significant differ-
ence that exists between them.

The balloon often flickers when it
reaches the top of the display in the
CGA version. (This effect occurs only
on 4.77-MHZ PCs; faster machines
should produce no flicker.) This effect
is almost expected because insufficient
time is available to draw all the objects
during the vertical retrace period, the
result of invoking the sprite engine at
the beginning of the vertical synchroni»
zation pulse rather than the beginning
of the vertical retrace period. However,
some far more profound lessons can be
learned from this event: one pertains to
the nature of realtime bit-mapped ani~
mation, the other to a method of max-
imizing the capabilities of the sprite
engine through program structure
rather than code optimization.

(As an aside, note that the balloon
flickers only when the green helicopter
is visible. Remember that when an
object is invisible, it is neither erased
nor redrawn. This is a visual reinforce-
ment of the concept that the balloon
flickers because too little time is avail-
able to erase and redraw three objects
during the period that is used.)

ANIMATION DYNAMICS
It is natural to think of the time during
which the sprite engine can safely
modify display memory as being static.
Given that the last 60 scan lines of each
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frame are in the vertical retrace period,
it seems obvious that the time during
which those lines occur is the time
available for modifying display memory
without the results being displayed until
the operation is complete. This is the
truth, but not the whole truth.

Actually, a given area of display
memory can be modified at any time
during which the display controller is
not fetching that particular area of
memory to convert it to video data. Any
operation that is begun after the con-
troller has read the area of display
memory to be modified, and finished
before the controller completes a frame
and returns to read the affected mem—
ory again, will not cause flicker. Com-
pleting all operations during the vertical
retrace period is merely a special case
of modifying memory between succes-
sive passes of the display controller.

The exceedingly dynamic nature of
realtime bit—mapped animation is evi-
dent in the manner in which the bal-
loon vanishes. The expectation might
be that during those frames when the
balloon flickers (the frames during
which the balloon is still erased when
the display controller encounters it),
the balloon would vanish smoothly, two
scan lines (the increment of its vertical
motion) at a time, as if passing behind a
dark wall, as it rises to the point at
which it encounters the display control—
ler scan (and by extension the scanning
electron beam on the display). To the
contrary, the balloon vanishes from the
top in two large chunks and is gone.
(To see this effect, force the sprite en—
gine to redraw all forms on every verti-
cal interrupt by making two changes to
put_objccts_on_screen: replace the
line je process_queue with jmp pro-
cess_queue, and comment out the six
lines that start with je skip_this_object
and end with the next instance of
je skip_this_object.)

Moreover, it takes some reflection
to understand why it is the top of the
balloon that vanishes first. After all, the
balloon is drawn from the top down; it
is reasonable, therefore, to assume that
the portion of the balloon that is drawn
first should be visible after the rest of
the balloon has vanished.

The explanation lies in the inter-
action of the display controller and the
graphics driver. Both are scanning dis-
play memory in much the same fashion
and at much the same speed. The con—
troller is scanning one line from left to
right every 62.5 microseconds, pro—
gressing downward. At the same time,
the graphics driver is drawing the bal-
loon from left to right, progressing
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downward. While the exact time per
scan line of the balloon is difficult to
figure out, an approximation arrived at
by adding instruction cycle times is 73
cycles per word, or somewhere around
200 cycles for each of the two-word-
wide balloon scan lines, including over—
head, wait states, and prefetch queue
effects. This works out to 42 micro—
seconds, or two-thirds of the time the
display controller takes per scan line.

The balloon vanishes the way it
does because the graphics driver actu-
ally starts drawing the balloon in mem-

ory that the display controller has al-
ready scanned past during the current
frame. However, the driver is only
slightly behind the controller, and, be—
cause it is faster, the driver overtakes
the controller. Up to this point, nothing
drawn by the graphics driver is visible,
because that memory was erased when
the display controller read it. Conse-
quently, the top of the balloon vanishes.

Soon the graphics driver passes the
display controller and starts to modify
memory just before that memory is
read for video data. At this point, the
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SPRITES
bytes drawn by the driver become visi—
ble, because the data are there in time
to be read by the display controller. As
a result, the lower part of the balloon is
visible on the screen.

But why does the balloon disap-
pear in two large chunks, rather than
two scan lines at a time? The answer is
that the graphics driver takes about
three scan lines to catch up to one scan
line on the display controller; therefore,
when the balloon moves up two scan
lines, a half dozen or so additional scan
lines vanish as the graphics driver takes
longer to catch up. Note, however, that
it is mere coincidence that the balloon
is just the right size and the driver the
right speed to produce this effect. When
a helicopter is substituted for the bal—
loon, for example, it vanishes from the
bottom up, rather than the top down.
Because each helicopter scan line is
three words long, not two, it takes
slightly longer to draw a helicopter scan
line than the display controller takes to
scan a line, thus, the controller catches
up with the driver rather than the other
way around.

The variables in animation, then,
cannot be considered in isolation from
each other, for they are synergistic and
the effects of their interaction are not
always obvious or predictable.

ENHANCED ANIMATION
The following are two examples of su—
perior animation. One draws on an un-
derstanding of the dynamic nature of
animation, the other highlights the illu—
sory nature of animation in general.

First, suppose a user wanted to add
one or two more objects to the anima-
tion program. The CGA version cer-
tainly will not support any more ob—
jects; the EGA version does not have
much surplus animation time, either.
Yet, with a few restrictions, another ob-
ject or two can be added and the CGA‘s
balloon problems cured, all at once.

The balloon’s tendency to vanish
can be solved by simply not letting the
balloon rise as high as the point at
which it starts to disappear. Cheating?
Not really. The objective in animation is
to produce the desired effects within
the limitations of the host hardware,
and unless some compelling reason
exists as to why the balloon must rise
all the way to the top of the screen, the
game designers could just make the
very top of the screen the scoreboard,
or the boundary line, or just blank
space. (In many games for the Apple II,
for example, the far right of the screen
was not part of the playing field—often
occupied instead by cheering creatures
or the scores—because that area of the

screen could not be addressed with a
single-byte column coordinate.)

Recall also that the red helicopter
is actually drawn after the balloon; it
appears to be the most forward of the
objects. In the CGA version, then, the
red helicopter is drawn entirely during
vertical display time. Yet this helicopter
does not flicker or vanish at all, an
effect that would be understandable
given the examination of realtime
animation dynamics above.

The effect achieved is the trick
needed to add a few extra objects to
the animation: objects are added so the
forward-most objects are restricted to
the lower portion of the screen. This
ensures that the objects drawn last—
during display time—are drawn ahead
of the display controller’s scanning of
memory. Display time takes up about
three-quarters of the total time, provid-
ing considerable latitude in adding ob—
jects, as long as the program is struc—
tured to keep the drawing of all objects
ahead of the display controller. Remem-
ber that all objects are erased before
any redrawing takes place, so the addi—
tion of an object inevitably forces all
objects to be drawn a little later relative
to the start of vertical retrace.

An alternative means of supporting
additional objects would be to reduce
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Strangled by
the limitations
of your DBMS?

ZIM. The system for serious developers
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SPRITES
the average size of the objects. Again,
the proper balance between the hard-
ware’s capabilities and the needs of the
application is the key.

A second example of enhanced
animation is a program structure that
supports an arbitrarily large number of
objects. Observe that no matter what
tricks are played with the sprite engine
discussed above, the limitation on the
total number of objects that can be ani-
mated is the number that can be erased
and redrawn during a single frame.
However, this is true only as long as all
objects can overlap. If the motion of the
objects is restricted such that any object
can overlap only with objects within a
certain group, and the periodicity with
which the groups of potentially overlap-
ping objects need to be redrawn is ar—
ranged so that only one group ever
needs to be redrawn during any given
frame, then dozens of objects can be
animated. Only as many objects as can
be redrawn within a single frame can
be in any group (as discussed above),
but the interleaving on a frame—by—
frame basis of the redrawing of the
groups makes the illusion of simulta-
neous animation easy to create.

An obvious candidate for such
animation is a shooting gallery game,
where the many rows of targets do not
overlap. No one would ever notice in a
frenzied slioot»‘em-up game that only
certain subsets among dozens of mov-
ing objects ever actually cross. It is all
illusion, and it is the organization of the
animation that makes the illusion work.

FUTURE FLEXIBILITY
The programs presented here provide
the user with groundwork that can ex—
pand in many directions. The sprite en-
gine could be designed with expanded
functionality to relieve the application
of additional work. For example, the
sprite engine could be provided with
the address of the movement control
vector for each sprite, then it could
move the sprites independently of the
application. The sprite engine also
could assume responsibility for colli—
sion detection, because it is already
scanning the objects frequently anyway.

The code used to control the
movements of the sprites in listing 1 is
a very simple interpreter. Any degree of
sophistication can be introduced simply
by adding (for each sprite) a queue
entry that is a vector to a handling rou-
tine for that sprite. The sprite-handling
routines could include movement, colli—
sion detection, event generation, and
other functions. Many methods of im-
plementing a powerful animation inter»
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preter are available. The important
point is that with the proper design, an
animation interpreter can be flexible
and extensible, so that adding features
requires only the modification of the
control tables and perhaps the addition
of a couple of routines.

The sprite engine can be used in
conjunction with other animation tech-
niques. In a shooting gallery game, for
example, the primary object (perhaps a
spaceship) might never intersect other
objects without wiping them off the
screen (or vice versa). In this case, the
primary object need not be drawn by
the sprite driver, because no possibility
of overlap exists. It also may be desir-
able to move the primary object faster
and with more flexibility than the other
objects; this may be a good application
for a faster byte-move driver operating
in the foreground, with the sprite en—
gine running independently in the
background. No driver is best for all ap—
plications. Look to innovative program
structure and the proper mix of anima-
tion techniques for the best results.

When considering potential anima-
tion applications, remember that results
can be much different with other 8086-
family processors. The 80286 processor,
in particular, has great potential for ani»
mation applications. The sprite engine

described here was designed for the
slowest CPU, the 8088, because it is also
the most common. Drivers reoptimized
for the 80286 could support two to
three times as many objects.

Finally, be aware that objects have
been horizontally byte—aligned rather
than pixel—aligned, for the sake of sim-
plicity and reduced program length.
Pixel alignment, along with smaller
movement increments for the objects,
would provide smoother motion and
allow more finely detailed internal ani~
mation; it is strongly recommended for
serious animation applications.

This sprite engine is a standard
ized, fully functional solution to the ani-
mation problems that were created by
IBM‘s decision not to include animation
hardware in the PC. This engine pro—
vides visually superb animation while
shielding programmers from its details,
thereby expanding their perspective in
crafting application code, drivers, and
hardware into a smoothly working
whole. This surely can result only in
better animation software. W

Michael Abrasb is a senior software engineer
for Tseng Laboratories in Pennsylvania. Dan
[Hows/av is president ofFantastic. Together
and separately they have written video games
for the IBM PC and Apple II.
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SPRITES

LISTING 1: SPRITESlASM
;This program demonstrates the use of a set of routines which
; allow smooth, non-flickering, and non-destructive animation

of objects on an IBM CGA or EGA graphics adapter. The program

moves two helicopters and a balloon along prograirmed paths while
internally animating the helicopter's roters, and orientation. You
will see no undesirable fringe or overlap effects. Objects look
as if they are in separate planes, and blank areas within an object

; such as the windows of the helicopters appear to be transparent.

Link with Listings 2 and 3 with the conmand:
link sprites1+sprite52+sprite53;

to generate the executable sprite application file spritesi.exe.
I
stack segment para stack 'STACK'

db 100 dup('$tack')

stack ends
i
:Segment used to hold memory image of the background. It is used to

; restore the background before an object is moved.
7
background_segment segment para 'DATA'

db 4000h-((4000h~16000)/2) dup(0) ,‘last 192 bytes of the
background_segment ends ; 16K video metmry
; ; buffer are never used
cseg segment para public 'cseg'

assune cs:cseg,ds:cseg,es:nothing
extrn byte_move_form_driver:near
extrn initializeznear,terminatemear,object_services:neer
extrn vert_int_modulo_comt:word
extrn t_objects_on_screen:far

i
;The flag below must be set properly before assembling this program

ega equ 0 :1 to assefible for use on an Enhanced Graphics Adapter
:0 to assemble for use on a Color Graphics Adapter

cga equ (ega nor 1) :the opposite status of ego

i
if ega
old_vert_count dw 0 ;holds nurber used to synchronize this

,- program to vertical interrupt
endif
r
screen_buffer_adr equ 0b800h ;video mode 4's buffer

; paragraph address
I
nun_objects equ 3 ;this program will move three objects

;Below is a table which holds all the parameters Hhich govern the
; movement of the three individual objects
x dw 15, 38, 6/.
y dw 90, 150, 164
xinc dw 1, 0, ~1
yinc dw 0, -2, 0'
form dw bcptr_rt_tbl , bal loon_tbl , rcptr_l ft_tbl
formbase dw bcptr_rt_tbl , ba l loon_tbl , rcpt r_l ft_tbl
formax dw bcptr_rt_tbl_max, balloon_tbl_max, rcptr_lft_tbl_max
control dw copter1_cinit, balloon_cinit, copter0_cinit
controlbase dw copter1_control, balloon_control, copter0_control
controlmax dw copter1.cntl_max, bal loon_cntl_max, copter0_cntl_max
delay dw 01, 01, 01
delaybase dw 04, 12, 06
repeat dw 47, 91, 55

:Below are lists of parameters which control the sequence of
; parameters used to define the movement patterns, and shapes.
; The parameters are listed in the following order:
; xinc, yinc, form, formax, delay, repeat

copter0_control dw -1,0 -
dw rcptr_lft_tbl,rcptr_lft_tbl_max,06,54

copter0_cinit dw 0,-2
rcptr_lft_tbl,rcptr_lft_tbl_max,06,35

dw 1,0
d rcptr_rt_tbl,rcptr_rt_tbl_max,06,4
dw 1,2
d rcptr_rt_tbl , rcpt r_rt_tbl_max, 08, 10

D. I'.
t

t

dw 1,-2
d rcptr_rt_tbl,rcptr_rt_tbl_max,08,8
du 1,-2
d rcpt r_rt_tbl , rcptr_rt_tbl_max,08,4
dw 0,0
dH rcptr_rt_tbl,rcptr_rt_tbl_max,10,10
dw 1,-2
dw rcptr_rt_tbl,rcptr_rt_tbl_max.08,li
dw 1,-2
dw rcptr_rt_tbl,rcptr_rt__tbl_max,08,9
dw 1,2
dw rcptr_rt_tbl , rcptr_rt_tbl_max, 08,15

du 0,2
du rcptr_rt_tbl,rcptr_rt_tbl_max, 10,35

copter0_cntl_max label byte

1:
t

I
copter1_control dw 1,0

dw bcptr_rt_tbl ,bcptr_rt_tbl_max,04,46
copter1_cinit dw -1,0

dw bcptr_lft_tbl,bcptr_lft_tbl_max,06,!.6
dw 1,0
dw bcptr_rt_tbl,bcptr_rt_tbl_max,04,46
dw -1,0
dw bcptr_lft_tbl,bcptr_lft_tbl_max,04,46
dw 0,0
dw disappear_table,disappear_table_max,300,1

copter1_cntl_max label byte
I
balloon_control dw 0,-2

dw balloon_tbl,balloon_tbl_max,12,70
balloon_cinit dw 0,2

dw ball )on_tbl,bal loon_tbl_max,12,70
balloon_cntl_max label byte
I
;Eelow are tables used to sequence the internal animation

rcptr_lft_tbl label word
dw rcopter_left0
dw rcopter_left1

rcptr_lft_tbl_max label word

rcptr_rt__tbl label word
dw rcopter__right0
dw rcopter_right1

rcptr_rt_tbl_mex label word

bcptr_lft_tbl label word
dw bcopter_left0
dw bcopter_left1

bcptr_lft_tbl_max label word
I
bcptr_rt_tbl label word

dw bcopter_right0
dw bcopter_right1

bcptr_rt_tbl__max label word
I
balloon_tbl label word

dw balloon
balloon_tbl_max label word

disappear_table label word
dw 0ffffh

disappear_table_max label word
;
:Below are the forms used to define the various images of the objects
; in a form suitable for an AND-OR type form driver. The format is:
; byte 0 - height in lines (h)
; byte 1 - width in bytes (w)
; followed by w X h (mask word, image word) pairs.

rcopter_left0 label byte
DB OOEh, 006h, 000h, 000h, 0FFh, 0FFh, 000h, 00Fh, 0FFh, OFOh
DB 0FFh, 0FFh, 000h, 000h, 0FFh, DFOh, 000h, OOFh, 000h, ODFh
DB 0FFh, DFDh, 0FFh, 0FFh, 000h, 000h, 0FFh, OFOh, 000h, DOFh
DB 0FFh, 0FFh, 000h, 000h, 0FFh, 0FFh, 000h, 000h, OFCh, 000h
DB 002h, 0AAh, 003h, 0FFh, UABh, 000h, ot, 0FFh, 000h, UUUh
as 0F3h, 0FFh, ooah, 000h, DCUh, 0FFh, 02Ah, 000h, 0FFh, 03Fh
DB 000h, OCOh, OCFh, 0FFh, 020h, 000h, OFOh, OSFh, UDAh, 080h
DB 0FFh, 03Fh, 000h, DCOh, 03Fh, 0FFh, 080h, 000h, OFDh, OOCh
DB UDAh, 0A2h, 03Fh, 03Fh, 080h, UCOh, 03Fh, 0FFh, OBUh, 000h
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DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

rcopter_left1
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

‘03
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

rcopter_right0
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

rcopter_right1
_ cc

DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

bcopter_left0
D8
D8
DB
DB
DE
DE
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DD

DFDh,
ocuh,
oooh,
ouch,
OFFh,
DABh,
Dt,
ossh,

OOEh,
OFFh,
oooh,
OFFh,
002h,
0F3h,
oooh,
0F3h,
DOAh,
OFOh,
oooh,
oooh,
occh,
OFFh,
DABh,
OCFh,
03Fh,

ot,
occh,
oooh,
OFFh,
occh,
OFCh,
oooh,
OFFh,
DBAh,
ocuh,
oo3h,
OFCh,
0AAh,
ouch,
oooh,
arch,
oooh,

OOEh,
oooh,
ot,
OFFh,
ouch,
OFFh,
oooh,
OFFh,
OBAh,
occh,
ouch,
ocrh,
0AAh,
ocuh,
ocuh,
OFCh,
oooh,

OOEh,
OFFh,
oooh,
OFFh,
001b,
ursh,
oooh,
0F3h,
oo5h,
OFOh,
040k,
ouch,
OOCh,
OFFh,
054h,
OCFh,
ct,

003h,
oooh,
oooh,
occh,
03Fh,
ouch,
osrh,
OFFh,

label
006h,
OFFh,
ouch,
OFFh,
UAAh,
OFFh,
oooh,
0F3h,
DAZh,
003b,
oooh,
oooh,
ouch,
OFFh,
occh,
D3Fh,
OFFh,

label
006h,
occh,
ocuh,
OFFh,
oooh,
OFFh,
czoh,
0F3h,
UAUh,
OflFh,
ct,
OFFh,
0AAh,
003h,
OZAh,
0F3h,
oooh,

label
006h,
oooh,
OFFh,
DFFh,
occh,
OFFh,
czoh,
0F3h,
OAUh,
ODFh,
cc2h,
ocrh,
oAhh,
003h,
OZAh,
0F3h,
oooh.

label
006h,
OFFh,
oooh,
OFFh,
o55h,
flFFh,
oooh,
orsh,
051h,
003h,
oooh,
oooh,
OOCh,
OFFh,
couh,
03Fh,
OFFh,

DDAh,
0c0h,
occh,
0c0h,
OOOh,
DFFh,
030h,
ODDh,
byte
ouch,
oooh,
OFFh,
DODh,
003h,
ODBh,
OCFh,
occh,
03th,
DOAh,
0C0h.
UAAh,
occh,
OOOh,
OFFh,
030h,
DDDh,
byte
OFFh,
OFFh,
DDOh,
occh,
ot,
003h,
ch,
OOOh,
ot,
OZAh,
03Dh,
003k,
OFCh,
0AAh,
OOUh,
003h,
OFFh,
byte
OFFh,
OFFh,
ot,
OODh,
OFFh,
000b,
DCFh,
OUOh,
OFFh,
OZAh,
OSOh,
030k,
DFFh,
0AAh,
000b,
003h.
OFFh.
byte
oooh,
OOOh,
OFFh,
000b,
003b,
006b,
ocrh,
occh,
osch,
OOSh,
0c0h,
055h,
0c0h,
ocuh,
UFFh,
030b,
oooh,

DABh,
occh,
0AAh,
occh,
ucoh,
OFFh,
occh,
OFFh,

oooh,
ucoh,
OFFh,
ouch,
OFFh,
ouch,
OFFh,
UOCh,
ot,
OABh,
oooh,
ochh,
oooh,
ouch,
OFFh,
ucoh,
oFFh,

OFFh,
OFFh,
ouch,
oooh,
ucoh,
oooh,
DFFh,
008h,
OFch,
OAflh,
003h.
oooh,
OFFh,
0A8h,
00Fh,
occh,
ouch,

OFFh,
OFFh,
OFFh,
oooh,
occh,
ouch,
OCFh,
OOBh,
OFCh,
OAOh,
003b,
030b,
DFFh,
OABh,
00Fh,
occh,
oooh,

ouch,
occh,
UFFh,
oooh,
OFFh,
oooh,
OFFh,
ouch,
DCFh,
054b,
ouch.
055h,
oooh,
ouch,
oFFh,
occh,
OFFh,

occh,
OZAh,
DBOh;
OZAh,
OFOh,
occh,
DFFh,
OFFh,

OFFh,
occh,
ucoh,
OFFh,
OABh,
ocuh,
czoh,
03Fh,
083h,
ucoh,
OZAh,
oooh,
DZAh,
DFOh,
coch,
OFFh,
DFFh,

oooh,
OFFh,
OFFh,
DOFh,
oooh,
OFFh,
ou3h,
OFCh,
oooh,
OFFh,
08Ah,
OFCh,
003h,
OFFh,
0AAh,
OFFh,
oooh,

ouch,
OFFh,
OFDh,
ODFh,
occh,
OFFh,
030h,
0F3h,
ouch,
OFFh,
08Ah,
orch,
oooh,
OFFh,
DAAh,
OFFh,
oooh,

UFFh,
ouch,
ouch,
ot,
054h,
ocuh,
c1oh,
03Fh,
043h,
occh,
c15h;
ouch,
o15h,
0F0h,
ouch,
DFFh,
orrh,

oooh,
OAZh,
csrh,
0AAh,
oooh,
oooh,
flFFh,
oooh,

UFFh,
ocuh,
oooh,
,crrh,
occh,
orrh,
ouch,
ot,
osch,
03Fh,
OAZh,
03Fh,
0AAh,
oooh,
ucoh,
DFFh,
oooh,

ouch,
DFFh,
ot,
OFFh,
OZAh,
DD3h,
ouch,
OFCh,
002b,
DFCh,
occh,
oooh.
ouch,
OFFh,
DAOh,
osch,
OFFh,

ucoh,
DFFh,
ocuh,
crih,
DZAh,
003h,
o3oh,
03ch,
cozh,
OFch,
DASH,
occh,
oooh,
OFFh,
OAOh,
O3ch,
OFFh,

OFFh,
ocuh,
ocuh,
OFFh,
oooh,
DFFh,
ouch,
DFFh,
030h,
osrh,
os1h,
D3Fh,
055h,
oooh,
ouch,
ot.
oooh,

03Fh,
03Fh,
OAAh,
oooh,
OOAh,
03th,
oooh,
OFFh,

oooh,
OFFh,
ot,
oooh,
OFFh,
OZAh,
OFOh,
oooh,
03Fh,
DZAh,
o3oh,
0AAh.
oooh,
ODAh,
osch,
oooh,
OFFh,

OFOh,
ocuh,
OFFh,
OFOh,
ocuh,
oooh,
OFch,
003h,
oooh,
occh,
OFFh,
oozh,
UFFh,
ocuh,
DFFh,
ocuh,
ocuh,

OFOh,
ocuh,
DFFh,
OFOh,
occh,
occh.
orch,
occh,
OFCh,
occh,
OFFh,
oozn,
OFFh,
oooh,
OFFh,
oooh,
ouch,

oooh,
OFFh,
OFFh,
occh,
ot,
o15h,
OFOh,
o4oh,
03Fh,
o15h,
OSCh,
oSSh,
oooh,
cosh,
03ch,
occh,
crrh,

OFFh,
OSFh,
080h,
OFFh,
occh,
OFFh,
oooh,
OFFh,

qh,
OFFh,
OFOh,
ocuh,
DFFh,
occh,
O3Fh,
oooh,
OFFh,
ocuh,
OCFh,
oooh,
OFFh,
0AAh,
OFFh,
oooh,
DFFh,

ouch,
ocuh,
OFFh,
oooh,
csrh,
DABh,
ODFh,
ch,
003h,
ot,
OFCh,
0AAh,
oooh,
oooh,
OFFh,
oc3h,
cosh,

oooh,
ocuh,
DFFh,
oooh,
03Fh,
OABh,
OOFh,
cczh,
003b,
oDZh,
OFCh,
0AAh,
occh,
occh,
DFFh,
oczh,
cosh,

OOFh,
OFFh,
OFOh,
oooh,
OFFh,
oooh,
D3Fh,
oooh,
OFFh,
oooh,
Dt,
040h,
OFFh,
055h,
OFFh,
oooh.
OFFh,

ozrh, OFFh
OBDh, occh
OFFh, D3Fh
chhh, occh
oo3h, OFFh
Dc3h, occh
occh, oooh
occh, occh

OFFh, OFOh
OFFh, OFFh
oooh, ODFh
OFCh, oooh
oooh, oooh
OFFh, OFFh
OOAh, oooh
OFOh, occh
OBOh, oooh
03Fh, OFFh
083b, osoh
oFSh, 0F3h
UAAh, oooh
003h, OFFh
0c3h, occh
occh, oooh
ouch, oooh

UOFh, OFFh
UFFh, OFFh
ocuh, coch
OFFh, DFFh
chAh, 080h
OFFh, OCFh
002h, 0A0h
030h, ocrh
OFFh, OFCh
OFCh, OFch
oooh, oozh
oooh, occh
oooh, 0AAh
OFFh, ucoh
oooh, ouch
DFFh, OFFh
DFFh, OFCh

OUFh, ot
OFOh, ouch
oooh, oooh
orrh, OFFh
OMh, oooh
OFFh, DCFh
002h, OADh
030b, 00Fh
003h, ct
0F3h, o3Ch
ouch, DDZh
oooh, ouch
oooh, 0AAh
OFFh, occh
ouch, occh
OFFb, orrh
OFFh, UFCh

OFFh, OFOh
OFFh, OFFh
ocuh, DDFh
OFCh, occh
oooh, oooh
ot, OFFh
005h, 040h
OFOh, occh
OAOh, oooh
osrh, OFFh
043b, o3oh
0F3h, 0F3h
055h, oooh
ocsh, DFFh
0C3h, oooh
occh, oooh
oooh, oooh

bcopter_left1 label byte

balloon

DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

DB
DB
DB
DB
D8
D3
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

D3
D3
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB
DB

OOEh. cosh; oooh, oooh.
DFFh,‘DFFh, ouch, oooh,
OFFh, DFDh, OFFh, OFFh,
OFFh, DFFh, occh, occh,
ou1h, cssn, 003b, OFFh,
0F3h, occh, 004k, oooh, ocuh,
oooh, ucoh, OCFh, oFEh, u1ch,
OFFh, 03Fh, oooh, occh, 03Fh,
ocSh, 051h, 03Fh, 03Fh, OAOh,
OFDh, uc3h, 005h, os4h, occh,
OAOh, ucoh, occh, occh, 015h,
oooh, occh, 055h; 055h, ocuh,
oooh, occh, occh, oooh, o15h,
OFFh, 03Fh, oooh, occh, OFOh,
o54h, ouch, ot, crrh, ucoh,
ot, 03Fh, 030h, occh, OFFh,
03Fh, OFFh, oooh, OFFh, DFFh,

bcopter_right0 label byte
, UOEh, oooh, OFFh. ot, occh,

ocuh, oooh. OFFh, OFFh, OFFh,
oooh, oooh, ouch, ucoh, OFFh,
OFFh, OFFh, oooh, occh, DUFh,
oooh, oooh, OFFh, occh, ucoh,
OFCh, OFFh, cosh, oooh, OFFh,
ucoh, o1oh, crch, OFFh, 003h,
DFFh, OFSh, OOOh,»004h, orch,
045h, osoh, OFFh, OFch, uuuh,
ocuh, OOFh, c15h, OSOh, OFFh,
003h, oo1h, 030h, 003h, o45h,
OFch, OFFh, oczh, oooh, DFCh,
OSSh, oSSh, OFCh, OFFh, 003b,
occh, 003h, 055h, osah, OFFh,
ocuh, 015h, ouch, DOFh, 055h,
OFCh, 0F3h, 003h, occh, OFFh,
occh, oooh, DFFh, ouch, ouch,

bcopter_right1 label byte
DDEh, cosh, OFFh, OFFh, occh,
oooh, ouch, OFFh, OFFh, OFFh,
DOFh, OFFh, 00Fh, DFFh, OFOh,
OFFh, OFFh, oooh, oooh, ot,
oooh, oooh, OFFh, occh, oooh,
DFFh, OFFh, oooh, oooh, DFFh,
oooh, o1oh, OCFh, OCFh, czoh,
OFFh, 0F3h, oooh, 004b, DFSh,
OLSh, osuh, OFFh, OFCh, ouch,
occh, OOFh, o15h, csoh, UFFh,
occh, 0c1h, 030h, cosh, OLSh,
ocrh, ocrh, o3oh, 030h, OFCh,
cssh, OSSh, OFFh, OFFh, occh,
oooh, cosh, 055h, 054h, OFFh,
oooh, 015h, occh, DOFh, 055h,
OFch, 0F3h, 003b, occh, DFFh,
ouch, oooh, UFFh, oooh, oooh,

label byte
014b, 004b, DFFh, occh, oooh,
OFCh, oooh, cosh, DEAh, oooh,
oooh, 06Ah, occh, DDFh, OSéh,
oooh, cosh, 056h, DACh, ucoh,
DSSh, OABh, oooh, occh, co5h,
oooh, oooh, cc5h, DAAh, ucoh,
oo5h, cAAh, oooh, oooh, 055h,
oooh, 003h, 055h, cACh, ucoh,
056b, OACh, ocuh, occh, ossn,
OFDh, oooh, ODFh, OEAh, ouch,
occh, 03Fh, 003b, Ot, nFch,
OFFh, 03Fh, oooh, ocuh, OFCh,
oooh, ucoh, OFFh, 03Fh, oooh,
DFFh, 03Fh, ucoh, ocuh, OFCh,
oooh, 03Fh, co3h, OFFh, OFch,
cosh, OFFh, OFCh, oooh, OFFh,
OFOh, ODOh

:Belou is a form for a crescent moon in a
; driver. The format is:

byte 0 - height in lines (h)
byte 1 - width in bytes
followed by H X h image bytes

1
1
n
1
moon label byte

(H)

OFFh. 04Dh, 000b, DFOh. DOCh

OODh, 055b, OABh, 000k, DOOh

DFFh, OFFh, oooh, ODFh, OFFh, OFDh
OFFh, OFDh, occh, oorh. ouch, oorh
oooh,'couh, OFFh, OFOh, oooh, DOFh
OFFh, OFFh, oooh, occh, OFCh, oooh
OSAh, ocuh, OFFh, ot, oooh, ouch

UFFh, o15h, oooh, DFFh. 03Fh
OOOh, DFOh, O3Fh, DOSh, Ofioh

ucoh, 03Fh, DFFh,‘oaoh, oooh
oooh, ot, OFFh, 03Fh, OFFh
os1h, U3Fh, 03Fh, OLOh, occh
OSFh, o55h, occh, orrh, 03Fh
OSSh, oooh, OFFh, osso, oooh
oooh, coSh, 055h, 003h, DFFh
000h, osch, OFFh, cc3h, cooh
OFFh, oooh, ocuh, occh, oooh
oooh, OFFh, OFFh, ouch, occh

oooh, OFOh, oooh, DOFh, OFFh
UFFh, occh, oooh, OFFh, OFFh
OFFh, OFFh, OFFh, oooh, occh
OFFh, UFOh, ouch, DFFh, OFFh
o15h, occh, 03Fh, 055h, OAOh
oo3h, occh, os4h, OFFh, ocrh
oooh, OFCh, ODFh, co1h, OSOh
OFCh, cosh, ou1h, 030b, OOFh
001h, ouch, 003h, OFFh, OFCh
OFch, ouch, ou1h, OFEH, DFCh
cs4h, OFFh, OFch, ucoh, oo1h
oooh, 001b, DSSh, occh, oooh
oooh, OFFh, oooh, occh, cSSh
ot. occh, oooh, OFFh, ucoh
USOh, DFFh, OFFh, oooh, occh
o3ch, oooh, uc3h, OFFh, ot
OFFh, ouch, uc3h, DFFh, DFCh

occh, OFOh, occh, UDFh, OFFh
OFFh, oooh, ocuh, DFOh, oooh
occh, OFFh, OFFh, occh, occh
OFFh, OFOh, 000h, OFFh, OFFh
015h, oooh, 03Fh, 055h, 040h
003b, ocuh, 054h, orsh, OCFh
osoh, OFch, ot, oo1h, osch
O3Ch, ODCh, cc1h, 030h, DDFh
oo1h, OFCh, 003h, 003h, OSLh
OFCh, ouch, uo1h, 0F3h, 03Ch
o54h, OFFh, OFCh, ocuh, oo1h
oooh. oo1h, oSSh, oooh, oooh
ouch, OFFh, occh, oooh, 055h
OFFh, ucoh, occh, DFFh, occh
osch, OFFh, OFFh, occh, occh
03th, ouch, cc3h, OFFh, OFFh
OFFh, oooh, oo3h, OFFh, OFCh

O3Fh, DDSh, OFFh, OFCh, ODDh
03Fh, 057b, OCOh, OFOh, OOOh
OBOh, OCOh, 000b, 035h, 06Ah
DDOh, 035h, 0AAh, DOOh, OODh
OkAh, 000b, 000h, DSSh, OABh

OAEh, occh, coch, 035b, OAAh
oooh, 035h, UéAh, oooh, cu3h
OéAh, oooh, 003h, 056b, OACh
OOFh, os7h, OFOh, 0F3h, ucoh
D30h, OFCh, OFFh, 003h, ODDh
OFFh, cosh, oooh, OFFh, o3sh
occh, DFCh, OFFh, oo3h, oooh
OFFh, 003b, ucoh, OFFh, occh
occh, ot, occh, ocuh, o3rh
UFOh, occh, OOFh, OOFh, OFFh

form suitable for a BYTE-MOVE
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Make
Flashy Programs.

In dBASE, Turbo Pascal, BASIC, C, COBOL, Forlran,1-2-3, DOS.
New! Flash-Up” Windows.
Instantly flash-up menus and help windows.

From within almost any program language or application program. When the user
makes a menu selection, a sequence of keystrokes is sent to the running program as
it the user were typing it at the keyboard.
A keyboard macro utility that your programs can control!

Just like keyboard macro utilities, Flash-Up Windows can be used to send
repetitive keystrokes and simplify commands for your users. _ ,

But Flash-Up Windows can do more. Your programs can send commands directly ‘ "‘ ‘ ‘
to Flash-Up. Powerful commands that control when and how windows appear. " '
Flash—Up is a perfect tool for controlling programs and entire systems via menus. -: aim mm “mm 35“"

The powerful window editor allows you to create windows, change their size,
location, and color — all automatically.
Works with DOS, BASIC, Turbo Pascal, C, COBOL, Fonran, dBASE, I-2~3, R:BASE
...and most other software. $90.

Press Alt-I1 at any file for additicnal isle. -
_ Press Alt-F18 in» data entry selection eerie.-E

Flash Code?” For dBASE II, III and III+.
The most powerful, most complete program developerfor dBASE II, III, and III+.

Use Flash Code’s advanced screen design editor and see how incredibly easy
screen design can be. Draw boxes, lines, and select colors. Specify special
parameters for edit checking, initial values, calculated fields, etc. All within one,
easy to use editor.

Then tell Flash Code to write the program. Based on your screen designs, Flash
Code can generate a full database program. Well written code that you can use as
‘is, or merge with your own programs,
Menus and help windows add a new dimension to your dBASE applications.

, M Kim ' Tr "r ' . Flash Code includes its own dBASE window editor. Use the window module to
u ‘ : . flash—up windows and screens instantly. The windows are easil converted when

. : 2 Salem like! you move to the added power of our Flash-Up Windows produc.
Original like “. . . a truly remarkable product Brand new, state—ot-the-art and actually fun to use.

The windows make it an even more amazing product”
— Gary N. Prague, Author, “The (13039 l/l Programming Handbook”

Flash Code. 3150.

Screen Sculptor?“ For IBM BASIC, Turbo Pascal, and Quick Basic.
Create screens in minutes, then Screen Sculptor writes the program.

In IBM BASIC, Turbo and Microsoft Pascal, and Quick Basic. Simply “draw” your
screens with our advanced screen design editor and replace hours of tedious work
with minutes of creative design.

Move pieces of the screen around, select colors from a menu, draw boxes, lines,
paint, repeat last character. And more! Specify variable names, data types,
acceptable data ranges, pictures for edit checking, etc, and you’re ready to go.
Generate tested program source code to merge with your own program.

Based on your screen design. The generated program flashes up the screen,
allows data to be entered by the user, and edit checks the input data.
“. . . so well done that you may not need to refer to the manual. ”
“. . . an exceptional product that fills a real need in the development of new programs. ”

— Computer Language
Screen Sculptor. $125.

____,No Risk Demo Offer!
THE

SDFTLUHHE
BUTTLIHB
CDITIFHIW
OF NEW VDHK

Order any package and r 0 ‘ve a Credit card orders call 24 hrs/day:__ _ e er ,‘ _ , '
'eparately sealed demo disk of the “800) 824 7888 operator 268

_ product. Use the demo and the All other orders and inquiries call or write
manual for 80 days. If you’re not SOfiWOFB 30‘“a CO, 6600 Li. Expwyf,

_atisfled.—- for any reason _ Maspeth, NY I I378. 718—458—3700.
t'rgtfuur‘ratheentire package for a full L Requires an IBM PC, XT, AT or true compatible, 256K.

~ ' Not copy protected.
CIRCLE NO. 192 ON READER SERVICE CARD



For $295 you can draw
your own conclusions.

Drafii‘r‘ l. The first high performance CAD software everyone can afford.
Inwcost, high performance computer- A breakthrough in screen design

aided design & drafting (CAD) software is
finally available for use on your PC.

There's never been a professional CAD
package so complete at such a low cost.

Draftx 1 from Foresight Resources
Only $295.
Powerful, full-featured second
generation CAD software.

Draftx 1 offers all of the capabilities
you expect to find in packages costing
$2,000 or more

This is not simply a souped-up paint
package Drafix 1 is a breakthrough in
design that organizes sophisticated CAD
functions into smooth, fast operations.
All of the drawing, designing and editing
functions that designers demand from a
serious CAD tool are included in Drafcl 1.

and visual user interface.
Draftx 1 features the best organized

screen design ever devised. Very simply,
it displays all the information you need,
all of the time.

The entire menu hierarchy is displayed
constantly. There’s no need to memorize
commands or search for menus.

Snap-mode options are continually
shown on the left screen border and can
be selected “on the fly" by either pointer
device or a single keystroke Roll-down
screens provide quick access to the vir-
tually unlimited drawing, display and
editing options.

And it’s all controlled by a versatile
three-button mouse. or digitizer, with on-
screen prompts so each button function is
clearly defined.
AutoCAD" compatible for easy
expansion.

If you or someone in your company
already uses AutoCAD, Drafix 1 offers an
inexpensive way to add to your capability.

The optional Draftx 1/AutoCAD file ex»
change utility permits transfer of draw-
ings between Draftx l and AutoCAD.

It's the perfect, low-cost alternative
for increasing your drafting and design
capacity.
Unbelievable low bundle prices.

To get you up and running we offer
two special hardware bundles — all the
equipment you need at prices you won't
believe

Get Draftx 1 with your choice of
Torrington's Manager Mouse or the
IDGIMOUSE‘9 C7 for just $395.00.
Or get Draftx 1 with the SummaSketch
12 ” X 12” digitizer tablet with stylus
for just $650.00.
Order today. Take advantage of our
30-day, money back guarantee.

We‘re so certain you'll like the per-
formance and versatility of Draflx 1 you‘re
welcome to try it risk free for 30 days, If
you‘re not completely satisfied, return it
to us for a full refund.

Find out just how good CAD software
can be. For only $295.00.

Use our toll-free number and any
major credit card to order your copy
of Draftx 1 today.

SPECIFICATIONS

cm rpeemmtnrtt
urine 1" language
ttalo qmpmcs
FIDIIIIW WM flilIIiSl
Coolocessel supoon
Pcvoosms-oos 2 t or later

oral: I Futons
llama

Lines
Pl "talkers
Ares 5 cucles
Note 1s
Polygons A elllnsls
Symootslrnntrrauzl A nesleu

IIIIII Mllfln
l6 pert colors
255 Layers
A Lrnerypes
12 Ian lonls
32 Pt matter types

Smut Will!
Zwmlhaull
8 SM VIEWS
Sllfle saw/view
Elms nl'llufl

HIM: I inn“!!! “and“!
Engtneenng (declmalllncilonill
Architectural ltt tnt

Prolln ere-trig Into
Numeric Input
Wild Illa cursor
Absolute. Relative Polar

Sun Moon
Grtupotnt
Endpnlnl
Mlflwfll
intersect
0" Item
Quadrant
Tangent
Arc center

hnrlotrrtlhpy
MM
Home
Scale
eml
Align

malty/son
Attrrtautes
BlnltlDl'wfl:
NIH/charmer
Irlm
Stretch
Erase
Explode symbols 5 polygons
Mask
Remit:
Mme
rtegrort select
Workulnun

Auto patching. polygon mt
Ant: nlnrmlont

Llllnl Hoe/Attorteo
Angular
DI/dttts
Leaner Mates
mutilate
Guam 5 Baseltne

Ch.“ alumina!
Coordinates
DlsIallcl 5 angle
Ale: a perimeter

turn Multan
Karim

Computer:
lEM PC XT AT and compatible:
AIM 6300 Plus
Zentttt
System Requirements

— 2K RAM
— 125-232 Comm non
- Mouse or orgttrzer
— Coorocessor recommended

lit-rpm" maul-y noun-
IBM BSA/EBA and Cflmvllthles
Hercules arm a mo: range at

graph-cs boards
DIIllIllrl 5 Km!

Attpopularlocatpmevrcessunlwoeo
I’Inmn

All popular nlol’llfS l C‘ srrel
supported

‘5' 511! platter oDla avariaole
PIIIIIIII

All popular laser anti nor matrix
punters suDWflen

Order Now! Call Toll-Free!

1—800-231—8574.
Ext. 500

El Drafix | CAD Package
El Dralix l with Mouse

Torrington

$295
$395

LOGIMOUSE _
Cl Drafix I with SummaSketch tablet $650
El AutoCAD File Exchange Utility $95

Dealer inquiries welcome

Check, money order, Visa
and MasterCard accepted

FORESIGHT
RESOURCES CORP."

932 Massachusetts
Lawrence, KS 66044
913/841-1121

Amour) ts a lrademalk oi Autooeslr In:
rm PCIX‘I/AT are "admins nl ttte IBM Corp
Sumskelcn rs z traoemm or Summagrapnrcs Int:
Manager Mouse ts a traoemart cl rgrrrrtgtott Company
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SPRITES
cs 014n, 001.11, coon, occn, czrn, crcn
ca coon, ccrn, OFFh, orrn, cocn, crrn, cn, coon
cs oosn, 0a, OFOh, occn, corn, orrn, occn, cccn
ca 03Fh, OFFh, cccn, cccn, c3rn, orrn, cccn, coon
ca DFFh, 0rrn, coon, occn, crrn, cn, cccn, coon
00 cm, OFCh, occn, coon, orrn, orcn, occn, cocn
cs orrn, cn, cccn, coon, oa, crrn, cocn, coon
cs c3rn, orrn, coon, coon, csrn, OFFh, coon, coon
be com, DFFh, cccn, cccn, ccsn, orrn, cron, ocon
ca ocon, crrn, orrn, coon, coon, corn, crrn, cm
on coon, occn, osrn, orcn, oocn, cccn, cccn, occn
ca 0a, cm, cccn, ocon, coon, cccn, corn, 0a
ca ccon, coon, coon, coon, co3n, crrn, cron, occn
ca coon, coon, cccn, OFFh, orrn, coon, coon, coon
cs cocn, corn, cn, OFFh, coon, coon, cccn, coon

l
;The tables below define the x,y and color of pixels which represent
; stars in a night sky.

starx label byte
db 10, 50, 39, 22, 41, , 50, 33, 65, 41, 15, 19, 19, 54
db 34, 61, 19, 41, 22, 55, 23, 68, 8, 29, 51, 71, 39, 30
db 41, 9, 21, 13, 6c, 61, 43, 7c, 40, 17, 39, 19, 29, 1.5

num_stars equ $-starx
stary label byte

db 7, 33, 90,100, 80, 35, 92,172,106, 97,123,168, 42, 88
db 150, 31., 29, 90,170, 65, 39, 99,145,163,109, 78,127,166
db 169, 84, 15, 65, 99,155, 89, 58, 25, cc, 76,168, 98, 99

star_color label byte
db
db
db 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3
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start proc near

cld ;count up
push cs
pop ds ;

;set 320x200x4 graphics mode
mov ax,0004h ;graphics mode 4 is supported by both
int 10h ; the EGA and CGA

;select palette 0
mov ah,0bh

;most data is kept in code segment

;set color palette function
mov bh,1 ;select palette to be used subfunction
mov bl,0 ;select palette 0 (green/red/yellow)
int 10h ,-

;put stars into background buffer
mov ex,background_segment
mov es,ax
mov bx,num_stars-1
mov dl,80

nextwstar:
sub di,di ;
mov al,[stary+bx] ; address based on line number

and byte position from tables

;lines are 80 bytes long

calculate star's screen buffer

shr al,1 ;
jnc calc_y_offset ,-
mov di,2000h ;odd lines in second bank

calc_y_offset:
mul dl
mov cl,[starx+bx] ,- plus byte position in line
sub ch,ch ; plus odd line offset
add ax,cx ,- is screen buffer offset

,

;number of even lines * 80

add di,ex
mov al , [star_color+bx]
or es: [di] ,al
dec bx
jns next_star ;

;put moon into background buffer
mov ax,background_segment
mov es,ax ;put forms into background buffer
mov bx,88 ;put moon image on line 88
mov cx,37 ,' and byte 37
mov si,offset moon ;
call byte_move_form_driver

;put horizon into background buffer
mov ax,background_segment ;horizon is two consecutive
mov es,ax ,- red lines
mov ax,0aaaah ;8 red pixels
mov di,92*80 ;point to scan line 184
mov cx,40 ;width of screen in words

get the star image byte (all are
; single pixels) and OR it into
; the background buffer.

rep stosw
mov di,92*80+2000h ;point to scan line 185

mov cx,40
rep stosw

;copy background to display memory
mov ax,screen_buffer_adr ;
mov es,ax -

; and draw it

mov ax,background_segment ,
mov ds,ax ;
sub si,si ;
sub di,di ;
mov cx,2000h
rep movsw

7'
;Initialize the object services routine

I
call initialize

I
;Orchestrate the objects' movements

push cs ;object data is kept in
pop ds ; code segment

iteration_loop: ;sequence all objects once
mov di,((num_objects-1) * 2) ;start with last object

next_object:
;see if it's time to manipulate object

dec [delay+di] ;each delay count is 1/60 second
jnz done_with_object ; so long as program can keep up

;see if it's time to get next set of control variables
dec [repeat+di] ;each count is the number of
in: reset_delay ; movements using the present set

; of control values
;get next set of control parameters

mov si,[control+di] ;get the addr of the parameter list
lodsw ;get the number of bytes to move
mov [xinc+di],ax ; horizontally each time delay

; counts down to zero
lodsw ;get the number of lines to move
mov [yinc+di] ,ax
lodsw ;get pointer to the table of
my [formtdi],ax ,- form addres to be sequenced though
mov lformbase+di],ax ;set to repeat with starting form
lodsw ,- when the end of the.table is hit
mov [forrrmax+di],ax ;save end of table marker
lodsw ;get next delay count which controls
mov [delaybase+di] ,ax : the speed
lodsw ;get the number of times to use

,

; vertically each count down

mov [repeat+di],ax this new set of control parameters
cmp [controlmax+di],si;point to next list of control
ja save_control_base ; parameters to be used.
mov si,[controlbase+di] ; reycle when end of list hit

save_cont rol_base:‘
mov [control+di],si ;next control list entry address

1'
reset_delay:

mov ax,[delaybase+di] ;reset iteration count until
mov [delay+di],ax ; next manipulation of this object

;find object's new position
mov cx,[x+di] ;calculate new x and y positions
add cx, [xinc+di] ;
mov [x+di],cx ,
mov bx, ly+di1 ,'
add bx, [yinc+di] ;
mov ty+di1,bx :

;point to new form for object so that it appears to move internally
mov si, [form-+di] ;each time an object is counted down
inc si ; the form used is taken from the

and store them

inc si ,- next address in table
cmp [formax+di) , si ,
ja setform ;
mov si,[formbase+di] ;

setform:
mov [formdi],si ;cycle to the next form for the object

;put pointer to object's form in SI
;object number in D1
;BX holds line number, CX byte number

call object_services ;register change in object's status
shl di,1 ;turn object number into object index

;point to next object
done_wi th_object:

mov si,[si]
shr di,1

dec di
is check_for_keystroke ;see if finished with iteration
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,imp next_object ; i not process next object

;
;check for keystroke; if so, clear key 8. end.

;
check_for_keystroke:

mov ah,1 ;see if a char is waiting

int 16h ;get keyboard status

jnz getkey :if zero no key waiting

wait for new vertical sync (CGA) or retrace (EGA) before putting

objects on screen to avoid undesirable screen breakup and blinking

l
I

; effects. Waiting also keeps the objects moving a constant rate.

if cga
mov dx,3dah

wa i t_for_not_vert_sync:
in al,dx ;wait for begining of vertical

and al,08h ; sunc by starting search from

jnz wait_for_not__vert_sync ; outside of sync pulse
wai t_for_vert_s_ync:

in al,dx ;
and al,08h ;
jz wa i t_for_vert_sync ;

;point to cga status register

wait for start of sync

pushf ;push flags to simulate an
call put_objects_on_screen ; interrupt

endif
if ega

mov ax, [old_vert_count] ;synchronize animation loop

wait_for__after_interrupt: ; to vert interrupt so it
cnp ax, [vert_int_modulo_count] ; will run at a fixed
je wait_for_after_interrupt ; smooth rate

;save new as old for next
; time

mov ax, [vert_int_modulo_count]
mov [old_vert_count] , ax

endif
jmp iteration_loop ;

Run is conpleted.

su‘b ah,ah ;get key that was hit
int 16h ;

call terminate ;do any clean up required by the sprite
; ; routines
;Set to text mode

mov ax,0002h ;set the adapter to video mode 2
int 1on ;

Return to DOS

mov ax,4c00h ;terminate program with return code of zero
int 21h ;

start endp
cseg ends

end start ;program execution will start at start

LISTING 2: SPRITESZASM
These routines produce the effect of hardware sprites in software

on IBM PC compatible comuters. They put objects onto the screen
in a manner which preserves the background, and produces no
undesirable fringe or overlap effects. Operations which affect
video buffer memory are performed as much as possible during
video non-display periods to avoid other undesirable effects.

Entry points and parameters:

Initialize ~ Sets the background buffer address to be used to erase
objects, resets internal flags and queue, and on EGAs
sets up the use of the vertical interrupt to drive the
drawing routines.

Inputs - AX holds paragraph address of background buffer.
Outputs ~ None.

Terminate - Resets the EGA vertical interrupt hardware and vector

Inputs - None.
Outputs - None.

; Object_services - Sets X,Y and Form address for a given object

to be drawn, and activates Jr deactivates the object.

Inputs ‘ - CX holds X position in bytes (0-79) of upper
' left hand corner of object, 0 is leftmost.

- BX holds Y position in lines (0-198) 0 is top.
BX must be even! objects cannot start on odd lines.
objects must also be an even number of lines high.

- DI holds object nurber. Higher nunbered objects
will appear to be in front of lower nmbered
objects when they overlap.

. SI holds the offset in the code segment of the form
to be drawn for the object. A value of Offffh means
that the object is to be erased, then ignored.
Forms must be in the following format:

byte 0 - height in lines (h)
byte 1 ~ width in bytes (H)
followed by w X h (mask word, image word) pairs.

outputs - None.

Registers - All are saved, except flags

Warning - No bounds checking is done. X,Y or object nunbers
out of range can send your program into hyperspace.

Put_objects_on_screen ~ This routine should be called by a program
running on a CGA to put the objects on the screen. It must be
far-called as if it were an interrupt routine. For example:

pushf
call far ptr put_objects_on_screen

For best results this routine should be called inmediately
upon the sensing of vertical retrace.

Inputs - None.
outputs - None.

Vert_int__modulo_count - This memory word is incremented each time
the objects are put into the screen map. 0n EGAs it can be used
to synchronize a program to the constant time base provided by
the vertical interrupt.

The flag below must be set properly before assembling this program

ega equ 0 ;1 to assemble for Enhanced Graphics Adapter
;0 to assenble for Color Graphics Adapter

cga equ (ega xor 1) ;the opposite status of ego

bios_data_segment segment at 40h ;BIOS keeps its data at 40%;
org 63h ;at 463h is a word that holds

bios_crtc_base_address dw ? ; the CRT controller's base
bios_data_segment ends ; address
,
;
cseg segment para public 'cseg'

assume cs:cseg,ds:cseg,es:nothing
public initialize,terminate,object_services
public put__objects_on_screen,vert_int_modulo_count

;Memory for the parameters used to keep track of objects is reserved
,- below. Many of the parameters stored are very code specific so that
; the size and nuvrber of objects which could be processed during
; vertical non-display time could be maximized.

number_of_objects equ 3 ;this should be set to the maximun nunber
; of objects or priorities which will
; need to be kept track of at one time.

queue label word

.
draw_screen_offset dw 7 ;offset in screen memory buffer of upper

; left hand corner of object. Offffh if
; object is to be ignored.

dist_to_odd_scan_line dw ? distance from end of object on an even
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; scan line to the start of the object
; on the next (odd) scan line

dist_to_even_scan_line dw ? ;distance from end of object on an odd
; scan line to the start of the object
; on the next (even) scan line

erase_parms label word
erase_width dw 7 ;the object's screen image width in words
erase_entry_point dw ? ;the address of the inline code to do erase
erase_screen_offset dw ? ;the address where object was last drawn

; Offffh if object is not to be erased.
erase_image_offset dw 7 ;used to determine if need to erase when

; object is in old position

length_of_erase_parms equ $~erase_parms

draw_col_entry_point dw 7 ;address of the column code for drawing
draw_row_entry_point dw 7 ;address of the row inline code for drawing
draw_image_offset dw 7 ;offset in the code segment of the image

I
queue_item_length equ (s - queue) ;number of bytes for each item
distance_from_entry_point_to_next_item equ S - erase_entry_point
distance_from_image_to_next_item equ $ - draw_image_offset

db ( (number_of_objects-1) * queue_itenLlength ) dup(?)
end_of_queue label word
;
vert_int_modulo_count dw 0 ;incremented each time a vertical

; interrupt occurs
background_segment dw ? ;place to hold the paragraph address

; of the background buffer used to
; erase objects

crtc_base_address dw ? ;will hold register address
I
old_int10_offset dw ?
old_int10_segment dw 7

;place to store the vector contents
; so they can be restored when finished

I
old_int_mask db ? ;place to store the mask register's

; contents so it can be restored
I
true equ 1 ;used for flag values
false equ 0 ;
i
need_to_draw_something_flag db false ;true if a change needs to be

; made to any of the objectsI
; screen images

I
screen_buffer_paragraph_adr equ 0b800h
I; i

initialize proc near
cld ;count up
push ds ;
mov cs:[background_segment],ax ;store background adr

mov ax,cs ;make data segment

mov ds,ax ; same as code segment
; since that is where data

mov es,ax ; used by this routine is

mov di,offset queue ;turn off all objects

mov cx,(number_of_objects * queue_itenLlength)/2
mov ax,0ffffh ;

rep stosw 7

mov [need_to_draw_something_flag],false ;nothing to draw
if ega

sub ax,ax ;swapping interrupt

mov ds,ax ; vectors with our

mov bx,(10*4) ; interrupt handler

mov ax,offset put_objects_on_screen ;our vertical int
nnv dx,cs ; handler address

cli ;disable interrupts
xchg [bx],ax ;offset

xchg [bx+2],dx ;segment

mov cs:[old_int10_offset],ax ;save old value so we
mov cs:[old_int10_segment],dx ; can restore it upon

; termination

mov ax,bios_data_segment ;find the register

mov ds,ax ; address

assume ds:bios_data_segment ;
mov dx,[bios_crtc_base_address] ;

;save it in code seg
;select vertical

mov cs:[crtc_base_address],dx
mov al.11h

endif
pap
ret

initialize endp
I
terminate
if ega

inc
mov
out
push

cli

mov

mov
and
in
and
or
out
sti

P0P
endif

ret
terminate endp
I
object_services

cld
push
push
push
push
push
push
push

shl
shl
mov
shl
shl
add

if ega

endif
cmp
jne
mov

dx,al
al,04h
dx
dx,al
al,14h
dx,al

retrace end register
and flip it off

then flip it on

I
I
I
I
I
I

al,21h
cs:[old_int_mask],al
al,not 4
21h,al

enable lROZ
save old value

;enable interrupts

ds ;restore data segment

proc near ;only needs to be used when assembled
; for use on an EGA

dx,[crtc_base_address]
al,11h
dx,al
dx
al,24h ;bit 5 high to disable, bit 4 low to
dx,al : clear vertical interrupt
ds
ax,ax ;restore original interrupt
ds,ax ; 10 vector
bx,(10*4) ;
ax,cs:[old_int10_offset] ;
dx,cs:[old_int10_segment] ;

;make sure interrupt
[bx],ax ; doesn't occur while
[bx+2],dx ; there is an inconsistent

; vector/mask
bl,cs:[old_int_mask] ;restore IRGZ mask bit
bl,4 ; to state it had when
al.21h ; Initialize was called
al,not 4 ;
al,bl ;
21h,al ;

ds

proc near

es save the registers used
ds
ax
bx
cx
si
di

ax,cs ;everything will be in code segment
es,ax ;
ds,ax ;

di,1 ;multiply object number
di,1 ; which is in Dl by 20 to
ax,di ; find object's parameter table
di,1 ; offset in queue structure
di,1 (NOYE: If a code change alter
di,ax queue_item_length this code must

; be changed!)
ax,offset queue ;point directly to object's first
di,ax ; parameter
ax,[bx+even_line_screen_offset_table]
ax,cx ;find screen offset of top left corner

I
I

;can't allow parameters to be just half
; changed if a vertical interrupt occurs

si,0ffffh ;if object is to be turned off then
save_position ; need to store a Offffh for the draw
ax,si ; screen position
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SPRITES
stosw ‘ :
jmp short finish_services

save_position: ;
stosw ;save as first parameter (draw_screen_offset)

lodsb ;get the height of the image

xor ah,ah ;make height a word

mov bx,ax ;store height

lodsb ;get the width of the image in bytes

mov cx,2000h ;calculate amount to add after even scan
sub cx,ax lines are drawn to get the address of the

xchg ax,cx next scan line, and store it in queue

stosw
mov ax,1fb0h

add ax,cx
calculate amount to subtract after odd scan
lines are drawn to get the address of the

next scan line, and store it in queue
store the width in queue
width is stored as nunber of words

mov ax,cx
shr ax,1

mov ax, [bx+erase_inl ine_vector_table-2]
;-2 because there is no 0 lines entry point

stosw ;store the place to jump to erase an image
,- of this height

add di,l¢ ;skip erase_screen_offset and
,- erase_image_offset as these are filled
; in when an object is drawn

xchg si,cx ;swap image offset with width
mov ax, [si+colunn_inline_vector_teble-2] ;inline code adr
stosw ,- driver operates with words, so there is no

; need to divide Si by two to do table lookup
mov ax, [bx+row_inline_vector_table-Z] ;inline code adr
stosw ; which calls colum inline code for each row
mov [di],cx ;last param to put on queue is image offset

1
finish_services:

mov [need_to_draw_something_flag] ,true ;record change
if ega

sti ;all parameters have been put on queue
; so interrupts are safe now

endif
pop di 'restore those registers that were used
pop si
POP 0‘
P0P bx
POP 3X
pop ds
pop es
ret ;

object_services endp

;This table is used to find the offset of an even scan line in the
; memory map of the color graphics adapter in medium resolution mode.

even_line_screen_offset_table label word
xx=0

rept 100 ;there are 100 even lines
dw xx*50h ; each is 50h (80 decimal) long

xx=xx+1
endm

I
use_old_vector:

pop ax ;restore registers used before
pop dx ; jumping to previous IROZ handler
imp dword ptr cs:[old_int10_offset]

put_objects_on_screen proc far
push dx ;save registers used by EGA code
push ax ;

if ega
;must check if interrupt is being signaled
; by the EGA card. If not, it needs to be

mov . dx,3c2h ,- handled by another routine in the vector
in al,dx ; chain. The PC AT in particular uses
test al.80h ; 1R0? for multiple devices.
jz use_old_vector

endif
inc cs:[vert_int_modulo_count] ;count vert interrupts
sti ;enable interrupts
cmp cs: [need_to_draw_something_flag],true ;anything to do?
je process_queue jrrp if there is

otherwise do nothing
1
Iif ega

mov ' al.20h ;issue a non_specific E0! (End Of Interrupt)
out 20h,al ; so that interrupt controller chip will

; acknowledge future vertical interrupts
mov dx,cs:lcrtc_base_address] ;re~enable ega card interrupt

select vertical retrace end
register and clear vertical interrupt

mov al,‘l1h ;
out dx,al ;

mov al,04h ;
inc 1 dx :

out dx,al ;
mov al,14h ; then enable vertical interrupt
out dx,al ;

endif
pop ax -restore original values
pop dx
iret

.
skip_this_object:

add si,queue_item_length ;point 51 to next item
;see if we are done

imp to draw if we are
cmp si,offset end_of_queue
je draw ;
imp get__next_objects_screen_adr ; if not, erase next

process_queue:
push bx ;save the rest of the world
push cx ;

push bp ;
push 5i ;
push di ;
push ds ;
push es ,'

push cs ;setup environment
pop ds ; date is in code segment
cld ; we will count up
mov ax,screen_buffer_paragraph_adr
mov es,ax ; ES points to screen memory

mov si,offset queue ;point to beginning of queue
i
;Erase all the active objects which have old screen positions
; different from their present screen position or have different
,- image offsets
;
get_next_objects_screen_adr:

mov ax, [si+erase_screen_offset-draw_screen_offset]
,- get the screen buffer
; offset of last draw

cmp ax,0ffffh ;if ffffh then object is
je skip_this_object ; yet to be drawn
cmp ax,[si] ;if new and old positions and
jne erase_this_object ; images are same then skip- erase
mov di , lsi+erase_image_offset-draw_screen_offset]
crrp di , [si+drew__image_offset-draw_screen_offset]
je skip__this_object ;

erase_this_object:
inc si ;point to next parameter
inc si ;
mov di,ax ;save screen buffer adr
lodsw ;get distance to odd scan line
mov bp,ax ; save in BP for inline code use
lodsw ;get distance to even scan line
mov dx,ax ; save in DX for inline code use
lodsw ;get the width in words for erase
mov cx,[si] ;get address of erase inline code

push si ;save position so next object
push ds ; can be found
mov ds, lbackground_segment] ;stuff to erase with
call cx ;erase it!
pop ds ;restore where
pop si ; we left off in queue
add si,distance_from_entry_point_to_next_itern ;next item
cmp si,offset end_of_queue ;see if we are done
me get_next__objects_screen_adr ; jmp if more to erase

;Draw all the active objects by AND/Oking into screen buffer

7
draw:

mov si,offset queue ;point to beginning of queue
l
get_next_obj ects_screen_adr2 :
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At Lifeboat, we're committed to more than selling you the best
software. We provide tech support for every program we sell. Our
expert staff is ready to take your calls on our Tech Support Hotline
and help you quickly solve any technical problems you may en-
counter. Call Lifeboat for the complete solution to your program-
ming needs.
LANGUAGES
Lattice C 3.0 The best selling C com-
piler has been upgraded to give you more
functions and features. Lattice C 3.0 con-
tains 200 new library functions, better
code generation, support for new data
types (void, enum, unsigned char, un-
signed long), support for the 80188/
80286 instruction set and the ability to
generate in-line 8087/80287 instruc—
tions. Lattice C is th_e C compiler for
professional developers.
RUN/C—The C Inter reter LearnC
the natural way with RU /C. The user
interface is similar to BASIC with easy,
familiar commands, The new 2.0 version
of RUN/C comes with a full-screen editor
and other enhancements.
RUN/C Professional New
RUN/C Professional . . is the overall
best choice of a C interpreter.” PC Tech
Journal lS/BBI. All RUN/C's capabilities
plus powerful features for program de-
velopment. Load your favorite object
libraries with RUN/C Professional.
Contains a full—screen editor and source
code debugging facilities.
Pro Pascal A truly standard Pascal.
Produces fast, tight code with plenty
of compile time options.
BetterBASlc New Version Now
you can program in BASIC and use the
full memory of your PC, create structured
programs using functions and proce—
dures, make your own library modules
and more. Now compatible with Micro-
soft BASIC.
LANGUAGE UTILITIES
Plink86 Plus An overlay linkage
editor for linking 8086/8088 object mod-
ules. Contains new features for memory
caching, library allocation, file merging
and overlay reloading.
Pfix86 Plus A symbolic and source
level advanced debugger for program—
ming professionals.
Periscope I & II The symbolic debug-
ger that can debug anywhere within a
program at anytime with a simple press
of a button. Periscope's breakout button
will interrupt infinite loops, gain freedom
from a locked up keyboard or help you
find out where that slow running program
is spending all its time. Periscope | addi—
tionally features a protected memory
board which shields the debugger from
runaway programs.
BASTOC
A BASIC to C translator for the BASIC
programmer who wants to upgrade to C.
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EDITORS
Brief This programmer's editor has
several outstanding features. Brief's
macro language compiler allows the pro-
grammer to create new commands and
assign them to any key. Brief’s unique
"undo" facility will even let you recover
from accidentally entered commands.
Create as many windows as will fit on a
screen, containing the same or different
portions of one or several files. Compile
grogframs without ever having to leave

ne.
FirsTime Speed-up program develop-
ment with an easy-to-use C and Pascal
syntax checking editor. Detects syntax
errors, undefined variables and mis-
matched type assignments. Use function
key menus to generate statements or
enter your code directly. On-line help
available.
VEDIT Plus A full-screen text editor
for program development and word pro-
cessing. It contains powerful features
including use of macros, on-line help
facility, paragraph formatting, and file
comparison.
EMACS Customizable editor including
windowing, multi-tasking and special
modes for C and Pascal.
FUNCTIONS
The Greenleaf Comm Library
A library of over 120 communication
routines. Contains functions to create
interrupt driven routines or perform direct
VI] to multiple Comm Ports. Its strengths
are in asynchronous communications,
interrupt mode, modem control, XMODEM,
XON/XOFF and flow control.
PforCe New A library of 400 plus
functions for interrupt driven communica—
tions, background tasks, string/table
parsing, data base manipulation, DOS
and BIOS functions and more. Superbly
written and documented software with
complete source code included.

The Full-Service Source For Programming Software-
The Greenleaf Functions A mature
library of over 200 functions. Version 3.0
offers all new indexed documentation,
with an abundance of examples. Source
code included.
Essential C Utility Library Over
380 functions, with special attention
given to screen handlin , windows
and business graphics. ource code
is included.
BASIC_C Speed-up development time
with this BASIC to C library, which acts
as a bridge to C providing many of the ,
capabilities of the BASIC language.

GRAPHICS, WINDOWING and
SCREEN DESIGN
GSS*CGI GRAPHICS New The
GSS Computer Graphics Interface is de-
signed for creating high performance
graphics-based applications. GSS*CG|
speeds up application development and
provides compatibility with a wide range
of peripherals. It's the only CGI imple-
mentation that provides true device-
independence for both raster and vector
graphics. Products in the 688 GRAPHICS
line include: the GSS*CG| Graphics De-
velopment Toolkit, the G88 Kernel Sys-
tem; the SSS Plotting System; and the
GSS*CG| Metafile Interpreter.
Essential Graphics New A brand
new graphics library for C programmers
with the emphasis placed on ease-of—use
and portability. No royalties.
WINDOWS FOR DATA New Pro-
vides C programmers with complete con-
trol over screen display and data entry,
within an easy—to—use windowing sys-
tem. Features include one-step data en-
try, multiple data types, Lotus-style menu
design, full-featured field editing, pop-up
entry windows, and much more.
Panel A powerful tool for interactive
screen design.

For more information on these and
other products in our complete
line call:

1-800-847-7078
NY: 914-332-1875

Special Introductory Offer! For a limited time only you can get the new Software
Programming Tools Guide from Lifeboat FREE by returning this coupon. To receive your
copy of this regular $9.95 value, you must supply all of the information below. Sophis-
ticated programmers won't want to be without this complete guide to product features
and selection.
Name Title
Company
Address

Business phone
Zip

The Full-Service Source for Programming Software
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SPRITES

lodsw

I'DOV

lodsw
mov
lodsw
mov
lodsw
push
mov
call

P0P
cmp
jne

I
finish_up:
if ega

cli
mov
out

endif

iret

I

;get screen buffer offset

[si+erase_screen_offset~draw_screen_offset‘2],ax
;save what will be old-position

di,[si+draw_image_offset-draw_screen_offset'2]
;save what will be old image offset

[si+erase_image_offset-draw_screen_offset-2J,di
ax,0ffffh ;see if object is active

skip_this_object2 ; jnp if it isn't
di,ax ;save screen buffer adr

;get distance to odd scan line

bp,ax ; save in BP for inline code use

;get distance to even scan line

dx,ax ; save in DX for inline code use

si,length_of_erase_parms ;skip the erase parameters
;get the draw inline row adr

cx,ax ; save in CX for inline use

;get the draw inline row adr
bx;ax ; save in BX for call to inline

;get draw_image offset
si ;save pointer to next queue item

si,ax ;save draw image in SI
bx ;draw it!
si ;restore where we left off in queue

si,offset end_of_queue ;see if we are done
get_next_objects_screen_adr2 ; imp if more to erase

al,20h ;issue a non_specific 50! (End of Interrupt)
20h,al ; so that interrupt controller chip will

; acknowledge future vertical interrupts
dx,cs:[crtc_base_address] ;re-enable interrupt
al,11h ; select vertical retrace end
dx,al ; register and clear vertical interrupt
al,04h ;
dx ;
dx,al ;
al,14h ;
dx,al ;

then enable vertical interrupt

restore all registers

G. V»
2

dx
cs: [need_to_draw_something_flag] ,false

;indicate no reason to draw again until the
; queue is changed
;restore flags and contine where interrupted

skip_this_object2:
add

CHP
jne

si,(queue_itenLlength-2)
si,offset end_of_queue

;point 51 to next item
;see if we are done

get_next_objects_screen_adr2 jnp if not
jnp short finish_up ; jnp if all finished

put_objects_on_screen endp

;This is inline code for finding the screen address for each line
,' of the image and calling the AND-OR inline code.

rlabel macro
rlineaxxfi:

endn

xx=42

rept
xx=xx~2

rlabel xxx

xx ;this macro is used to label the inline code
; entry points

inline code for rows

;there will be an entry point for each even
; number of lines between 2 and 40. They will
; be labeled "rlineZ", "rline4", ... "rline40"

20 ;each repeat handles two lines
;calculate number of lines for entry point
;put in label for entry point

call cx ;CX holds address of inline columns code
add di,bp ;calculate the address to start next line

call cx ;process image for odd scan line
sub di,dx ;calculate the address to start next line

endm ; the next line will be an even line
ret

; \

;lnline code for AND-oning a line of the image into the screen

i
clabel macro xx ;this macro is used to label the inline code

cline&xx&: ,' entry points for nun'ber of colunns to AND-OR
endm ;

xx=10 ;this code can handle an image up to ten words

rept 10 ; wide
clabel Xxx ;put in label for entry based on number of

; words in a column
lodsw ;get mask word
and ax,es:[di] ;mask out background
or ax,[si] ;insert data word
inc si ;point to next mask word
inc si ;
stosw ;return modified word to memory

xx=xx-‘| ;adjust label nunber
endm
ret ;this return is executed at the end of every

; line

;This table is used as an indirect address for jumping into
; the inline code for image moving.

.
row_inline_vector_table label word ;there is no entry point for zero

; lines. Starting at 2 eliminates
; the need to store a dunny entry
; point address

row_entry_address macro xx ;this macro is used to generate
dw rline&xx& ; the labels corresponding to the

.endn inline code entry points

xx=2
rept 20
row‘entry_address Xxx

xx=xx+2
endn

This table is used as an indirect address for jumping into
the inline code for exclusive-ORing columns.

column_inline_vector_table label word there is no entry point for zero
lines. Starting at 2 eliminates

point address
column_entry_address macro xx this macro is used to generate

dw cline&xx& the labels corresponding to the
endm ; inline code entry points

i
i
; the need to store a dunny entry
;
7
F

xx=1
rept 10
column_entry_address Xxx

xx=xx+1
endm

;
;This is inline code for erasing the image by restoring the screen
; memory map from the background buffer.

elabel macro xx ;this macro is used to label the inline code
eline&xx&: ; entry points

endm

xx=42 ;there will be an entry point for each even
; number of lines between 2 and 40. They will
; be labeled “elineZ”, "eline4", ... "elineeo"

rept 20
xx=xx-2 ;calculate number of lines for this entry point

elabel %xx ;put in label for entry point
mov si,di ;erase using same offset in background buffer
mov cx,ax ;put width of image in words in Ex to prepare for
rep movsw ; repeated move string on even line
add di,bp ;calculate address of next line Dl + (ZODOh-width)
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mov si ,di
mov cx,ax
rep movsu
sub di ,dx

;erase using same offset in background buffer
;put width of image in bytes in CX to prepare for
; repeated move string on odd line
;calculate address of next line D] - (1fb0h+uidth)

.
;This table is used as an indirect address for junping into
; the inline code for erasing an image.
erase_inline_vector_table label word ;there is no entry point for lero

,- lines. Starting at 2 eliminates
; the need to store a dunny entry
; point address
;this macro is used to generate
; the labels corresponding to the

endm ; inline code entry points

entry_address macro xx
did a l i neExxE.

xx=2
rept 20
ent ry_address Xxx

xx=xxsz
endm

cseg ends
end

LISTING 3: SPRITESSASM
;Byte-move graphics driver for putting rectangular images into
; the Color/Graphics Adapter's medium-resolution memory map.

; Inputs (Ds and cs trust be the same, ES must contain oasoom:
,' BX - Row at which to put the top of the image. Range is 0 to 198.
; BX must be even: images cannot start at an odd rou.
; CX - The colunn at which to start the image in bytes. Range is
; 0 to 79.
; SI - Points to data structure which contains the image description.

the first byte is the height in lines (h). The second is the
; width of the image in bytes (H). h‘u image bytes follow which

; contain the values to be placed into the screen memory map.
The image. bytes are ordered as h consecutive sets of H line

image bytes. h must be an even number; images must be an
; even nurber of scan lines high.
; Outputs: None. AX,BX,CX,DX,BP,SI,DI destroyed.

l
cseg segment para public 'csegI

assune cs:cseg,ds:cseg,es:nothing
public byte_move_form_driver

byte_move_form_driver proc near
mov di, [bxeeven_line_screen_offset_table] ;find the offset

; of the top
; line of image

;ES:DI now points to byte at which to put
; the image's upper left corner

lodsb ;get the height of the image
xor ah,ah ;mke height a Hard value for calculations

mov bx,ax ;store height in BX
lodsb ;get the width of the image in bytes

mov bp,2000h ;calculate the amount to add after even scan

sub bp,ax ; lines are drawn to get to the address of the

add di , cx

; next scan line

mov dx,1fb0h ;calculate the amount to subtract after odd
add dx,ax ; scan lines are drawn to get to the address

; of the next scan line
imp [bxfinline_height_vector_table-Z] :-2 because there is

; no zero lines entry
; point

;This table is used to find the offset of an even scan line in

; the memory map of the color graphics adapter in mediun

; resolution mode.

even_line_screen_offset_table label word
x=0

rept 100
du x'SOh

;there are 100 even lines
; each is Son (80 decimal) long

x=x+1
endm

;This is inline code for moving the image into the screen memory map.

1

label macro x
l ine&x&:

endm

;this macro is used to label the inline code
,- entry points

.
x=42 ;there will be an entry point for each even

: nunber of lines between 2 and 40. They will
; be labeled "line2", "line4", "line40"

rept 20
x=x-2 ;calculate number of lines for this entry point

label Xx ;put in label for entry point
mov cx,ax ;put width of image in bytes in Ex to prepare
rep movsb ; for repeated move string on even line
add di,bp ;calc address of next line bi + (ZOOOh-width)
mov cx,ax ;put uidth of image in bytes in CX to prepare
rep movsb ; for repeated move string on odd line
sub di,dx ;calc address of next line D] - (1fb0h+uidth)
endn
ret

F
;This table is used as an indirect address for jmping into
; the inline code for image moving.

inline_height_vector_table label word ;there is no entry point for zero
lines. Starting at 2 eliminates
the need to store a durmy entry
; point address

entry_address macro x ;this macro is used to generate
du line&x& ; the labels corresponding to
endm ; the inline code entry points

1
a

x=2
rept 20
entry_address Xx

x=x+2
endn

byte_move_form_driver endp
cseg ends

end
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(800) 523-5206

Computer Pieces to fit Your Puzzle
After 14 years in the business we know the
language. Tell us your problem and we'll give
you a solution without a lot of double talk.
Whether you need a complete system, want
to up-grade a system or are looking for a par-
ticular piece to fit your puzzle we‘re a dealer
you can talk to. State of the art equipment
from all the leading manufacturers.

We have the right connections.

Over 40 Manufacturers Represented
Alloy Computer Products IBM Corp.
Amdek Corporal/on NCR
AST Research Toshiba Inc.
Core International Wyse Technology
D.C,A.-IRMA Xerox-Diablo

LPeripheral@Design
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050 Presidential Dr., Suite 110, Atlanta, Ga. 30340 (404) “may
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COMPUTE WHILE
YOI! P

it

giNT!
FINALLY, A REAL MAINFRAME PR‘INT SPOOLER

FOR YOUR IBM PC OR COMPATIBLE
If you spend part of your PC
time running applications. Part
of it printing. And a lot of time
waiting. . .
Imagine a program that prints
up to 10,000pages while you run
applications.
PrintQ does that. And more.
It’s the first really complete
print spooling subsystem for
your PC. And your biggest time
saver ever!

HOW PrintQ WORKS
Run your applicationprograms
as usual, but instead of stop-
ping after the print command,
keep right on computing!
PrintQ intercepts the docu-
ments bound for the printer,
spools them to disk, then prints
them according to your com-
mands.

NOT COPY
PROTECTED

For users of IBM,
PC, AT, XT, Pe and

most IBM compatibles.

Dealer Inquiries Invited
Corporate Licensing Available

66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66
66

. was wrwmlhmmu In.

“Pop up " status display lets you monitor and
control document printing at any time.

WITH PrintQ YOU CAN . ..
0 Re-start printing from any page.
0 View documents on screen with

or without printing.
0 Print up to 255 copies auto-

matically.
0 Save reports for reprinting.
0 Minimize form changes. PrintQ

groups similar documents.
0 Print in order of priority.
0 Simplify forms alignment.
0 Work while printer is down.
0 Copy reports to ASCII files.
0 Control from within a batch file.
0 Use any printer (including laser).
0 N0 program modifications re-

quired.
. . . AND MUCH MORE.

Name

“Using PrintQ could become
very addicting, and users may
never want to go back to ordin-
ary printing again.”

— PC Week

FULLY GUARANTEED
Use PrintQ. If you’re not con-
vinced PrintQ saves time, in-
creases productivity and en-
hances printer function, return
it within 30 days for a full re-
fund.

Order now and you’ll receive
the PrintQ disk, complete easy
to understand documentation,
and the Quick Start Card which
will have you reaping the bene-
fits of PrintO in seconds.

Call toll-free or mail
the coupon to order now.

1-800-346-7638
In New Jersey Call
201-584-8466

Same day shipping,
on phone orders

CIRCLE NO. 245 ON READER SERVICE CARD

r---L-----------
2 Software Directions, inc. 1572 Sussex Turnpike, Randolph, NJ 07869

YES Rush me PrintQ for just $89, which includes postage and handling (Canada —
. add $10; Foreign — add $20). If I 'm not convinced PrintQ saves time, increase-

es productivity and enhances printer function, I’ll return it within 30 days for a full refund.

Company
Address
City State
El Check enclosed. El Visa
Acct. No.

D MasterCard
Zip I

El AmEx

Signature

Exp.date‘ I

Phone»?

NJ residents add 6% sales tax.

IBM is a registered trade mark of International Business Machines Corporation.



PROGRAMMING PRACTICES RICHARD CHANDLER, MICHAEL DAVIS, and GARY FAULKNER

Sixteen-color Graphics
A Zzflle-lenoum low-resolution mode of the IBM CGA
makes graphicspossible in afull 16 colors.

he Motorola 6845 CRT controller
chip on the IBM Color Graphics

Adapter (CGA) is, according to the IBM
Technical Reference Manual, ”highly
programmable with respect to raster
and character parameters. Therefore,
many additional modes are possible
with clever programming..." One of
these modes can be used to add to the
four graphics colors of the CGA, provid—
ing 16-color graphics—albeit in low
resolution (80 by 100).

The resolution of this mode can be
increased to 160 by 100 using a soft—
ware technique that involves splitting
the character block into two smaller
pix‘el blocks. Although the character cell
in this text mode is 2 pixels high and 8
pixels wide, making the definition of
readable characters on the screen quite
difficult, it nonetheless can be used to
create striking graphics (see photo 1).
The Enhanced Graphics Adapter (EGA)
does not provide support this mode;
however, this point is academic, be—
cause a 16—color graphics mode already
is provided in the EGA.

The techniques for splitting one
character block into two pixel blocks
have been implemented in a series of
Turbo Pascal procedures that provide
the necessary tools for producing low-
resolution graphics. These procedures
are combined in the sample program
MANDELPAS to allow the user to draw
the Mandelbrot set, a technique fea-
tured in the August 1985 issue of Scien—
tific American (“Computer Recreations,”
A. K. Dewdney, p. 16).

Associated with each character cell
on the text screen in the low—resoltuion
mode is an attribute byte containing the
foreground and background color infor—
mation. Four bits are allocated to each
color; thus, 16 possibilities are available
for both foreground and background.
(The high bit of the background nibble
typically controls blinking, leaving three
bits to control color. As a result, only
eight colors are possible. However, a

AUGUST 1986

mode register setting is available that
instructs the CGA to use the fourth bit
to control intensity. This yields 16
colors for background as well.)

Because foreground and back-
ground colors are independent of each
other, the 2—by—8 character cell can be
divided into two 2-by—4 cells if the half-
bloc/e character 222 (I) is used to place
a point on the screen. To plot the point
(100,30) in light red, the text cursor is
placed at (50,30) and character 222 is
written with background 12 and fore-
ground 0. The point at (101,30) can be
plotted in dark blue by writing charac-
ter 222 at cursor location (50,30) with
foreground 1 and background 0.

IBM does not document support
for this mode in the IBM Technical Ref-
erence Manual. Nonetheless, the BIOS
can be used in this mode to position a
cursor, to read the current attribute of a
point, and to plot a point in a given
color. Using the BIOS in a CGA driver
prevents screen interference (snow)
and results in shorter programs. Unfor-
tunately, BIOS calls proved too slow for
this application; thus, the program
shown in listing 1 (MANDELPAS) writes
directly to screen memory. Because of
this low—level access, both MANDELPAS
and the alternate version of the pro—
gram, which is called MANDEL87.PAS
(listing 2), will hang an EGA

A complication occurs when plot<
ting a point. While the foreground and
background colors of a cell are inde-
pendent, they both are contained in the
same attribute byte. The user must be
sure, when modifying the foreground to
plot one pixel, nOt to change the back-
ground and affect the adjacent pixel as
well. To plot a new foreground color,
the user masks off the old foreground
color from the appropriate attribute
byte and adds the new foreground
color. Changing the background color
is more complicated, because the new
color must be shifted to the left four
bits. (See figure 1 for examples.)

The mathematical ideas upon
which MANDELPAS is based are rela-
tively simple. In the plane of complex
numbers, the function f(z) = 23 is used
to describe a simple iterative process.
For any given point p the sequence 20,
2,, 7:2,... can be generated using the fol—
lowing three equations:

Zo = P
Z] f(20) + P
22 = f(z,) + p,,..

Beginning with p = 1+22‘, for example,
the result is:
20 = 1 +2i -
21 = (1+2i)2 + (1+2i) = —2+6i
22 = (—2+61)2 + (1+21) =

(— 31— 22i),...
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WHEN YOU NEED
ACCESS TO FULL MEMORY,

STRUCTURE,
COMPATIBILITY WITH

GW- & PC-BASICA,
OR

WHEN YOU NEED THE
POWER AND FLEXIBILITY

OF C OR PASCAL . . .

_ 7 provided for all registere, users. ’“
‘ ‘ ,, I ’ " ’ is See for yourself why Dick Aarons ofPC Magazine

comp ete y compatible with GW-BASIC and said ‘BeflerBASIC may be the best ofallBASIC pro-
PC-BASICA when running on IBM PC’s and true gramming worlds” and selected BetterBASIC as
clones. You can load and run your existing BASIC “Editor’s Choice” (Oct. 29, 1985).
programs in BetterBASIC. It uses stand MicroSoft .
syntax and gives you more than 150 additional state- 88837elgl$§7CM th Ch' S rt $33
ments such as XREF, DEFINE WINDOW, MAKE MOD- R ti 3 t a 11’ “FPO $250
ULE, and PROCEDURE. In benchmark comparisons, Sun {[16]).}: eIItlh 'III a]
BetterBASIC is five times faster than interpreted BA- amp e 15 W1 to“ $10
SIC. There is optional 8087/8028? math chip support, Ask your dealer
and an optional Runtime System to create stand-alone or call to order: 1'800'225'5800

BetterBASIC is a registered trademark of Summit Software

In Canada, call 416—469-5244

’Iechnolog, Inc IBM pc, XT. AT are registered trademarks Summit Software Technology, InclMof lntemational Business Machines Corp. Microsoft is a
registered tmdemark of Microsoft Corp. 'Iandy is a registered 106 Access Rd_ NOYWOOCI, MA 02062
bademark (“73d Corp. CIRCLE NO. 195 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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bbbbffff
and 1111 0000

Old attribute
Mask

bbbb 0000
+ 0000 nnnn

Yield after and with mask
New color

bbbb nnnn New attribute

Old attribute
Mask

bbbb ffff
and 0000 1111

0000 ffff
+ nnnn 0000

Yield after and with mask
New color shifted to the left 4 bits

nnnn ff f I New attribute

A boundary area of the Mandelbrot Set is displayed in the
hybrid 160—by-100 16-color mode. Each pixel represents a
point on the complex plane; each pixel’s color shows the
point’s stability under a mathematical transformation.

Horizontal resolution is doubled by treating each 8-bit char-
acter block as two 4—bit blocks. The four bits denoted bbbb
control the background color (top), while the four bits la-
beled fi‘ff control the foreground color (bottom).

The sequence generated at point p
can wander to infinity, its real and/or
imaginary parts becoming larger and
larger as it proceeds. In this example
the terms Of the sequence do not be—
come infinite. Because a computer can—
not generate the entire sequence for
each point, the distinction between a

wandering and a nonwandering point is
determined as follows: if the terms of a
sequence do not exceed 2 in magnitude
after a certain number Of those terms
has been computed (in this program,
64), the point p is in the nonwandering
set. This distinction is not as arbitrary as
it seems—there is a mathematical justifi-

cation. (The magnitude Of the complex
number a+bi is the square rOOt of
a2+b2. The time~consuming process Of
taking the square root can be avoided
by determining instead if d2+b2 is
greater than 4.)

If the point p is in the nonwander-
ing set, it is plotted in black, and the

W
rCREATE SOPHISTICATED SCREENS & ACCELERATE PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT WITH. . .

garganflla .. Seee Menngement Sygtem
Requires DOS 2.0 or higher & 256k memory

FEATURING:
The Panel Definition Facility
0 full screen painting in monochrome & color
0 use any ASCII character for lines and borders
0 quick & simple field definition
0 easy allocation of cursor & control keys
0 numerous, friendly help screens

____________\
/§reenplay Supports The Following Languages: \

Please Check Box For Required Language
C1 Turbo Pascal ........................... $100.00 i
[:1 IBM/Microsoft Assembler ............... $100.00 I
E] DeSmet C ............................. $125.00
III Lattice c .............................. $150.00 1
El‘IBM COBOL .......................... $175.00 |
C1 Microsoft COBOL ...................... $175.00 I
III Realia COBOL ......................... $175.00
Please indicate version being used.—____ i
El Demo Disk & User Guide (Check Language Box)
(demo price credited when you buy Screenplay). . $15.00
New Jersey Residents Add 6% Sales Tax
Shipping & Handling $5.00

The Panel Management Facility l

|
|

Total Amount Enclosed $ _ _ ._ . l

|
I
|
|

0 store panels in memory resident file
0 easy copy, rename & delete
0 print panel formats for documentation

The Panel Control Facility
0 full control of panels at runtime
0 fast & efficient screen I/O
0 multiple panels on any screen
0 dynamically change panel characteristics
0 pop—up menus & help panels

Easy To Use... Yet Powerful & Efficient
Complete with 153 page user guide

Flexus International Corporation
P. 0. Box 9119
Morristown, NJ 07960
(201) 895-4724

:1 Check El Money Order El El
# Exp. Date

Signature
ElPlease send more information on screenplay
Name Title
Company

\ Address /
Ci /State/Z'\‘L _ '_” _________

L
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program continues to the next point. If
the terms in the sequence at p eventu-
ally exceed 2 in magnitude, then the
point is plotted in a color dependent
on the number of terms computed be—
fore the magnitude exceeded 2. In this
case, the advantage of a possible 16
colors from which to choose is obvious.

The program MANDELPAS contains
four constants (see the CONST sections
of listings 1 and 2), which are to be set
by the user. The constants xmin and
ymin determine the lower left corner of
the domain to be considered; xrange
and yrange determine the length and
height of this domain. The entire region
of interest for the functionflz) : 23 is
contained within the square defined by
(xminymin) = (—2,—1.3) and
(xrangeyrange) = (2.62.6). (Outside
this square the sequence immediately
exceeds 2 in magnitude.)

An interesting feature of the pro-
gram MANDELPAS is its ability to mag~
nify any selected portion of the domain.
This enables the user to view the
exceedingly intricate intertwining that
occurs between the wandering and the
nonwandering sets for this function. Ta-
ble 1 lists the coordinates of areas of in—
terest along the border of the graph of
the Mandelbrot set.

XMIN XRANGE YMIN YRANGE
04
0.00004
0.0000008
0.000000015
0.0050
0.0010
0.0052

— 1.6
-029110
—0.2910783
e0.291077855

0.2908
0.2941

—0.5575

0 0.22
0.85828 0.00003
0.8582886 0.0000008
0858289110 0.000000015

—0.0200 0.0075
~0.0167 0.0010

0.6220 0.0052

The four variables xmz'n, xrange, ymin, and yrange specify the location and size of
windows into the graph of the Mandelbrot set. Especially interesting patterns are
located at the coordinate sets listed above. The three sets of coordinates shown in
the middle of the table demonstrate the zoom feature of the program.

The disadvantage of MANDELPAS is
its execution time. Each of the 16,000
points requires 10 floating—point calcula-
tions to produce each element in its se—
quence and to compute the square of
its maghitucle. A point can require that
the maximum number of sequence ele—
ments (64) be computed; thus, each
point could require 640 floating-point
operations. If each point requires 520
operations, the entire screen needs 5
million floating-point computations to
complete. The 8087 coprocessor would
be advantageous.

MANDEL87.PAS is a version of
MANDELPAS in which Iterate(x,y) has
written INLINE using 8087 code. This
program requires one-twentieth of the
time that is required by MANDELPAS to
complete a typical screen. In addition, it
reduces screen-draw time to two min-
utes on a 6—MHz PC/AT. WE!

Richard Chandler and Gary Faulkner hold
doctorates in mathematics and currently are
teaching at North Carolina State University.
Michael Davis is a graduate student in mat/J-
ematics at that university
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“IF YOU'RE LEARNING C AND
NOT USING ECO-C88. YOU’RE
WORKING T00 HARD!" \}‘\I'7l’[,”m

_\\\"U'//'

Eco-C88 is a full C compiler for MSDOS machines. Everything you need is included
in the low price of $59.95. including a full-screen editor. Here's what some
reviewers are saying about the Eco-C88 C Compiler:

We’ve continually improved Microstat since it was introduced in 1978. and
the latest release includes many new features you've wanted.

, Interactive and Batch Processing Data sets that can exceed memory
“Eco-C performed well on all the benchmarks, generating code that
was quite comparable to that of compilers 10 times as costly.“
Christopher Skelly, Computer Language, Fell, 1986'
“This compiler does handle syntax errors much better than average
- no avalanche of spurious messages here."
William Hunt, PC Tech Journal, 1071.. 1986‘
“Eco-C88 is a high-quality package... convenient to use . .
Dr. David Clark, Byte. Jam, 1986
“Eco-C is definitely a bargain... it includes both the compiler and an
excellent Turbostyle editor. . . a useful compiler for advanced applications,
and will serve far beyond the beginning phase."
Gary Entsminger, Micro Cornucopia. April-May, 1986
The compiler comes with a standard library of over 200 functions, cc
and “mini-make" utilities, ANSI language enhancements (e.g.,
prototyping), expanded user's manual, plus much more, all for the low
price ofonly $59.95. Also ask about our support products!

Expanded Data Management
Subsystem with New Data
Transforms

Multiple Regression (including
Stepwise)

Scatterplots (including best fit
Reading data files created by other regression)

programs (e.g., Lotus) _
Correlation Analysis

3 types ofAnalysis ofVariance
12 Nonparametric tests

Time Series
8 Probability Distributions

Crosstabs and Chi-Square _ ,
Descnptrve Statistics

Factorials, Permutations, and
Combinations Easy Installation

Hypothesis Tests

Microstat‘s algorithms have been designed to prevent numeric overflow errors
and yield unsurpassed accuracy. Microstat’s price is $375.00 including the
user’s manual and is available for the Z80, 8086, 8088 CPU‘s and CP/MBO.
CP/M86, MS-DOS, and PC-DOS. To order, call or write.
I

If ordered with the compiler, the C library source code (excluding transcen-
dentals) is $10.00 and the ISAM file handler (as published in the C
Programmer‘s Library, Que Corp) in OB] format is an additional $15.00. Please
add $4.00 for shipping and handling. To order, call or write:

Ecosoft Inc.
6413 N. College Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46220
(317) 2556476 - 8:30-4:30

1-800-952-0472
(orders only)

ICU-OFT INC.

Trademarks: Eco-C88, Microstat (Ecosoft), CP/M (Digital Research), MSDOS (Microsoft), PC—DOS (IBM), 280 (Zilog), 8086, 8087, 8088 (Intel).
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"When Teraclyné’s“
Financial systems .
Group neededDEC ”
terminal emulation .
software We. 7‘ ”

. chose VTE 1‘.".’[:

C
on"II' makes "II Over 35,000 VTERM users, like Teradyne’s Financial Sys-

tems Group, recognize the importance of critically evalu-
O ating a DEC terminal emulator. Demanding professionals

other DEC termlnul require high quality, reliable DEC terminal emulation.
After painstaking evaluation, Teradyne’s Gregg Prescott
said, “With VTERM’s speed, ease of use, hot key

emu "tors 0 so eIe and host control of file transfer, we can build systems
around VTERM utilizing distributed PC applications.”

Coefficient’s VT100 terminal emulator, introduced in 1981, was the first in the
industry. Our thorough attention to detail at every stage of the design, develop-
ment and testing process has won us more satisfied users than all our competi-
tion combined. Now, a new more powerful VTERM supports VT220 terminal
emulation. Powerful features include:

0 Plug compatible VT220 and VT100 video and keyboard emulation with
customizable key mappings.

0 Optional ’I‘ektronix‘M 4010/4014 graphics terminal emulation.
0 Powerful file transfer including the most thorough implementation of

KERMIT available on the PC, plus XMODEM, and our proprietary
protocol VTRANS with complete host-side software for VMSIM RSTS/EIM
RSX11 MIM+TM and UNIXIM

0 Host data capture and conversion to Lotus® 1-2-3,® Symphony®
and dBaseP

' 132-column display via horizontal scrolling or optional video board.
0 Scrollback buffer for redisplay of up to 2,000 lines (80 screens!).
0 “Hot Key” toggle between host session and PC DOS. 5;. .
' Programmable softkeys with script—like capabilities.
- Full support for multinational and national character sets.

Call 212—777-6707 ext. 185. to get the best there is in '
DEC terminal emulation and communications software.
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Trademarks: DEC. VMS. RSTS/E, RSX11 MIM+ . Digital Equipment Corp; The '3?q in DEC Emulation Software
Tektronix. Tektronix. Inc.; Lotus. 1-2-3. CoeffICIent Systems Corporation
Symphony. Lotus Development Corp.: dBase. Ashton‘Tate, UNIX, AT&T, Bell Laboratories. 611 Broadway! New York, N..Y 10012



The ultimate solution
for information interchange. . .

The ultimate 9-track
magnetic

tape subsystem
for the IBM-PCIXT/AT

and camp-etibles!

fering, high speed thinpixtWit _’ _ , L ,
l/O‘—no DMA channe , ,, , _ g . 2
code conversion and external cable connectors for
easy installation.
Supplied on a 5 1/4” diskette is the most compre- ‘
hensive set of software drivers and utilities available.
Users have a choice between an installable l/O driver
with modules to “Basic” and “C” languages, or an
MT—DOS device driver, which allows direct tape access
under any language supported by DOS 3.1. Also in-
cluded is "ANSI," a sophisticated file transfer utility,
“TAP" a comprehensive disk back-up and restore util-
ity and “TCMD” tape command, a valuable tool for in-
specting tape data and format. All utilities are menu
driven with help screens for user friendly operation.
lDT manufactures the complete subsystem . con-
troller and tape drive. With a commitment to excel-
lence, lDT staffs a complete customer service
department, offering you assistance to assure top per-
formance at all times. Contact us today for additional
information.

mulm
INNO\ATIVE
DATA i
TECHNOLOGY
5340 Eastgate Mall - San Diego. CA 92121
(819) 5870555 - TWX: (910) 335—1610
Western Regional Office: , _

' 10061 Talbert Ave.-, Suite 202 ’ _ ‘ ’ ‘
Fountain Valley, CA 92078 - (714) 968-808
Eastern [Regional Office: -
One Greentree Center, Suite 201
Marlton. NJ 08053
(609) 59674538 {TWX: (710)833-9888,
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PROGRAMMING PRACTICES

mimelMANDELPAS
Program Mandelbrot;

type
: 5‘59

const
xmin = -2.0;

2.6;

ll arrbyto..1llrjbf bytegfj -

xrange
9min -‘l.‘3;

, yrange 2.6;
‘_‘,crt_i ndex_;reg ~ _ :=$03D4, _

L ort_data_reg =$0305; ( Port #lof input register of 6845 )
rnode_select_reg =$0308; C Port # of video mode select register )

color_select_reg=$03D9; C Port # of video color select register )

{tPort #_ gizindexregisterfof 6,8135 , ,

Var , _ _
’ c,j,k,n : integer; _
:x,y,dx,_dy ,i real;

H crt_mode_set
: byte absolute 5000050465; ( Used by BIOS to maintain )

crt_palette
é byter’ébéolute $0000:$04§6}1?(, :values'1’oi'inode' Er cot \ _

screen : yarrayt‘l..16‘3841 otjbyte absolute 3880050000;
Label ; , x __ _;

quit;

------ CLEARS SCREEN

Procedure ‘tllearscreen:
begin ‘ . _. - _ ,

portytmode_select_reg] := 0; ( Disables video to preventflsnou ) h
Fillchar(screen,16384,0); ( Fitls screen with chr 0 attribute 0)
port [mode_select_reg] := 9; C Enables video to see screen )

end; . , y , _

(-------- SET 681.5 CRT c'oNTaouER to to-nes mos ._..-_; -----hf -----) j

Procedure LoRes;
cons:

,fegdata : reg = (113.8030,10.,1”'7g,6,1oo-,jnzf,2,1,132.0)v’a’r‘f . _ . _ ‘ ,.

i : byte;
begin ‘

crt_mode_set := 0;
crt_palette := 0;
porttcolordselecgres] := 0;

fjjfor i :_=y04;to :‘l‘i-do 5 ,1 _
’ begin ' ‘

port[crt_index_reg] := i;
port [crt_data_reg] := regdataii];

end;
ClearScreen;
crtgmdeje: :59; __

end; ‘ - ’ ‘
( -------- SET 61345 CRT CONTROLLER To 80x25 TEXT SCREEN ------------- )

Procedure TextScreen;
cone! ‘ j

_ regdeta :. reg-s (113'80’90'1°t31r5:25.28,2.7,6,7); -,

i : byte;
begin

for i := D to 11 do
begin

porttcrt_index_regl := i; _ _
port [crt_data_rea] {, 1:7: regdatai Eli ,'end; _ .

crt_mode_set := 41;
ClrScr;

25d: ’
t»,- ------ ‘Pmrs Pom AT boy) in edging c -----------' -----5----------y

Procedure Point(x,y,c:integer);
begin
'_ a inlinetSB8/SDO/SOZ/ g { nov Ainozuou *_'ozno, ->/’Ax ,' 3),,
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Powerful MSW-DOS Software.
For the IBM®-PC, XT, AT & others with generic MS—DOS/PC-DOS 2.0 or higher.

UTAH

COBOLW
Whether student, teacher or professional programmer,

this is the one you’ve heard so much about.
II] It‘s easy to use. Compiles 5000 statements on a 128K

machine.
170 clear error messages, i.e. DATA-NAME IS
MISSING OR MISSPELLED.
Distribute your object code programs royalty free.
Small object code programs conserve disk space.
Fast compile times to increase programmer pro-
ductivity. Over 25 times faster than one compiler
costing $995!
You get a diskette and 213-page manual with lots of
examples and 16 complete COBOL source code
programs. $39.95.

Also available: COBOL Application Packages, Book 1 $9.95.

UTAH

PASCALW
14-digit precision, BCD math, no round-off errors
with decimal arithmetic for business and floating point + 63
— 64 for scientific.
A very nice TRACE style debugging.
Arrays up to 8 dimensions and 64K strings.
External procedures and functions with dynamic
auto-loading.
One-step compile, no assembly or link required.
You get a 132-page manual and diskette. $39.95

UTAH

PILOT m
E] Perfect for industrial training, office training, drill

and testing, virtually all programmed instruction, word
puzzle games, and data entry facilitated by prompts.

III John Starkweather, Ph.D., the inventor of the PILOT
language, has added a built-in full-screen text editor,
and much more.

El Meets all PILOT-73 standards for full compatibility with
older versions.

I] You get a diskette, 125-page manual and ten useful
sample programs. $39.95.

D
U

E]
[3

El
III

DE
]

D
U

E

Also still available for 8-bit machines with CPIM® is our world famous
Nevada Software Series used by 50,000 customers In 40 countries.
These include Nevada COBOL, Nevada FORTRAN, Nevada PASCAL,
Nevada PILOT, Nevada BASIC and Nevada EDIT. $39.95 each.
Satisfaction guaranteed. If for any reason you're not completely
satisfied, just return the package within 15 days in good condition, and
we‘ll refund your money.
IBM Is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
CPIM Is a registered trademark of Digital Research. MS is a trademark
of Microsoft Corp. © 1985 Ellis Computing, Inc.

Only 399 Each!

UTAH

FORTRAN W
FORTRAN lV based upon ANSI-66 standards.
Very fast compile times and easy to use.
IF. . THEN . . ELSE constructs.
Chaining with blank and named common.
Copy statement.
ENCODE and DECODE.
Free-format input and output.
A very nice TRACE style debugging.
150 English language error messages.
You get a diskette, and 223-page manual. $39.95D

D
D

D
D

D
D

D
D

D

UTAH

EDIT TM
III A character-oriented full-screen video display text

editor designed specifically to create COBOL,
FORTRAN and PASCAL programs.

III Only requires 15K disk space so it can fit on the
same disk as your compilers.

D Completely customizable tab stops, default file
type, keyboard control key layout and CRT by menu
selection.

D Diskette comes with easy to read 58-page manual. $39.95.

UTAH

BASICW
This interpreter has a built-in full-screen editor.
Single- and Multi-line user definable functions.
BCD Math- no round-off errors.
Full Matrix operations.
You get 220-page manual and diskette. $39.95.

Handling/Shipping: No shipping charge within US. Overseas
add $10 for first package, $5 each additional. Checks must be
in US Dollars, drawn on a US bank.

Utah Software requires 128K RAM and PC-DOS or MS—DOS 2.0 or higher.

HOW TO ORDER. Send check or money order to Ellis Computing, Inc.
with VISA or MASTERCARD order by phone. Sorry no COD’s.

Ellis Computing, Inc.
5655 Riggins Court, Suite 10
Reno, Nevada 89502
Phone (702) 827-3030

SINCE 1977 E

ELLIS COMPUTINGT”

D
E

C
ID

E
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PROGRAMMING PRACTICES

0 ‘> all C Return 64 - # of iterations )
x -> 01.
x/2->DL,rem—>CF
y -> DH
locates cursor
0800 -> AX
read attribute
c -> BL
it even => CF=0

_ $30/SFF/ )
)
)
)
)
)
}
}
)

discard old fg )
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

$8A/356/308/
Sim/$5M
$8A/376/$06/
$CD/$10/
SBB/SUO/SOB/
$CD/S10/
SBA/SSE/fllk/
$T3/SOS/

C XOR “,3“
C
C
C
C
C
(
C
C

$25/SOO/5F0/ (
C
C
(
(
(
C
C
(
C
C

uov DL,[BP+8J
SHR DL,1
Mov DH,[BP+6]
INT 10M
Mov AX,0800H
INT 10x
Nov 3L,LBP+43
JNC +5
AND AH,FOH
JMP +11
SHL BL,1
SHL sL,1
SHL BL,1
SML BL,1
AND AH,0FH
ADD BL,AH
Mov AX,09DE
Mov cx,01
INT 10H

Iterate := n;

end;

( -------- MAIN PROGRAM BEGINS -------------------------------------- )

begin
LoRes;

dx := xrange/159; dy := yrange/99;

y := ymin + yrange;
for j := 0 to 99 do

begin
x := min;
for k := 0 to 159 do
begin

n := Iteratetx,y);
c := n div 8;
ifnmod8>3thenc
Point(k,j,c);

one to write if keypressed then goto quit;
urite chr, attr x := x + dx;
' ' end;

' Y == y -
end;

( Switch to LoRes mode }
( Scale world to screen, 3
{ Maximum y to top of screen )
C 100 rows on LoRes screen )

SEE/SOB/
$00/SE3/
$00/$E3/
$00/3E3/
$DOISE3/
SZS/SDO/SOF/
SOD/SEW
$88/$DE/$09/
589/301/SOO/
sen/sin):

Jim to col asmb

Ax even so Minimum x to left of screen )
160 colums ,on LoRes screen )Ac is by

shift bg
left 4 bits

discard old bg
assemble color

Determine number of iterations )
Determine color number 0..7 )
If remainder = lo..7 then bright)
Plot point on screen )

:= c+8;

chr l} to All
Press any key to interrupt/quit)
Update x coordinate of point )
Loop until finished with rou )
Update y coordinate of point )
Loop until finished with screen)
Hold picture until key pressed )

end;
dy;

( -------- DETERMINE NUMBER or ITERATIONS AT (x,y) ------------------ )
quit: repeat until keypressed;

TextScreen;
end.

A
A

A
A

A
A

n
A

A
/x

n

Function lterate(x,y:real):integer; Restore normal text screen }

var
n : integer;
i,r,zi,zr : real;

begin
Zr := x;
n := 64;
repeat

n := n-1;

LISTING 2: MANDEL87.PAS
Program Hand: lbrot87;

2i 2: y; ( Initialize z )
C Iteration counter v

C Decrement counter }
C Real part of next 2 )

type
reg

const

zr'zr - zi’zi + x;
2*zr*zi + y;

r := = array[0..11] of byte;
i:= C Imaginary part of next 1)
U. := r; zi':= i; ( Update 2 )

(zr*zr + zi'zi > 4) or (n = 0):
C Modulus» > A or 64 iterations )

xmin = -2.0;
2.6;

-1.3;
unti l xrange =

ymin =

FORTRAN PROGRAMMERS
Looking for the right PC FORTRAN language system? If you're serious
about your FORTRAN programming then you should be using F77L -

LAHEY FORTRAN.
”Lahey’s F77]. FORTRAN is the compiler of choice. It’s definitely a

’Programmers FORTRAN, ’ with features to aid both the casual and the
professional programmer. . . F77L compiled the five files in a total of [2

minutes, which was 4 times as fast as MS FORTRAN and an astounding 6
times as fast as Pro FORTRAN.” - PC Magazine

Compare the features and performance of other PC FORTRANs with F77L
and you will find that F77L is clearly the superior product.

0 Full Fonran 77 Standard [F77L is not a subset) 0
Popular Extensions for easy porting of mini v
and mainframe applications
COMPLEX-16, LOGICAbI and INTEGER.2 -
Recursion - allocates local variables on -
the stack -
lEEE - Standard Floating Point
Long variable names - 3l characters 0
lMPlJClT NONE o

F77L - THE PROGRAMMER'S FORTRAN
$477.00 U.S.

System Requirements: MS—DOS or PC-DOS, 256K, math coprocessor (8037/80287)
F<DIT RACJIIE IBIFIDITAAIRTT(DIU:

Lahey Computer Systems, Inc.
P.O.Box 609I
Incline Village, NV 89450
U.S.A.

l702l831-2500

Fast Compile - Increases productivity
Source On Line Debugger [Advanced
features without recompiling)
Arrays and Commons greater than 64K
Clear and Precise English Diagnostics
Compatibility with Popular 3rd Party
Software lie. Lattice CI
Easy to use manual
Technical Support from LCS

Intematlonal Dealers:
England: Grey Matter Ltd, Tel: (0364] 5349?
Denmark: Ravenholm Computing, Tel: (02) 887249
Australia: Computer Transitions, Tel: (03) 537-2786
Japan: Microsoftware, Inc.. Tel: (03) 813-8222

SERVING THE FORTRAN COMMUNITY SINCE I 967
MS—DOS & MS FORTRAN are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.Pro FORTRAN reIers to Professional FORTRAN a trademark of

International Business Machines.
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Now it costs even
less tolookgood.

The Cordata Desktop PrintshopTM has always been the
best value in PC-compatible laser printers.

With speed and flexibility that the others can’t match.
Type fonts on diskette, not expensive cartridges. Data transfer
up to 30 times faster than
Hewlett-Packard’s Laser]et+.
Features implemented in soft-
ware, for easy update. And ‘ m
Epson” emulation, so it runs ' s. I m
with most MS-DOS programs.

But now the Desktop
Printshop is an even better
value:

A menu-driven forms
design software program for
rapid document creation, the W
industry-acclaimed bemg 86131611
Wordstar 2000TM word pr0cessing
program, and 38 fonts on diskette are included with the Desktop
Printshop, for the amazingly low price of $2995.

So don’t settle for just any laser printer. Demand the
Desktop Printshop.

All it takes is a call to Cordata at: (800) 621-6746 (in CA:
(805) 495-5800; in Canada: (604) 984-0641) for the name
of your nearest Desktop Printshop dealer.

After all, how can you afford not to look
your best?

0 O m
CORDATA, 275 E. Hillcrest Drive, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 $

TELEX 650-2696270; in Europe: Holland 032—18111

«um . ..,.-..,..

E:— Cordata
Corona
MambaWordslar 2000 is a Irademark oi MICIOPIO International Corp. Epson is a trademark of Epson America, Inc.
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— .: it it: tillCompatible, efficient DOS

mum-tasking.
We designed Taskview with effi-
ciency in mind. During normal
operation, TASKVIEW hides
behind DOS, providing you with
control of up to 10 concurrent or _
non-concurrent programs. Just
the touch of a key instantly
switches a program to the fore-
ground. Included desktop utili-
ties let you cut and paste from
program to program. Simple to
use and reasonably priced. no
well equipped PC user should
be without it.
Requires: PC/AT/Jr compatible,

DOS 2.0-3. 1, 256K RAM, 7
Floppy drive.

Taskvrew lrademark ol Sunnyl‘iill Sallware
Sidekick legislered [lademark cl Bur/and lnll.

30-day money back
guarantee
Dealer lnqliiries Int/lied.

_ WHY GIVE up. . .
BATCH FILES,

, l/O REDIRECTION ‘

SIDEKICK”

" DOS MENU PROGRAMS,

I MOST OF YOUR RAM,

EXECUTION SPEED?

: _. £95 ,,y . . , I“*

$69 plus $5.00 S&H

Washington residents add 7.9%
, Intemational orders add $5.00 . _. ‘ ,
' VISA and Mastemard accepted: 5Unny: H I II

Software
_ ,1 3732 Midvale N. Ste. 206

; Seattle. wA 98133
: (206) 367?0650 'M~lfi’_,7‘i8~6 PDT

, To Order Toll-Free
'vcall*7¥800-367—065T »
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“If you never thought Turbo
Pascal was a systems program-

* ming language, you've never
seen Turbo Professional."

' Darryl Rubin
Computer Language

. For programs that move with
technology—Turbo Profession-
al—a truly professional library
of subroutines.

150 page reference manual.
Full source—many example
programs.
No royalties charged for
applications.

Requires lBM compatible,
DOS version 2.0 or greater,
Turbo Pascal 2.0 or greater
Turbo Prolessronal, lrademark D! Sunnyhill Solrware
Turbo Pascal, registered trademark 0/ Harland international

nearer Inquiries rowed. ,

, SERVICE INTERRUPTS
_ No assembly required

.31 RESIDENT PROGRAMS ,
f Easy pop up rout/nes _

, EXECUTIVE PROGRAMS
.-» Run ANY DOS program _

LXHAK ‘u," . _. fl .. ...

DISK SECTOR [/0 1
, Lowest level access

,, FAST TEXT WINDOWS
.5, Virtual windowing system

KYBOARD MACROS ':
Simple, powerful

LOTS OF EXAMPLES ;
ft, 21+ lull example programs

- MUCH MORE. ..
‘- Over 140 routines in all

“by. u. 91 \V‘ . _

- $69 5 plus $5.00 S&H ,
Washington residents add 7.9%

- international ordersi‘add $590 z;
« VlSéVa'n/dMastemerd accepted. -"Sunny Hill

_ _ “ Software
. TO OMBI‘ Toll-Free 13732 Midvale N. Ste. 206, _ _, , _ ._ Sgattle.WA-88133 .“~cat'lfilg-8004367-065‘l:‘ (296,367.06 '0, Mr.“ arm , ,
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yr‘an‘ge =' 2:6; . , .g _ .« ,
crt_index_reg L = $0304; ( Port # of Index register of 6365 . )
crt_data_reg = $0305; ( Port # of Input register of 6845 )

mode_select_reg = $0308; C Port # of video mode select register )
color_select_reg = $03D9; ( Port # of video color select register )

var . - . .

c‘.i.k.n
X.v.dX.dv
crt_mode_set : byte absolute $0000:$0465;
crt_palette : byte absolute $0000:$0466;

( Used by 8105 to maintain values of mode & color regs )

: arreyt1..16384] of byte absolute 3380050000;

: integer;
: reel;

sdreen
label

.quit;

( -------- CLEARS SCREEN -------------------------------------------- )

Procetiure CleariScreen;
begin f' - ,

perttmode_select_re9) := 0; { Disables video to prevent snow )
FillChar(screen,16384,0): < Fills screen with chr 0 attribute 0 )
porttmode_select_reg} := 9; ( Enables video to see screen )

end;

( -------- $21 6845 CRT CONTROLLER To LO~RE5 «no: -------------------- )

Procedure LoRes;
const

regdata
var .

i ‘ : byte;
begin 4

crt_mode_set := 0;
crt_palette := 0;

reg = (113,80,90,10,127,6,100,112,2,1,32,0);

portEcolor_select_reg] := 0;
frar i := a $1341 do
begin ‘ .»

porttcrt_index_regl := i;
porttcrt_data_reg] =

end;
regdataEi];

ClearScreen;
crt__mode_set := 9;

end;

C SET sins CRT CONTROLLER To 30x25 TEXT SCREEN ------- ;_'__._)
Procedure TextScreen;
cons:

._regdata Tyres = (113.80.90,10,31,6,25,28,2,?,6,7);
van" ' 2‘ ‘ i, ' , '

i 1' byte;
begin

for i
begin

port[crt;index_reg] := i;
porttcrt_data_reg] := regdatath;

end;
crt_mode_set‘:=
ClrScr;

end;

:= 0 to 11 do

41;

(._._------ PLOTS {row AT <x,y> in COLOR c ------------------------7-)

Procedure Point(x,y,c:integer);
begin

inline($BB/$OO/$02/
, ssorssr/

sws’wsosr
SDOI$EAI
s8Al$76I$06/
sen/$10/
$88/S00/308/
$CD/$10/
SBA/SSEISDAI
$731305]
$25/$00/$F0/
$EB/$OB/
$00/SE3/
SDOISE3/
300/323]

0200 -> AX )
o -> BH‘ ” ) g
x ’>’DL )
x/2->DL,rem->CF )
y -> DH )
locates cursor )
0800 -> AX )
reed attribute )
c -> BL )
x even e> cF=0 )
discard Old f9 )
Jmp to col asmb )
x even so )
c is bg )
shift b9 . )i

( Mov Ax,0200H
‘,( XOR await?
It HOV pureed!)
”c SHR ~DL,~1

c HOV nu, [BN6]
( INT 10“
c nov AX,0800H
( m 10"
( HOV 8L, (awn
( .mc +5 _
c AND AH,FOH
( JMP +11
( SHL BL,‘|

_{ SHL BL,1 _
Nut SHL BLA
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Why your next generation of
products should use our 5th
generation tools. z x

The Arity Expert Systems Development
Package

/
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(:he Arity SQL Development Package
;

I Arity/ProIog Compiler and Interpreter V4
W

Arity’s integrated family of programming tools allows you to combine software written in
Arity/Prolog, the best of the fifth generation languages, with Arity SQL, the best of the
fourth generation languages, and with conventional third generation languages such as
C or assembly language to build your smarter application.
You can use Arity/Prolog to build expert systems using the Arity Expert Systems
Development Package. Or to build natural language frontends. Or to build intelligent
information management systems. Arity/Prolog lets you build advanced technology into
your vertical applications package.

And more...
That’s not the whole story. Arity’s products are all designed to be fast, powerful, serious.
Each of our products contains unexpected bonuses. Such as a one gigabyte virtual
database integrated into Arity/Prolog. The most powerful of its kind on a PC.

Quality first. Then price.
In order to be the best, we had to prove it to our customers. Our tradition of quality
software design is reflected in every product we sell. Quality first. Then price. And we
always provide the best in customer support.

Our products are not copy protected. We do not charge royalties. We offer generous
educational and quantity discounts. And we have a 30 day money back guarantee.

Try us to know that we keep our promise on commitment to quality and reliability. Try
us by using our electronic bulletin board at 617-369-5622 or call us by telephone—you
can reach us at 617-371-2422.

Or fill in this coupon. Whether you order today or not, let us send you full descriptions
of our integrated family of Arity products.
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' Iurlt . . . a .. . ,5 “1c, . ,y I Please complete thIs form to place your order and/or reque tdetaI d nforn anon Quantity Info only

Arity/Prolog Compiler und Interpreter V4 ................... $795.00
, _ , Arity/Prolog Interpreter V4 .............................. $350.00

we deSIgn and dlStrlbUtC Arity Standard Prolog .................................. 35 95.00

hlgh quality, serious I Arity SQI. Development Package ......................... $295.00
- - l Aritv Expert System Development Package ................. $295.00

application software for I Arity Screen Design 'Ioolkit ..... ,........................ 3 49.95
the IBM PC, XT, AT | Arity Filc Interchange'lbolkit ............................ 3 49.95
and all MS-DOS I 'IUTALAMOUN'HMA residents :ILItI5"/u sales tax) ('I'hcsc pticcsincludc shipping toull llSmitics) 3

compatibles. l NAMF
l SHIPPING ADDRESS
l (:ITY/smrrz/ZIP
: TELEPHONF

I
I
I
I
I
I

Payment: |:I Check CI PO D AMEX El VISA CI MC

Card# Exp. date '

Signature

ARITY CORPORATION 0 358 BAKER AVENUE . CONCORD. MA 01742 _— urltv



ProDesign l|
$299. Complete

Many CAD companies are now charging extra for features
we consider necessary for a functional CAD system. For example,
the price of the Basic AutoCAD System was recently lowered to
$300. However, it costs $1700 to $2200 more to get such
features as Auto Dimensioning, Area Fill, Mirroring, Filleting, and
Curve Fitting. With ProDesign II, you get the entire CAD package
for one low price — $299. Complete.

But there is another, very important reason you should get
ProDesign II. ProDesign II is very unique among CAD packages.
It is easy to learn and use. When we call ProDesign II "The Easy
To Use CAD System", we're not joking. You will be productive
with ProDesign II in an hour or two instead of a week or two.

What else does ProDesign || offer? Compatibility. Compati-
bility with over 100 printers. Compatibility with over 50 plotters.
Compatibility with most graphics adapters, digitizing, tablets,
and mice. Compatibility with most display adapters. Compatibi-
Iity with any software that can produce HP plotter commands.
Compatibility with mainframe CAD systems (IGES). All at no
extra charge!

What additional hardware do you need? None! An IBM PC
compatible and 512K RAM are all that you need. ProDesign ||
produces high resolution drawings on your dot matrix printer -
better than .005" resolution on an IBM/Epson compatible
printer. And you don't have to get a mouse or digitizing tablet.
ProDesign II is designed for easy and efficient keyboard use. You
won't even need a math coprocessor, although it is supported.
From a small drawing on a dot matrix printer to an E-Size drawing
on a large plotter. ProDesign II is the one to use!

ProDesign l| — Affordable, Compatible, and Usable!

Where do you get it? See your local dealer or contact:
American Small Business Computers, Inc.
118 South Mill Street 0 Pryor, OK 74361

918/825-4844
ProDesign ll AutoCAD

Auto Dimensioning $299 $2000
Unit Specifications 299 2000
Attributes 299 2000
Area Fill 299 2000
Angle Display 299 2000
Partial Deletes 299 2000
Length Measurement 299 2000
Fillets 299 2000
Chamfers 299 2000
Mirroring 299 2000
Object Snap 299 2000
Curve Fitting 299 2500
Isometric Views 299 2000
Multiple Colors in Layer 299 N/A
Multiple Line Types in Layer 299 N/A
Single Pomt Move 299 N/A
High Res. Printer Support

for Over 100 Printers 299 N/A
Merge Drawings 299 N/A
Single Keystroke Commands 299 N/A
HPGL Input 299 N/A
IGES Output 299 N/A
DEMO DISK FREE

PRODESIGN ll — ONLY $299!
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PROGRAMMING PRACTICES

SDOI$E3I C SHL BL,i left 4 bits )
$25/SODISOF/ ( AND AH,0FH discard old b9 )
$00/SE3/ ( ADD BL,AH assemble color )
$BB/$DE/$09/ ( MOV AX,O9DE chr B to AH )
$89/$01/$00/ ( MOV CX,01 one to write )
SCDISID); ( INT 10H urite chr, attr )

end;

( -------- DETERMINE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS AT (x,y) ------------------ )

Function Iterate(x,y:real):integer;
var

scratch : integer;
begin

Inline(
$B9/53F/$00/
$9B/SD9/SE8/
$98/$D8/$C0/
$9B/$D8/$C0/
$9B/SDD/S46/SOC/
$9B/$DD/$46/$04/
$9B/$D9/$C1/
$9B/SD9/SC1/

MOV CX,3FH # iterates >> CX )
FLDI 1 to 8087 Stack )
FADD ST(O),ST(0) 2 on Stack )
FADD ST(O),ST(O) 4 on Stack
FLD (WORD PTR [BPHZ] x to Stack
FLD ONORD PTR [BP+4] y to Stack
FLD ST(1) Copy x
FLD ST(1) Copy y
HERE: Loop label
FLD ST(1) Copy x
FMUL ST(O),ST(0) x*x
FLD ST(1) DoPY Y

>
)
)
)
>
)

$9a/so9/sc1/ )
)
)

FMUL ST(O),ST(O) y’y )
>
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
3
)

$9B/SDB/$C8/
$9B/SD9/$CII
$9B/$08/$C8/
$9E/SDE/SE9/
$9E/SDBISC4/
$9B/$D9/$CA/
$9B/$DE/$C9/
$9B/$DB/$CO/
$9B/SDBI$C2/
$9B/$D9/$C1/
$98/SD8/$C8/
$9B/$D9/$C1/
$93/3DS/SC8/
$9Bl$DEI$Cil
$9B/$DB/$DD/
$98/3DD/S7E/3FC/
$9E/
SSA/$66/SFD/
$9E/
$77/$02/
$E2/3C3/

FSUBP ST(1),ST(U) x*x - y*y
FADD st<0),st(4) x‘x ~ y*y + x
FXEH ST(Z) new x <-> old x
FMULP ST(1),ST(0) x*y
FADO ST(U),ST(0) 2*x*y
FADD ST(U).ST(2) 2*x‘y + y
FLD ST(1) Copy x
FMUL ST(O),ST(0) x*x
FLD ST(1) COPY Y
mm. 'sr(0>,sT(0) y*y
FADDP ST(1),ST(0) x‘x + y*y )
FCOMP ST(S) Greater than 4? )
FSTSU [BP-A] Status to Scratch)
FUAIT 8087 Done?
MOV AH,IBP-3] Status to AH
SAHF Status to Flags
JA nun x*x+y*y > 4?
LDOP HERE No then Loop
QUIT: Yes
HOV [BP+20],CX Return # iterates)m
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$89/$4E/$14);
end;

( -------- MAIN PROGRAM BEGINS -------------------------------------- )

begin
LoRes; ( Switch to LoRes mode )
dx := xrange/159; dy := yrange/99; C Scale world to screen }
y := ymin + yrange; ( Maximum y to top of screen )
for j := O to 99 do C 100 rows on LoRes screen )
begin

x := xmin; ( Minimum x to left of screen)
for k := 0 to 159 do ( 160 columns on LoRes screen)
begin

n := Iterate(x,y); ( Determine number of iterations )
c := n div 8; ( Determine color number 0..7 )
if n mod 8 > 3 then c := 5+8;

( If remainder = 4..7 then bright )
Point(k,j,c); ( Plot point on screen )
if keypressed then goto quit;

( Press any key to interrupt/quit )
x := x + dx; ( Update x coordinate of point )

end; ( Loop until finished with row )
y := y - dy; ( Update y coordinate of point )

end; ( Loop until finished with screen )
quit: repeat until keypressed; ( Hold picture until key pressed )

TextScreen; v ( Restore normal text screen )

end.

More Memory
$199.95

The HiCard Wins!
WHY SPEND BIG $$$ ON AN EXPANDED
MEMORY BOARD WHEN YOU NEED ALL

NEW SOFTWARE TO USE IT?

THE HiCard
o Expands DOS to 704KB
0 Installs up to 896KB Total Memory
0 Supports all your application software

(no upgrades required)
_ 0 RAM Disks & Spoolers install above DOS

0 Works with EGA, EMS, accelerators, networks &
other memory expansion

ADVANCED FEATURES
0 Multiple Print Spoolers — Supports up to 3

parallel printers simultaneously while you work
0 Multiple RAM Disks can be installed & sized as

required

DEVELOPERS TOOL
THE DOS LIMITER/EXPANDER
o Extends DOS to 704K or limits the amount of

memory DOS can access to verify that your
code runs in a given size.

COMPATIBLE WITH IBM PC/XT/AT &
COMPATIBLES RUNNING DOS 2.0 or LATER

o
BASED ON QUALITY & PERFORMANCE

THE HICARD IS UNEQUALLED!
2 YEAR WARRANTY PARTS & LABOR

MADE IN U.S.A.
For further information see your local computer
dealer or contact:

§§§§ Electronics, Inc.
5721 Arapahoe Ave., Suite A

Boulder, Colorado 80303
1-800-826-8333

Wait for tone and dial 4444-000

AUGUST 1986
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I
COMPA-NYMISSION

i His mission is to streamline
communications by making
different brands of micros talk to
each other in the same network.

He’s just one of 100,000 PC systems
experts who uses PC Tech Journal to fulfill
his professional responsibilities as a prob-
lem-solver. His recommendation is more
often than not the last word in his compa-
ny’s computer purchases.

When one person has this much influ-
ence, he has to know more about state-of-
the-art PC technology than anyone else in
his company. That’s why he reads PC Tech
Journal.

Glues that put him on the right path
The articles in PC Tech Journal act as a
ompass to direct PC systems experts through
he thickening forest of PC products.

. This PC expert discovers that Bruce
' ; hurchill’s articles, “Low cost net-
”forking for the IBM PC,”

ints to many of
he networking pro-

ducts he will need.
And William Colsher’s
tips on sharing files
keep him from »
wandering into the .
valley of lost data.

Clue that help him per-
form his best
It’s not only the feature
articles that give him
direction, though.



CASE 2 LOCAKL AREA NE‘T‘WNOH

The ads, too, keep him on course.
They provide him with information
on what products are available, at
this very moment, to help him .
complete his task.

Stay hot on his trail
There are other magazines
that give you a larger PC/
PC compatible audience
of IBM users, but none
that give you an audi-
ence with so much
buying power.

Eight out of
ten PC Tech
Journal systems ex-
perts are involved in their .
company’s computer-related
purchases. (Nearly 1 in 3 are ,
responsible for seeking out manufac—
turers when their companies are
acquiring LAN5).

Now that you know PC ch
Journal systems expert are 1‘.”
people responsible for deciding ;
between your produc ‘ ndi L ‘

Make it yourmiSsion tozinflue‘nce‘ * v ' ’ '
the buyers who influefibétheir‘i ‘
companies. It’s easy! Just call your ’
PC Tech Journal sales p n tivé,’ '
now, and make PC Tech
Journal his guide ‘
to your products.

ZiffDavis Publishing. OnePork AveriUe, New York, NV 40016t2121503~5100 ‘7 ,
V “JWLWWW-Mwm ‘ ’“* ' ’3‘“
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PRODUCT WATCH

Reviews
and
Updates

QUICKCODE FOR 1-2-5
Fox and Geller, Inc.

GENSCREEN
Personal Computer
Development Corp.

LET’S C
Mar/e Williams

QUICKCODE for 1-2-3
Fox and Geller, Inc. , ,
604 Market Street, Elmwood Park,
N] 07407 _
2010948883

PRICE: $149

CIRCLE“ 355 Gunman SERVICE CARD

acros provide a powerful program-
ming tool when working with Lotus

1-2-3. However, Lotus’s macros are diffi-
cult to write and document. QUICKCODE
for I»2-3 from Fox and Geller, Inc,
designed for use with Lotus 1-2-3,
makes programming macros easier.

QUICKCODE for 1—2-5 requires Lotus
1-2-5 version 2, DOS 2.0 or later, and
384KB. The program is not copy pro-
tected. After QUICKCODE for 1—2-5 has
been loaded into memory, it automati-
cally loads Lotus. When the user exits
Lotus, QUICKCODE for 1-2—3 automatically
removes itself from memory. The pro-
gram reduces the space available for
worksheets by about 126KB.

The QUICKCODE program includes
three components. The most impressive
is the macro language PU123, which is
similar to BASIC and dBASE languages.
The other two components are a key-
stroke recording capability, which
allows the user to record 999 key-
strokes, and a facility for developing
databases and supporting macros.

AUGUST 1986

As mentioned above, QUICKCODE for
1-2—5 includes a macro programming
language called PU123, which is
unquestionably the most useful Of the
program’s features. The command struc-
ture of the language forces structured
programming. The command names are
straightforward, so the PU123 code is
largely self—documenting. Users familiar
with either BASIC or the dBASE family
can begin writing complex macros with
QUICKCODE for 1-2—5 in a matter of
hours. However, because not all Lotus
macro commands have an equivalent
PI/123 command, the user must con-
tinue to rely somewhat on Lotus. PUI 25
is an expandable language—users can
add their own commands or change the
names of existing commands.

Users write PL/123 code in a pop-
up window using only very basic edit—
ing commands. The window limits pro—
grams to 500 lines. Because the code
produces ASCII files, any word proces—
sor can be used.

The facility for recording and play—
ing back keystrokes is the easiest of the
QUICKCODE for 1-2~3 functions to use.
This facility is a standard keyboard en»
hancer with the added ability to pro-
duce Lotus macros directly. Unfortu—
nately, it is poorly designed and incom—
patible with SideKick. Although the
manual claims that QUICKCODE can store
1,000 keystrokes, the program stops re—
cording after 999 and displays a mes-
sage stating the buffer has 1 percent of
memory remaining. The program al—
lows only one series of keystrokes to be
stored in memory at a time. If the user
begins to record a second series, the
program erases any existing keystrokes
without warning. Keystrokes stored in
memory can be written to a file or to
the current worksheet as a macro.

The user interface has several
rough edges. A QUICKCODE prompt re—
minds the user that Ctrl‘S can be used
to end the recording of keystrokes,
but the prompt disappears when

the user records keystrokes. Users
must resort to the manual if they for—
get how to end the process.

QUICKCODE does not prompt users
to save files when they exit Lotus. The
user exits Lotus and QUICKCODE is
cleared from memory, but the recorded
keystrokes are not saved.

While the program will accept a
/System command in a series of
recorded keystrokes, QUICKCODE will not
play back any keystrokes outside of
Lotus. QUICKCODE is both slower and
less flexible than SuperKey.

QUICKCODE’S third main feature is a
database manager that can be built from
Lotus 1—2—3 macros. However, the
macros that run the database are very
slow. Creating a database is a three—step
process. The first step is to develop a
file that lists the field names. This file
also can contain field length, type,
default value, and error checking. The
manual claims the program can create a
database with as many as 204 fields;
however, during testing, only 86 fields
were possible. Trying to produce a
database with a greater number of
fields resulted in error 244, which is
not mentioned in the manual.

After the specification file is
created, a database generation program
is run from DOS. The final step in
creating a database involves running a
third program from Lotus with QUICK-
CODE in memory. A three—field database
created with QUICKCODE during testing
required 16KB of memory.

A QUICKCODE database provides a
data entry mode and a data viewing
mode. The program permits viewing of
only one record at a time. The data-
entry screen does not display the com-
mand that signals the end of-data entry.
Further, QUICKCODE databases cannot be
easily converted to stand-alone data-
bases; the user must be familiar with
QUICKCODE commands.

While testing for this review, a
number of operations caused QUICK-
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CODE to hang the computer. In most in—
stances the problem was the result of
incompatibility between QUICKCODE and
memory—resident programs, such as
SideKick or SuperKey. For example,
pressing the help key (F1) more than
one time and pressing Ctrl—Break to end
a macro, then using the pop-up window
to edit a macro program both caused
the computer to hang. Trying to save an
empty window and pressing more than
one key at a time while editing in the
window also hung the system.

Pressing Ctrl-Break to end a macro,
then using the pop-up window to edit a
macro program also hung the system.
This problem, however, did not seem
to result from QUICKCODE’S incompatibil—
ity with memory—resident programs.

QUICKCODE’S manual is paperback,
which is difficult to keep open while
working through the tutorial. The instal-
lation section of the manual has many
minor errors, as do the examples in the
tutorial. For example, one program di-
vides by 10, but the text explains it is
dividing by 100. Several programs use a
counter, but it is not set at the begin-
ning of the program. The resulting ma—
cro runs once because the cell used to
store the counter value is empty and
has a value of 0. The macro will not run

again, however, because, after the first
execution, the cell contains the value
used to stop the macro. The typeset
manual makes it difficult to discern
spaces, and in some programs (espe-
cially Lotus macros) spaces are critical.
With the exception of a single explana—
tion line below each menu choice (sim—
ilar to menus in Lotus 1-2-5), QUICKCODE
provides no help facilities.

The technical support from Fox
and Geller, Inc. stated that QUICKCODE
users can sell the macros and databases
they create without making royalty pay—
ments to the company. The manual
does not mention this, however.

Fox and Geller, Inc. also makes a
outcxcona for the dBASE family of prod—
ucts, which is available for $295. (For a
review of the dBASE version, see “Instant
Gratification: QUICKCODE," Susan Glinert—
Cole, June 1984, p. 129.)

The current release of QUICKCODE
for 1-2-5 seems to be a program that
was rushed too quickly to market. It
cannot be recommended as a keyboard
macro program or as a tool for devel—
oping databases. However, PL/123 is a
valuable tool for writing macros. It is
much easier to use and to read than Lo-
tus 1-2—3’5 native macro language.

—RONNY RICHARDSON

Brand New From Peter Norton
A PROGRAMMER’S EDITOR

Direct from the
man who gave you
The Norton Utilities,
Inside the IBM PC,
and the PeterNorton
Programmer’s Guide.

, _ that’s lightning fast with the hot
features programmers need

Emma"
EDIRI

“This is the program-
mer’s editor that I wished
I’d had when I wrote my
Norton Utilities. You can
program your way to
glory with The Norton

A ,onderfill.condénsed loutlz’r’z

Peter Norton Computing, Inc., 2210 Wilshire Boulevard, ,5
Santa Monica, CA 90403, 213-453—236 1. Visa,

Mastercard and phone orders welcome.
Thr Norlun minor" K5 .1 mat-mm of Peter Nurttm Computing.1nc c WHO Put-r Norton computing

eat for_ 333,?311’16???fiscal?“ :C,

if” .,
”a:
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LET’S C ‘
“Mark Williams , , ,

, 1430 W.’ Wrigbtwood Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60614
312/472—6659 ,

PRICE: $75

CIRCLE 364 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Let’s C from Mark Williams is a
smaller and less expensive version of

the C Programming System for the PC.
However, the Let’s C compiler is sur-
prisingly similar to its more expensive
counterpart. Features of the Let‘s C
compiler can be compared to those of
the C compilers that were reviewed in
“The State of C” (William J. Hunt,
January 1986, p. 82).

Let’s C is intended for the casual or
small—project user. It supports only
small model programs (64103 of code
and 64KB of data). Users interested in
writing larger programs can upgrade to
the C Programming System compiler
and receive a discount equal to the ori»
ginal purchase price of Let’s C.

The basic specifications for Let’s C
are presented in table 1; table 2 pro—
vides an outline of the compiler’s fea-
tures. With the exception of the restric-
ted program size, Let’s C can be consid—
ered a full—featured compiler—it pro-
vides full support of the C language (in—
cluding register variable optimization)
as well as several extensions (such as
void functions, enumerated types, and
structure assignments). Let’s C is suffi—
ciently compact to fit easily on a dual—
floppy—disk system, and the package in-
cludes several convenient UNIX—like
utilities, such as egrep, pr, and wc,
along with the compiler, linker, and II»
brarian. Like most C compilers in this
price range, Let’s C includes a small,
full-screen editor (a miniature version
of the EMACS editor from UNDO for us—
ers who may not want to invest in a full
programmer’s editor for their system.
The editor is provided in source form
for customizing and study.

PC TECH JOURNAL



630M,” 9w?
for C programs to

compile and link?

Use C-terp
the complete C interpreter

This is the product you’ve been
waiting (and waiting) for!

Increase your productivi and avoid
agonizing waits. Get instant eedback of
your C programs for debugging and rapid
prototyping. Then use your compiler for
what it does best...compiling efficient code
...s|ow|y.

C-terp Features
0 Full K&R C (no compromises)
0 Complete built—in reconfigurable
screen editor —— Editor source available
for $98.
0 Fast -— Linking and semi—compilation
are breathtakingly fast.
0 Convenient -- Compiling and running
are only a keystroke or two away.
Errors bring you back to the editor at
the trouble spot.
0 Object Module Support -- Access
external functions and data. We
support Aztec, Microsoft 3.0, Computer
Innovations, Mark Williams, Lattice 2.1x
and Lattice 3.0.
I NEW: External functions can call
functions being interpreted.
0 Complete Multiple Module Support.
0 Symbolic Debugging -- Set breakpoints,
single-step, and directly execute C
expressions.
0 NEW: Software Paging to support those
BIG jobs.
0 Many more features including trace,
batch mode and 8087 support.

' Price: $300.00 (Demo $45.00) MC, VISA
Price 0! demo includes documentation & shippin within
US. PA residea add 6% sales tax. Specify Compi er.

0 C-terp runs on the IBM PC (or compatible) under DOS 2.x
with a suggested minimum of 256Kb of memory,
it can use all the memory available.

[hum Sorta/list
3207 Hogarth Lane - Collegeville, PA 19426

(21 5) 584-4261

'Trademarits: C86 (Computer Innovations), Lattice
{lattice Inc.) IBM (IBM Corp), C-terp (Cimpel Software),
Microsoft (Microsoft), Aztec (Manx)
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TABLE libjmcificaliom f g

Version, tested L l I 5.02
Supported on-__other;_ systems See text
Cross-compiler'hOSts Seetext'
Availability of libraries Fair
Minimum disk space

required 330KB
Minimum RAM " 256KB “
Supports full language Yes
Full standardl’ibrary": ' Yes“
PC—specific functions Yes
Assembly language interface Yes
COMPATIBILITY ‘ “

LINK ‘ * — '
SOURCE CODE
Start—up sequence —
Library functions —
MEMORY'MODEIS
Large , . , —— ,
Medium]: ‘ ' ‘ ._i "
Compact —
Small Yes
.COM _ —
OTHER PROGRAMS INCLUDED ,
Librarian Yes
Asssembler [ Yes -
Linker Yes
Source-level debugger Separate

[Other _ ,_ GREB PR,
V ” "Edit.\,‘etc.l

These specifications can be compared with those
for olber C compilers in table I in '7c State
of C" {William}. Hunt, jammy 1986, p. 84).

The Let’s C compiler supports the
small memory model only. It is not
compatible with MASM, and the
UNIX—like assembler included with
Let’s C is not as powerful as MASM.

Documentation for Let’s C consists
of a single, spiral-bound manual—the
same manual included with the C Pro—
gramming System. The sections applica»
ble only to the larger compiler are indi-
cated with shaded text. Overall, the
quality of the documentation is good; it
explains clearly the compiler‘s opera—
tion and options. The section dealing
with the assembler and linker, however,
is weak. See table 3 for an overall rating
of the compiler’s documentation.

Installation of the Let’s C compiler
also is clearly explained in the docu-
mentation. A separate directory can be
used to hold the compiler and linker,
the libraries, and the #include files.
Operation of the system is convenient.
The package includes compilation op—
tions that allow the programmer to

Instant-Cl”
The Fastest

Interpreter for C
Runs your programs 50
to 500 times faster than

any other C language
interpreter.

ny C interpreter can save you compile
and link time when developing your

programs. But only Instant-C saves
your time by running your program at
compiled—code speed.
Fastest Development. A program
that runs in one second when compiled
with an optimizing compiler runs in
two or three seconds with Instant-C.
Other interpreters will run the same
program in two minutes. Or even ten
minutes. Don’t trade slow compiling
and linking for slow testing and debug—
ging. Only Instant-C will letyou edit,
test, and debug at thefastestpossible
speeds.
Fastest Testing. Instant-C immedi—
ately executes any C expression, state—
ment, or function call, and display the
results. Learn C, or test your programs
faster than ever before.
Fastest Debugging. Instant-C gives
you the best source—level debugger for
C. Single-step by source statement, or
set any number of conditional break—
points throughout your program. Errors
always show the source statements
involved. Once you find the problem,
test the correction in seconds.
Fastest Programming. Instant-C
can directly generate executable files,
supports full K & R standard C, comes
with complete library source, and works
under PC-DOS, MS-DOS, or CP/M—86.
Instant-C givesyou working well-
testedprogramsfaster than any other
programming tool. Satisfaction guar-
anteed, or your money back in first
51 days. Instant-C is 8495.

Rational
Systems, Inc.

PO. Box 480
Natick, MA 01760
(617) 655—6194
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TABLE 2: Cbnzpilér'fieatures TABLE 5: Documentation Quality .

COMPIIER OPERATION ‘ 3 INSTALLATION _
Single—step compile command ‘Yes Packing list Yes

Compile and link Yes - File inventory ‘ -- , _ ' Yes ,
Accepts lists of files Yes Key files described Yes
Accepts wild cards Yes Quick step-by—step procedure Yes
Lists preprocessor output Yes Instructions for disk configurations . Yes
Listsassembler output , Yes 3 List changes from last version , __ , y — ~
Line numbers in error messages , Yes SET-UP
Header file search list , Yes _, Set—up assumptions described Good
Flexible disk file layout T Yes Notes on RAM/second hard disk Poor
C LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS OPERATIONS EXPLAINED
Embedded assembly language — Compile options ‘ L 5. , ' ' Good
Void function returns Yes Compiler error messages ’ ‘ Good
Enumerated types * Yes Linking C programs ‘ Fair
Structure assignment, etc. Yes Runtime error messages Good
Function argument checking ' ' —— Runtime options Good
LIBRARY EXTENSIONS LANGUAGFJLIBRARY SPECIFICATIONS
Math functions (sqrt, exp, etc.) Yes Deviations from Kernighan andrRitchie standard Gobd
Unbuffered file I/O Yes Data type representation _ Good
Keyboard input (low-level) _ ~ _ Yes Memory models and memory layout Fair
PC screen output (cursor control, * DOS and PC-specific features Fair

cursor attributes, scroll) Some ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE mTERFACE
Execute programs/DOS (exec/fork and system) Yes Segment, group, and class specification ' ’ Fair
MS—DOS services (date, time, etc.) Some Standard prologue, epilogue _ _ Poor
PC—specific functions Some Instruction formats for args, public, extern, struct Poor
UNIX-compatible fUUCtiOUS ,, Yes Return value conventions Fair
Error recovery (SCtlmP( ), longjmp( ) ) Yes I ~ Complete examples Poor
FILE I/O m1; yo ' ,
R€dir€CUOD Yes Redirection , ‘ ’ ' ' Fair
Full path names Yes Console 1/0 Good
DOS 1.1 support _ — ~ _ Device I/O GOOd
DOS 3-1 file sharing — Buffered versus unbuffered Good

Record 10¢n _ . _— O, ASCII versus binary modes Good
ASCII/binary mode Yes ‘ LIBRARY DOCUMENTATION ‘
MEMORY USAGE Average lines per function _ _ 20‘ -
Overlays Yes Cross—reference information ’ Good
Default StaCk size Yes ,, Functions in table of contents Good
Stack size settable Yes ‘ Examples Of use Poor
Stack overflow checking . —— MANUAL ORGANIZATION _
8086 FAMILY SUPPORT Detailed table of contents ' ‘ Good
Bite/word alignment — Index with functional entries Fair
80186/80286 SUPPOFI — Order of function documentation L Alpha.
8087/80287 support ... OVERALL RATING Good

Automatic sensing ' , _
ROM support _ ——

These notes on the documentation for [be Let’s C compiler can be
These compiler features can be compared with those for other C compile): compared with thosefor other compilers in table 3 in “The
in table 2 in ‘779e State of C” (William j. Hunt, january 1986, p. 86). State ofC” {William}. Hunt, january 1986, p. 88),

Let’s C is easy to install, and the compiler options are Well The documentation supplied with Let’s C is the same as that
documented. It is as full featured as many 3500 products. included with the C Developer’s System.

check programs rigorously for corn— overall, the linker is slightly slower than ing only a few functions in assembly
pliance with the C language as de- LINK (see table 4 for benchmark times). language to improve program execution
scribed in Kernighan and Ritchie’s C Let’s C outputs only Mark Williams‘ speed. For users working with larger
Programming Language (Prentice-Hall, proprietary object module format. In projects, however, this restriction can
1978). Thus, casual or infrequent C pro- addition, output produced by the as- prove a real nuisance. Mark Williams’
grammers are able to write clean pro— sembler is readable only by the UNIX- object format is supported by some
grams with a minimum of trouble. Both like assembler included with the pack- (not all) add—on library vendors, includ-
the compiler and the linker are reason- age, not by MASM. This may not be a ing Greenleaf and C Power Packs from
ably fast when used for development; problem for users content with rewrit— SoftWare Horizons, Inc.
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TABLE 4:» Benchmarks _, I
COMPILE TIMES
60-line file ,
150-line file
SOD-line file
marinas
1 object file
6 object files
PROGRAM SIZES (bytes)
Eratosthenes sieve
Pentathlon
GENERAL OPERATIONS , ,
Function callsi(Fibonacci) ‘ 28.7
Integer arithmetic 36.9
Long arithmetic 199.8
Subscripts (character count) 28.0
Pointer use (string copy) 37.6

With registervariables 131.3
Eratosthenes sieve 24.2

With register variables 18.7
malto- '
Read/Write

Floppy disk to floppy disk
Hard diskto hard diSk

Getc/putc
Floppy disk to floppy disk 9.1
Hard disk to hard disk 5.3

Floating—point operations
Add/multiply (dot product) , 30.0
Exp/log ‘ , . {-34.9 , ‘
Sin/tan (trig functions) 41.4

, 20.9
57.6
60.6

35.8
41.4

12,183
15,480

19.5 ,
5,0 .,

Times are shown for the small model only.

Benchmarks were run on an Alpha Micro
Workstation, the programs were run from a
hard dis/c. This should be considered when com-
paring these benchmark times to loose in table
4 in ”The State ofC"(Wil/1'amf Hunt, january
1986, p. 90), which were reportedfor a PC/XT.

These benchmark times indicate that
Let’s C is simply the C Developer’s
System without the extra memory
models and MASM compatibility.

The benchmarks shown in table 4
were run on an Alpha Micro Worksta-
tion (a PC/XT clone) equipped with
512KB of memory, a 10MB hard disk,
and an STB Chauffeur video board.
CONFIGSYS was present with BUF»
FERS=20 and FILES=20. The results
show that the .EXE files produced by
the compiler are smaller than average.
In addition, with the exception of the
Sieve, execution times were somewhat
slower than average, and the result of
the long—arithmetic benchmark was
much slower than average. Using regis-
ter variables improves performance
slightly. The feature and benchmark ta—
bles (see tables 2 and 4, respectively)
indicate that Let’s C is, in short, the C
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Programming System without the mem—
ory models or MASM compatibility.

The performance and documenta-
tion of the $75 Let’s C compiler rival
those of C compilers for the PC cur—
rently being sold for $500. Let‘s C rep—
resents a professional-quality compiler
at a bargain price.

In addition, the Let’s C compiler,
like the full C Programming System, can
be used with the Mark Williams csd
source debugger. While this debugger
suffers from some limitations (for ex-

ample, it is unable debug assembly lan-
guage or library functions) and some ir—
ritations (especially its habit of proofing
input key by key rather than when Re—
turn is pressed), it is generally consid-
ered adequate for use with small pro-
grams. Like Let’s C, the debugger is
priced at $75; thus, a complete C pro-
gramming system that is sufficient for use
with small projects can be purchased
from Mark Williams for only $150.

Let’s C goes a long way toward
bringing the power of C to the average

EditCheck syntax checks
C source programs from within

its multi-window editor.
EditCheck is a new kind of program-
mer's tool that provides an integrated
C Language source code programm-
ing platform. It improves your pro-
ductivity, and reduces your frustra-
tion caused by making multiple cycles
between a program editor and a com-
piler to manually locate and eliminate
syntax, semantic, and other errors in
your programs.

You can think of EditCheck as a
powerful editing and program check-
ingfacility that works asafront-end
companion to your C compiler.

EditCheck consists of an extensive
C language source program checker,
a window - oriented full screen editor,
a file access facility, and a context sen-
sitive on - line help facility, all united
in a consistent, integrated environ-
ment platform that extensively uses
a fast windowing system.

All EditCheck commands can be ex-
ecuted through single - keystrokes, or
thru a fast pop - up menu system, or
by a combination of keystrokes and
menu choices. All keystroke com-
mands can be user reassigned to any
keyboard key.

INTERACTIVE INTRA & INTER-
MODULE CHECKING

The heart of EditCheck‘s contribution
is a powerful C language program
checker which provides strong type
checking from within the editing en-
vironment. The “lintvlike" checker
does a thorough evaluation of your
source code and detects common er-
rors and questionable practices. in-
cluding many that most C compilers
will overlook. The checker is based
on “K & R" C specs plus Unix exten-
sions and “lint" functions.

The checker runs interactively on
part or all of a source program file,
or group of program files. It opens
a context window on the file where
an error is detected and highlights
the token which was being parsed
when the error was detected. It also
opens a message window with a
descriptive error message, and
presents a menu of options which you
can take to correct the error.

The checker allows you to provide a
program module list for complete
checking or checking of unchecked
modules. You can also check the
modules in this list in batch mode if
you desire.

Everest Solutions Inc.
3350 Scott Blvd., Bldg. 58
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 986-8977

The source program checking
capabilities in EditCheck will
substantially increase your speed in
achieving error-free C programs.

WINDOW - ORIENTED FULL
SCREEN EDITOR

EditCheck‘s editor allows you to edit
text in the current window and to
copy or move text within or between
wmdows. The editor supports both
horizontal and vertical scrolling, and
allows you to use marks and zones,
move the cursor to specified objects,
search and replace (case sensitive or
insensitive), change case of the text,
control input mode, etc.

The editor uses a file paging scheme
which allows you to edit and check
modules larger than your avialable
RAM memory. Any ASCII file may
he read by the editor. Files may be
inserted or appended to the current
window file.

The editor is both key-command
driven and menu driven, or mixed
usage. Key - commands are fully user
reassignable.

WINDOWS, FILES AND MORE

The EditCheck environment is
window-oriented. You may have as
many windows open at the same time
as you wish. Windows may overlap
or be tiled, at your option. You may
switch back and forth between win-
dows, and move or copy information
between them.

The windows which you open may
display different files or multiple dif-
ferent areas of the same file. You con-
trol the location and size of all user
windows, and can save the contents
of a window, hide it, bury it, close it,
or show it.

Windows are also extensively used
by the EditCheck system to build
commands, display help, show a
module list, display messages, show
program context while checking, etc.

Access to some of the DOS file-
oriented commands is also provided
from within EditCheck.

A group of environment commands
are available to change the coloring
of windows (with a color graphics
adapter and display), set the way you
are notified of errors, and redefine
the meaning of keys on the keyboard.

CONTEXT SENSITIVE HELP

Help is available to you in several
ways. You may use a function key to
get context sensitive help particular
to where you are in the system. You
may select the help index, and choose
a topic of interest. You may also ask
the help subsystem to search for a
particular word of interest within the
entire system. Display of current key-
bindings is also available.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

EditCheck requires an IBM PC / XT/
AT or compatible, with 384K RAM,
2 flexible 5.25 inch disk drives or one
flexible and one hard disk. DOS 2.0
or later.

HOW TO GET EDITCHECK

You can order today by mailing the
coupon, or by phonin our toll free
number. Send your check with the
coupon, or we can ship COD (US on-
I ) or on your purchase order. No

redit Cards at this time. Outside
USA please pay in US funds.

—"_———'I
EditCheck
Everest Solutions, Inc.
3350 Scott Boulevard, Bldg. 58

I Santa Clara, CA 95054
To Order Call:

1 —800 -621-0854 Ext. 923

I or Send Coupon:

Please rush me EditCheck with 30
day money- back guarantee, and

I without copy-protection.

Price $90.00 plus applicable charges:
(Please check items below):

_CA. resid. add Sls. Tax: $630
_Ground ship add: $3.00
_USA Air Ship add: $5.00
_Outside USA Air Ship add: $9.00
_COD or Purch. 0rd. add: $5.00

I Amount Enclosed:—
or: COD requested (USA only)

I or E0. #

I Co. Name

I Name

Street

City

State .—_ Zip

Day Phone
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PROTECT vouR TE@H
COPIES or JOURNAL-

Make your collection at PC TECH JOURNAL a handsome addition to your office or home—and
protect and organize your copies for easy reference!
PC TECH JOURNAL Magazine Binders and Cases are made of durable luxury-look leatherette
over quality binder board. Custom designed for PC TECH JOURNAL, every order receives FREE
transfer foil to mark dates and volume numbers.
FOR FAST SERVICE CALL TOLL-FREE I-800—972-5858
MAGAZINE BINDERS I Illll ‘llmll’ll P.0.Box5120 I
Hold your I iiOURNAL. Philadelphia, PA 19141
' su son ~
iitdiT/idual Please send Cl Binders Cl CasesQuan’tily
snap—on l Payment enclosed $__.‘ Add Si per order
rods. $8.95 For postage & handling. (Outside USA, add $2.50 per
each' 3 for I unit ordered, US currency only.)

I I Charge my:
$25.75; 6 for $48.75. I E] Amex El Visa El MC (Minimum order $10.)

I Card No.OPEN BACK
CASES
Store your
copies for
individual
reference.
$Z95 each,-
3 for $22.95; 6for $43.95.

Exp. Date

please print Iull name

I Address

I City

Zip

I
I
I
I
I

I Mn/MrsJMs. I
I I

I
I
I
II State

'PA residents add 6% sales tax.
L____________l

GET THE BEST
DISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM,
AND STOP PLAYING AROUND.

Hide and seek is a great game, but why play it with your computer? You've been spending too much time
chasing after those remote files...mouming your mistaken erasures...trying to hide delicate work-in-progress.
Get back to business. Get FILE POWER.
Go ahead, compare it to Norton Utilities and Window DOS. You'll find that FILE POWER is the most powerful and
complete disk management system around!

FILE
POWER

Norton Window
FEATURES Utilities DOS
Sort x x
Encryption
Undelete x
Buffer Extender
Copy Space Allocation
Disk Search x
Path Macros x
Time Display
Erase Prompt
Change Directory x
Directory Display x x

x

><
><

><
><

><
><

><
><

><
><

><

So get down to work...more efficiently, more accurately. more powerfully...with FILE POWER. It's a great way for
you and your computer to get serious.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE:
$59.95 ifyou order before
A_ugust 31, 1986!
Bruce Newman Company
425 E. 80th St., #2A
New York, NY 10021
Or phone: 212772-2399

Bulk orders accepted.
All packages are sent UPS.
Add $5 for UPS blue.
New York State residents
add 83/a% sales tax.
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PC programmer at an affordable price.
It is not intended for users requiring a
large memory model attached to an as-
sembler with the power of MASM. How-
ever, this compiler can be highly rec—
ommended to users who require an ex-
cellent small model implementation
with a quick compile-link—run cycle.

—MARTY FRANZ

GENSCREEN
Personal Computer DZ

Corporation -_ ‘ y' , . _
P.0. Box 8556, Warwick, RI 02888 , '40183378704,“- -_ ' ' ‘
PRICE.- $69.99 f 7’ i '

. -'! effiggnig ti.@

CIRCLE 354 ON READERSERVICE CARD

OBOL developers may find a time
saver in GENSCREEN, a utility that gen-

erates screens for use in applications.
Available from Personal Computer De—
velopment Corporation, the product is
designed for use with programs written
in Microsoft COBOL version 2.0 or later
and IBM COBOL version 1.0. (Accord-
ing to Personal Computer Development
Corporation, GENSCREEN is the only
screen generator available for use with
Microsoft COBOL that produces compil—
able source code.)

The program’s objective is to
reduce the time required to develop
and maintain the screen section of a
Microsoft COBOL program. To this end,
it takes over the tedious task of generat-
ing the data statements needed to sup-
port screen input and output. GENSCREEN
reads an ASCII line sequential file that
contains an image of the screen, which
can be created with any program editor
or word processor capable of out-
putting a standard ASCII file. In addition
to the screen’s labels, the screen file
also contains delimiters that are used to
define the beginning and end of each
input or output field.

PC TECH JOURNAL
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Unlike some other screen utilities,
GENSCREEN does not include a screen
painter; the developer must depend on
a program editor to create screen
images. This can be an advantage when
designing a screen because text editors
are more powerful and often easier to
use than screen painters. On the other
hand, if the user’s text editor does not
support input of non«keyboard charac—
ters via the Alt key and numeric keypad,
the user will not be able to include
graphics characters in screen designs.

After a screen image is created, the
user can choose to allow GENSCREEN to
generate data names for input fields to
create a second file, containing a list of
custom data names.

GENSCREEN presents a display that
allows users to enter parameters for the
names of the input and output files, for
a fill character for alphanumeric fields,
and for the default screen colors. This
display is supported by pop—up help
windows that almost eliminate the need
to refer to the documentation.

GENSCREEN’S strength lies in its ease
of use. The documentation is short but
complete. During testing, the pamphlet
was read, the software installed, and a
sample screen generated—all in less
than 50 minutes. A menu screen with
borders and icons was created in an ad-
ditional 20 minutes.

The penalty for GENSCREEN'S ease of
use is limited features. GENSCREEN can
handle the screen only as a whole—
with the exception that it marks the in-
put fields in the screen image. All fields
in the GENSCREEN—generated screen sec-
tion are assigned the same default attri—
butes. As a result, the user cannot take
advantage of the complete set of attri—
butes provided by the compilers the
product supports. Additional features
can be added by editing the copy files
produced by GENSCREEN. Any changes to
the copy files must be repeated if the
screen layout is regenerated.

Two points must be remembered
with GENSCREEN. First, the screen image
created with the text editor is limited to
80 columns and 25 lines. Second, a
space must follow the terminating de—
limiter of each input or output field.

As a result of the second stipula-
tion, three blank spaces always separate
any two fields on the same display line;
if borders are used, at least two spaces
separate the fields and the screen bor—
der. Thus, GENSCREEN cannot convert
screens generated in some other
COBOL implementations to Microsoft
COBOL. However, the product did
prove to be a time saver in most cases,
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even though some editing was required
to produce custom screens.

GENSCREEN is also limited in its han-
dling of screen attributes. Only the fore-
ground and background color of the
entire screen can be set within GEN-
SCREEN. To change the color (or any
other attribute) of a specific field, the
user must manipulate the COBOL code
produced by GENSCREEN.

GENSCREEN performed well during
testing. The only problem surfaced
when an editor was used that embed—

ded Tab characters in the screen image
file. GENSCREEN did not process the Tab
characters as five spaces. The Personal
Computer Development Corporation as—
sures this problem will be corrected.

GENSCREEN is not a screen manager
and does not reduce the coding effort
necessary for handling screen edits and
validations. Nonetheless, the product
can save time. It is best suited for pro-
grams that will remain fairly static.

—JOHN C. NOIAND

Why debug your Program in
Assembly Language when you
wrote it in one of these... ,3,
Without source level debugging, the
programmer must spend time mentally
making translations between assembly
language and the C or Pascal in which the
program was written. These tedious trans—
lations burn up valuable time which
should be spent making critical product
schedules. Lower level debugging tools
are superseded by Atron’s SOFTWARE
SOURCE PROBE. This is the debugging
tool used by professionals. Why? ——
Because it has the features they need to
solve complex debugging problems.
SOFTWARE SOURCE PROBE has the
same command interface as the Atron
hardware assisted software debuggers —
so you can fill your lab with compatible
debugging tools and minimize new learning.

How To Single Step Your
Source Code And Keep Critical
Data In View
With SOFTWARE SOURCE PROBE, you
can step your program by source code
statements. While stepping, a window which
you define can display critical high level
data structures in your
program. The next
several source code
statements are also
displayed to give you
a preview of what the
program will do.

" r E’s”:
Software @3328?

Probe Source

How To Display Data In
Meaningful Formats
Why look at program data in hex when you
defined it to be another data type in your
program, SOFTWARE SOURCE PROBE
provides a formatted print statement to
make the display of your variables look like
something you would recognize. You can
specify data symbolically, too.

Solving The Tough Bugs
When the others fail, SOFTWARE
SOURCE PROBE keeps on debugging,
When you need isolation between the
debugger and the program — you get
screen switching, dual monitor support, or
you can run the debugger from a totally
separate CRT. When you need to get out
of a program lock up state — you get
recovery through the optional crash
recovery switch box. When you want to
trace a procedure calling sequence — you
get a command to unthread stack nesting.
When you want conditional sequential
breakpoints — you get powerful LOOP,
LOOP COUNT and lF/THEN/ELSE debug
commands. When you want to build
complex command sequences, you get
Macro commands. And when you need an
affordable debugging tool — you get
SOFTWARE SOURCE PROBE — s129
CRASH RECOVERY SWITCH BOX — s99.
Then when you want to optimize the
performance of your program — get Atron's
SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE AND
TIMING ANALYZER (also s129). It gives
you histograms of your executing program,
counts events, and shows you all the
execution times of given procedures.

80 why waste
more time.
Call Atron and
get one of our

today...

THE DEBUGGER COMPANY
20665 Fourth Street 0 Saratoga, CA 95070 O 408/741-5900
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PB 0 MAINFBAME
VIA 9-TBABK TAPE

For Information Interchange — Backup — Archival Storage
IBM format compatible 9-track, V2 inch magnetic tape is the universally accepted

mediator mainframes and minicomputers. Catamount offers Low Cost, Lightweight
9-track rl‘ape Subsystems for the IBM-PC/XT/A’I‘ computers which allow:

- Reading tapes generated on mainframes and minicomputers.
- Writing tapes to be read on mainframes and minis.
- ASCII, EBCDIC and Binary tapes accommodated.

- 800 bpi NRZI, "ill/mu bpi PB, and 6250 bpi GCR format systems available.
. Storage capacities up to 270 MB on a single reel.

Systems come complete with comprehensive DOS command syntax oriented
software and an Installable Device Driver. For OEM applications,

the tape controller is available separately.

CAIAMOUNT
CORPORATION

2243 Agate Court
Simi Valley, CA 93065-1898
(805) 584—2233
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Programming

SR. SOFTWARE
ENGINEERS
ASHTON-TATE is one of the nation’s most dy-
namic leaders in the microcomputer software
industry, publishers of dBASE III Plus ®,
Framework II® and MultiMate® . We currently
have a challenging opportunity for a few qualified
Senior Software Engineers in our Product
Development Centers.

Selected candidates for these key positions will
be senior designers of systems software,
database internals, and/or user interfaces; and
have a working knowledge of ”C” and MS-
DOS. Experience with ASHTON-TATE pro-
ducts, database applications and UNIX a plus.
ASHTON-TATE offers a competitive salary
and comprehensive benefits package. For im-
mediate consideration, send your resume to:
Mr. Tony Faison, ASHTON-TATE, 20101
Hamilton, Torrance, CA 90502. Equal Op-
portunity Employer.
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Our C-language book
putsyour IBM® PCon

O

COMPLETE C LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING FOR
THE IBM® PC by Douglas A. Troy combines the
two most popular computing tools on the
scene today. Using syntax diagrams—literally
the “road maps" of the language—this step—
by-step guide will steer you all the way from
theoryto applications.

Little, Brown and Company
Boston, MA 02108

400 pages $24.95
ISBN 117943

To order, call
800-343-9204
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ADALAB-PC®
Adds Lab Data Acquisition
To Your IBM®PC For $655
An ideal interface for chromatography,
pectrophotometry, process control, etc.

ADALAB-PC includes 0 a 13-bit
integrating ND, 9 a 12-bitfastA/D (up

to 20 kHz, add $275), 9 a 12-bit D/A voltage
output, 0 a second 12—bit D/A (add $55), 9 32

digital I/O bits, (3 four 16-bit timers or counters, and 0 a
0 , terminator board which has a 4-channel mul-

. tiolexer and convenient screw
"' terminals (16-channel

differential analog
multiplexer with

programmable
gains from 1 to 256,

add $300).
G) 9 Versatile ADAPT soft-

ware and manual (free with
ADALAB-PC) works with BASIC,

FORTRAN or PASCAL, includes self-test
and data acquisition software. Supports fast DMA

sampling, extended memory storage, » -
scrolling stripchart display.

(E) LABTECH NOTEBOOK software $895.
0 IMI is an IBM Value Added Dealer.

COMPLETE ADALAB—PC SYSTEMS
at $3595, including 256K IBM PC,
360KB disk, PC DOS 3.0, green moni-
tor, color/graphics adapter, Epson
printer with adapter & cable, ADALAB-
PC, ADAPT software, plus IMI‘s Scien-
tific Plotter-PC ($95) and Curve Fitter-
PC software ($95) FREE with systems!

”f

®Traoeman< or International
Business Machines Corp

@Im- INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
I P.O. Box 139, Dept. 237 Telex: 705250

State College, PA 16804 (814) 238-8294
CIRCLE NO. 209 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BOOK REVIEWS

An Elegant Scheme
An advanced introduction to the pn'nczples of
computer science, this text is also an invaluable
wor/eboo/efor the Schemeprogrammer.

Structure and Interpretation of
Computer Programs
Harold Abelson and GeraldJay Suss-
man with juiie Sussman (MIT Press/
McGraw—Hill, Cambridge, MA I985)
542 pages, hardcover, $34.95

Structure and Inter-
:wm pretation of Com-

puter Programs was
developed from the
course notes for an
accelerated intro—
ductory computer
science course at
Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology
(MIT). Written by
Professors Harold

Abelson and Gerald Jay Sussman, it
covers subjects ranging from procedural
abstraction to compiler implementation,
from data-directed programming to reg—
ister machines—all in a style that is uni—
versally praised by students.

This book is designed for readers
with a working knowledge of the pro-
gramming language Scheme, a dialect
of LISP developed at MIT. As a text, it is
not for casual reading and is not an in-
troduction to the language. Rather, it is
a complete introduction to the funda-
mental principles of computer science,
and in this it leaves no stone unturned.

Scheme is a lexically scoped, inter—
preter-based language in which proce-
dures are treated as first class data
objects, so that programs may be
manipulated as data. Its expressive pow-
er and simple syntax make Scheme ide-
al for illustrating the fundamental con-
cepts of computer science. All the pro-
gramming exercises and examples in
the text are written in Scheme.

The introductory chapter begins
with a brief explanation of Scheme
which should enable the reader to
write simple programs. Features and
variations of the language are intro—
duced in later chapters.

Strumre and Imerpmatien of
Computer hograrns
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Explanations of iterative and recur-
sive computation, orders of growth, and
the passing of procedures as parameters
and results follow the introductory sec
tion on Scheme The latter capability is
one of Scheme’s most powerful and
makes a whole host of data and control
abstraction mechanisms possible.

Chapter 2 explains the use and
implementation of data types, using se—
quences, lists, tre‘es, sets, and real, com—
plex and rational numbers as examples.
The text emphasizes simple, functional
implementations of data abstractions
and provides code for a symbolic differ—
entiator, a Huffman-encoder, and a gen—
eric arithmetic package for illustration.
Explanations of data—directed program-
ming and message—passing and example
programs from earlier in the chapter
are rewritten using these techniques.

In chapter 3, the authors provide a
fresh perspective on the eternal prob-
lem of programming side effects. They
deal with issues of local state, including
assignment and mutable data objects
and the costs and benefits thereof.

This chapter also describes the
stream, which is a programming model
analogous to the electrical engineers
signaLprocessing model for circuits. A
full implementation of streams, written
in Scheme, is presented as a practical
means by which to avoid the problems
that are usually associated with assign-
ment and mutable data.

The application of computer lan-
guages as an abstraction mechanism,
including a discussion of elementary
language implementation, is covered in
chapter 4, “Metalinguistic Abstraction."
The authors provide a detailed analysis
of the workings of the Scheme inter»
preter and include code that will imple-
ment both the Scheme interpreter and
a logic-based database query language.
Special attention is paid to binding
disciplines (for example, lexical versus
dynamic scoping) and the environment
model of evaluation.

Abelson and Sussman use a simple
register-machine simulator to explain
assembly-language programming con—
cepts, including: memory and address—
ing, registers, flow of control, stack op-
erations, subroutine calls, and tail recur-
sion. After the simulator has been intro-
duced and thoroughly exercised, the
authors discuss compilers and their
implementation. The text includes a
complete compiler, written in Scheme,
to convert Scheme expressions to cor-
responding register—matching code.

Challenging, thought—provoking
exercises appear throughout the text. In
many, the reader is asked to add or
modify code to complete or change the
behavior of sample systems. Imaginary
characters Ben Bitdiddle and Alyssa P.
Hacker pose problems and entertain
the reader with their exploits.

All sample code in the text will run
without change on Texas Instruments’
PC Scheme for the TI Professional and
IBM PC. Structure and Interpretation of
Computer Program was written with a
hands-on learning environment in
mind, and PC Scheme complements it
well. (See Product of the Month in this
issue, p. 29, for more details.)

While it is not light reading, Struc-
ture and Interpretation of Computer
Programs is clear, concise, and fre-
quently amusing. Its emphasis on sim—
ple, elegant solutions to problems, and
the wide variety of programming tools
and techniques it presents, make it a
valuable reference book.

—ARTHUR GLECIQER

FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE
The US. Government Printing Office of»
fers a free catalog of 1,000 of the gov-
ernment’s best sellers. The US Govern-
ment BOOKS catalog includes nearly 20
titles on computer science. It can be or—
dered by writing to: New Catalog, PO.
Box 57000, Washington, DC 20013.
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New for IBM PC/XT/AT
low cost mag tape subsystem
. Fast controller—40Kbytes/second
0 New MAINSTREAMER“ tape drive
0 Small size, lightweight
Send for our complete drive and interface manuals so
you can evaluate and compare. Only $25 for both.
Tape systems are also available for all other RS—232—C
interfaces. Call or write attn: IBEX Applications
Engineer today.

Right for the times
IBEX COMPUTER CORPORATION
20741 Marilla St, Chatsworth. CA 91311
(818) 709-8100 TWX: 910—493—2071
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OVERCOME
FORTRAN I PASCAL l C

LIMITATIONS WITH
$129 Ver. 3.0 For:

MS FORTRAN/PascaI/C
N0 IBM Professional

LICENSE and HM FORTRAN
FEE SuperSoft FORTRAN

NOW SUPPORTS IBM ENHANCED GRAPHICS
AND HERCULES MONOCHROME GRAPHICS

A library of over90 Assembler routines transform FORTRAN, Pascal and C language
compilers into the flexible, responsive, complete languages needed forthe microcom-
puter environment. Hundreds of NO LIMIT owners are creating highly interactive
software systems, often utilizing existing mainframe code and saving time and
money in the process. Ver. 3.0 features include:
EXTENSIVE GRAPHICS (Get, Put, Paint, Color, Dot, Line, Box, Circle, Ellipse)
FULL SCREEN CONTROL (Windows, Cursor, Read/Write Screen)
STRING MANIPULATION (Match, Compare, Concatenate/Extract, Pack, Justify)
KEYBOARD CONTROL (Read Key During Execution, String Read With Edit)
FILE MANAGEMENT (Exist’2, Rename, Delete)
COMMUNICATIONS (Full Interrupt Driven to 9600 Baud, Set Com Line,

Send/Receive, Line/Modem Status)
DOS Execution, Program Execution
(Command Line Read, DOS 3.1 Directories, Peek, Poke,
Random Numbers, System Status, etc.)

And to complement N0 LIMIT, the HO PRO development system allows creation
and editing of FORTRAN/PascaI/C callable screens. This word processortype sys-
tem pays for itself several times over on your first project. $261.

INTERRUPTS
OTHER FEATURES

M | E | F Environmental Inc.
PO. Box 26537 Austin, Texas 78755

(800) 562-9700 (512) 251-5543 (Texas)
©Tradsmark ol Microsolt Inc.. Supersolt Inc., IBM Corporation, Ryan-McFarland and Microsoft lnc.. respectively.
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dBASE

the dIM translator

dproduces quality C direct
from dBASE II or 111 programs.

' Move dBASE programs to UNIX or other machines.

0 Improve program speed and reliability

0 Support multi—user/network applications.

0 With power guidebook of conversion hints.

0 Includes full screen handler and uses your
current C database manager

0 May be used to move existing programs or help
dBASE programmers learn C easily

0 For MSDOS. PCDOS. UNIX. XENIX, Macintosh, AMIGA.
(Uses ANSISYS driver on MSDOS. CURSES under UNIX)

0 Priced from 8350, also available from distributors.

d is o trademark of DeSKtOP Ai

1720 Post Road E., Westport, CT 06880 MCIMAIL - DESKTOPAI
Phone - 203-255-3400 Telex - 6502972226MC|
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Does your database
program let you...
1 . Add and delete fields from 9
existing files without destroying files .

2. Increase or reduce field 9
width without destroying files .

3. Avail the updated data 9
to all user files in the system .

4. Use the existing data 9
instead of re-entering it as original data .

5. Create hierarchy 9
and network databases easily .

6. Keep a true data— 9
base, not just manage files .

TrueDataBase does!
(and much more.)
For further information contact:
Software That Really Works, Inc.
750 E. Colorado Blvd. Ste 4
Pasadena, Ca. 91101
(818) 798-1661
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LEGAL BRIEF MAX STUL OPPENHEIMER

Taxing Software
Aproposed regulation in Calzfomz'a would single out
sofi‘ware tramionsfor a special tax.

wo—and-a-half years ago this column
noted two approaches being taken

to the taxability of the sale of software:
some states were treating software en—
coded on disks the same as music en—
coded on records and therefore taxing
the sale to the user (even in the case of
custom programming); others viewed
computer programming as a service
and therefore not subject to sales tax.
(See “Sales Tax and Software: Nothing
is Simple,” Legal Brief, Max Stul Oppen-
heimer, January 1984, p. 196.)

The issue is Whether a program
diskette is $1.50 worth of tangible prop-
erty with some very valuable intangible
(and therefore nontaxable) property
encoded on it, or is it a very valuable
piece of tangible property (and there—
fore taxable at the sales price). The
issue could be left to the courts to re-
solve under general tax statutes, or it
could be resolved definitively by spe—
cific legislation purposely directed at
software transactions.

Taxation is a mixture of logic, fair-
ness, and policy. If the United States
Congress wants to reduce the use of
gasoline, it can force the price up by
adding a tax to the sale of the product.
Likewise, if California has decided to
kill off its software industry for public
policy reasons, it can probably do so.

California’s State Board of Equaliza—
tion (SBE), which is charged with C01-
lecting sales tax and therefore with
interpreting the sales tax statute, has
proposed what seems an illogical meth-
od of applying sales tax to software.

The pattern of California’s sales tax
statute, greatly simplified, is as follows:
retail sales of tangible personal prop—
erty are taxable; sales to a retailer for
resale are not; sales by the retailer to
the consumer are. On the question of
how to deal with computer programs
(where intangible data is encoded on
tangible media) the California legisla-
ture took the middle ground, applying
sales tax to “canned” programs (those
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intended for general or repeated use)
but not to ”custom computer pro—
grams," defined as programs “prepared
to the special order of the customer,”
including “those services represented
by separately stated charges for modifi-
cations to an existing program which
are prepared to the special order of the
customer...Modification to an existing
program to meet the customer’s needs
is custom computer programming only
to the extent of the modification."

A specific legislative finding and
declaration was made that ”sales and
service of custom computer pro-
grams...are service transactions not sub-
ject to sales or use taxes under any
existing state law. The use of any stor—
age media in the transfer of custom
computer programs is only incidental to
the true object of the transaction, which
is the performance of a service.”

The SBE has proposed Draft Regu-
lation #1502, an interpretation of the
statute. If the sale of a disk to a user
may be taxed, why not tax the sale of
the master disk from the author to the
publisher? (Several answers are dis-
cussed below.) Try to decipher what
the SBE is doing with these regulations:
1. The transfer of title of tangible per-

sonal property including property on
which...information has been re—
corded...is a sale subject to tax.

»’ f7 i a.
2. Charges for modifying consumer-fur—

nished tangible personal property
(cards, tapes, disks, etc.), including
charges for recording...information
on...such tangible personal property
are generally subject to tax.

5. Leases of tangible personal property
may be taxable under certain condi-
tions. In the case of canned pro—
grams the tax applies to license fees.

4. The sale or lease of a prewritten pro—
gram is not taxable if the program is
transferred by telecommunications
from the seller’s place of business to
the purchaser’s computer.

5. The tax does not apply to sales of
custom computer programs, which
include a program prepared to the
special order of a customer who will
use the program to produce and sell
or lease copies of the program.

6. The transfer of a prewritten program
on storage media is not a sale for re—
sale when the storage media, or an
exact copy, will be used to produce
additional copies of the program.

The fifth and sixth provisions seem
inconsistent, although they can be
reconciled. One interpretation might be
that, while the sale of a program to a
publisher is not “a sale for resale,” it is
exempt from sales tax because it is a
“special order.” The problem with this
interpretation is that it makes provision

185
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LEGAL BRIEF

number 6 nonfunctional unless the SBE
intends to draw a distinction between a
software author commissioned to write
a program (sales tax exempt according
to provision 5) and one who writes
without a commission, then‘attempts to
sell the program (taxable according to
provision 6). This seems an illogical in-
terpretation. Nonetheless, according to
the SBE’s principal tax auditor, is it pre-
cisely the regulation’s intention.

The proposed regulation is inadvis—
able for several reasons Fairness is the

first. Under the typical sales tax statute
in the United States, tax is imposed only
on the sale to the end user. When prop—
erty is sold from a manufacturer to a
middleman for resale to the public, the
sale to the middleman is tax exempt.
Some countries impose a value-added
tax on every sale, from the sale by the
producer of raw materials to the sale to
the end user. This tax applies only to
the value added by each process. If $1
worth of trees are grown and then sold,
a tax is paid on $1; when those trees

READY FOR
COMMITMENT?

Let DaTapaSS Help You Tie the Knot!
If you’re ready to unite your IBM PC’s and compatibles to

your host system, it’s time you thought about DaTapaSS.

DaTapaSS is quick and simple. No fuss, no ceremony: Just a
natural union of the features you need most. Features like un-
attended automatic file transfers. Automatic restart and recovery of
interrupted transfers. Error-free uploading and downloading of
binary or ASCII files: across public networks, dial-up phone lines,
and directconnect asynchronous lines. Full access to DOS func-
tions. VTlOO emulation. Key-selectable signon sequences. Softkeys
you can program from DOS or your host system. Outstanding
documentation. You can even use it to transfer files between
different kinds of host systems.

Best of all, you can use DaTapaSS as is, or you can work with our
staff of consultants to build it into your specialized applications.

So. If you’re ready to exchange deadlock for wedlock, try DaTapaSS
-- and give DTSS a ring!

DTSS Incorporated
A Subsidiary of Metropolitan Life Insurance Company

Buck Road 0 Box 70 0 Hanover, NH 0 03755 O 603/643-6600
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are used to produce $10 worth of paper
for sale, the applicable sales tax on the
paper is based on $9; when $100 worth
of books is printed on the paper, the
sales tax is based on $90. The total tax
is the tax rate multiplied by $100 (the
end value to the consumer), but it is
paid in installments. The proposal by
the SBE would result in the total tax be-
ing paid on more than 100 percent of
the end value to the consumer.

Why is the SBE singling out the
software industry for a special tax? The
California proposal treats print authors
differently than software authors
because the print publisher does not
make an exact copy of the manuscript,
but, according to the SBE, the software
publisher does.

Industry opposition to the pro-
posed regulation is gathering momen—
tum. The Software Entrepreneur’s Fo—
rum and the Software Services Associa-
tion are fighting the proposal. (Both
may be reached through Michael
Odawa at PO. Box 6413, San Jose, Cali-
fornia 95150.) If the California SBE per-
sists, and the state legislature does not
step in, software authors and publishers
in California will have to find ways of
dealing with the new regulation. Fol-
lowing are some suggestions discussed
in increasing order of cost (and increas-
ing order of the probability of success).
1. Do not allow a publisher to sell an

identical copy of your program. For
example, supply the program as a
print-out, charge a nominal sum for
the print-out but a fortune for the
right to transfer it to a disk. Alterna—
tively, supply source code and have
the publisher compile it—again,
charge peanuts for the source code
and big bucks for the compile rights.
Another method is to add copy pro-
tection to the software.

2. Insist that the publisher commission
your software.

3. Buy a modem. The SBE acknow-
ledges that sales tax cannot be
applied unless an exchange of a tan—
gible medium takes place, and data
transmitted by a modem are not tan-
gible media. Why would the SBE
propose such an illogical tax and at
the same time provide an easy way
to circumvent it? Perhaps a strong
modem lobby exists in California.

4. Conduct all of your business transac-
tions outside of California—or move
to another state. m

Max Stu! Oppenheimer, PC, is a partner in
the lawfirm of Venable, Baetjer 6 Howard,
located in Baltimore, Maryland.
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NEED IT FAST?
WANT TO KNOW MORE?

DON’T HAVE TIME TO
SHOP AROUND?
INTRODUCING...

fyou’re like most system pro-
fessionals you’re up—to-date

about the products in the PC
marketplace. You’re aware of
brand and model differences, are
informed about connectivity and
compatibility problems, and you
shop for competitive prices and
fast service.

ASTADVANTAGEW/I28K..., $365
VIDO7VEGAEGA ., , $425
GENOASPECTRUM... ,, ,. ..$295
FORTE PJ . . ., ..... $875

You’re also probably among the
many PC TECH JOURNAL readers
who purchase by mail. That’s
why we’re starting THE MART—
PC TECH JOURNAL’S First Class
Mail-Order Section.

IBM XT 256K I Dr /20 MB 2250
IBM XT 256K 1 Dr /30 MB 2299
IBM AT 312K120 MB 3895
IBM AT 512K930 MB 3995
Compaq Desk Provt 128K‘1 Dr 1699
Compaq Portable 256K 2 Dr 1650Starting this month, and every

month hereafter, you’ll find the
products you’re looking for
advertised in THE MART—and
you’ll benefit from the fast
service and helpful support that
identifies PC TECH JOURNAL
advertisers.
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lore Information call toll free

If you’re ready for First Class
service, you’re ready for THE
MART.

For marketing. planning, financial
andforecasting professionals:
I his) to U\L' menus viith on-scrccn hp I ‘ I

facilities
I \lost oltcn used l‘orccautng methods
I Popular \prcadshcct interfaces
I Outstanding color graphics
I hut RAM-based program
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I Macro language Ior

applications
I Full documentation
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'he industry's recognized leader in High Performance Sp
we performed extensive research and developed unma
field. Our products offer the COMPLETE solution.

XCELX "‘ —Switch from five frequencies including the stan
i2HMz, Uses reliable frequency synthesis to allow compo
with all IBM ATs including the TYPE 2 and Model 239 .....

Mil-Spec Crystals—The famous Ariel cyrstals. Choose fro
lo—i7-I8—iQ-20-2i-22—23—24 MHz ........................
FAST BOZGb—lO—Micro-processor for 2024 MHZ speeds
FAST RAM—For System Board 128K 120 & 100 NS ......
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DEALERS WELCOME.
CORPORATE & EXPORT
ACCOUNTS WELCOME.probes—2:6

100% FASTER 100% COMPATIBLE . » ,5, PHONE 201 -288-8629
TURNKEY SYSTEM WW TELEX: 510 601 0960

OUR PRICE $1745 PIOI Qg.f(§7[/@.—Xf
SYSTEM INCLUDES: 70% FASTER HARD DISKS

INTEL 80286 CPU, 6/8/10 MHz (12.5 MHz OPT) TURNKEY SYSTEM OUR PRICE $895 SEAGATE
1 WAIT STATE (0 WAIT STATE MHz OPT) SYSTEM INCLUDES:
1024K RAM (MAINBOARD EXPANDABLE TO 4MB!) INTEL 8088-2 CPU, 4.77/8MH2 20MB INTERNAL HALF HEIGHT $350
5 MHZ DMA BUS 640K RAM (MAIN BOARD EXPANDABLE TO 1024K) 30MB INTERNAL 30MS $670
a SERIAL PORTS—RS 232 & RS 422 2 SERIAL PORTS - 40MB lNTERNALsoMS $CALL
2 PARALLEL PORTS 1 PARALLEL PORT 60MB INTERNAL 30MS $CALL
12MB FLOPPY DRIVE SASI INTERFACE 120MB MAXTOR 18MS $CALL
HARD DISK/FLOPPY CONTROLLER 360K TEAC FLOPPY DRIVE 260MB CORE lBMS $CALL
200 WATTS 110V/220V PIS FLOPPY CONTROLLER ON BOARD
CHOICE OF CGA COLOR GRAPHICS OR CLOCK/CAL WITH BATTERY ON BOARD
HERCULES COMPATIBLE GRAPHICS ADAPTR 135w PIS IIOVI220V
ON BOARD BATTERY BACKUP, MONOCHROME GRAPHICS ADAPTER - - —- - — —
CLOCK/CALENDAR OR CGA COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTR ”m "mum °°RP°““"°"

AT KEYBOARD HIGH RESOLUTION MONOCHROME
FULLY ASSEMBLED, ONE YEAR WARRANTY MONITOR (OPTIONAL COLOR MONITOR) 377 ROUTE 17, SUITE 618
COMPLETE OPERATIONS MANUALS. FULLY ASSEMBLED. ONE YEAR WARRANTY. HASBROUCK HEIGHTS,
FCC APPROVED! COMPLETE MANUALS. FCC APPROVED New JERSEY 07604

RUNS ALL MAJOR lBM SOFTWARE INCLUDING AUTOCAD, FLIGHT SIMULATOR PHONE=2°1'283'8529
TERMS: COD, VISA/MC, PREPAYMENT, UC, OR WIRE TRANSFER.

MADE IN USA IMMEDIATE DELIVERY” (PRICES A TERMS SUBJECT To CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE)

Be 3-6 times more Productive!!!
Guaranteed* For $9995

Demo/Prototype/Application Generator
The “Assistant” helps‘ you develop your functional specs (Generates Screen, File. lsam, Variable and Menu Control Documentation)
and then allows you to “Quickly" prototype a validation model of your system. (Which can be incorporated as part of your functional
specifications.) The Assistant can then generate a super-fastTurbo Pascal Program that features advanced screen input and control, a
professional control menu, the database functions of (1) Add/Edit/Delete Records (2) Search Database by any Key (3) Database
Recovery programs (4) Screen/Printer Report for each of the keys. Each Key can have up to 6 fields.
Our Users Report
- "Since Fall of 85, [have generated over 300 program modules with it and lind it to be [ust what I needed Btrieve In‘erface MOdU Ie

Most all of the modules represent 5000 to 8000 lines at Pascal Code" Oner Systems. Allows full record locking and Automatic

- "By being able to produce a 21 screen and menu control demo so quickly helped me obtain the contract." file recovery for the industry's most

- "Speeded up my screen development by 6 limes" Elexor Associates. DOPUIal LANS. Works With the industry's

- ”Has many of the features of the Super Mini development tools costing $101700. " Applied Micro Systems. leader LOAIEJIOIeSSIonaI databases for mulit-
User 5.

Requires Btrieve by SoftCralt Inc.- “Saved months from having to recode portions of our system. " Real Green Inc.

0 “We developed 3 Vertical Market Applications in the 6 months we had your system. " Absolute Systems.

lry the demo package Included for 30 days. .
* RISK FREE TRIAL If not pleased return for a full relund. D TurbonMaster ASS'SIam by

Hawaiian Village Software $99.95

Receive 6 Floppy DISkS and a 200+ page manual containing: D Btrieve Interface by
1. Screen Painter/Editor a! Generator . Paint menu screens using keyboard - Has variable dictionary to Innovatwe Interfaces 99'95

provide consistant edits ' Date entry masks - Date 8: range checks - Field and/or global help screens CI Turbo PascaI by
0 Box 8. line drawing . Error 8. message handler Borland International $69.95

. Help Screen Maker - Different help screen for each field.
. Menu Editor & Generator - Allows selection by 4 methods. . _
. Database Program Generator - Produces “Easy to Read" code that can be easily modified by For Other lnqutrIes Call:

experienced developers. (305) 592-5686
5. Resident lsam Module - compatible with Turbo Toolbox. but saves 8K 0! codespace and 10K oi

dataspace.
6. Resident Screen Capture Utility which allows you to capture 'Text Screens from any running program.

& Much, Much More “Cam
3

.Credit Card & COD, Orders Call: 1-800-821-9503 onPtWI'm. Btrieveisatrademark olSOltCraltlnc Turbo Pascal8.
, Turbo Database Toolbox are trademarks of BorlandIn Florida 1-800-342-0137 )memauonai

s
u

n
:

Add 7.50 shipping to all U.S CItIes. All foreign
N- \Od orders add 15 00 per product ordered
a"
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* MISROSlaP—lll & AT COMPUTER SYSTEMS *
(1 WEEKDELIVERY)

MICROsiar—X'l'
Only $499
SYSTEM 1:
Includes:
* 4.77-8 MHZ Turbo
* 256 K Memory
* Key Board
* 360 K Floppy Drive

SYSTEM 2:
Only $1 099
Includes:
* Turbo Mother Board
* 256 K Memory
* 20 MB Hard Disk
* 360 K Floppy Drive

Fully configured and med
for your system requirement

Monochrome TTL Monitor
Hi-Res Mono Card
Key Board
Call For OptionsX

-X
-X

-fi
- ’ One Year Limited Warranty

" Dealers and Corporate qty.
Discount available

MICROsl'ur—AT
Only S I 399
SYSTEM lI :
Includes:
* 512 K Memory (1 MB Optional)
8 MHZ -80286 CPU
Phoenix Bios
1.2 MB or 360 K Floppy Drive

SYSTEM 2:
$2099

Includes:
* 30 MB (40 ns) Hard Disk
* 1 MB Memory

Monochrome Monitor
Monochrome Adaptor
Same as System 131

-3
63

!-

* Manv Options Available

IBM-XT w. 640 K, 20 MB...$2399
IBM-AT w. 512 K, 30 MB...$3799
IBM-PC w. 256 K, 2 Drvs...$1299

COMPAQ
Portable 256 K, 2 Drives...$1649
COMPAQ Port. II from...$2699
DESKPRO W. 128 K, 1 Drv...$1649

SPERRY
SPERRY-HT w. 256 K,
2 Drives, Monitor...$l899
SPERRY—IT w.44 MB
1.2 MB Flp., 1 MB...$3299

LEADING EDGE..$ Cull A'I' & T ...$ Call EPSON EQUITY..$ Cull

* Hard Disk Subsystems *
20 MB Seagate...$429
30 MB Seagate...$529
40 MB Complete..$799
AT HARD DRIVES
20 MB Seagate...$599
30 MB Seagate...$699
44 MB Miniseribe..$1299
60, 80, 120 MB..$ Call

* Printer For You *
EPSON FX-286...$549
EPSON FX- 85...$399
LQ 800, LQ 1000, LX 80..$ Call
TOSHIBA 321/351..$549/$1049
BROTHER M1509..$429

* Software *
LOTUS 1-2-3...$329
DBASE III/FW II...$ Call

MODEMS
1200 b int. Modem..$l49

HP LASERJET =LASER JET=...$ Call * HAYES * PROMETHEUS 5 Call
WE CARRY ALL OTHER
PRINTER BRANDS

* MEMORY CARDS *
384 K MFC w. C, S, P, G, ..S Call
AST Six Pack 384 K...$219

. BEST PRICES * BEST SERVICE *9 FAST DELIVERY
l-SOO-MIC—STAR
(312) 968-3323

M011. — Fri. 9-7
Sat. 10-5

MICROstar



A MEGABYTE FOR DOS!
MicroWay is the worlds leading retail-
er of 8087s and high performance PC
upgrades We stock a complete selec
tion of 8087s that run from 5 to 12
MHz All of our coprocessors are
shipped with a diagnostic disk and the
best warranty in the business — one
year! We also offer daughterboards for
socketless computers (NEC PC) and
287Turbo which increases the clock
speed ofthe 80287 from 4 to 10 MHz
OurNUMBER SMASHER/ECM” runs
at 12 MHz with a megabyte of RAM
and achieves a throughput of.1 mega—
flops with 87BASlC/INLINE Intel For-

tran or Microsoft Fortran Software re—
viewers consistently cite MicroWay
software and 8087 expertise as the
best in the industry! Ourcustomersfre-
quently write to thank us for recom—
mending the correct software and
hardware to meet their specific needs
They also thank us for our same-day
shipping! In addition to our own prod-
ucts which support the 8087 and
80287, we stock the largest supply of
specialized software available For
more information call us at

61 7-746-7341

SPEED UP YOUR AT
OR AT COMPATIBIE
WITH 287TURBO'" 10 MHz

Micro
Way ®

NUMBER SMASHER/ECM’”
THE FASTEST ACCELERATOR

CARD AVAILABLE
gives you 1 2 MHz speed in two modes
704K or one megabyte of “Extended
Conventional Memory.” MEGASWlTCH
MMU and MegaDOS software make it
possible to run DOS applications with
up to 1 01 5K using PC compilers, Auto
CAD and Lotus 1-2-3. Does not re-
quire EMS software. Totally compat-
ible. Priced from $599 with 512K to
$1 1 99 for complete package Option-
al 8087-12 ... $295

8087Support
A2D-160m MicroWaYs Data Acquisition Board
performs 1 60,000 12 bit Analog? Digital conver-
sions per second! Includes so are drivers The
fastest 12 bit A to D board available. For the IBM
PC XT and compatibles.................. $1295
87SF LT" MicroWay‘s Scientific Function Li-
brary contains 170 scientific and engineering funo
tions Callable from most 8087 compatible com-
pilers . . . First Language $250; Additional $100.
MATRIXPAK” manages a MEGABYTE!
Written in assembly language, our runtime pack-
age accurately manipulates arge matrices at very
fast speeds Includes matrix inversion and the
solution of simultaneous linear equations Call-
able from RM or MS Fortran, MS Assembler, or
87BASIC/INLINE ..................... each $99
87FFTW Written in assembly language, per-
forms Forward and Inverse FFI's on real and com-
plex arrays which occupy up to 512 Kbytes of
RAM. Also does convolutions, auto correlations
hamming, complex vector multiplication, and com
plex to radial conversions. Callable from most
8087 compatible compilers ............... $200
87 FFT-Zm performs twodimensional FFTs
Ideal for image processing Requires 87FFI $100
FASTBREAK’" employs the 8087 to in-
crease the speed of Lotus 1-2-3" Version 1A or
1A* by up to 36:1 .......................... $79
87 Verify" For users who have to be absolutely
sure of their results! This background task period
ically performs an 8087 accuracy and stress
test $49
Microsoft Fortran V 3.31 .................. $209
IBM Professional Fortran ................. $565
Ryan-McFarIand Fortran V 2.0 ............ $399
NAG Fortran Library ...................... $300
Grafmatic for Fortran or Pascal............ $125
MultiHalo Graphics (1 language) .......... $189
LABTECH NOTEBOOK................... $745
UnkeIScope .............................. $549
INTEL ABOVE BOARD ................... CALL
JRAM, AST, MAYNARD ................... CALL

P. O. Box 79M''0 Kingston. Mass
Wa 02364 USA

(617) 746—7341

Me aPage'“ The only Intel-Lotus EMS board
whic comes with two megabytes of cool-mnning,
low power drain CMOS RAM installed Includes
RAM disk, print spooler, disk cache, and EMS driv-
ers For the IBM PC, )(I’& compatibles. . . . $549
MegaPage AT/ECC‘“ EMS card forthe PC
AT and compatibles includes ErrorCorrection Cir-
cuitry. With ECC, 11 RAM chips cover256K so the
user neverenoounters RAM errors With 1 megabyte
CMOS $799; with 3 megabytes CMOS $1295.
Optional serial/parallel daughterboard ..... $95.
DFixer” Our disk utility which thoroughly
checks PC or AT hard disks for bad sectors and
updates the MS DOS file allocation table accord-
ingly. Solves the AT hard disk problem! . . . $149
DOptimizer'“. Optimizes the way your hard
disk or floppy stores its files Speeds up accesses
by recombining fragmented files ........... $49
DCache’" Our disk caching software speeds
up your l/O by storing repetitively used tracks in
memory. The amount of memory used can be
selected in 64 Kbyte banks ................ $49
87 MAC30/DEBUG" Contains all the
pieces needed forwriting 8087/80287 assembly
code & MicroWaYs 87DEBUG debugger.$199
OBJ “ASMW A multipassobject moduletrans
Iator and disassembler. Produces assembly lan—
guage listings which include public symbols ex-
ternal symbols and labels commented with cross
references Ideal for patching object modules for
which source is not available.............. $200
87BASIC“ includes patches to the IBM BASIC
or MS Quick BASIC Compiler for USER TRANS—
PARENT 8087 support Provides super fast per-
formance for all numeric operations including trig-
onometrics transcendentals addition, subtrac
tion, multiplication, and division ...... each $1 50

87 BASIC/INLINE" converts the output of
the IBM BASIC Compiler into optimized 8087
inline code which executes up to seven times fast-
er than 87 BASIC. Supports separately compiled
inline subroutines which are located in their own
segments and can contain up to 64 Kbytes of
code This allows programs greater than 128K!
Requires the IBM BASIC CompilerVersion 1 and
3 Macro Assembler. Includes 87BASIC . . . $200
MICROWAY UDI runs RTOS or RMX com-
pilers under DOS ......................... $300

For the IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT and Compatibles.

8087 UPGRADES
All MicroWay 80875 include a one year warranty,
complete MicroWay Test Program and accurate
installation instructions

8087 5 MHz ................ $109
For the IBM PC, XT and compatibles

$1498087-2 8 MHz ............
For Wang, AT&T, DeskPro, NEC, Leading Edge.

80287-3 5 MHz .......... $179
For the IBM PC AT and 286 compatibles

80287-6 6 MHZ.......... $229
For 8 MHz AT compatibles

80287-8 8 MHZ ......... $295
For the 8 MHz 80286 accelerator cards
NEC v20, V30................ $16, $30
64K RAM Set 150ns................ $10
256K RAM Set 150ns.............. $29
256K RAM Set 120ns.............. $39
128K RAM Set PC AT.............. $49
287Turbo’“ 1 0 MHZ If you own an AT,
Deskpro 286 orAT compatible, this is thecard you
need to get reasonable numeric performance It
plugs into your 80287 socket and includes a spe-
cial y driven 10 MHz 80287. The card comes in
three configurations The IBM ATversion includes
a hardware RESET button ................ $450
287Turbo 8 MHz ................... $369
87/88Tu l’bOm is a stubby card which includes
a clock calendar and a speed controller which
changes the speed of your motherboard from 4.77
to 7.4 MHz Its use requires your PC to have a
socketed 8284. Typical speed increase is 1.6 to
2.0. The card overcomes slow hardware by slow-
ing up only when such devices are accessed and
running at full speed otherwise ........... $149
Optional 8087—2 .......................... $149
286TurboCache'" This new MicroWay a0
celerator uses 8K of cache memory and 80286/
80287 processors to provide an average speed
increase of 3:1 for most programs Call for
specifications and benchmarks ........... $595

Call for our complete catalog of
software which supports the 8087.

In London, please phone 223-7762



PC BRAND; CAREFULLY CHOSEN
PROGRAMMER TOOLS
BRIEF Is Anything But.
A Whopper ofan Editor
w ith a name that belies its thorough—

ness. Brief‘M has every feature
you've ever contemplated for your editor,
in-chief. Text. from keyboard or files. is
housed in multiple buffers. and scrolled
through one or more Windows you open.
close. restze. A text buffer may be called to
different Windows to View two areas at
once. A change in one Changes both. Text
blocks may be marked for printing. writing
to files. movement to scrap buffers for out
and paste into other buffers. or deletion.
With as many “undo” levels as you want.

Brief has text search abilities rivaling
“grep”. With Wildcards for matching.
indifference to intervening characters.
acceptance of character ranges.

If you use Lattice. C86“, or Wizard. and
have 320k, you can compile your C
program Without ever leaving Brief. It finds
the lines With errors, and marches you
through the text for repairs.

Parts of Brief were written With its own
LISDAllke macro language which has
structure. 32-character' variable names.
conditional execution. loops. and you can
actually read it! Nothing like the
hieroglyphs we‘ve seen elsewhere. Bulletin
board and public domain disks With
macros. "Simply the best text editor you
can buy‘~‘ Dvorak Infoworlo’. (Needs 192k.)
Ask for: List: PC Brand:
U0590 3195 Call

HALO GRAPHICS
SYSTEM Mufti-Board
Graphics Library
The premier graphics library that got the
ball rolling for PC-based graphics and has
grown so omnipotent that it supports over
25 graphics boards —- including IBM’s
EGA and Nr. 9 Revolutions hJAIGS series 7
and has a multitude of mouse and printer
drivers. All that in each box. Separate C
versroris for Lattice. M'soft. Aztez. CI86.
What does Multi-Halo do9 A down to the
last pixel graphics library plus functions to
reset drivers so distributed program can
run on anything. Wonderful value for Single
license, Costly royalties though for
redistribution. SpeCify: $0315 & Language
List: 5300. We: :219_ With Dr Halo II, a free-
standing “paint". List. s440, Us: 5299.

WINDOWS for C/VVINDOWS for DATA
Microsofl‘ Windows” and TopViewm Compatible

indows for C""is a library of over 80
functions to add the pizazz and prac-

ticality of window partitioning to your
application. Unlimited windows. each
defined in a C structure for easy reference
throtighout your program. can be made
either to pop up or permanently overwrite
the screen. Routines Will scroll and
highlight lists With arrow keys, will read
and scroll ASCII files vertically and
horizontally in Windows. and even write to
memoryvloaded files off the screen.

Logical treatment of video attributes
permits unchanged programs to run on
Color or monochrome. Colors of windows
are set indiyidually.

All functions are in separate modules;
only those used are linked. Only buffers
holding on-screen or temporarily
obscured windows occupy RAM; others
released dynamically. Best overall rating
and fastest display in Bill Hunt's 7/85 Tech
Journal review of five vvrndowing products.

Windows for Data comprises all of
Windows for C but takes in data through
the Windows as well. At the high level a
stngle function lets you specify prompt
string. field length, data type. screen
location. picture. target variable. then sets
lesser functions scurrying to get and
process a user‘s input. There are utilities to
get system date and time. mess With
strings, create your own masks for fields.

Field options can require entry. prevent
entry. permit insert or overtype. beeping
on invalid or overflow keystrokes. and
attachment of field-speCific help messages

1
CALL FOR FREE DEMO-

and functions you want called to display
messages or validate entries. And you
decrde which keys Will clear a field. rump
to the next or prior. quit. etc. Options
diverse enough that a set of “fields" can be
made to behave like a Lotus”1 menu.
Specrfy Compiler: List: PC Brand:
T0100 Windows for C ‘195 ‘149
T0150 Windows for Data ‘295 3250
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C-WORTHY LIBRARY FREE DEMO!
Fits Out Applications with Shipsliape Interface
N ot the usual flotilla of functions for

small crafting. but a formidable battle
wagon for major C engagements

CrWorthyrM wraps an entire user inter—
face around your application, Its full power
can be summoned by only a few high level
calls Proof? A single function call sets up a
complete text editor in a screen Window!
. High level calls pop menus and scrollable
lists to the screen. restoring the
background when dismissed. and branching
to the chosen activrty in your application.
- WindoWing facrlities open portlioles of
up to screen stze for Viewing Virtual
screens larger than the physical screen.
- Full onscreen context-sensrtive help
management. Keyboard entry routmes
look for the help key and interrupt With
paged text windows explaining what to do.
. Full error message interface sends error
codes to C-Worthy which discusses pro

C-TREE
B-Tree File Manager, Source Code, No Royalties!

tree is sturdy code that has
weathered many seasons of pro-

longed and Widespread use. It comes in C
source. so you can modify it to fit a special
case. No royalties provided you bind it into
your binary application.

C~tree's design splits nodes to allow airy
number of users to access an index file
simultaneously even when updates are in
progress, So multi-user configurations and
adaptation to networks are possible.
Recordalocking routines are provided for

dBC Lattice Library Maintains dBASE
Compatible Files With the Power and Speed ofC

BCIM links C to clBASE, It creates and
maintains files and their indexes which

exactly replicate dBASEI file desrgn. So
dBASE can read and update them. And
the reverse dBC cart use any files created
by dBASE. New C and dBASE can operate
on the same data bases interchangeably.

That opens up the Widespread culture of
dBASE installations to exploitation by C
programmers. Tap that market, avord the
resrdent dBASE language. and gain the
advantages of C Willi this Single product.

dBC’s functions parallel all dBASE's file
handling commands. many decomposed
to give closer control Each backed by
demo source files on disk.

Use dBC for custom Work for clients, or
on its own. It‘s a complete ISAM file
manager for C Whether or not dBASE Will
be used in tandem. supports all four
memory models. and can have Sixteen
index and data files open. Big discount to
buyers of both dBASE llant‘l III versrons.
Specrfy Lattice. Microsoft 3 x. or DeSmet
Versrons: List: PC Brand:
LOOII For dBASE II ‘250 s195

‘500 3390
s250 5195
‘500 s390

LCCII With Source
LOIII
LCIII

For dBASE III
With Source

DOS 31/32. UNIX and XENIX.
Thanks to source code which does not

deviate from the K&R standard, C-tree can
travel. Tests in many envrronments prove
that Catree gives your application a ticket
to anywhere.

Catree permits any number of keys for a
data file. supports duplicate keys.
alphanumeric or numeric. supports files of
variable record length; multiple keys in
one index file. and keys of variable length.
Both high level ISAM routines which handle
details With minimum coding, and decomr
posed stepby—step functions you can access
directly. It's comprehenstve
Ask for: List: PC Brand:
F0660 ‘395 ‘329

blem With user. Gone is all that error-
checking clutter from your core program.

Your application is nested in this power-
ful envrronment. C-Worthy's architecture
uses C‘s pornters to functions to drive your
application,

CaWorthy includes utilities to maintain
text files of help and error messages, Their
segregation means applications can read—
ily be translated into foreign lanmiages
Without program reuniting. Plus display
routines resize for text length.

Decomposed low level functions used by
the high-level calls are supplied. All
machine dependency is housed in inter-
changable overlays loaded at run-time.
Thus no recompilation needed to run on a
mix of PC and MS-DOS machines.

C—Worthy hands you a consrstent and
intuitive interface and a revolutionary
desrgn approach. Novell found it “played a
key role and accelerated development"
making NetWare"" easter to use. “You owe
it to yourselves to take a look,"
Specrfy Compiler: List:
T0500 ‘295
T0850 Network License ‘495

PC Brand.
S269
S449

CURSES Unix Style Screen
Management
Curses from Lattice‘-‘-l manages the screen
of the PC like UnixrM curses. Library of 84
functions and macros parallels Unix With
matching parameter lists. So Unix pro-
grams are at home on the PC. and Vice
versa Keeps any number of screens in
memory. supports color. vast function set to
get characters, wrap lines. scroll. blank
lines. highlight, etc. Like Unix refreshes
screen only on your command. Ask for:
L0850. List: ‘125. Here: s99. With Source
L0860. ‘250/s199

PANEL 1-"eature-Laden Screen Design Tool
riting your own screenware can
blow completion dates and profits.

Panel‘M works With you interactively to
set tip foolproofscreen displays and
data entry forms rapidly Output is C
source code.

Not JllSI Single plane. layer your screen
designs With up to ten overlapping
images Background pop-up lists. help
boxes. and alternate input fields

Panel butlds in a user interface for
keystroke movement Within and between
fields. supplies validation routines for

checking user field entries Diverse ate
tributes may be selected for any field .,
size. data type. color. coriverston of input
to upper case: clearance ofexrstmg data
when new entry is started: rrtasks for
standard formats (eg. dates); phrases
which fill in when their first letter is
typed, multiple-choice lists from Which
to choose by cursoring a highlighted bar.
Fields may be rriulti-lined and scrolled if
larger than the screen space allotted
tliem. Spectfy. $0400 & Compiler. List:
5295. Us s229

For Orders, Literature, or Catalogs, Call Us at. . .

800 PC-BRAND
That's (800) 722—7263. In NY State call (212) 242—3600

PC Brand. 150 5th Ave. New York. NY. 10011-4311
Telex: 667962 (SOFT COMM NYK)

t986 PC BRAND
Prices. terms, and specrlications subiecl to change Without notice



TODAY’S TOP QUALITYAIDS TO
PROGRAMMING PRODUCTIVITY
GREENLEAI' Bountiful
FUNCTIONS Ham“
C source. assembler source. and binary
libraries of 225 functions for many com-
pilers. Emphastzes tight functional group
ings to minimize loading code which your
application may never use. Manual helps
select functions, bulletin board. too.

A sampling: DOS extensions for file and
directory manipulation; Screen: to select
mode. page. monochrome or color. palette;
cursor shape, positioning; clearing and
scrolling; pixel get and put; read light pen.
Stnngs: Center. justify, etc; effictent list
operations which add. delete. sort string
potnters for top speed. Other: graphics
character primitives. keyboard status. func-
tion key aSSignment. time/date. read
registers and memory size. peek and
poke. Mature best-seller. SpeCify: 50770 &
Compiler. List: sL85. Here: ‘139

PFORCE Phoenix Pfimcfion
Pfestr'val
Lotus’é didn't do badly pulling it all
together in one place. Phoenix has follow»
ed suit With the ultimate integrated C
library. offering everything from low level
functions for hardware access to complete
‘otree database management. Along the
way are prerequisites such as string
manipulation. time/date. field and screen
editing. but also four styles of menus (Lotus
included). Windowing. background task
ing. DOS interfaces. directory manage,
ment. even interrupt—driven communica
tions, Design emphasizes obiects, so
characteristics of Windows. databases.
records and fields can be initiated and
changed outs1de functions.

One large collection in place of bits and
pieces means one set of instructions and
PforCeTM has tutorials. extensive examples.
quick reference. and on—line help.

Everything in source. no royalties. all
memory models of Lattice. M'solt. Spectfy:
SOZZO & Compiler. List: ‘475, PCB: 3349

GREENLEAFHello World
COMIVIUNICATIONS
Want your application to communicate
With other users or remote date bases by
asynchronous communications built right
into your C programs! Even if you don't need
it now. that's a skill to have at the ready!

120 functions and demo programs in
both C and assembler source code set up
separate transmit and receive ring buffers
for up to 16 Simultaneous channels. In-
terrupt driven so you can halt an incoming
record. display it. file it. let the user edit it.
then continue. Goodbye separate com~
munications software.

Supports up to 9600 baud. ASCII or
binary. any parity or word length. 8250
UARTs. Xon/Xoff and Xmodem,
WideTrack receive. SpeCify: 80750 &
Compiler, Listz‘185. Us: s139

PRE-C Pick the Lint from
Your Program
PreAC is like UNIXs lint. It finds pro
blems your compiler won't. Problems
that a debugger will have trouble figur-
ing out. Even problems which will
cause trouble With other compilers

Compilers see one module at a time.
Modules only meet at link time. Pre—C
looks at all modules at once and reports
conflicts in data type declarations; func-
tion call parameters which disagree
With functions. machinedependent ex-
pressions which inhibit portability. It
spots obsolete usage (even C changes).
casts With suspect converstons.
variables never used. functions never
called. unreachable code. Adheres to
UNIX System III compile standard to
ensure your portability. Ask for:
P0590. List: s395. Ours. s279

duct as it runs. Anything goes: words.

the screen. All commands are layered in

DAN BRICKLIN’S DEMO PROGRAM
Storyboard Your Program

he Legendary One has created
Metaphor r[\ivo when the rest of us are

still on Zero. Dan's first was the original
electronic spreadsheet (VisiCalcT“). This
one is for programmers.

Words don't express program ideas
because programs are screens! Dan's
Demo creates slide shows. Create a
screen — a snapshot of your planned pro

borders. box rules. inverse and underlining
of monochrome. fore and background color.
Copy this “slide" to an empty screen.
Change it a little. to show the next instant of
run-time Do it again. Presto. a whole slide
show of your program in action.

All 250 characters and attributes are
available from scrollable lists which pop to

Lotus-style popup menus. Frequent
choices mapped to function keys as well.

80x25 character mode. not bitmapped.
Screen areas can be blocked for cut and

paste or filled With color or characters.
even blink. Slides can overlay on others.
can be shuffled, deleted, Slides can pro-
ceed at time intervals or branch anywhere
in the slide sequence depending on user
keyhits.

Invaluable to prototype the program you
are about to write. to posuion the labels.
choose the color decor. smoothe out the
keystroke interface. Or load the “capture"
utility and snapshot the screens of any run-
ning program for an instant slide show.

Each copy entitles you to redistribute fifty
of the slide protector program that runs
demos. Plain manual. no binder keeps
price of big product small, "Might. . .
become the essential tool in. , ,user inter-
face prototyping." Tech Iournal. Ask for:
NOIOO. List: s'15 US: 569

BASTOC oPTINtIZESI
Translates BASIC Into C

Ask for:
80375

List.
s495

or a trifling pnce. BASTOCTM moves
truckloads of BASIC code over to C.

It‘s a translator which takes in Microsoft
Extended BASIC and emits pure K&R C
for Lattice 3.0. It will optionally convert
your program into a Single monolithic C
function or decompose it into separate
functions. one for each GOSUB label.

Verston 2's optimization dramatically
reduces execution time. Converts to in
tegers those variables in BASIC programs
which do not need floating pornt. Where
BASIC uses full assignment statements to
increment counters. BASTOC convens to
C's compact form, Strings dynamically
allocated ridding your application of BASIC‘s
catatonic halts for garbage collection.
Creates structure of even convoluted
BASIC code. Huge worksaver.

PC Brand:
5399

ASSEMBLERS & DEBUGGERS
Advanced Trace-86 Morgan, ASM Interpreter
CodesmiIh-86 Debugger by Visual Age . .
Cdebugger by Micro-Software Developers . .
CSD Debugger C source level by Mark Williams
C—Sprite Debugger by Lattice. source level . . . .
Microsoft Macro Assembler with Utilities
Periscope l Debugger Data Base Decisions . .
Periscope ll Data Base DeciSions ........ . .
Pfix86 by Phoenix. Assembly level debugger
Pfix86 Plus by Phoenix. Symbolic Debugger. . .
The Profiler DWB Associates. with Source . . .

BASIC LANGUAGE
BetterBASlC Summit Software ......
BetterBASlC Utilities 8087 Math Support .....

Btrieve Interface .....
Run-Time Module . . . .

Microsoft BASIC Interpreter for XENIX .....
Microsoft OuickBASlC Compiler full BASICA
Professional BASIC by Morgan . . ,,,,,, . .

8087MtSupport .. .. . ..
True BASIC True BASIC Inc. . .

Run Time Module. ....... . ....... .
True BASIC Libraries Btrieve, Asyn, Sort. etc . .

C COMPILERS
C-86 Compiler Computer Innovations ......
Lattice C Compiler from Lattice . . . .
Let‘s C Compiler by Mark Williams ..........

With CSD Source Level Debugger . . . .
MWC-86: Mark Williams C Development
Microsoft C Compiler ...................

C INTERPRETERS
C-Terp by Gimpel Software . .
Instant C by Rational Systems ........
Interactive-C by IMPACC With debugging
RUN/C Professional from Lifeboat, . . . . . .
RUN/C Without Loadable Libraries ...........

TEXT EDITORS
Brief from Solution Systems
CVUE by Lattice . . . . .

WithSource....... . ,,,,, ..
Epsilon by Lugaru Software. like EMACS . . .
Fast C by Lifeboat
FirsTime by Spruce Technology C syntax . .
Kedit by Mansfield. Similar to Xedit . . . . . .
LSE, the Lattice Screen Editor Mufti Windo
Pmate by Phoenix. with Macros ......... , . .
Text Management Utilities Grep, splat, dill. etc.
Vedit by Compuview . . . . . .
Vedit Plus by Compuvfew. . . . .

FILE MANAGERS
Btrieve by Soltcra/t. no royalties ............
Btrieve Network by Softcraft
c-tree by FairCom e no royalties. source . .
dBC dBASE file manager from Lattice

Withsource.. ....... . .. .
dista single user DBMS by Raima . .

With source ...... . .
dista multi-user DBMS , , .

With source . . . . . . .
Opt-Tech Sort Can sort Btrieve files

SCREEN DESIGN
Curses by Lattice. UNIX screen designer. . . . .

WithSource ........... .. ..
On—Line Help from OptTech Data . . . .
Panel by Roundhill. no royalties
View Manager for C by Blaise ........
Windows for C Vermont Creative Software

LIST OURS
175
145
165
75

175
150
295
145
195

125

395

395

300
500
249
250
120

195

250
195
130
295
125
125

120
150
225

250

395
250
500
195
495
495
990
149

125
250
149
295
275
195

149
109
139
75

139
109
269
129
149
279
99

289

259

249
395
219
185
109

CALL

195
169
105
229
115
100
159
100
119
180

195
465
329
195
390
159
429

849
119

99
199
119
229
209
149

Windows In? Data includes Windows for C . . . .
ZView Data Management Consultants ........

GRAPHICS
Essential Graphics by Essential. no royalties . .
GSS Graphics Development Toolkit ........
GSS Kernel System by Graphic Software .....
GSS Kernel System for IBM HT ............
GSS Metafile Interpreter ................
GSS Plotting System ........ . . . .
Halo Graphics Kernel System .............

With Dr. Halo II. by Media Cybernetics .......
COMMUNICATIONS

Asynch Manager by Blaise. for C or Pascal . . . .
Greenleaf Communications by Greenleaf . . .
Software Horizons Pack 3 . ......

UTILITY LIBRARIES
Blaise C Tools 1 .........................
Blaise C Tools 2 Call about combined price . . .
C Food Smorgasbord by Lattice . . .
C Utility Library by Essential. 300 functions . : .
Greenleaf Functions by Greenleaf Software . . .
PforCe by Phoenix. vast library ..............
Software Horizons Packages .....
TopView Tool Basket by Lattice, source avail . .
Vitamin C by Creative Programming

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Code Sifter by David Smith Software. Profiler . .
C-Worthy by Custom Design Software , . . .
C-Worthy for Network Menus. help. errors . . . .
Dan Bricklin’s Demo Program Prototyper, . . .
LMK from Lattice by Lattice. “make" like UNIX .
PC-Lint by Gimpel Software. after UNIX 's “lint" . .
PFinish by Phoenix. EXE performance analyzer.
PlinkBG by Phoenix. Overlay Linker. . . . ......
Plink86 Plus Utilizes memory for overlays .....
Pmaker by Phoenix. like UNIX “make" ...... . .
Pre-C by Phoenix. UNIX “linti'allke
Pfantasy Pac SIX Phoenix products . . . .

OTHER TOOLS
BASTOC by JMI. convert BASIC to C ........
BASIC-C BASIC's functions added to C .......
The HAMMER by OES Systems ...........
PASM86 by Phoenix, Macro Assembler . . .
PTel by Phoenix. Binary File Communicator , . . .
Rtrieve by Softcraft, Btrieve Report Generator . .
Xtrieve by Softcraft, Query Utility for Btrieve . . .

FORTRAN COMPILERS 8t UTILITIES
ACS Time Series by Alpha Computer Service. .
Forlib- Plus by Alpha Computer Service ......
Microsoft FORTRAN Links with Microsoft C . . .
Microsoft FORTRAN for XENIX .......
Pro FORTRAN by Prospero ..... .
RM/FORTFIAN by Ryan-McFarland, . . .
Scientific Subroutine Library by Peerless . . .
Scientific Subroutine Package by Alpha , . .
The Statistician by Alpha Computer . . .
Strings & Things by Alpha Computer .....

OTHER LANGUAGES & UTILITIES
Microsoft COBOL Compiler ...............
Microsoft COBOL Compiler for XENIX . . . .
Microsoft COBOL Tools with Source Debugger
Microsoft COBOL Tools for XENIX
Microsoft Lisp New Common Lisp ...... . . .
Microsoft MuMath Includes MuSimp ........
Microsoft Pascal Compiler Links with M'soft C .
Microsoft Pascal Compiler for XENIX ...... .
Pro Pascal by Prospero. ISO Validated ........

Shopping List for the Power Workbench
295
245

250
495
495
795
295
495
300
440

175
185
149

125
100
150
185
185
475
Var

250
150

119

250
199

210
399
399
676
249
399
219
299

149
139
119

109
B9

109
139
139
349
Call
199
139

99
269
449

69
149
125
279
279
359
149
279
895

399
139
179
219
149

175

469

219
389
345
399
149
269
269

59

499
795
259
333
189
199
199
415
345



PRICED TO SAVE YOU MONEY,BEST
SHIPPED FASTANYWHERE.
INTERACTIVE-C NE‘N‘
Compiler-Compatible Interpreter, Editor, Debugger

arlier C interpreters were miraculous
compromises InteractiveCTM shows

how far C interpreters have come. More
than an interpreter, InteractiveC is a fully-
integrated development environment: a
Complete K&R interpreter bound tightly to
its own editor and debugger.

Slice through programming projects like

RUN/C
C Interpreter Links
Binary Libraries

un/C comes in an apprentice and
pro ver510n. The professional model

dynamically loads and unloads multiple
binary function libraries like C-Food
Smorgasbor TM and Halo GraphicsTM e
potentially any library compiled with
Lattice‘s large model. Inside this inter-
preter your C program can reach for func~
tions in the best of commercial libraries.

This C interpreter behaves like PC BASIC
meets WordStaI® . Use fullscreen editing
to create a program. RUN it. If it stumbles,
LIST it, EDIT it, RUN it again. fix it again.
Use familiar commands like LOAD, MERGE,
SAVE, FILES, even TRON and TRACE.

Ideal for program development, Put up
code at high speed, try out things deVil-
may care, let RUN/C find your malaprops.
Blast away until tight little code segments
are undyingly faithful.

Lots more features: system interrupts, a
shell command to invoke any operating
system command Without leaving Run/C,
debugging aids ingeniously installed as a
Run/C function. Call for debugging condi-
tionally from within your program, a
specific function or a menu of aids in
cluding immediate mode, singlestep trac~
ing. changing of variable values.

Manual shows how to develop the inter-
face to a commercial library, usmg the Late
tice compiler (a must!) Link your own funce
tion archive the same way, (320k minimum;
512k recommended to fit libraries.)
Ask for: 80950 List: 5250 PCB: s185

PLINK86 & PLUS
Cached Overlays Maximize
Memory Use

Long the overlord of overlay linkers, stan-
dard Plink86 shoehoms large programs
into small machines by sharing memory,
swapping program segments in from disk.
A 512k program could run in a 128k
machine, for example. The Plus version
goes beyond: it it finds itself ui a larger
machine. it moves whatever program
overlays that fit into leftover memory.
Overlays now swap at memory speed not
disk speed. It also can automatically
restore a displaced overlay to which a
subsequently called overlay must return,
and assign library modules to a program’s
root segment or its overlay areas.
PlinkBE‘rPlus: List: s495_ Us: s359. Plink86:
List: ‘395. Us: s279

a hot knife through butter. Extensive error,
Checking insures immediate detection of
program misbehaVior. State of the art
debuggnng tools include breakpoints,
:vatchvalues, several stepping options and
interactive viewing and modification of
variables. An Interactive-C exclusive lets
you internipt to edit and “continue" from
where you left off. Eliminates plodding
replays of already debugged code — the
ball and chain of other interpreters.

Operate Interactive—C using adiustable
edit, command, and status windows. Tog-
gle a second screen showing only your
program's output _ never any crowded
interrnixmg. Or, boost productiVity With
tvvin CRTs. Load object code of functions
you have already compiled. Or of com-
mercial libraries. Interactive—C has imme-
diate mode, syntax checking both as you
type and run, and cursor positioning
precisely pointing at‘an error, not pOSSible
With incremental or pseudocompilers
which leave source code behind

100% compiler compatible — right down
to header files and library calls. Port pro
grams between Interactive-C and your
compiler With no modifications Whatever ,
not even tricky areas of dynamic memory
allocation and I/O.
Specify:
E950 & Compiler

PC Brand:
s219

List:
‘249

yB‘QIEévt
LATTICE C COMPILER
Major Upgrades to the Best Selling C Compiler
L attice now embraces key UNIX‘“

enhancements which have entered
the language since K&R: void functions
returning no value, enumerated data types
to assign stepped values to variables, data
passing between structures by assignment.

The greatly expanded libraries (325
functions!) enable the file sharing and
record locking provisions of DOS 3.1, pro
vide a full complement of transcendentals,
and a host of utilities to mimic the UNIX
and XENIX'lM environments.

Lattice 3.0 defaulm to the ANSI proposed
standard when you need strict adherence,
but command line options restore leniency
And it adopts ANSI checking of external
function arguments by data type to kill bug
swarms when modules join up at link time.

GSS GRAPHICS SYSTEM
G SS1M has reconfigured two compo

nents of its comprehensive graphics
tools to conform with the ANSI Computer
Graphics interface (CGI) standard.

At the heart of the system is the Develop
ment Toolkit Which contains all language
interfaces and deVice drivers for key—
boards, mice, joysticks, tablets, printers,
plotters, cameras, and more. Drivers house
management of vector graphics (plotters)
and bitmaps used by raster input devices
(scanners) to insulate the application pro
grain from concern for deVice idiosyncracy.
No one else has implemented CGI that
way. It means your programming remains
generic; Just sw1tch drivers and the same
program Will drive a different devtce,

GSS Kernelm conforms to level 2b of
ANSI's Graphical Kernel System (GKS) and
contains all its needed drivers and
lanmiage bindings, Kernel has macro level
tools to draw and color an object, store the
sequential instructions, and recreate the
obiect on its own, as well as segment it,
transform it, etc. So powerful, a single com
mand may represent several score lower
level statements.

Plotting has the equivalent GKS tools for
graph and chart generation and their cap
tioning: hand it apples and oranges, say
"pie“. and it bakes the numbers into a
digestible display for screen or plotters.

Kernel and Plotting have tools to convert
images they create to ANSI Computer
Graphics Metafiles (CGMs), a tokenized
standard for storing every form of graphic
image as data. The Metafile Interpreter

DARDILeave the Device Driving to 65$ ANS‘ CG" STAN
reads the contents of a CGM and inter
prets it with full CGI capability for re-
creation on various deVices.

Quality software? IBM thinks so, They sell
the G85 series under their own label.

Unit royalties and annual fees have been
instituted for redistribution, Needs 256k.
Ask for: List: PC Brand:
GSOlO CGl Dvlpmt Toolkit ‘495 s399
GSOZO Kernel System 3495 s399
GSOZS Kernel for IBM RT S795 36163
(38030 Plotting System 5495 5399
GSO40 Metafile Interpreter ‘295 S249

Lattice now delivers smaller .EXE files,
boasts very fast link times and a more effi-
c1ent aliasing algorithm. New options
generate code to use 80186 and 80286
features; 8087 of course sensed and util—
ized. Lattice has enjoyed preeminence so
long that developers have created far
more snapon tools for Lattice C than any
other compiler. William I-Iunt's PC Tedi
journal rev1ew of 12 compilers awarded
Lattice the only “very good" rating for
add—on library availability
Ask for: List:
SOIOO ‘500

PC Brand:
:299

BE'ITER BASIC
Convertll/IicrosofiBASIG
Structured, Compilable.

ombines the familiarity of BASIC with
the best features of C, Pascal, and

Modula 2, yet BetterBASlC is 100% com»
patible with Microsoft's Gill/"7"l BASIC and
IBM BASICA including graphics, sound,
and assembly language calls. So load your
old programs and RUN. SAVE and they are
converted automatically to BetterBASIC!

It's big: Needs 192k; programs can go to
the PC’s full 640k. It's comfy: Behaves like
M‘soft BASIC at the interactive level, With a
full-screen editor, direct statement execu-
tion, and always poised to RUN It's fast:
Each statement checked and compiled
once, not every time encountered. Sieve
runs 6 times faster than with M'solt.

Celike structures house file records so
goodbye to FIELD, MKIS. CVD, LSET. etc.
Named "procedures" replace GOSUBs to
linenumbers. Lots more features: builtein
linker for compiled modules; trace; debug-
ging breakpoints; crossvrefererice com-
mand; 32k strings; DOS and BIOS calls and
interrupts; recursmn. Run-time module
stores object code for redistribution.
Ask for: List: Us:
81200 BetterBASIC ‘195
81201 Run-time Module ‘250
$1202 8087 Interface ‘ 99
$1205 Btrieve Interface ‘ 99

BTRJEVE ASK ABOUT XTRIEVE & RTRIEVE

Queen B-tree File ManagerAbdicates Royalties
here's no longer a tithe to incorporate
Btn'evem in applications, a welcome

proclamation if royalties would ruin your
profit margins, Btrieve takes complete
charge of all file creation, indexing,
reading, writing, insertion, deletion, space
recapture, forward and backward search-
ing. It builds function call “commands"
right into the language you use: interfaces
to C, Pascal, BASIC, and COBOL, with sam-
ple programs in all four, come with each
copy.

Btrieve has mainframe specifications! Its
balancedtree indextng scheme finds any
key in a million in four or less accesses,
Files may have up to 24 indexes; fixed
record length to 4090 characters; indexes
up to 255 characters; files of 4 billion bytes.

Can even extend a file across two drives —
even two hard disks!

Version 4.x speeds DOS interaction for
large multiply-keyed files; enables
variable length records of virtually any
length; verifies accuracy (optionally) with
read after write, useful in gritty en
vironments; offers password and data
encryption.

There's also Xtrieve, for Btrieve file in-
quiry and data manipulation, and Ruieve
for report writing. All three in versions for
any network that supports the MSDOS 3.1
file sharing function
Ask for:
$0650
80852 Network Version

List: PC Brand:
S250 S195
s595 s465

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Licenses: Each price is for a licenseto use a prod
uct on a Single computer and does not constitute
its ownership. We will inqutre for you about snte
licenses. Except as otherwise indicated or where
"#’ follows the Product Code, products may be
used to create programs tor distribution without
royalty payments or additional licenses. provided
said programs do not substantially replicate the
products themselves.
Compatibility: PC BRAND's standard products
are designed to operate with the IBM“? PC, XT or AT
under F'C-DOS and require no more than 128k of
RAM unless indicated. Non IBM machines using
MS-DOS: contact manufacturer about preCise dif»
ferences so we can advtse.
Returns: See box page one. Defective parts Will be
replaced, Please call for authorization to return a
product for refund.

Payment: We honor MasterCard. Visa. American
Express (no surcharge), checks in advance, or
funds Wired to PC Brand, (:10 Chemical Bank, 126
East 86 81., New York. Account 034016058. COD
(US. only) for cash, money order, certified check
(no fee) NY State, add sales tax, Purchase orders
accepted from larger corporations and institutions
at our discretion if you agree to net 80 days plus 2%
a month late penalty thereafter.
Shipping & Handling: U,S.: UPS Surface. 151
product $6, each add'l $3. UPS 2nd Day Air: tst
product $10, each add'l $4.50, UPS Next Da Air or
ederal Express 1-2 Day Air: 1st product $1 ,each

add‘l $6. FedEx Next Day 10 AM. lst product $28.
each add'l $7, International: Charges vary by
destination and carrier. $10 per shipping container
for export forms, Air parcel post at your risk beyond
collected insurable amount

For Orders, Literature, or Catalogs, Call Us at. . .

800 PC-BRAND
That's (800) 722-7263. In NY State call (212) 242—3600

PC Brand, 150 5th Ave, New York, N.Y. 10011-4311
Telex': 667962 (SOFT COMM NYK)

© 1986 PC BRAND
Prices, terms, and specifications subject to change without notice:



Floppy Disk Services
has been supplying stor—
age systemstothe hobby
and professional com-
puter community for 7
years now. You can buy
with confidence from a
supplier that is in for the
long haul. Whether you
need advice ortechnical
help, our staff is here to
serve you.

Complete line of drive enclosures

The ‘Service’ in Floppy
Disk Services stands for
theoonfidenoeyou‘llhave
in dealing with us. We
do not make you wait
when a problem comes
up. We will be there to
help, and more import—
antly support and guide
you. lnthe unlikely event
we cannot answeryour
questions, a staff member
will return a call to you
in a timely and profes-
sional manner with the
answer.

Warranty is a term
that sometimes is taken
for granted. At Floppy
Disk SeNices, we support
one ofthe strongestwar—
ranty policies in the bus—
iness. Our policy is to
replace any equipment
found to be defective in
any way during the war—
ranty period. Its as simple
as that! No waiting for
the merchandise to be
sent back to the factory.
if we find a problem,
(other than abuse), we
simply ship a new unit
back to you.

The XT—clone system pic—
tured above is ourSuper
System Vll XT clone. It
contains a turbo pro-
cessor, a 20mb hard disk
formatted RLL to 3’l mb,
640K RAM, two 360K flop—
pies 1 AT 1.2 mb drive,
mono amber monitor,
par port, ser port, clock
and AT type keyboard!
You might expect to pay
thousands forthis system,
but Floppy Disk Services,
inc. will supply it ready
to run with a 1 yearwar—
ranty. Call for latestquotes
on your custom system
needs. . .

é
EE’QV’iCES



Subscribe to PC Magazine
and save 65%
prehensive product evaluations and comparative hardware and software
evaluations from PC Labs, the publishing industry‘s only testing laboratory.

You’ll receive new applications, power tips and special reports designed
to add more power and flexibility to yor IBM/MS DOS—standard system.

And you’ll network with other users and discover routines and tech—
niques that can save you time and money.

Subscribe to PC Magazine today! Send the coupon to: PC Magazine -
Box 2443 - Boulder, Colo— [— —————————————————
rado 80322 or call Tbil—
Free, 1-800—852—5200 1 Yes, send me PC Magazine for:
710W! ' 1~ » 1:1 22 issues (one year) for $24.97. Save 62%!

D 44 issues for only $44.97. Save 65%!
Savings based on annual single—copy price 013164.90.

MR. ”MRS. MS. PLEASE PRINT 1111.1. NAMl-I

ws
Y 5151mm . "“I .
pa: 427“ .

ADDRESS

l
I
1 ,I COMPANY

|
: CI'I‘Y S’I‘A’I‘Ii ZIP

Add .15 15 per year for postage outside USA, US currency only.
Please allow up to til) (lays for delivery of first issue Basic annual

| subscription price is $34.97. BZDSG

ACCELERATED XT 81 AT
MOTHERBOARD SYSTEM

8129 w¢7mm $799
XT-BB Turbo: 8088-2 CPU: BIOS and 8 I/O slots stand-
ard, 640K or 256K RAM optional.

S9193249 0mm
s319 IOMHz s989

XT-186: 80186 CPU: BIOS 1.0 standard, BIOS 2.0
o tiona|,8|/Oslots:6XTtype and2ATtype,640Kor
2 6K RAM optional.

315493529 8mm
XAT 285: 80286 CPU: Phoenix BIOS 61/0 Slots: 3 AT
type and 3 XT type. 512 K optional. XT size.

3529 amm 31649
AT-286: 80286 CPU, Phoenix BlOS,8|/O slots:6ATtype
and 2 XT type, 640K or 1M RAM optional. AT size.

Above systems include motherboard plus:

RAM 256K on XT. 512K on XAT, 640K on AT) keyboard
&enc osure, floppy drives &control|er (dual 360KB on
XT, 1.2 MB with hard disk/floppy controller on AT 81
XAT), monochrome graphic/printer card, power
supply. Interface and peripherals optional.crating...

CHALLENGER COMPUTER, INC.
122 South 1111., Bedfurd. MA 01730 TEL: 617-275-3517

AUGUST 1986

NEW DEALER
SPECIAL

XT— COMPUTER OTY

648K MOTHER BOARD W/OK 89
258K RAM 27
135 WATT POWER SUPPLY 53
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 27
FLIP TOP BOX 38
XT/AT KEYBOARD 59
MOHO/CRAPHICS/PRH [HERO] 54
TTL MOHITOR W/SWIYEL 98
[1] BOOK FLOPPY 92
PARTS $535
ASSEMBLY & TEST 84

28 MES HARD DISK W/COHTROLLER 425

AT COMPUTER OTY
2

80286 MOTHER BOARD 595
W 51211 RAM
288 W POWER SUPPLY 98
AT BOX W/IIEY LOCK 79
SERIAL B PARALLEL CARD 85
AD KEYBOARD 59
1.2 M FLOPPY 129
EDD 81 HOD CONTROLLER CARD 225
PARTS
ASSEMBLY 81 TEST 15D

38 MES 48 MSEC HARD DRIVE 815
EBA CARD 295
ECA MOHITOR 449

KT PORTABLE $995

04011 1710111511 110111111
54011 RAM
mum no 1111110
CLOCK. CALENDAR. .
smuu, ,.
PARALLEL £92?
TWO 360K ‘ ~
mm 11111153
noun/annrulcsnnu [1151111)
nmcusn 1151110111111
135 w 20111511 sumr
2011111a CASE
9"11101111011, 11115511 or 1111111511
ADD ON BOARDS -— PARTIAL LIST

XT-84DK TURBO 4.77/8 MHZ W/OK 99
LOCAL AREA HET CARD W/SDFTWARE 249
384K MIILTl-FIIHCTIOH (AST 6 COMP] OK 69
MODEM CARD SOD/IZOD [HAYES COMP] I49
DISK I/D ZED CTRL PRH. SER. CLOCK. TO
CAL, SAME
AB SWITCH BOX W/84K BUFFER [1:2 or 2:1] 94
AB SWITCH BOX (1:2 or 2:1] 29
COLOR/BRAPHICS/PRIHTER CARD R88 58

AC3 IMPORTERS
5311 DERRY AVE., umr A
AGOURA HILLS, CA 91301
HOURS 9 AM — 6 PM PST

(818] 889-1092
TELEX: 299353 POST UR

195
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ATTENTION SOFIWARE DEVELOPERS!

More Users For Less Money!
Digitrol's software solution

to multi-user.

pcSHARE
MULTI-USER O/S

pcSHAFtE allows your IBM-XT/AT or compatible to suppon
up to 5 users running your vertical market programs and
1-2-3. dBASE. WordStar. and more on inexpensive serial
CRTs. pcSHARE efficiently runs compiled Basic. dBASE.

Pascal at C programs with full DOS 3.0 compatible
record locking.

DIGITROL COMPUTERS INC.
440 Phillip Street.

Waterloo Ontario. CAN N2L 5R9
(519) 6844541

IBM XT/AT. Lotus I-ZG. dBASE, and Wardstat are trademarks cl IBM Corp.
Lotus Development Corp. Aston-Tale and Micrq Intemaiional

respectively.

CIRCLE 375 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Whether you‘re a sofimre
developer or an end user.
whether you work alone on a
PC or you‘re pan ofa 24-
person project team, keeping
new software or sensitive
data from prying eyes is
serious business.

Short of compli-
cated. wizard-like
protection schemes.
or James Bond. you
haven't had too many
realistic aliematives.
Until now.

Because Rainbow
Technologies has developed
simple. easy-to—use systems
called Sentinels that say no
to prying eyes. No mattcr
how hard they look.

The key to Sentinel is just

rhai— a smart piece ofplastic
smaller than a best-selling
cassette that plugs into the
parallel port ofyour IBM
PC! XT/AT or compatible.

There are two ways to go.
The Software Sentinel”. that

prevents anyone from
using your licensed
software program
unlessyougivethem
a key. And the Data

/ Seniinel‘d Rainbow
Technologies‘

newest prying eye-
stopper. that automatically

protects sensitive personal or
project data as you enter it.
The Sentinel Security Systems
from Rainbow Technologies.
The only hard pan is
the key.

1“"
g E RAINBOW

‘ IECKNOIOGIIS INC

I7971 Skypark Circle. Suite E. Irvine. CA 927M
Phone (714) 261-0128 Telex: 336078

CIRCLE 378 ON READER SERVICE CARD

- For lBM-PCIA‘I’IXT and g
compatibles

0 Dual RS-422 serial interface
- Programmable to 56k baud
0 Differential drivers to 4000 ft$345.01)

QUA TECH. INC.
478 E. Exchange St. Akron OH 44304

(216) 434-3154 rTLX: 5101012726
CIRCLE 332 ON READER SERVICE CARD

B4Kl128KI256K
DRAMS
80287-8 I 80287—3

8087-3 I 8087-2
8 U 8 7 — ’l
BITTNER

€
ELECTRONICS

899 SOUTH COAST HIGHWAY
LAGUNA BEACH, CA 92551
(714] 497-6200
CALL NOW FOR FREE CATALOG

PERFECT COPIES
GUARANTEED

Why risk duplicating your important
programs on your computer, when our
equipment is designed solely to dupli-
cate disks and verify their perfection
100%?

Over 600 formats. 3V2". 51/4” and 8”.
Plus serialization. copy protection. la-
beling. packaging. shrink-wrapping
and fast, personalized service.

Western
translate Inc.
DISK DUPLKIATION

1701 E. Edinger Ave.
Building A4
Santa Ana, California 92705
(714) 547-3383 (Collect)

CONSOL tm
The Integrated Console UtilityTM
All the little things IBM forgot!

for IBM—PC, XT. AT & clones.
0 1.2 to 3.0 times faster DOS & BIOS

screen writing
0 more escape sequences than ANSI.SYS
- usable in any language
' scroll recall facility
- compatlbillty w/PC 8- AT software
- lull EGA support
~ 255 character typeahead buffer
- Increase key repeat rate
- no scroll blink for some adaptors
- VT 100152 emulation
- auto dual screen disable
- keyboard induced breakpoints
- window support
- support for 50 line display
- many many more little features

400p Manual (w/slip case) & disk S75. orjust
Shareware disk $25. As described in PC— World

February 86, pg. 282 and in Lotus June 85. pg. 8.
HERSEY MICRO CONSULTING. INC.

Box 8276!? Ann Arbor MI 48107(313)994-3259 x363 VISA/MC
CIRCLE 383 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IBM PC, XI and AT programmers:
Don't give away results of your etfortl
Don't waste your money buying
costly flngerprlnted dlskettesl
You can have your programs
automatically protected against
plracyl

' Ho speclal training neededl
‘ Ho confusing Instmctlonsl
‘ I‘Io discouraging procedural

No Sales Tax on orders outslde I‘LY. State
YETlWARE CORP.$ 1 80 PO. BOX 21152”W MID TOWN STATION
NEW YORK N.Y, 10129

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

CIRCLE 377 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sort RNI/COBOL Files
- - - QISORTC - - -
Finally. a sort utility for RM/COBOL.
Usrng efficient algorithms in assembly language making it
the fastest sort on the MSDOS market. Qisonc supports:

- RM/COBOL Version 1.5x & 2.xx files
— Single / Dual File Indexed
- Relative and Sequential

- ASCII. COMP-l, & COMP-3 fields
- 32 sort control fields

- ascending / descending
- 32 record selection fields

- EQ:NE:GT.GE:L'I‘.LE fieldzconstant
- implied AND, OR may be specified

- 32 output fields or total record
- CALL from RM/COBOL, when provided

subroutine is linked with runtime
- Use pathnames and remm codes
- Keyboard or Parameter file
- Requires MS—DOS ver 2.xx or above-
- Only $95.00 - COD. VISA, or M/C.
Quantum Information Systems, Inc.

145 NW. 85m St. Suite 103
Seattle, Washington 98117

(206) 789-2888 Telex 4941041

CIRCLE and ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEW EPROM PROGRAMMER”- : EPROM1
$495

*Programs all 28—Pin, 5-Volt EPROMs and
EEPROMs.

'Perfect for engineering workstations, field ser-
vice and small production runs.

'Simple keyboard and display for stand alone
duplication.

‘lnterface to your computer via an RSZSZC port.
*PC control software included at no extra
charge.

TO ORDER PHONE:
800-325-6028 Outside California
916-885-7262 Inside California

VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
A‘V’L INTERNATIONAL
5.? MICROSYSTEMS

/lt\\ INCORPORATED
11554 C Avenue, Auburn. CA 95603
CIRCLE 384 ON READER s
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FREE DISK SPACE
THE FILE STORAGE METHOD

USED BY PCTECHLINE.
The ARC file archive utility can
save 50% or more on disk storage,
and modern transfer time.
- Not copy protected
. Program Sources Included

Only $50
”A sophisticated and eminently
useful product."

—PC Week

SYSTEM ENHANCEMENT ASSOCIATES
21 New Street, Wayne, NJ 07470

(201) 473-51 53

CIRCLE 386 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MYSTIC PASCAL
Fastest Compiler an Earth

NOW ONLY $15!!!

d

640K code. data and stack
incremental compiler runsin back-
ground while you are editing
effective compiler speed greater
than 100,000 lineslmin
immediate execution of Pascal
statements
true multi~tasking for up to 100
Pascal procedures
full screen editor
complete Help windows '

isk with condensed manual to print out $16———
printed manual $16~both $32~tor IBM PC 256K
Visa/MCICOD—add $2 shipping, COD $5.
overseas $10 ‘

Mystic Eanyon Software
RUB. IDIU
Pecos.NMa7552 505/757-6344

ProtessionalTest/Format

CIRCLE 387 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Program For
Hard Drives in PC/XTIAT
fl Setup interleave, step rate, etc.

- Real-Time Multitasking Executive

I No royalties
I Source code included
I Fault tree operation
I Ideal for process control
I Timing control provided
I Low interrupt overhead
I Inter-task messages

Options:

I Resource Manager
I BuflerManager
I Integer Math Library Aux umol mm Pincus“ ltd09mm n m M ow nmucn Corn

euxoosmmmauwn
I Language Intertaces:

C Pascal
PL/M Fortran AMX IorBOBO $ 800 US

8086 950
I DOS File Access: 5809 950

CP/M-80 68000 1600
IBM PC DOS Manual (speciry processor) 75

(604) 734-2796Jk KADAK Products Ltd. Telex: 04-55670
206—1847 W. Broadway. Vancouver, 8.0, Canada V6.1 1Y5

CIRCLE 389 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING LIBRARY
I NO ROVALTIES REQUIRED
0 Graphics — Color. Herc Monochrome. EGA
o Floating Point Trigonometry and Arithmetics
O 5087 Supported but not required
0 ASCII to Numeric conversions
I Formatted Output (PRINT USING)
0 Console HQ with Wlndowing
0 DOS Shells
0 Sound Generation
0 Plus much. much more

MMLIB has over 170 functions tor the IBM
PC/XT/AT or compatible under DOS 2.00 or
newer Supplied in MS Assembly language
source code on 3 DOS Diskettes with 215+
page relerence manual

All tor only $149 00 ppd

BC ASSOCIATES
13073 Springdale Street. Suite 134

Westminster Calitornia 92683
(714) 7413015

CIRCLE 390 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TarH
IO RNAL

TECH MART

PROTECT
YOUR COPIES

0F-TE@EI*‘OGRNAL.
Make your collection of PC TECH
JOURNAL a handsome addition
to your office or home—and pro-
tect and organize them for easy
reference!
PC TECH JOURNAL Magazine
Binders and cases are made of
durable luxury-look leatherette
over quality binder board. Custom
designed for PC TECH JOURNAL,
every order receives FREE transfer
foil to mark dates and volume
numbers.
FOR FAST SERVICE CALL
TOLL-FREE I-800—972-5858
MAGAZINE BINDERS
Hold your
issues on
individual
snap-on
rods. $8.95
each; 3 for
$25.75; 6 for $48.75.

OPEN BACK
CASES
Store your copies for ' '
individual reference. $295 ’
each; 3 for $22.95; 6 for $43.95.

lli 9m ,3}, PO.Box5I20
H‘QURN‘A‘L Philadelphia, PA 19141

Pleasesend El Binders DCasesQuantity
.‘ Add SI per order for

postage 8: handling. (Outside USA, add $2.50 per unit
ordered, US currency only.)

Payment enclosed S

TECH BOOK
I
I
I

THE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISER’S l
FORMULA FOR SUCCESS IN I
SELLING T0 TECHNICAL | M,,M,,_,M, :

I
I
I
I

Charge my:rf ' fl b dt k“S” ace anaIYSISIO ag a rac s I UAmex CIVisa DMC (MinimumorderSl0.)fl Load/save setup and bad track files
I Now supports AUTOCONFIG!
fl Menu driven, with help windows
I Free PARK program included!
I Order HDTEST today for only $99!

Proto PC inc.
612-644-4660

2424 Territorial Rd., St. Paul, MN 55114
Telex 910-380-7623

CIRCLE 388 ON READER SERVICE CARD

I Card No. Exp. Date

EXPERTS IN THE IBM P I Pleaseprinilullnume

MARKETPLACE. I Address

FOR RATES & INFO {my
CALL: (212) 503-5115 State Zip

'PA residents odd 6% sales tax.L____________I
PC TECH JOURNAL



TECH BOOK
ACCESSORIES/SUPPLIES

0- SOFTWARE PUBLISHING 0-
608 offers a wide variety of services that will help
get your software to the markets Address your
needs with GDS.
- IBM style cloth/vinyl 3»ring binders/slips
- Labels. sleeves. disk pages
- Disk duplication with 100% verification
. Bulk diskettes
o Shrink wrapping and assembly
0 Quick turnaround
A well-packaged product can make the differ—
ence in making a sale. Call us NOW. VISA/MC
Glenco Development Systems
3920 North Ridge Avenue
Arlington Heights. IL 60004
(312) 392—2492

BAR CODING
—

BAR CODE READERS
0 IBM PC/XT. AT. AT&T 6300 8 6300 PLUS key—
board models or RS-232 interface
a NO programming. Reads dot matrix
- Auto-recognition and single code decoding
0 Reads Code 39. UPC A/E. Codabar 8 l 2 of 5
- $635 list. units in stock. 2 year warranty
0 Bar code printing software, call for info:

PERCON®

PERCON. Inc.
2190 W. 11th
Eugene. OR 97402
(503) 344-1189

BAR CODE LABEL PRINTING
PrintBar II is a unique memory resident program
that prints code 39 and UPC bar codes on Epson.
IBM graphics and LaserJet printers.
Print directly from almost any program. with-
out copying data to special print files. 30 day
money back guarantee. $295 plus $12 S/H
second day air
BEAR ROCK SOFTWARE CO.
PO. Box 212
Placewille. CA 95667
(916) 6224640

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

INCORPORATE!
'Save Taxes!
*Protect Your assets!
*Free Booklet!
’Free Forms!
'Save $~ Do It Yourself!
’No Legal Fees!
WRITE OR CALL TOLL—FREE TODAY!
HARVARD BUSINESS SERVICES, INC.
3151 Summerset Rd,
Wilmington. DE 19810
800—345—CORP

Personal Computer Owners
CAN EARN $1.000 TO $5.000
monthly selling simple services performed by
their computer. Work at home-in spare time. Get
free list of 100 best services to offer. Write:
Crl.L.B.0.
PO Box 60369
San Diego. CA 92106—8369

HARDWARE/ADD-0N
BOARDS
—

ACOUIRE DATA WITH YOUR PC
’16 to 64 differential A»D. up to 8 D-A
’24 to 48 digital l/O. 24 event counters
’Processor and 8 to 40K RAM on board
*Floating-pt processing. Battery backup
*Linearization, 4 selectable gain ranges
*Menu»driven software. Programmable.
’Systems start at $895. 1 year guarantee
WESTERN TELECOMPUTING
202 E. Kagy Bozeman. MT 59715
(406) 5861511. Or touch-tone. toll-free:
1800-4230587. then 328 222.

280 (to-processors
For PC and PC/AT. From $199.50. Clock speeds
to 9 Mhz. Run CP/M»80 software fast. Develop
microprocessor software with our remote de-
bugger kernel. Also run Intel ISIS software tools.
We have 280 processors for VAX and PDP<11 tool
Decmation
2065 Martin Ave #110
Santa Clara. CA 95050
(408) 980-1678

RATES AND INFORMATION
Standard listings consist of a bold lead line (25 characters maximum); 7
lines of body copy (45 characters per line), 4 lines for company name,
address and telephone number. 3140 per insertion—3 issue minimum.
Additional charge for extra lines and company logos. Prepayment and

SPEECH SYNTHESIS
SynPhonix: TRUE Unlimited Speech Synthesiz-
ertor IBM~PC/XT/AT/jr 8 compatiblesr This low
power short card includes an SSI263 speech
chip. amplifier and speaker. Software includes
TexHo-Speech. Phonetic Editor. Talking Clock
8 demos. Can be programmed with BASIC and
other languages. Prices start below $200.

Svn_Ph(Lix“
Electronic Speech Articulate:

Artic Technologies
1311 N. Main St.
Clawson. MI 48017
(313) 435-4222

RS-232/RS-422 Communications
Versatile communications and I/O boards.
—Four port RS—232 with DOS drivers $349
—RS-422/485~serial interface ..$149
~RS-232/422 with 24 parallel I/O. . $199
—RS-422 synchronous with DMA ........... $299
iDelivery from stock
—Custom designs available

adams
Adams Incorporated
PO. Box 17525
Greenville. SC 29606
(803) 297-9630

FIXED DISK BIOS/BOOT
FiXT boots from most popular Hard Disks—DA-
VONG. TECMAR. IOMEGA. GT LAKES, etc. Adds
XT»Iike BIOS interface to your disk for PC. Se—
curity. multiple volumes. removable media sup
port optional. No~slot plug-in installation. Specify
controller and computer with order. $80895. Add
$3 shpg.. CA tax.

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
2870 Fifth Avenue
Suite 201
San Diego. CA 92103
(619) 29849349

PC-PROMPAC
ROM Expansion for PC!
Aldia systems introduces PC—PROMPAC. a “half-
sized" PROM/ROM expansion board Ior IBM and
IBM compatible PCs. PC-PROMPAC will sup-
port up to six 28-pin JEDEC compatible devices
(ex: 2764. 27128. 27256. 27512. 6264. etc.) with
individually selectable address ranges. Prices
start at $125 for single units. Ouantitydiscounts
and OEM arrangements available. MC/VISA.
ALDIA SYSTEMS. Inc.
PO. Box 37634
Phoenix. AZ 85069
(602) 886-1786

HARDWARE/DISK
DRIVES
—

8 INCH DISKETTE SYSTEM
Read. write and format diskettes from IBM
mainframes. minicomputers. data entry equip-
ment. etc. Complete easy to use software han-
dles EBCDIC conversion. Can read and write CP/
M 8-inch diskettes (many formats). You also can
use 8—inch drives for PCDOS files; 1200 KB per
diskette! $1295 complete.
MicroTech Exports
223 Forest Avenue
Palo Alto. CA 94301
(415) 324-9114

HARDWARE/
PERIPHERALS
—

TURBO START YOUR PC!!!
FOR IBM PC‘s ONLYll The PC-INMA a Firm—
ware ROM Module for the IBM—PC!!! Features:
BOOT within 10 SECONDS!!! BREAK the 640K
BARRIERII Access up to 704K of RAM!!! (Lotus,
DOS. etc.) SCREEN RELIEF-protects your mon-
itor. and MORE!! Easily PLUGS lN~N0 SLOT! Only
$49.95 + $3 S /H. Dlr. inquiries accepted CK/MO/
VISA/MC.
JSSJ Software
1281 S. King St. Suite 6A
Honolulu. HI 96814
24 hr Orders Only: (800) 821 5226 ext. 435

IBM PC/XT/AT ...... SPEEDUP
*OVERTRUSTER: Boots the performance of PC
and XT by 280%! 100% software compatible. is
switchable between 4.77 and 7.38Mhz. $195.
’SPEEDSWITCHER: This is an economical 6
speed switch (4-11Mhz) for AT‘s. $89
*XCELEX: Automatic 5 speed switch (6-12Mhz)
This unit will switch on the fly and works with
ALL IBM AT's including the new Models with
speed limiting Rom Bios. $149.
DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. INC.
1525 Hickory St.
Salina. KS 67401
ORDER HOTLINE (913) 823-6440

frequency discounts available. American Express, MasterCard, Visa
accepted. Copy subject to publishers approval. Send typewritten or printed
copy, reproducible logo art (if applicable) and remittance to Kathryn
Cumberlander, Classified Sales Manager, Ziff-Davis Publishing Company,
One Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016. For additional information,’
assistance, or to place an order by phone, call collect [212) 503—51 15.
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TECH BOOK
SOFTWARE/BUSINESS

The Andsor Collectionm
Unique concepts: creates complete, self-
contained, window-based data management
environment in one' DOS file Simplifies every-
thing. Combine functions to create your own so-
lutions in any application: calculations. database
management, modeling. text processing, charts,
data analysis, statistics, reports, labels, forms,
presentations. mail»merge, etc. Simple enough
fora Pe, sophisticated enough fora PC AT. Su—
perb, 400 page hardvcover manual, with many
examples. From simple calculations, files, in-
quiries, to complex models, data structures, re—
ports: when your favorite data manager]
spreadsheet/word processor/integrated sys-
tem cannot provide the solution you need, re—
member The Andsor Collection. 60 day money—
back guarantee. US$95 + $5 58h. Visa/MCI
AmEx/Chk/MO/COD. Call or write now to order,
orfor info. IBM/PC/XT/AT/Pe, 128K+,0nedrive
or hard disk, monochrome and [creator monitor,
DOS 2.0+. Not copy—protected.

We a Ina/m
Gal/cello” ..

Andsor Research Inc.
181 University Avenue, Suite 1202
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSH 3M7
(416) 364-8423

THE DGI ORGANIZATION—
PRINTERS SUPPORTED
Lets you easily manage your organization charts.
It is menu-driven for easy use. You can create,
save, update and print or plot your organization
charts. You can input up to 58 individuals with
four lines of text each, two title lines and a foot—
note. For use with the IBM PC or compatible
computer and most printers or HP plotters. $95.
DECISION GRAPHICS, INC.
PO. Box 2776-PCTJ
Littleton, CO 80161
(303) 796-0341

SOFrWARE/
COMMUNICATIONS

PC SERIAL DATA ANALYZER
Use your IBM PC or compatible to analyze data
streams between two serial devices (up to 9600
BAUD). Two windows display each devices
transmission in ASCII or HEX. PC can also act
as a terminal for either device. Invaluable tool for
debugging serial interfaces. Disk 8 manual $150.
Triple C Software
2897 SW 13th St.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
(305) 583-0687

200

SOFTWARE/
DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

ROMahle CODE on PC!
PCLOCATE allows PC users to develop ROM—
based software from MS-DOS “Exe” files. The
user specifies the physical location of all seg—
ments. Output files are compatible with most
PROM programmers. PCLOCATE supports the
8086, 8088, 80186, 80188, and 80286 proces-
sors. MC/VISA.
ALDIA SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
PO. Box 37634
Phoenix, AZ 85069
(602) 866—1786

REALIA COBOL SITES
REALFORM is the Screen Handler you have been
looking for. It features interactive screen design,
an on»line forms editor, relief of cursor control,
expedites screen generation, supports numer—
ous data field types, is easy to use and offers
powerful data entry functionality. $395. US.
CHARANDON COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.
1600 Laperriere Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1Z 8P5
(613) 729-3003

FIRMWARE PRODUCTION ON PC
LINK8LOCATE enables PC users to produce
ROM-based firmware for 8086/87/186 from ob-
ject files generated by C, PL/M compilers 8
MASM. Provides full control of segments place-
ment anywhere in memory. Supports output of
INTEL hex file for PROM programmer, absolute
object file for symbolic debugger 8 ICE, and MS-
DOS EXE fifle. Includes an INTEL compatible
linker, locator, librarian and hex formatters. $350.

exegfigP‘efi“‘“P “A.“
$8.

Systems 8 Software, Inc.
3303 Harbor Blvd, C11
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
(714) 241—8650

C-INDEX
C—INDEX is a state-of—the-art data management
library for C. Designed for serious product de-
velopment. No Royalties. B+Tree, variable length
records, multiple keys, and transportable source
code. Call for our free info packet.

C-lNDEX/PRO $195 Partial Source
C»INDEX/ PLUS $395 Full Source

TRIO SYSTEMS
2210 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 289
Santa Monica, CA 90403
213-394—0796

GENSCREEN FOR MS-COBOL
Cobol Source Code Generator for generating the
screen section and data division cobol source
code for Microsoft and IBM PC cobol. Screen
Image Text files are run through GENSCREEN to
produce all of the source code for your screen in
less than a minute. Super fast programmer pro-
ductivity tool $69.99.
Personal Computer Development Corporation
PO. Box 8556
Warwick, RI. 02888-8556
(401) 333-8704

FLOWCHARTS BY PROFLO
The fast, friendly, flowchart drawing program for
the software professional. PROFLO speeds soft—
ware development and reduces documentation
costs. Lets you create, edit, and print clear, pre-
cise flowcharts, quickly and easily. Requires IBM
PC (or clone) with DOS, 128K, graphics monitor
8 graphics printer. Program 8 Documentation
$49.95. Demo Disk $10.00.

9332$
Star Systems
28 Topstone Drive
Bethel, CT 06801
(203) 7440546

TURBO PASCAL GENERATOR
GTP APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM,
version 2. Builds complete, working application
systems. You give it spec's, it writes error-free
code.

Indexed Data Bases Multiple Screens
Context Sensitive Memory-mapped

Help Video
Global/Phonetic Full Keyboard Supt

Search
Easy to Use Price $150.00 Visa/MC, ck, MO
AEF
PO. Box 928
Katy, TX 77492
(713) 391 -8570

SCREENWARE UTILITIES
FAST ELEGANT SCREEN CREATIONS FOR PC
ASSEMBLY ROUTINES. Make new or edit exist—
ing screens, even those CAPTURED in OTHER
pgms BY OUR PGMI Supports ALL color/char/
att 8 monitors. Pop-up menus, help 8 file man—
agement. Creates binary 8 assembler—ready
ASCII source files. Easy to link to main pgm 8
invokes w/Iittle code. KBD template, charts, 50pg
Man, PC/AT»128K, ONLY $271
Crosswinds Software
8621 Windjammer Drive, Suite M—56
Raleigh, NC 27609
(919) 847-1812

ADVANCED MODULA-2 TOOLS
REPERTOIRE: $64. includes 360K of Logitech or
ITC ModuIa-Z source code: screen compilerand
fast display system with input checking, help,
windows, menus, colors; auto—adapts to hard—
ware. Integrated multiwindow editor; natural~
language analyzer. DOS 8 BIOS tools. FREE
documentation 8 demo disk. MC/VISA
PMI
4536 SE 50th
Portland, OR 97206 (503) 293-7706
MCI Mail: PMI; Compuserve: 74706262

WORK HORSE BY USERSOFT
The BASIC code generator that provides:
1) screen painting 2) help screens
3) structured programs 4) maintainable code
5) cuts programming time 6) lNKEY$ routine
7) merging 8) printing 9) cross-references
10) runs interpretively or can be compiled.
All this and more for just $59.00.
USERSOFT. Inc.
PO. Box 517
Manteo, NC 27954
(919) 473-1970

THE PL/M CONNECTION
0 Develop PC software with your PL/M compiler.
0 Complete Interface to PC~DOS and PC—BIOS
0 Fast Graphics Routines example programs
0 All source files are included
- 200 page Technical Reference Manual
‘ $295.00 No Royalties.
Comqirm Corporation
7841 Balboa Ave #108
San Diego, CA 92111
(619) 571 -0228

BASIC PROGRAMMERS
ADD MORE HORSEPOWER TO YOUR PRO-
GRAMSII Use THE BASIC ENGINE” to build
YOUR programs in FAST compiled BASIC. Add
your modules to a working core of assembly
routines, menus, data screens, pop-up help, sort,
more; over 60 subroutines. Complete source for
two working programs, full instructions, $79.95.
Requires DOS 2+, MS-OuickBASIC compiler.-
Praxis Software Engineering Associates
370 Andrews St.
Green River, WY 829354846
(307) 875-9626

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
SRMS” Software Revision Management Sys-
tem stores all versions of source code in a single
library. Allows retrieval of any version of source
and application of changes while recording when,
why, and where changes were made with no du-
plication of common code. DOS pathname, di—
rectory, and environment variable support,
typeset manual, much more.
New version (2.0)... $1 2500.
OMAKE‘“ is an inte rge ys e builder pat-
terned after the UNIX make utility. Only compiles
those routines that have changed since last build.
Support for macros, multiple entry points, com—
mand line parameters. Integrates fully with
SRMS‘“.................................................. $99.00.
MS/PC—DOS 2.0 (MN plus 6%) MC/VISA
DUILT'“ COMPUTING
7048 Stratford Rd.
Woodbury, Minnesota 55125
(612) 739-4560

Better BASIC Programmers
BetterTOOLS 2.00 SPEEDS BetterBASlC 1.1/2.0
development. Includes: 190+ useful tools in 17
modules, manual, and source code. No royal»
ties. Ouicksort, screen builder, extended math,
disk directories, display and printer routines,
powerful input, data encryption, on—Iine error
descriptions, much more. Only $89. VISA, MC,
COD.
SOFTWARE ASSOCIATES
6220 W Airport Blvd.
Houston,‘TX 77035
(713) 726-0706

PO CROSS-ASSEMBLERS
Up to 10,000 lines per minute! Fast X—ref and
Linker plus Macros and Librarian. Generates
HEX, TEKHEK, S-records, and .OBJ output rec—
ords. Over 40 micros and XENIX, MS DOS, CPM
80 and ISIS versions. Accepts MOTOROLA and
INTEL directives and Mnemonics.
RELMS‘“
PO. Box 6719
San Jose, CA 95150
(408) 265—5411
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SUPERTECH “PREP” $19.95
Powerful. exceptionally flexible. language-inde-
pendent pre—processor. Use it, for example, to
write register. opcode and operator synonyms.
nested macros, line—length identifiers, etc. with
assemblers without such features built-in. OK to
share. Phone 24 hrs. (Please add $3 s/h, WA res.
add 7.9% tax)
SUPERTECH
11410 NE 124 St. Suite 6143
Kirkland. WA 98034—4399
(206) 488-9253

SOURCE CODE LIBRARIAN
TLIB‘“ stores ALL versions of your source in ONE
compact library life. even with hundreds of re—
visions. Updates (deltas). 5—7 times faster than
Unix 8008. Date & comments for each version.
easy retrieval. LAN»shared libraries. “Free pub-
lic domain MAKE (with source) by Landon Dyer."
DOS 2.x/3.x $99.95 $3 s/h VISA/MC.
Burton Systems Software
PO. Box 4156
Cary. NC 27511 -4156
(919) 469-3068

LAZY ASSEMBLE
Batch program assembles/links multiple ASM‘s.
Specify which error—free .LST files you want
printed. Delete form feeds from .LSTs‘ if desired.
Link only if all assemblies ok. Other utilities: link
map re—arranger and case sens/insens high
speed string search across editable file list.
$49.95 (CK/MO)
Goldbrick Software
1376 Deerport Ave. #22
Fullerton. CA 92631
(714) 524-6604

Fortran Addenda ’86
Libraries for graphics and friendly/interactive
programs. ASMUTILZ: Total PC control; printers
(3). CRTs (2), disks, FULL keyboard, strings.
high—speed gets/puts, line/box. fills. tile—paint—
ing, EGA graphics modes. BUTILE2: lnputword—
processing/editing. non»overllowing formats,
window management. 100 easy to program.
“smart" routines + defaults/toggles. 170 pg.
manual & annotated samples. $95 alone; both
$165. Specify compiler and version.
IMPULSE Engineering. BR. Strong. Jr.
PO. Box 3540
San Francisco. CA 941193540
(415) 788-4611

The SCREEN GENERATOR
SAVE TIME! Powerful Screen Designer and
Memory Resident Screen Manager eliminates
tedious screen management tasks from your
program. Handles all screen display 8. data en-
try. Easy access to Screen Manager from your
program. Not a Code Generator! NO Royalties,
Not Copy Protected. Easy conversion from other
systems. Use with BASIC. TURBO ($59). FOR-
TRAN. C. Reaiia COBOL, BetterBASlC, PL/M~86.
or Assembler. Call if not listed. Price $125.
THE WEST CHESTER GROUP
PO. Box 1304
West Chester. PA 19380
(215) 644-4206

TREES END DIAGRAM LAYOUT
DRUDGERY $29.95!
Decision trees; composition of data flows and
date stores; Functional decomposition; Family
trees, Process descriptions and structure dia—
gram; Structured English; Warner—Orr data
structure. process structure. and data flow.
TREES trees you from positioning symbols!
- Fits brackets as your text grows/shrinks.
0 Line wraps and scrolls each text element.
0 Diagram stores as machine-readable tree.
0 1000 elements + 32760 characters/diagram.
- Requires MS-DOS, hard disk. 512K.
Ver. 2.0 $29.95 VISA/MC orders: 618-242-4 I 61

Trees
Box 687
Mt. Vernon. [L

m 62864

StruBAS- the BEST BASIC!
Adds structure. full—screen handling, indexed files
and menus to BASIC. Translates structured
BASIC to Microsoft BASIC. Provides interactive
screen definition and creates runtime code and
tables. Includes subroutine libraiy and sample
application. Not copy protected. $150 + $5 s/h.
Demo $5. VISA/MC
LANEY SYSTEMS. INC.
3 Office Park Dr. Suite 100
Little Rock. AR 72211
501 -225-7755

Documentation Generator
Customizing Documentation Generator offers:
FLEXIBILITY—define your documentation
SIMPLICITY—follow DOS tree structure
CREATIVITY—run all commands and programs
COMMAND ABILITY—repeat an expanded
command
I/O ABILITY—run special I/O redirection
check $39, M0, VISA/MC.
U-NEED 8. SEE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
PO. Box 7363
Thousand Oaks. CA 91359
(805) 495-8441/(818) 889-3324

METRICS FOR MANAGEMENT
ANALYZE reads your code and produces met—
rics on VOLUME, COMPLEXITY, PRODUCTIV—
ITY & more! Management, OA/OC 8. Engineers
gain valuable insight into scheduling, problem
areas, testing, maintenance & compliance to
standards. For IBM PC. Process FORTRAN & “C“
$495.00 + S/H. Add Ada for only $200.00 more!
MC/VISA .
AUTOMETRIC INC.
891 Elkridge Landing RD.. Suite 350
Linthicum. MD 21090 (301)859-4111

SOFTWARE/
ENGINEERING
—

METAL FABRICATORS
PC/Cutlist takes input from your bill of mate—
rial—Detail drawing and calculates the best
cutting combination for any length stock and
prints a shop ready cutting list and scrap report.
Also an optimization feature finds best mult length
for mill orders. Price $300. Demo Disk $25.00
THE JOSEPH ALBERT CO.
PO. Box 611
Blue Island. Illinois 60406
(312) 349-9032

CREATE PCB’s EASILY
Easily create double—sided printed circuit board
artwork of up to 21“ square using PC—Layout on
an IBM-PC. the artwork is created using a color
artwork editor. the final artwork. solder mask and
silk-screen (text) is produced using either a printer
or a plotter. Price $745. Demo disk/manual $45.
Demo disk credited to final purchase.
Draco Technology
7210 Jordan Ave. Suite D50
Canoga Park, CA 91303
(800) 235-6646 ext. 646 (outside CA)
(800) 235—6647 ext. 646 (CA only)

PC/8087 VECTOR PROCESSING
The VECTOR87 library is written in assembler.
includes 60 routines to turbocharge your math
& scientific programs. FFT, vector operations.
convolution. etc. 1K real FFT takes only 1.2 sec—
ond. Versions for Fortran (MS. R/M. Lahey), C
(MS. Lattice). $120 each version with source, no
royalties. Write for technical information.
VECTORPLEX Data Systems Ltd.
PO. Box 138. Station M
Calgary, Alberta. Canada T2P 2H6
(403) 248-1250

SOFrWARE/
FILE MANAGEMENT
—

Wilkes Database
For IBM—PC and compatibles. Paint screens to
create/view/update/delete/sort/search/print/
reformat/arithmetically manipulate new or ex-
tant files. ASCII. 16/32 bit integer and 32/64 bit
floating point storage. Powerful key sort and re-
port formatting. $325. Demo $40.
Wilkes Software
5231 Longwood Drive
Memphis. TN 38134
(901) 386-4712

' SOFTWARE/FINANCIAL
_

FINANCIAL CALCULATOR
Memory resident software for PC/XT/AT or
compatible computers. Non—resident version also
available. Loan amortization. internal rate of re-
turn. IRA. real estate. savings, depreciation. and»
much more!!! FREE shipping in the US. 30 day
money back guarantee.
NOT COPY PROTECTED. $49.
OPUS Engineering
5825 Vargas Ct.
San Jose. CA 95120
(408) 997-1503

SOFrWARE/GENERAL
—

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE IN C
Over 60 volumes of public domain software in
CP/M & MS-DOS formats.
0 editors & compilers
0 text formatters
- communications packages
0 many UNIX—like tools
Write or call for more details.

Users’
Group .

THE C USERS’ GROUP
PO. Box 97
McPherson. KS 67460
(316) 241-1065

SOHWARE/GRAPHICS
—

TEKTRONIX 4010 EMULATION
High resolution screen/printer graphics for the
IBM PC. Full interactive capabilities with file
transfer and cross—hair control. Utilizes PLOT 10.
protocols. OFF—line review of graphics output.
Supports IBM color/graphic or Hercules cards.
Easy to use 4010 emulation at an affordable price.
$80.00. Demo disk $5.
Technological Systems Group
5044 Haley Court
Lilburn. GA 30247
(404) 923-4980

SCIENTIFIC DATA PLOTTING
SCI—GRAF creates graphs up to 1680 x 1712 dots
(over3 million pixels!)on Epson or IBM graphics
printers. Supports log scaling. overlays, point—
Iabeling. legend creation, batch mode. wide—
carriage printers. and color graphs on a JX-80.
Requires DOS 2 or 3, 256K. No credit cards.
$99.95
Microcomputer Systems Consultants (MSC)
27—P Forest Avenue
Port Jefferson Station. NY 11776
(516) 928—7493
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FORTRAN GRAPHICS LIBRARY
MicroGIyph's SciPlot provides MicroSoft or IBM
Professional FORTRAN graphics library on IBM
PC/XT/AT under PC DOS. Features high reso—
lution plots from printers (lBM/EPSON/Apple
LaserWriter). or graphics displays (IBM Color/
HERCULES-Monochrome/TECMAR-GM). Price:
$69.95 + $3 shipping + 5% MASS tax.

'MicroGlyph Systems
PO. Box 1066
East Arlington. MA 02174-9998

COMPUTER AIDED GRAPHICS
Free form 2D full screen graphics editor for the
IBM-PC and compatibles. Use it to create charts
such as: Organization. Gantt. Flow and Pie. Also
produces Graphs. Work area plans. Electronic
schematics and more. Drives HP or compatible
plotters. Only $49.95 a price of a game. For more
details send a long SASE to:
WorkWare
PO. Box 661295
Sacramento. CA 95866—1295
(916) 922-5819

MetaNDOW'“/TurboWlNDOW“'
Advanced graphics toolkit provides Xerox Star/
Apple Macintosh style graphics on your IBM PC.
Supports most popular graphics cards. Allows
you to create pop-up menus. windows & icons;
use proportionally spaced fonts: rubberband &
drag lines. text or bitmap images; supports
mouse-cursor tracking. Tightly optimized for use
with Turbo Pascal. IBM Pascal, C. Fortran.
METAGRAPHICS SOFTWARE CORP
4575 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-1550

FORTRAN GRAPHICS LIBRARY
GRAFMATIC (screen graphics): 75 MS
FORTRAN/Pascal, R-M/Prolort. Laney FORTRAN
callable subroutines. Fully documented. prof.
graphics capabilities. inc. general utility. 2-D in-
teractive. total 2—D plots. 3-D plots and solid
models. $135. H-P or H-I plotter? get
PLOTMATIC. complete plotter graphics library.
Interfaces w/GRAFMATIC. $135, Both $240.
MICROCOMPATIBLES. INC.
301 Prelude Drive Dept.J
Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES

EASY WAY TO MASTER DOS!
New handbook shows how. why. and when to
use all 44 PC 8 MS DOS commands quickly and
easily! Lively hands-on tutorial makes learning
fun. for a change. Covers basic thru advanced
topics. All versions up to 31. Lots of practical
examples. 221 pages only $15.95 at book-
stores. or send check + $1.00 S&H to:
LITTLE. BROWN 8 COMPANY PUBLISHERS
200 West Street. Code T868121
Waltham. MA 02254
1800-1343-9204 (credit cards)

SOFIWARE/
NETWORKING

LAN SOFTWARE
LAN software for your PC. XT or AT. allows you
to connect to your VAX and other systems. Pro—
vides file transfer and terminal services at
hundreds of kilobits/sec. TCP/IP or XNS proto-
cols available; MS-DOS. XENIX. VENIX and PC/
IX supported. many additional options. basic PC
package only $350.

PI
Ii

NETWORK RESEARCH CORP
2380 North Rose Avenue
Oxnard. CA 93030
(805) 485-2700, TLX 297579

Network
Researcl
Corporation

pl

SOFTWARE/ONE OF A
KIND

INTRODUCING-JORJ
JORJ- The first and only phonetic dictionary! 50K
words/15K definitions. Finds words super fast
for both good/poor spellers. JOSE a fun word-
game is included in iinitial release as a bonus.
Requires IBM-PC 0082 8 Hard disk. Copy pro—
tected. Price $100. JORJ demo disk $10. Check/
M.0. Mich. residents add 4% sales tax.
JORJ SOFTWARE CO!
4354 Fletcher Rd.
Manchester. Ml 48158
(313) 428-8010

SOFTWARE/OPERATING
SYSTEMS
—

UN/EMULATOR BY WAWA
Run CPM on your PC or clone at MACHINE
SPEED. UN/EMULATOR runs native 8080 code
and increases DOS performance by 10%. We
include disk conversion software, terminal em-
ulators. and serial transfer utility. Available in 5
MHz and 8 MHz. Starting at $99.95 plus $5 SSH.
Dealer inquiries welcome. Call or write:
WEITZMAN AND WOOD ASSOCIATES
580 NW. 99th Way
Pembroke Pines. FL 33024
(305) 432-8025

SOFTWARE/PUBLIC
DOMAIN

TURBO PASCALw SOFTWARE $6
Write or call for information about:
0 Systems & applications development tools
0 Programs for home and business
0 Communication tools & applications
0 Games in specialized applications
0 Scientific/engineering programs & routines
- Graphics including animation tools
TURBO SIX.
PO. Box 8373
Waco. TX 76714
(817) 753-2182

THE BEST OF THE BEST!
Public Domain 8 User Supported Software for
IBM PC 8 Compatibles! Wordprocessing. Ac—
counting, Spreadsheets. Database. Modem.
Games. Languages. etc.. etc. 50 disks crammed
Full-$205.00! or rent for 2wks. $75.00. Info. and
Super Sampler Disk $6.50. Deluxe Word Pro—
cessor $6.50. Both $12.00. MC/VISA.
BLUE CIRCLE GROUP. Inc.
PO. Box 23502; Dept. TJ
Minneapolis. MN 55423
(612) 8234111

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

SPARSE/DENSE MATRIX
MATRIX: Does to matrix what TK! solver did for
numbers. Solves lin/nonlin/diff eons. Program-
mable Matrix functions. $59.95
SPARSEPACK: Turbo Pascal source code for
user-transparent Sparse Matrix handling. Over»
come 54K barrier and more. $49.95. VISA/MC
call 1-800—835-2246 ext. 80.
SoftTech Inc.
18505 W. 8 mile!
Detroit. MI 48219
1—313-544-8544

SCI/ENG GRAPHICS
OMNIPLOT [S] (screen graphics) & OMNIPLOT
[P] (plotter driver) provide integrated engineer»
ing/scientific 2—D & 3-D graphics with NO PRO-
GRAMMING! Menu»driven. flexible. professional.
Choice of formats: tabular/line. contour. bar. pie.
3-D wire frame 8 much more! OMNIPLOT [S]
$195. Add OMNIPLOT [P]. both $295.
MICROCOMPATIBLES. INC.
301 Prelude Dr. Dept. J
Silver Spring. MD 20901
(301) 593-0683

SOFIWARE/SECURITY

“NEW" BIT-LOCK® SECURITY
Piracy SURVIVAL 4 YEARS proves eltectiveness
of powerful multilayered security. Uses rapid
decryption algorithms and small reliable port for
transparent security device. NOW AVAILABLE for
PARALLEL or SERIAL port. NEW KEY-LOK’“ se-
curity device available at HALF-PRICE.
MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS
7805 S. Windermere Circle
Littleton. CO 80120
(303) 798-7683 or 922-6410

' SECURE AT/XT/PC
Control system access. data access! FiXT/S.
Control system boot for most popular XT/PC hard
disk controllers. Feature for AT-and-XT—com»
patible HD controllers segments hard disk by
volumes. controls access with passwords. sup-
ports hard disk expansion. $80 $120 + $3 shpg.
plus CA tax.

\‘3
Golden Bow Systems
2870 Fifth Ave. Suite 201
San Diego. CA 92103
(619) 298-9349

SMART COPY PROTECTION
In the past. Copy—Protecting your programs
meant inconvenience to the end—user. limited or
no hard disk support. and a lot of added ex-
pense per product copy. Our new software based
EVERLOCK System solves these problems. For
IBM and compatibles. call for info.

Az—Tech Software Inc.
423 Grandview
Richmond. MO 64085
(816) 776—8153

SOFTWARE/SERVICES
_

TAPE/DISK CONVERSIONS
Conversion services to or from over 500 com—
puter systems:
- Magtapes
- Micro Computers
0 Mini Computers
0 Word Processors
0 Typesetters
Our conversion capabilities surpass most in the
industry.
Pivar Computing Services. Inc.
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd. #T
Buffalo Grove. IL 60089
(312) 459-6010

RENT POPULAR SOFTWARE
Finally. you can rent popular software for your
IBM or compatible. See how good that game
really is. Try that business package before dish—
ing out huge amounts of money. Not public do»
main. No membership fee. Where else can you
get $75.00 programs for $5.00? Send $1.00 for
complete catalog.
R.S.D.
Dept. TJ
PO. Box 272
Bronxville. NY 10708
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SOFTWARE/STATISTICS

RATS!
RATS is the ultimate econometric software
package. It is powerful. fast, accurate, and in-
expensive. RATS performs regression analysis,
time-series forecasting (including Box—Jenkins)
and cross—section (including logit and probit).
RATS supports a variety of data formats, includ—
ing Lotus WKS files. RATS also offers a pro—
gramming language that provides maximum
flexibility and power. Spectral analysis and
graphics are available as options. Base pro-
gram $200 Demo including 300 page manual
$40. MC/VISA.
VAR Econometrics
PO. Box 19334
Minneapolis, MN 55419
(612) 822-9690

SW/STATISTICS
TWG/ARIMA—a univariate Box-Jenkins fore—
casting package, designed for statisticians.
EASI/ARIMA—same as above. for the non—stat~
islician. $450. each.
ELF—The Statistical Package—a general pur~
pose statistical package. $350. Call or write for
more information.
THE WINCHENDON GROUP. INC.
PO. Box 10339
Alexandria. VA 22310
(703) 960-2587

SOFTWARE/TERMINAL
EMULATION
—

Color VT 102 & 4010
P0102 turns an IBM PC/XT/AT/jr to a VT 102/
52 terminal with printer/ASCII 8 KERMIT file
transfer support. Optional: 132 col. 4010 graph—
ics support. Guaranteed compatibility with all VT
100 applications including EDT, WORD11. All-In—
One, & UNIX. Easy to use. From $89. Call for tree
package!
General Micro Systems
PO. Box 5330, Dept. TJ
Hopkins. MN 55343
(612) 944-0593

SIDETERM
Pop-up VT200/100/52 emulation package ace
cessible from inside any program. Window can
be moved and sized at any time. Data can be
cut/pasted between terminal and application.
Virtual 132 col. screen. Supports EDT, UNIX. and
scrolling regions. Not copy protected. $59.99.
CK/MO. Demo $10. MO res. add 6.225% tax.
SOFTWARE INNOVATIONS
PO. Box 32466
Kansas City. MO 64111
(816) 756-2745

SOFTWARE/UTILITIES

AT/XT/PC HARD DISK EXPANSION
“Replace hard disk with a bigger one. or add a
second drive! eature BREAKS THE 33 MBYTE
BARRIER on standard AT. XT. and compatible
hard disk controllers. Includes multiple vol-
umes. security features, selectable clusters,
keyboard lock. $80—$120 + $3 shipping + CA
Tax“

Golden Bow Systems
2870 Fifth Avenue. Suite 201
San Diego. CA 92103
(619) 298-9349

DISK MECHANIC
THE ULTIMATE Floppy Disk Backup 8. Repair
Utility. Can back up ALL software protected disks
written on the IBM PC. Works manually or au-
tomatically. Files or sectors can be restored.
searched. examined 8. changed. Checks disk
drive speed, reg. IBM PC. XT. AT. DOS 1. 2. 3.
192K + 64K if only 1 floppy drive. $73 ppd. USA
MLI MICROSYSTEMS
PO BOX 825, Dept T82
Framingham. MA 01701 USA
(617) 926—2055 for info MC/VISA

CHARACTER CUSTOMIZATION
CHARGENI 2.1 works with the IBM EGA to let you
modify the character set. allowing many word
processors to display technical material. equa-
tions or other special characters. Also works on
the Color/Graphics Adapter in graphics modes
Requres DOS 2.x or 3.x, IBM Standard or En-
hanced Graphics Adapter. $35 + $2 s/h (MN add
6%).
DK Micro Consultants
PO. Box 6714
Minneapolis, MN 55406
(612) 7220931

TallScreen—DOS POWER
Natural extension of DOS. Scroll back through
screen output. edit text on full screen. mark blocks
to printer or file, recall commands 8. directories.
entermultiple commands,capture screensfrom
application programs. create user profiles. Solid
tech support. A real bargain at $49.95
VISA/MC

fl
,

QUALITAs’“
Oualitas. Inc.
8314 Thoreau Drive
Bethesda. MD 20817
(301) 4698848

Directory eXtended'“
BE IN COMMAND! New version of very popular
command-oriented file manager! POWERFUL
batch file generation-perform any task! FLEXI~
BLE file matching and sorting! CONTROL file at-
tributes! TEST file integrity! MONITOR disk
params; 2-col display! MUCH MORE! Send
$35+$5 p&h (in TX, add tax); money back
guarantee!

DIRECTORY
EXTENDED...
ECONO-SOFT Dept. T66
9200 North Plaza # 1906
Austin. TX 78753

HELL uva SHELL
Most DOS interfaces are designed for IDIOTS!
Get the BEST full-screen interactive directory
around DOS command recall command
aliasing multiple commands at DOS prompt

find files anywhere on disk find complex
text patterns in files . .. browse files .. . copy files
based on time stamp & MORE. Only $39! DOS
2.0! . uses 96K memory. NCP!
Dwarf Nebula Software
BBB—SHELL
PO. Box 46. Dept. TJ
Sugarland, TX 77487

EASYINDXE PLUS"
Cross reference all source code by file name.
Create index by page number. Unlimited num»
ber of indexes and accessed files. Word or phrase
indexes up to 59 characters. Table of contents
generation. typesetting. and print formatting.
Supports over 100 printers. $39.95 $3 shipping
(CA. RES. ADD $2.60 Tax)
Foreman Software
977 Clayton St. D4
San Francisco. CA 94117
(415) 665-6414

TurboRef 4.0
Pascal programmers get organized with
TurboRef! TurboRef will cross reference a source
program and create a program listing. TurboRef
can process a list of files. will read “include" files,
identifies line number for each reference. New
release now avail. IBM PC and )r.. XT. AT or com—
patible. only $49.95; VISA/MC, or check.

c- RACON SERVICES. INC.

GRACON Services Inc.
4632 Okemos Rd.
Okemos, MI 48864
(517) 349—4900

TURBO PACKAGE for Turbo
Pascal
‘Crash the 64K barrier. Forget MODULA2.
*1000 times faster than chains or overlays.
‘Precompiler turns short calls into long calls. Run
500K of memory resident code.
’32 bit integer math toolbox. ASM.
“Mix Turbo, TurboBCD. and Turbo—87.
*Free information.
'Turbo Package plus tools, $39.95.
CONVERSATIONAL COMPUTER SYSTEMS
5371 Verbena Road
San Antonio, TX 78240
(512) 692-0353

LIST-IT
Make your IBM BASICA and IBM compiled Basic
program readable with a pretty print. Cross ref-
erences for statements and variables are in-
cluded. While-wand. FOR—NEXT and IF~THEN~
ELSE structures recognized. $29.95. Calif. resi~
dents add 6%. CHECK/MO/VISA/MC
PCS
50 Cornell #9
Irvine. CA 92715
(714) 854-1282

SAVE THAT SCREEN!
Do you immediately reach for the PrtSc key to
save screen info? What a waste of time and pa-
per! Now. SCREENSNAP‘“ lets you save and re—
call up to 9 screens at the touch of a key. Friendly
with other resident programs but unlike some it
is compact; will run in as little as 5K. Also in-
cludes useful utilities to save and recall from files,
programmer‘s interface and sample code. Build
yourown help screens with your text editor. then
save and recall them with SCREENSNAP. $39.
Aldridge Real—Time Software Inc.
Call BOO—4434160; NJ (201) 846-7242

REPEAT PERFORMANCE”
OUTSMARTS IBM PC KEYBOARD LIMITA-
TIONSIP Smoothly ACCELERATES CURSOR
MOVEMENT, speeds up editing. High speed
scrolling. You set ADJUSTABLE REPEAT SPEED
and DELAY. SKID SOUELCH’“ feature auto-ad»
justs to match performance of word—proces-
sors/text editors/spreadsheets. Cursor 8
scrolling STOP INSTANTLY when key is re-
leased. EXPANDS TYPE-AHEAD BUFFER-type
DOS comamnds while your programs compile.
Less than 2K resident. WARNING: ADDICTIVE!
IBM/PC/XT/AT compatibles. $back guar. $39.95
+$5 p&h. VlSA/MC/AMEX/CK. Site licensing
from second copy!

Vfitflaa-
Popular Demand Inc.
62 South 1025 East
Linden, UT 84082
(801) 7850101

FILE PRINT MANAGER
GLISTER‘“
i: Use DOS wildcards to build a list of up to 100
files to print
* Save/restore file lists
* Restart a file on any page after a printer jam
* Print multiple copies
~k Control: margins. line/page length. spacing.
user-formatted header/footer lines and more
it: Prints files as fast as printer is capable $49
Aldridge Real-Time Software Inc.
Call 800-443-4160; NJ (201) 846-7242
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AUTOMENU" VERSION 4.0
Create one menu system to run all your pro
grams. batch files and DOS commands, “Insu—
lates" novices; many options for power users. On—
screen help. password protection. user-defined
prompts. Written in assembler. 16K size. Over
7,000 satisfied users. Money back guarantee. $46
+ $4 s/h, Chk/Visa/MC.

MAGEE HVTERPRISES
Magee Enterprises
6577 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. Dept. T8
Norcross. GA 30092—3796/USA
(404) 446-6611

DISK UPGRADE BIOS for Ms
DUB-14 overides AT Drives Table to allow any
compatible drive to be attached and fully used
on the standard AT controller. Two ROMs plug
into empty sockets on system board. Includes
complete Set-Up routine and low-level format
facility, Works with UNIX. XENIX. other OS and
networks. $95 + $3 shpg. CA tax.

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
2870 Filth Avenue, Suite 201
San Diego. CA 92103
(619) 298—9349

HARD DISK EXPANSION!
Disk Manager allows the installation of any
ST506 hard disk on PC,XT,AT and compatibles.
Volumes up to 256mb! Menu driven/auto in-
stall, compatible w/ all vers of MS/PC DOS (does
not modlly DOS), up to 16 volumes, easy to use!
$125+ ship. Ask about Novell product! Dealer

QNTRFICH
— COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.

Ontrack Computer Systems. Inc.
7460 Washington Ave. S.
Eden Prairie. MN 55344
(612) 941—4504

VCACHE GETS YOUR DISK
MOVING!
Hard disk accelerator increases speed of car—
tridge and fixed disk operations using memory
caching to eliminate repetitive disk access. Al—
locale up to 15Mb of extended or expanded
memory, or .5Mb ol standard memory for cach-
ing disk data. Includes diskette and screen ac—
celerator modules. Automatic and transparent
after installation. 565+ $3 shpg. CA tax.

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
2870 Filth Avenue. Suite 201
San Diego. CA 92103
(619) 298-9349

SOFTWARE/WORD
PROCESSING

FORMATH'” TEXT-FORMATTED
For technical texts. Sizes & places equations.
matrices, ratios. integrals. big symbols. loot‘
notes, Macros. multiple fonts. 158 Greek/math
symbols. Automatic hyphenation, section/
equation / reference numbering. indexes. table of
contents. Dot-matrix. dalsywheel. laser printers.
plain/graphics monitors. $400. $50 for demo.

SHANTHA SOFTWARE. INC.
50 West 97th St. Room 11 N
New York City 10025
212—222—7647
Touch-tone Toll-tree: 950-1088—wait—FORMATH

and save 65%
You’ll receive in-depth and compre—

hensive product evaluations and compar—
ative hardware and software evaluations
from PC Labs, the publishing industry’s
only testing laboratory.

You’ll receive new applications,
power tips and special reports desigted to
add more power and flexibility to your

And you’ll network with other users
and discover routines and techniques
that can save you time and money.

Subscribe to PCMagazine today!
Send the coupon to: PCMagazine -
PO. BOX 2443 - Boulder, Colorado 80322
or call Ybll—Free; 1-800—852—5200 now!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

IBM/MS DOS—standard system. i

I
I
I
I
I
I

City

Mr/MrsJMs.

Company

Address

Subscribe to PC Magazine

YES, send me PC Magazine for:
D 22 issues (one year) for $24.97. Save 62%!
El 44 issues for only $44.97. Save 65%!
Savings based on annual single-copy price of $64.90.

please print full name

State
Add $15 per year for postage outside USA. US currency only.
Please allow up to (ill days for delivery of first issue. Basic annual subscription prici‘ is

Zip

$334.97.
I 82074
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RS# PRODUCT ADVERTISER PAGE PRODUCT ADVERTISER

IBM COMPUTERS AND COMPATIBLE UNITS
PC 2/286
DART
Business Hardware
MS DOS 3.1/STO BUS
Portable/Desktop 286
AT Compatible
A Star

ACCESSORY CARDS
Al 5 Graphics Board

page! AT
EGA Card
CPU Boards
Above-Board
Hci'gh Resolution Graphics Card
E A Card
EMS
Hi Card Memory Board
Accesso Card
RT Boar

Advanced Logic Research ....Cover 3
figvaneed Logic Research . 1 6

Tech» ersonal Computers .
Tele-Video Systems, Inc.
Wells American ..............

Al 5 America ......
Research Inc.

Everex
I<Bus-Systems
Intel Corp.
Paradise ystems, Inc. .
Paragise Syéstems, Inc.

ua ram 0 . ..
$135 Electrorr'iIcs
Seattle Telecom & Data .
Tall Tree Systems .............

MASS STORAGE HARDWARE
9 Track Ta e Systems
Mag Tape ubsystem
LE
T050 and TC-PC
Perstor

PRINTERS-PLOTTERS
Deskto Printshop
Print QP

Catamount Corp.
IBEX Computer Co . .
Innovative Data Tec no gy .
Overland Data, Inc.
Systems & Software ..

Cordata, Inc. ...........
Software Directions

ALTERNATE INPUT DEVICES
20 1 B-Trieve

DATA ACQUISITION
209 ADALAB-PC

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Co 11 PC
Nopelimit

213
133

SoftCraft, Inc. ......................................... 2

................... 182Interactive Microware

Central Point Software
MEF Environmental Inc. .

COMMUNICATIONS HARDWARE
169
196

Evercom Modem
Multilink Advanced

COMMUNICATIONS
V»Term
DaTa aSS
Side alk
Remote
“SI-T NetWare System"
SIM 3278 PC
ZAP

Everex
e 50

Coefficient Systems
D'ISS, Inc. ..
lattice, Inc.
Microstuf
Novell Inc.
Simware .....
Solution Systems .

SOFTWARE FOR PROFESSIONALS
ASYST

ENGINEERING SOFTWARE
25 Mass CAD

LANGUAGES
Prolog Compiler
Clarion
Turbo Pascal
Turbo Database Toolbox
Turbo Gameworks
Turbo Prolog
Turbo Tutor
Turbo Editor Toolbox
Turbo Graphics Toolbox
‘Ecosoft C
Utah Software

‘ C-terp
F77L Lahe Fortran
Modula 2/ 6

’ C Compiler
Instant C
Fortran
LISP-86
Better BASIC

205 Let’s C
XENIX

PROGRAMMER’S TOOLS
The CREATOR
Fortran Su port
EGA Grap 1cs Support
Hercules Graphics Support
PC PROBE

AUGUST 1986

............................. lMacmillan Software

MathSoft ............................................. 128

Arity Corporation ...........
Barrington Systems Inc.
Borland International
Borland International
Borland International
Borland International
Borland International
Borland International
Borland International
Ecosoft, Inc.
Ellis Computing
Gimpel Software .....
Lahe Com uter Systems
LOG TEC ,Inc. ..
Microsoft Corp.
Rational Systems, Inc.
Ryan McFarlan ..
Solution Systems .....
Summit Software Tech., Inc.
The Mark Williams Company
The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc. ..

.. 169
5

..Cover 2-

..Cover 2-

..Cover 2-

..Cover 2-
2.
2.

.. Cover

.. Cover

.. Cover 2-
.. l G\ N

H
H

H
H

p-
H

—
cx

Advanced Develo ment Tech.
Alpha Computer ervice ..
Alpha Computer Service ..
Alpha Computer Service
Atron

153

142

246
184

134

212

172

Software SOURCE PROBE
Turbo Power Tools Plus
Programming Tools
“Vitamin C"
Periscope
dBX Translator
SoftScreen HELP
A to Z Software
EditCheck
C-Tree
Screenplay
C-Tree uery
Lattice
Utilities, Editors, Functions,

Gra hics
Pceks-N- okes
Opt-Tech Scroll
Opt-Tech Sort
Norton Editor
Dan Bricklan’s Demo Program
TheEVI’:isible Computer
BRI
Turbo Professional
Turbo-Task
Flashcode Screen Sculptor,

Flas -up Windows
Windows for C

SOFTWARE UTILITIES
Sidekick
Traveling Sidekick
Superke
Turbo Lightenin
Li tening Wor Wizard
Fi e-Power
HD Tune—Up
Taskview

GRAPHIC 501'e
Pro Design II
Drafix I
Flowchart

Atron
Blaise Computing, Inc.
Blaise Computing, Inc.
Creative Programming Cons.
Data Base Decisions
Desktop Ai ..............
Dialectic Systems .
Digital Equipment Corp.
Everest Solutions, Inc.
FairCom ...........................
Flexus International Corp.
Kurtzbergsgomputer Systems ..
Lifeboat ociates ....................... 155
Lifeboat Associates
MicroHelp Inc. ......
Opt—Tech Data Processmg
Opt—Tech Data Processing
Peter Norton Utilities .
Software Garden
Software Masters
Solution S stems
Sunny H' Software .
Tangent Technologies .. 129
The Software Bottlingwgo. of NY 149
Vermont Creative So are ............ 16

Borland International ..
Borland International
Borland International
Borland International
Borland International
Bruce Newman 8r Co. .
SoftCa Inc. .............
Sunny ill Software

American Small Business Comp.
Foresi t Resources Corp.
Haven ree Software Limited

170
50

164

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Paradox
Reflex, The Analyst
Reflex Workshop
Dataflex

INFORMIX-SQL

True Data Base
ZIM

ARTIFICAL INTELLIGENCE
Personal Consultant

CONVERSION SYSTEMS
Conversion Systems

MICROPROCESSORS
PC Turbo 286E

NETWORKING PRODUCTS
Tiara Link
Tapestry

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Senior Software Engineer

Ansa Software
Borland International
Borland International
Data Access Co .
Micro Data Base Systems Inc.
Raima Co .
Relational ata Base

Systems .........................
Software That Really Works
Zanthe Information, Inc. .....

Texas Instruments 142

Flagstaif Engineering ........................ 90

Orchid Technology .......................... 88

Tiara Computer Systems, Inc.
TORUS Systems, Inc. ................

Ashton—Tate ...................................... 182

HARDWARE DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS
Model AID/88

LITERATURE
C Pro rammers Book
News etter

OTHER SERVICES

MAIL ORDER
Mail Order
Mail Order
Mail Order
Mail Order
8087 Boards 2020
Mail Order
Mail Order
Mail Order
Mail Order
Mail Order
Mail Order
Mail Order

VuData

Little, Brown 8: C0
Microsoft Corp.

Peripherals Design ....................... 157

ACS Importers .....................
Challen er Computer Inc.
Floppy isk Services Inc
Micro Star
MicroWa
PC Bran
PC’s Limite .
Programmers C
The Programmer’s Shop
The Programmers Shop
The Programmer’s Shop
Wintech Data Products C



—
AUGUST
August 4-6
LISP and Functional
Programming
Cambridge, MA
Sponsor: ACM
Contact: Richard P. Gabriel,
Lucid, Inc, 707 Laurel Street,
Menlo Par/e, CA 94025

August 5-7
ACM SIGCOMM Futures in
Communications
Conference
Stowe, VT
Contact: Walter Kosinsley,
Norwich University,
Northfield, VT 05663,-
802/485—5011, ext. 237

August 1 1 >13
Symposium on Principles
of Distributed Computing
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Sponsor: ACM SIGACT—
SIGOPS
Contact: ACM, 11 W 42nd
Street, New Yorle, NY 10036

August 18-22
Annual Conference on
Computer Graphics and
Interactive Techniques
Dallas, TX
Sponsor: SIGGRAPH ‘86
Contact: Smith, Buclelin, and
Andy Associates, 111 E.
Wacker Drive, Suite 600,
Chicago, [1. 60601;
312/644-6610

—
SEPTEMBER

September 1-5
World Computer
Conference
Dublin, Ireland

206

Sponsor: International
Federation for Information
Processing
Contact: [PIP Congress '86,
1899 Preston White Drive,
Reston, VA 22091,-
703/620-8900

September 8-10
NCC-Telecommunications
Conference
Philadelphia, PA
Sponsor: AFIPS, ACM, DPMA,
IEEE, SCS
Contact: Mike Sherman,
AFIPS, 1899 Preston White
Drive, Reston, VA 22091;
703/620—8935

September 810
1986 ACM Conference on
Research and Develop-
ment in Information
Retrieval Systems
Pisa, Italy
Sponsor: ACM SIGIR and
AICA-GLIR
Contact: L. Rossi Bernardi,
CNR. P/zza A. Moro 7,
Roma, Italy

September 8-1 1
National Database and
4th Generation Language
Symposium
Hong Kong
Sponsor: Digital Consulting
Associates, Inc.
Contact: Digital Consulting
Associates, Inc, 6 Windsor
Street, Andover, MA 01810,-
61 7/4 70—3870

September 15—18
Euromicro ‘86: Sympo-
sium on Microprocessing
and Microprogramming
Venice, Italy
Contact: Mrs. Chiquita
Snippe-Marlisa, p/a TH

’I'wente, Department INF,
Room A227, P. O. Box 217,
7500 AE Enschede, The
Netherlands,- +3 1[53/338799

September 30-October 2
Northcon ‘86
Seattle, WA
Sponsor: IEEE
Contact: Northcon ‘86 Pro-
fessional Program Commit»
tee, Dale Litherland, Director
ofEducation, 81 10 Aitport
Blvd, Ios Angeles, CA 90045,-
800/421-6816; in California,
800/262-4208

—
OCTOBER
October 5-10
Compsac ‘86
Chicago, IL
Contact: Compsac ‘86, 1730
Massachusetts Avenue NW,
Washington, DC 20036-
1903; 202/3 71-0101

October 5—1 0
International Conference
on Computer Design
Atlantic City, NJ
Contact: ICCD ‘86, 1730
Massachusetts Avenue NW,
Washington, DC 20036-
I903; 202/3 71 -01 01

October 7-9
Introduction to Data
Communications
Atlanta, GA
Contact: Deidre Mercer, De-
partment of Continuing Edu-
cation, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, GA
30332-0385; 404/894-2547

October 15-] 7
Scan-Tech ‘86
San Francisco, CA

Sponsor: Automatic Identifi—
cation Manufacturers, Inc.
Contact: Automatic Identifi-
cation Manufacturers, Inc,
1326 Freeport Road, Pitts-
burgh, PA 15238;
412/963—8588

October 16
Communications Network
Procurement
Atlanta, GA
Sponsor: Georgia Institute of
Technology
Contact: Deidre Mercer, De-
partment of Continuing Edu-
cation, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, GA
30332—0385; 404/894-2547

October 20-24
Using Computer Graphics
to Enhance Productivity
and Management
Efi'ectiveness
Atlanta, GA
Contact: CGA ‘86 Conference
Director, 2033 M Street NW,
Suite 333, Washington, DC
20036,- 202/775-9556

CALLS FOR PAPERS
August 31, 1986
Computers and
Applications
Peking, China
(june 24—26)
Sponsor: IEEE—CS and
Chinese Computer
Federation
Submit papers to: Oscar
IV. Garcia, Department of
1311' and CS, Room T—63 7,
The George Washington
University, 801 22nd
Street NW, Washington,
DC 20052; 202/676— 71 75
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Sometimes Waiting
ForLar e Corporations

To In roduce New
Technology Is Like

WatchingApes Evolve

PCZ
Fez/286$1545
PC/XT Size
Shown with
Optional
ALR EGA
Graphics ’ ‘

ENGINEERING ADVANCED COMPUTERS
AT FLOPPY

CONTROLLER
/16 BIT

MONO. GRAPHICS
VIDEO CARD
PRINTER PORT

\8BIT
16 BIT

R5232 SERIAL

512K RAM
OPTIONAL

CLOCK
CALENDAR

B BIT

BATTERY 8 BIT

OPTIONAL 80287

512K RAM
STANDARD

80286-8

1.2 MEG
FLOPPY STANDARD

20/30 MEG
INTERNAL
HARD DISK
(OPTIONAL)

135 WATT
POWER SUPPLY

UL/CSA

ADD UP TO 2 HALF-HEIGHT FLOPPIES
2 HALF-HEIGHT OR 1 FULL HEIGHT HARD DISK

ALR IN CANADA 416-229-6477
DEALER INFORMATION CONTACT: MR. KIRKEY or MB. ANEIL

MOST OF US NEED SOLUTIONS
NOW. . . . . IN THIS MILLENIOMI
Our engineers got tired ofwaiting fora prod-
uctthatcould succeedthe legendary PC. 80
with our experience in designing and
manufacturing some of the most powerful
PC/XT and AT compatibles, we’ve engineered
a PC with today’s technologyto provide solu-
tions for tomorrow’s challenges.

Introducting the ALR PCZIZBB.
The next generation.

A computer with processing power
equal to the 8MHz IBM AT com-

puter (introduced April 1986), so
you can solve problems 500
times faster than with the
original PC.

A computer with more
storage capacity.
The PCZ/286 inte—

grates modernfloppy
technology allowing you to
store 3 times more infor-

mation than you could before.
Evolutionary Winchester hard disk tech-
nology further enhances the power of the
PCZ/286.
The PCZ/286 incorporates all the best hard—
ware developments of yesterday while
maintaining the vital link of total software
compatibility through Phoenix Bios.
The economy of modern technology allows
the PCZ/285 to be priced lower than the
original PC and most other primitive PC
compatibles.

The Result is a
$1545 Complete System.
ltyou are tired of waiting fora maybe product,
or you don‘t want to buy yesterday’s
technolgy, then treat yourself to the perfor-
mance and features of the PCZ/286.
Call and talkto our dealers orsales engineers
for the product that says tomorrow,

Advanced Logic Research, Inc.
10 Chrysler, Irvine, California 92718 — (714) 581-6770
FAV: (7M) rwill-9240‘TFLEX: 5100014525. Answorback Advanced Lngir

CIRCLE NO. 116 ON READER SERVICE CARD



How Does One Air Express Office Send Another
Air Express Office a List of What's Corning?

Next time you have a lengthy message to send cross
country, load it into your computer instead of a plane. It's a
lot faster.

Our Crosstalk software and a modem can make it possible
foryour PC to communicate almost
instantly with almost any other com-
puter in the world, over ordinary
phone lines.

in minutes, you could send or receive
a 10-page report, an inventory list, or anything else
you’d like to have in someone else’s hands right now. You
can speed the way you do business, no matter where
you do business.

Crosstalk facilitates communication among different

computer brands, operating systems, and modems. It even
makes it possible for your PC to become a smart remote ter-
minal to almost any dial—up computer — your company
mainframe, for example, or an information utility such as

CompuServe. ~
Because Crosstalk is so easy for
beginners to use and so versatile for
experts, it’s become the most popular

: microcomputer communications
4’" program available. Ask your dealer, or send for
our brochure.

MICROSTUF 1000 Holcomb Woods Parkway / Roswell, Georgia (30076
CROSSTALK is a registered trademark of Microstuf, Irv;
CompuServe is o Servicemark of HGR Dlod<

CIRCLE NO. 167 ON READER SERVICE CARD


